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11-01

Changes in the International Economic Order
after the Global Financial Crisis

Bokyeong Park and Barry Eichengreen eds. (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–1381–1 / A5 / 282pp. / USD 10

T

he global credit crisis of 2008-09 was the
most serious shock to the world economy
in 80 years. It was for the world what the Asian
crisis of 1997-98 had been for emerging
markets: a profoundly alarming wake-up call.
By laying bare the fragility of global markets, it
raised troubling questions about the operation
of the 21st-century world economy. It cast
doubt on the efficacy of light-touch financial
regulation and, more generally, on the prevailing commitment to economic and financial
liberalization. It challenged the managerial
capacity of institutions of global governance. It
augured a changing of the guard, pointing to
the possibility that the economies that had
been leaders in the global growth stakes in the
past would no longer be leaders in the future.
Given that the 2008-09 crisis was first and
foremost a financial crisis, it is appropriate that
analysis should start with an assessment of the
causes of recent financial problems and the
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successes and failures of post-crisis financial
reform. The author argues that the traditional
separation of macroeconomic and financial
policies the Tinbergen principle of assigning
monetary policy to the maintenance of price
stability and regulatory policy to financial
stability is part of what caused the crisis, and
that the development of a synthesis, which flies
under the flag of macro-prudential or macrofinancial policy, points the way to a solution.
Another striking aspect of the crisis was the
abrupt collapse of international trade, which
declined even more precipitously than the
production of goods and services. Why the
impact on trade was so dramatic continues to
be debated. Then there was the protectionist
response, described in Chapter 3. A few governments responded to the crisis and recession
with overtly protectionist policies, but more
important was murky protectionism defined to
include not simply import tariffs, quotas and
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export taxes but also subsidies, bailouts, preferential public procurement practices. The global
crisis also deepened disenchantment with the
structure and operation of the international
monetary system. It was already a commonplace that a system in which the U.S. dollar
enjoyed the exorbitant privilege of providing
the vast majority of global foreign exchange
reserves was dangerously prone to imbalances.
Chapter 4 sketches likely future trajectories for
the international monetary arrangements. The
author is dismissive of far-reaching reforms
ranging from a regime based on Special Drawing Rights on the one hand to restoration of a
gold-based system on the other. But he is
equally skeptical about the viability of a dollarcentric monetary system like that of the recent
past. The remaining option being a system
organized around several national currencies
not just the dollar but also the euro and the
Chinese renminbi, the question then becomes
how to ease the transition to such a system and
to smooth its operation once it arrives.
Among the notable long-term consequences
of the crisis has been the emergence of the
Group of Twenty (G20) as the de facto steering
committee for the world economy, displacing
earlier advanced-country-centered groupings,
notably the Group of Seven/Eight (G7/8). But,
institutionally, the G20 remains a work in progress. As explained in Chapter 5, it has no
permanent staff or written constitution. It has
no global mandate; why it includes the countries it does reflects the particular historical
process out of which it emerged. The details of

how the G20 will work with multilateral organizations such as the International Monetary
Fund and Financial Stability Board when additional problems arise remain to be determined.
As the growing prominence of the G20 reveals,
another consequence of the crisis has been to
enhance the weight of emerging markets in the
world economy. Their economies held up best
in the face of the shock, and they continue to
grow robustly. Chapter 6 marshals a number of
indicators showing just how fast the emerging
markets have grown and how importantly they
now figure in the world economy. At the same
time, as the author explains, these countries face
serious challenges in the post-crisis environment. Stagnation in the advanced countries is a
challenge for their traditional strategy of
export-led growth. Chapter 7 focuses more
closely on the challenges facing the emerging
markets of East Asia in particular. The global
crisis of 2008-09 and, more recently, financial
turmoil in Europe had relatively little impact on
East Asia's fast-growing economies. The
emerging markets of East Asia, it was increasingly asserted, had successfully decoupled from
the advanced-country world. The authors ask in
the chapter whether this will remain the case
going forward. As global liquidity strains rose
again in the latter part of 2011, a number of
East Asian currencies weakened substantially,
highlighting the region's continuing dependence on external financial conditions. But if
the challenges that emerging markets will face
in the new post-crisis environment will be
formidable, they pale in comparison with those
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that will confront the advanced economies. The
advanced economies as a group emerged from
the crisis with large budget deficits and heavy
debts. Winding down those deficits without
derailing recovery and damaging the prospects
for growth will not be easy. All this takes place
against a gloomy demographic backdrop that
implies rising old-age dependency ratios, heavy
pension obligations and health care costs, and a
declining share of the population participating
in the labor force. Chapter 8 takes up these
issues. The authors frame their analysis around
a number of distinctions. Notwithstanding
numerous differences among economies, medium-term fiscal challenges are daunting across
the advanced-country world. Under any plausible projection of the evolution of macroeconomic variables, current policies are not sustainable. Difficult decisions are unavoidable.
The global financial crisis has cast a long shadow. It has profoundly affected the advanced
economies, emerging markets and the balance
between them. The implications for the international trade, the monetary and financial
system, and global governance are far reaching.
Drawing out those implications and beginning
to comprehend what they mean for the future is
the task the authors take up, collectively, in this
volume.
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U. S. and Canada's Green Growth Strategy
and its Implications

Heechae Ko, Junkyu Lee, Minah Oh, and Boram Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–1351–4 / A5 / 222pp. / USD 10

T

he world’s economies are actively promoting
“green growth” as the way to overcome the
global economic crisis, the energy crisis, climate
change, and to gain momentum for new growth.
First of all, the effects of climate change intensifying around the world has given urgency to
the task of coordinating global action among
countries. Also the volatility seen in wildly fluctuating energy prices is fueling fears of a global
energy crisis due to temporary energy imbalance and energy speculation. Until now, world
economic development was based on overwhelming dependence on fossil fuels. However,
the limited fossil fuel reserves and environmental pollution are putting this type of development to an end. Furthermore, the current global financial and economic crisis provides
legitimacy for a more active investment in the
green energy sector for many countries, to boost
growth momentum and reduce dependence on
foreign fuels.

14 l
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Meanwhile, despite the withdrawal from the
Kyoto Protocol, the United States acknowledged the need to develop the clean energy
sector since the late 1980s. Accordingly, the U.S.
government established a national energy strategy supporting research and technology development in clean energy and eco–friendly cars as
a potential source of industrial growth.
Energy technology is a combination of a diverse
range of technologies, which necessitates long–
term, massive investments. In case of developed
countries, federal/central governments can play a
leading role by implementing national energy
plans to support energy technology development
until its commercialization and employment. In
case of the United States, the Department of
Energy is in charge of the “National Energy
R&D Portfolio.” In February 2003, the Bush
administration announced the “Hydrogen Fuel
Initiative” which provided $1.7 billion to develop
hydrogen–powered fuel cells, hydrogen infra-
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structure and advanced automotive technologies
over the next five years. The Bush administration
continued its efforts to reverse America’s growing
dependence on foreign oil. In the 2006 State of
the Union Address, President Bush announced a
20% increase in clean–energy research and
revealed his plan to make ethanol practical and
competitive within six years.
President Obama, in the wake of the global
financial crisis, is continuing US efforts to
develop clean energy technology. The climate
change bill could reset the US government’s
approach on green growth, being one of the
legislations President Obama heavily advocated. In June 2009, the bill had passed in the
House of Representatives. However, its chances
of passing the Senate vote are slim.
Despite setbacks in enacting the climate
change bill, President Obama fully recognizes
“green growth” as America’s new engine of
growth. In the 2011 State of the Union address,
President Obama showed a firm determination
to continue investment in clean energy technologies. In doing so, President Obama set a
new goal: that by 2035, 80% of America’s electricity will come from clean energy sources such
as wind, solar, nuclear, clean coal and natural
gas. Detailed measures to achieve this goal was
outlined, which includes introduction of 1 million
electric vehicles on the road by 2015 and the elimination of $4 billion subsidies to oil companies.
Canada already recognized that low–carbon
green growth is essential to sustainable growth.
Since 2005, the Canadian government actively
began investing in clean energy and technology.

Specifically, the Canadian government is
implementing policies related to greenhouse
gas reduction, environment technology development, infrastructure investment, and environmental protection. Above all, the Canadian
government is focusing on the renewable energy development, such as achieving international
competitiveness in hydrogen production technology and fuel cell technology. In the 2007
budget, $2 billion was allocated for renewable
energy development alone. Considering Canada’s dynamic low–carbon green growth action,
close attention to Canada’s growing clean energy market is needed for better cooperation in
the near future.
In addition, Canada is a well known eco–
friendly country, its attitudes towards the environment driven by the close attention of its
citizenry to environmental problems and
backed up by strict government regulations.
Environmental issues tend to be the major
campaign issues during the election period, and
federal and local governments have systematic
evaluation processes to prevent environmental
pollution from fossil fuel exploration. Recent
opposition on the oil sand development by
native Canadians and strict federal government
regulations have given rise to much uncertainty
in the Canadian oil industry. Yet, there are
assumptions that the Conservative Party of
Canada, the majority party, is implementing
Canada’s ‘ecoAction’ plan−Canada’s national
energy plan−to merely avoid criticisms that the
party is not attentive enough on environmental
issues. But regardless of the ruling party, it is the
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direct support to the citizens which the Canadian government has aimed at, while simultaneoulsly reducing industries’ dependence on
government support.
In tandem with the green growth movement
in the global community, Korea is also adopting
policies to adapt to climate change and implementing “green growth” for sustainable development. As in the case of the US and Canada,
major economies are designing national green
growth strategies for sustainable growth with
special focus on renewable energy industries.
Green growth has now become vital for development of the world’s nations, and is no longer
a matter of choice. Considering that Korea has
not yet reached the levels of the developed
countries in renewable energy in terms of technology and power–generation capacity, the
Korean government should continue to provide
full support to Korea’s renewable energy industry via tax credits and investment incentives
under sustainable national development plans.
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From Northeast Asian Economic
Cooperation to East Asian Economic
Integration: Toward an Era of East Asia

Chang–Jae Lee and Ho–Kyung Bang (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–1352–1 / A5 / 212pp. / USD 10

O

ver the past twenty years, functional
economic integration has been progressing rather rapidly among the three major
Northeast Asian countries. The share of intra–
regional trade between China, Japan and Korea
increased from 12.3 percent in 1990 to 22.5
percent in 2010. When Hong Kong, Macao
and Taiwan are added, the share of intra–
regional trade of Northeast Asia (CJK+HMT)
amounted to 37.3 percent in 2010.
In addition, the efforts to institutionalize
Northeast Asian economic cooperation have
also been made by the three countries. At the
ASEAN+3 Summit Meeting, which was held
in Manila in November 1999, the leaders of
China, Japan and Korea met for historic gathering, and the Trilateral Summit Meeting has
taken place annually since. Then, in Fukuoka in
December 2008, the first independent Trilateral Summit Meeting took place outside of the
ASEAN+3 framework, and the independent

Trilateral Summit Meeting has become an
annual event.
Furthermore, although the three Northeast
Asian countries signed on to the economic
regionalism bandwagon belatedly, they have
concluded many FTAs, respectively. Yet, there is
still no FTA among them.
However, some progress recently has been
made. On the basis of the recommendation
proposed by the Trilateral Joint Research, which
was set up following the agreement among
three leaders at the Manila Summit in 1999,
the leaders agreed to launch an Official Tripartite Joint Study for a China–Japan–Korea FTA
at the Trilateral Summit Meeting in Beijing in
October 2009. Seven meetings of the Joint
Study Committee for a CJK FTA were held
between May 2010 and December 2011, and
the outcome of this Joint Study Committee is
planned to be submitted to the leaders at the
Trilateral Summit Meeting in 2012.
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When it comes to institutional economic
integration in the region, it began after the
Asian financial crisis. Following the first
ASEAN+3 Summit Meeting which was held
in December 1997, the Summit Meetings as
well as Ministerial and Senior Officials Meetings have taken place regularly, constituting a
framework for regional economic cooperation
among the ASEAN+3 countries. Additionally,
the East Asia Summit Meeting was launched
in 2005.
Functional economic integration has also
been advancing smoothly in East Asia. Over
the past twenty years, the share of intra–regional trade among ASEAN+3 countries rose from
28.6 percent to 39.7 percent. In 2010, the share
of intra–regional trade among ASEAN+3+HMT,
ASEAN+6, and ASEAN+6+HMT represented
51.9 percent, 45.1 percent and 56.2 percent,
respectively, surpassing that of NAFTA (40.5
percent) and nearing the level of EU (56.3
percent).
Furthermore, many bilateral and plurilateral
FTAs have been concluded among East Asian
countries since the turn of the century. In
particular, ASEAN concluded FTAs with
China, Korea and Japan, respectively.
With the proliferation of FTAs among the
East Asian countries, the interest in a region–
wide FTA in East Asia has risen. In fact, the
idea of an EAFTA (East Asia Free Trade Area)
was first recommended by the East Asia Vision
Group in October 2001 and it was also
proposed as a mid and long term goal by the
East Asia Study Group in November 2002.
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Then, EAFTA Study among the experts from
ASEAN+3 countries and CEPEA (Comprehensive Economic Partnership in East Asia)
among the experts from ASEAN+6 countries
were conducted, and on the basis of their
recommendations, the four government – level
working groups were established to prepare a
region–wide FTA in East Asia.
East Asia has already become the world’s
factory. In the wake of the global financial crisis
and the European fiscal crisis, given that the
economic prospects for the United States and
EU are remaining rather gloomy, East Asia is
expected to be the engine of world economic
growth. Moreover, if the rapid growth of East
Asian economies continues, we may yet witness
the start of East Asia era in the twenty first century.
This study proposes two criteria for the Era of
East Asia; one is that the size of its economy
should recover the level in 1820 (adjusted by the
change in population), i.e., before its historic
decline, and the other is that its average per
capita income should attain the world’s average,
and suggests it as a vision to be pursued by East
Asian countries.
To realize the era of East Asia, East Asia has
to maintain its economic growth, enlarge internal markets and create a stable international
political and security environment. And in
order to satisfy all these conditions, we need a
region–wide FTA in East Asia.
Given many FTAs among East Asian countries, including ASEAN+1 FTAs, the remaining missing links are among the three Northeast Asian countries. So, the most fundamental
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task to realize a region–wide FTA in East Asia
is the formation of an FTA or FTAs between
China, Japan and Korea.
This study highlights the fact that in order to
realize the era of East Asia, a region–wide FTA
in East Asia is needed, and that to achieve a
region–wide FTA in East Asia, a CJK FTA is
necessary. On the other hand, vision of realizing
the East Asia era could be used as an additional
stimulus to push forward the formation of a
region–wide FTA in East Asia and CJK FTA.
Therefore, in order to realize the era of East
Asia, China, Japan and Korea must strive to
form a region–wide FTA in the mid and long
term, and in the short term, they should focus
on the formation of a CJK FTA.
The Korean government should also give
priority to a CJK FTA over a Korea–China
FTA or Korea–Japan FTA, and take the
opportunity of the 2012 Trilateral Summit
Meeting to launch the CJK FTA negotiations.
By choosing the trilateral FTA over the bilateral ones, the Korean government can show its
will to assume an active role in improving relations in Northeast Asia.
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T

his report analyzes the problems of the
current international monetary system
under given circumstances of a weakening
dollar and the decreasing weight of the US
Economy in the world. This study tries to figure
out whether there will be changes in the current
international monetary system and, if so, the
possible picture of new system. As alternative
international key currencies, EURO and Yuan
are proven, in diverse aspects, as international
key currencies. This report suggests the introduction of an Asian regional currency and makes the
case for a multi–polar international currency
system, starting with the East Asian Currency
Unit between Korea, China and Japan.
The first issue concerns the search for a possible
alternative international monetary system. SDR
has been regarded as a substitute for the dollar, as it
already has worked as an international currency
since the launch of the Bretton–Woods system.
SDR’s advantage is that the currency is not bound
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to specific national interests. However, there is no
private market where the SDR might be traded.
SDR also requires an international central bank,
which the IMF is not likely to become.
Another alternative may be a multi–polar international monetary system in which the dollar,
Euro and probably the Yuan would compete with
each other. The result of this study shows that the
dollar still dominates other currencies with regard
to GDP, volume of financial assets, size of the
financial market as well as military power. The
EURO has a strong potential to be a key currency
considering trade volume, well–developed financial markets and internationalized financial institutes. The Yuan, however, will take quite a while
before coming onstage as a global key currency.The
major weaknesses of the Yuan are capital control, a
shallow financial sector, financial depression, inefficient financial system and relatively high political
risk. This result implies that the international
monetary system will be dominated by the dollar
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for the foreseeable future. Then a bi–polar system
with the dollar and EURO may slowly emerge to
replace the current system. A tri–polar system with
the dollar, Euro, and the Yuan will only emerge
after a relatively long time.
The tri–polar system may be easier to establish if
Asian countries introduce a regional currency
instead of a national currency, the Yuan, as that
regional currency will not be subject to vicissitudes
of China’s domestic conditions. An Asian regional
currency will get the credit on the market more
easily than the Yuan. The fastest way to introduce
an Asian regional currency will be to start in a small
but influential group involving China, Japan, and
Korea.The three countries account for over 80% of
Asia’s GDP and cooperate with each other institutionally. They have already established the trilateral
cooperation secretariat, and are connected by a
currency swap arrangement. If the three countries
would initiate efforts to establish an Asian regional
currency, other countries will join afterwards.
In addition to the factors explained above, this
study shows how the three countries may create a
regional currency and how that currency can be
used. A set of exchange rates beginning in 2000 to
November 2011 is calculated and attached as an
example in the appendix.
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C

hina's financial market has grown fast
since the beginning of the 2000s although
it is obviously less developed compared with its
real sector yet. As measured in the ratio of total
financial asset to GDP as of 2009, China is
about 70% as developed as the U.S. in financial
deepness. While the indirect financing via
banks still accounts for three fourths of total
financing in China, the direct financing through
capital market is in the early phase of development. The non–performing loan problem and
the financial weakness of commercial banks,
which were mentioned as major lingering
concerns in China's finance, have been
improved due to the financial support from its
government in the early 2000s. Despite this
quantitative growth and better statistics, there
are still many obstacles to further financial
development in China. They include strong
government intervention in finance such as
state ownership of banks and interest rate
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control, low financial competitiveness and
underdevelopment of capital market and
investment banking industry. Therefore, it is
hard to predict that China's financial institutions would be competitive enough to lead the
global financial market in the foreseeable future.
The recent global financial crisis and thereafter
China's massive stimulus measures created
additional risks in its financial sector.
This low competitiveness of banks and extensive financial interventions by government
work as impediments to greater flexibility of
exchange rate and more liberalized capital flows
in China. It is theoretically proper to sequence
policies in the order of domestic financial
reform including interest rate liberalization,
greater flexibility of exchange rate, capital
account liberalization, and currency internationalization. Currently China's policies,
however, are under way in a mixed order. After
the global financial crisis renminbi internation-
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alization policy started to be driven with priority. Although renminbi internationalization is
the ultimate goal of China, it would face difficulties in making further progress without prior
measures for financial openness, which in turn
calls for exchange rate flexibility.
This logic leads to the prediction that China
will increase its exchange rate flexibility sooner
or later. Such a decision possibly would be
prompted by the recognition that the flexibility
is a crucial precondition for the ultimate goal,
namely internationalized renminbi. Greater
flexibility of exchange rate would be also beneficial to China because it needs to deal with
both appreciation pressure from outside and
inflation pressure from inside. Moreover, China
is likely to make progress in capital account
liberalization, albeit slow and limited. In particular, it may loosen regulations on portfolio
investment including larger investment ceilings,
while maintaining strict restrictions on short–
term capital flows and financial derivatives.
However, it would take long time to achieve
full–fledged convertibility of renminbi because
China has a long way to go to fulfill its preconditions such as domestic financial reform. In
conclusion China is very likely to push forward
internal financial reform, greater exchange rate
flexibility, capital account liberalization, and
currency internationalization in a gradual manner
simultaneously rather than in a relevant order.
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T

his study examines various potential
international risk factors for the Korean
economy in a medium–term perspective. The
report highlights the different characteristics of
the risk factors between the 1990s and 2000s in
particular. First of all, the effects of oil price
shocks on the Korean macroeconomy are investigated. Since Korea is an oil–importing country, it is natural that an oil price hike increases
imports. However, VAR analysis found that an
oil price rise raises exports as well as imports,
since Korea imports crude oil and exports
petroleum products. An export increase after
the oil price shock was not observed in 1990s,
since the ratio of petroleum product exports to
total exports was relatively low in the 1990s but
it has been increased in 2000s. Due to the fact
that an oil price rise increases the exports, we
also found that an oil price rise increases Korean industrial production in the short–run.
Considering the asymmetry of the oil price
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shocks, the analysis shows that an oil price fall
also increases industrial production, and moreover the impact is greater than in the case of an
oil price rise.
Second, we empirically investigate the effects
of exchange rates on Korean trade. It is widely
believed that exchange rate depreciation would
promote exports and reduce imports. However,
we cannot find the evidence that the depreciation of exchange rates does boost exports, while
it is found that depreciation decreases imports.
Moreover, it is found that the volatility of
exchange rates deters exports after the Asian
currency crisis. Therefore, the stabilization of
the foreign–exchange market is important for
Korea to promote exports.
Third, the effects of the Chinese economy on
the Korean economy are investigated empirically, focusing on exports and price levels. An
empirical analysis found that the appreciation
of the Chinese Yuan promotes Korean exports
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to China, by enhancing the price competitiveness of Korean products. Chinese exchange rate
appreciation raises all three kinds of Korean
exports: final goods, intermediate goods, and
capital goods; while the impact of the final
goods is the biggest among overall. It has also
found evidence that Chinese inflation can be
transmitted to Korea through rises in Korean
import prices. Empirical analysis reveals that
Chinese inflation had no significant impact on
Korea’s inflation rate in the 1990s, while it
became one of the main external causes of
Korea’s inflation along with oil prices in the
2000s.
Lastly, we analyse the potential regional risk
factors which can be realized in the medium–
term. We considered the deterioration of the
Eurozone fiscal crisis, US double–dip, and
Chinese hard–landing as the risk factors. If the
Eurozone sovereign debt crisis results in the
disorderly defaults of some member countries,
the world’s economy may experience recession
like the global financial crisis of 2008. In the
worst scenario of the Eurozone crisis, the
world’s GDP will fall to 0.7%p in 2012 and
2.0%p in 2013. With regard to the US economy, it is not very probable that it faces a double–
dip in 2012, but the recovery process from the
subprime mortgage crisis could be longer than
expected. If a US double–dip is realized in 2012,
the world’s GDP may fall to 0.9%p in 2012 and
0.5%p in 2013. Finally, China’s hard–handing
scenario does not seem to be happening in the
near future. However, it is needed to carefully
monitor the China’s bubble problem of asset

markets and banking sector stability. If China’s
hard–landing scenario becomes realized in
2012, the world’s GDP may fall to 0.4%p in
2012 and 0.9%p in 2013.
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W

e analyze the effectiveness of capital
control in 2000’s by using EPFR
(Emerging Portfolio Fund Research) dataset.
In the chapter 2, we first summarize the status
of emerging countries’ capital control before
and after 2000. International capital flows have
been increased since 1990’s. The global financial
crisis after Lehman Brother’s collapse has interrupted the international capital flows since
2008. The capital flows to emerging markets,
however, have resumed after the global financial
crisis. The two main reasons of increasing capital flows to emerging markets are the increased
liquidity due to monetary easing during crisis
and the relative resiliency of emerging countries’
growth. Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Malaysia and
Thailand introduced capital controls in 1990’s
and Brazil, Columbia, Croatia, Thai, Indonesia
and Korea has used capital controls in 2000’s. In
particular, the number of countries, that is
imposing, capital controls, increased after the
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Global financial crisis due to emerging concerns
about sudden stop’s of foreign capital flows.
In chapter 3, we analyze the capital flows
before and after capital controls imposed in
selected countries. We select the countries with
enough time–series data after the capital
controls in order to have meaningful analyses.
They are Brazil, Columbia, Thailand, Indonesia
and Korea. We find that capital inflows in our
sample countries do not show any statistically
meaningful changes after imposing the capital
controls in general. The capital flows to bond
funds of Columbia has been contracted after
capital control, but the capital flows to other
countries have even been increased after capital
controls.
In Chapter 4, we analyze the effectiveness of
capital controls with the controlling variables
including international capital markets’ variations and domestic macroeconomic and financial market variations. We could not find the
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statistically meaningful effects of capital
controls on the capital flows or the capital
market variations. As an exception, the forward
position regulation of Korea has reduced the
capital flows to bond funds. All capital controls
have not affected the volatility of stocks or
foreign exchange markets. The international
capital markets’ volatility has affected the capital
flows in most countries. If the domestic capital
market is less volatile than the international
markets, then the international capital flows
into that country.
The capital controls in general could not have
not affected the capital inflows, so it is more
important to reduce the domestic market’s
volatility. We only find 2 cases of statistically
meaningful regulations of capital controls out
of 7 cases. Therefore, we recommend to focus
on policies of the domestic market stabilization
in order to stabilize the capital flows.
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T

he global financial crisis started in 2008
has changed the world economic order or
environments in multiple aspects. The goal of
this study is to make an overall assessment of
the changes in each aspect after the crisis, to
forecast the direction of the further change, and
to draw implications for Korea’s international
economic policy. This study deals with the topic
in four categories: overview of the crisis, changes
in global governance, changes in advanced economies, and changes in emerging economies.
In Part I which overviews the crisis, we
contrast the recent crisis with the Great Depression of the 1930s from the perspective of
comparative history and examine fundamental
causes of global imbalances which were an
important background of the crisis. Part II
discusses the changes in international economic
order or global governance created by impacts
of the crisis. The changes include the emergence
of the G20 as a new international forum, the
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tendency of financial re–regulation, and the
stalemate in international climate change negotiation. This part deals with also the rise of the
G2 system as a global political order which was
caused by the great resilience of the Chinese
economy after the crisis. Part III covers the
changes which happened in advanced economies in the post–crisis era. The notable changes
are the crisis of the Euro system, widespread
fiscal consolidations, and deterioration of
economic inequality. Part IV examines the
changes in emerging economies. Rapid recovery from the crisis in these economies is
contrasted with stagnation in advanced countries. This two–speed recovery from the crisis
enhanced the status and proportion of emerging economies. Internally, however, cracks in
political order were often incurred as in the
Middle East. In East Asia the greater Chinese
economy created a substantial change in the
regional economic integration framework. In
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conclusion the prospect of further changes in
the world economy and their implications for
Korean economy are provided.
The global financial crisis has worked as a
momentum to accelerate structural changes
which were already under way in the world
economy. One of the most significant changes
is the shift in the economic gravity from
advanced economies to emerging ones. The
other is rethinking of economic liberalization or
deregulation movements which continued after
the 1980s. These changes imply that capitalism
requires its reformulation on the basis of new
economic and social norms. However, it is
highly susceptible whether such reformulations
are actually in progress now.
It is also obscure whether a new global
economic order is being re–established after the
crisis. Although the shift in global economic
power toward emerging economies brought
about the creation of the G20, the governance
seems too fragile and fluid to replace the old
global order. Rather, the decline in the US
hegemony and heightened tensions between
the US and China appear to make global governance more unstable. In addition, regional integrations which were developing encountered a
critical moment as shown in Europe and East
Asia. Consequently, cooperative global governance seems most unlikely to be built up,
reflecting the emerging multi–polar world
economic system. The unlikeliness is attributed
to the internal weaknesses of emerging economies, particularly China, which should work as
a setter of new rules. The weaknesses include

income inequality, political risk, lingering inflation, fragile financial system, and so forth. These
factors are constraining the capacity or willingness for China to participate in making new
global rules. In foreseeable future the world economy will spend time and efforts in managing the
problems caused by the crisis with existing global
orders dismantled but new norms unset.
Under these prospects for the world economic
circumstances, Korea’s economic policy should
be aimed at keeping the economic stability
against possible external shocks. Particularly it
needs to be prepared to absorb the volatile
international financial markets and capital
flows. As well it has to induce international
cooperation in order to resist protectionist trade
policies. Korea needs to intensify economic
linkages with emerging economies, but also has
to be cautious of their political risks. As for the
East Asian economic integration, it needs to
steadily engage Japan in the integration process
and to circumscribe the leverage of China
together with Japan.
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T

he East Asian countries–Japan, Taiwan,
Korea, and China–have shown better
economic performance than any other region in
the world with respect to increased income and
reductions in poverty during the last half century. There have been thoughtful debates on
whether their performance was due to a development model specific to the region which
could be differentiated from development
models in other regions. After the East Asian
crisis of 1997–98, in particular, several economists indicated the serious problems of the
development strategies in East Asia. However,
the swift and strong recoveries from the East
Asian crisis and the more recent global financial
crisis of 2007–08 have raised the need for
reevaluation of East Asia’s development model.
First, this study shows the economic performance of the East Asian countries during the
last half century compared to that of other
countries and regions. Then we discuss what the
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unique development strategies were that can be
differentiated from the traditional Anglo–
American model. Higher government intervention, more emphasis on exports and manufacturing, and higher saving–investment ratios
are commonly understood to be the major
components of the East Asian model. We
compare and evaluate them with those of the
Anglo–American model.
In the early stage of economic development,
the governments of the East Asian countries
placed their priorities on resource allocation
because of their limited physical, financial and
human resources. The most important criteria
on which governments selected and supported
industries and firms were their ability to export,
because sizes of domestic markets were limited
and foreign currency was badly needed for
imports of technology and capital goods. They
also understood that export promotion could
only be accomplished through the development
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of their manufacturing sectors which are better
suited to a trade economy than the service
sector. Through this process the East Asian
model put more emphasis on the export and
manufacturing sectors than the Anglo– American model.
However, the East Asian crisis of 1997~98
revealed to us that the traditional East Asian
model could not guarantee a sustained, long–
run growth of the East Asian countries. They
thus modified traditional development strategies by accepting several components of the
Anglo–American model. It would be necessary
for East Asian countries to make compromises
in the future and harmonize their development
models with those of the west, including the
Anglo–American model, to obtain robust
growth that can be sustained over the long–run.
The balance of emphasis between government
intervention and market mechanism, the
balanced growth of manufacturing and service
sector, more emphasis on domestic demand, the
maintenance of appropriate saving ratio, and
the strengthening of East Asian economic
cooperation are suggested as examples of
‘harmonized’ development strategies for the
future.
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nternational prices of major crops rose
dramatically from late 2006 through mid
2008. Price collapsed dramatically in the second
half of 2008 with the onset of the financial
crisis. This episode is often referred to as the
“2008 agflation.” It seems that such a price
swing appears again. Between early June 2010
and February 2011, the price of grain increased
sharply, surpassing the 2008 peaks that had
spread anxiety among policymakers and low
income consumers around the world.
A number of studies have discussed the factors
which lie behind the 2008 agflation. A large
number of potential explanation is avaliable.
Those given greatest prominence are i) rapid
economic growth, particularly in China and
other Asian economies, ii) decades of underdevelopment in agriculture, iii) low inventory
levels, iv) depreciation of the US dollar, v) speculative influences.
However, there is still in debates of whether
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grain prices have become more variable. When
looked at in the long term, there is little or no
evidence that volatility in international agricultural commodity prices, as measured using
standard statistical measures is increasing and
this finding applies to both nominal and real
prices. Volatility has, however, been higher during
the decade since 2000 than during the previous
two decades and this is also the case of wheat and
rice prices in the most recent years (2006–2010)
compared to the nineteen seventies.
To answer a basic question has grain price
volatility risen? this study sets up GARCH
(Generalized Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroscedasticity)–type models and measures
exact volatilities for rice, wheat, corn, and
soybeans, which are important for food security
of net food importing countries. The GARCH
model is now the standard procedure for
modelling volatility in financial markets.
GARCH specifies an ARMA (AutoRegres-

There is also considerable empirical evidence
that the volatility in agricultural prices has
changed over the recent decade. It is not only
the levels of prices which have had powerful
effects, but also their volatilities. Increasing
volatility is a concern for agricultural producers
and for other agents along the food chain. Price
volatility can have a long run impact on the
incomes of many producers and the trading
positions of countries, and can make planning
production more difficult. Moreover, adequate
mechanisms to reduce or manage risk to
producers do not exist in many markets and/or
countries. Therefore, an understanding the
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sive Moving Average) process for the variance
scedastic process followed by a time series to
yield an estimate of the conditional variance of
the process at each date in the sample. To
summarize, this analysis has generated three
conclusions;
a) International rice and wheat price volatility
was generally higher over the past two decades
than in the nineteen seventies and eighties, the
major exception being soybean.
b) Although many grains exhibited high volatility over three year periods 2006–08, and this
volatility persists to the present, these volatilities
are generally in line within historical experience, except rice.
c) There is weak evidence that volatility levels
may be increasing relative to historical levels
across the grains. However, we will need to wait
for a few more years to now whether this is
indeed the case

nature of volatility is required in order to mitigate its effects, particularly in developing countries.
In order to examine the nature and determinants of volatility in food crops, this study sets
up both the dynamic panel model and the
system equation models. The dynamic panel
regression approach is useful for catching a
number of key variables which can explain
grain volatility as a whole, while the system
equation approach has advantages of considering the interrelation among each crop. The
results of the analysis can be summarized as
following.
There is convincing evidence that many of the
candidate variables have an impact on grain
volatility. Inventory–use ratios have significant
effects on grain volatility, being negatively
affected. For some individual commodities, the
relationship does appear to be stronger, with
wheat the clearest example. Oil price volatility
has a positive impact on grain price volatility.
Thus, the recent coincidental high volatility in
oil and grain prices is symptomatic of a connection between grain price volatility and oil price
volatility. The link between oil prices and grain
prices is likely to arise through the impact of
energy prices on the costs of production, along
with the alternative use of some crops for biofuel production. Therefore, we would expect the
link between oil price volatility and grain prices
to continue or strengthen as the biofuels sector
grows. Likewise, exchange rate volatility was
found to influence the volatility of agricultural
prices. Thus, perhaps unsurprisingly, if the global
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economy is experiencing high levels of volatility
these will also be reflected in agricultural prices.
Higher inflation volatility tends to increase
grain price variation. The sensitivities vary quite
widely across commodities, but in most cases
the relationship is highly significant. Higher
levels of the U.S. inflation, also have a consistent
impact to most gains, being significantly and
positively affected. Higher futures market
volumes increase the volatility in grains. The
effect is statistically significant, but economically small.
Policy options to reduce the grain price volatility
a) Emergency food reserves
Relatively smaller food security emergency
reserves can be used effectively and at lower cost
to assist the most vulnerable. Unlike buffer
stocks that attempt to offset price movements
and which act as universal subsidies benefiting
both poor and non–poor consumers, emergency food reserves can make food available to
vulnerable population groups in times of crisis.
In addition, emergency reserves of relatively
small quantities of staple foods will not disrupt
normal private sector market development
which is needed for long term food security.
b) International safety nets
In times of crisis, contingent and compensatory financing facilities are important mechanisms assisting countries to avoid major fiscal
deficits, and lower the cost of imported food,
while maintaining key social assistance
programmes. The World Bank is currently
helping countries deal with the food crisis
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through instruments to help manage short–
term impacts, including grant funding for rapid
response in the poorest and most vulnerable
countries and expedited use of International
Development Assistance (IDA) and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) funds under programs such as
the Global Food Crisis Response Program
(GFRP), as well as increased Regular IDA and
IBRD lending, policy advice and technical
assistance.
c) Risk management for governments
For price risks, the principal instruments that
could be used to manage the price volatility of
food import bills are futures and options
contracts (financial instruments) or over the–
counter (OTC) contracts (physical instrument).
The main difference between them is that
financial instruments can provide a country
with a cash payout to enable them to offset
higher food prices for physical imports, whereas
physical instruments seek to manage price and
supply risk and provide for the physical import
of the food. Both types of instruments are
offered by financial institutions and traders.
By buying futures contracts, a government
which wishes to protect itself against a possible
grains price surge “locks” in a price agreed at the
time the contract was concluded. With futures
contracts the country will obtain greater
certainty over the price, but not flexibility. Call
option contracts “lock” in a maximum price, but
with no obligation to buy at that price if market
conditions are favourable for the government
(i.e. if prices have moved lower). The country
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will still be able to benefit from lower prices
after the agreement, as they do not have to
purchase at the agreed price. This approach
provides certainty about a maximum price and
flexibility.
Significant investment is needed to overcome
the lack of technical expertise on the use of these
instruments in developing countries. Experience
has shown that engaging developing and emerging countries on risk management takes a
sustained effort to build capacity to the point
where decision–makers are comfortable with
the use of risk management tools. Globally there
is a need to learn lessons from countries such as
Mexico that have become sophisticated in
developing a framework for analyzing risks and
taking innovative steps to manage those risks.
Finally, it is important to recognize that there
is no single risk management tool that will meet
the diverse needs of countries exposed to price
volatility, particularly given the complexity of
local market and policy environments. Solutions
need to be highly customized, drawing on a mix
of different tools and responses. A successful
approach to strengthening risk management
frameworks in low income countries will need
to build on existing capacities, create platforms
which allow private sector market participants
to be part of the solution, and find ways to overcome the major constraints to greater use of risk
management tools: weak legal/regulatory
frameworks, poor credit standing, and a lack of
knowledge, understanding, and confidence
about how to use these tools.
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T

his study focuses on implementing strategies for the Korea–EU FTA at government and firm levels, and reviews EU’s recent
trade policy for suggesting policy responses in
the post–FTA era. Korea–EU FTA has entered
into effect since July 2011 and it is de facto
Korea’s first FTA with large trade partners. It is
expected that this FTA will have tangible
economic effects on the Korean economy.
However, an FTA is only a framework which
defines trade relations between two countries
and it would be more important to develop
appropriate strategies on how to actually utilize
the FTA. This study has four purposes. First, it
reviews potentially important trade issues
between Korea and the EU in the post–FTA
era. For that, this study analyzes EU’s trade
policy since 2000. Particular attention is paid to
recent institutional change in the EU’s legal
system since the implementation of Lisbon
Treaty and EU’s new trade policy in the period
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2010–2015. Second, this study tries to forecast
how the FTA will influence sectoral trade flow
between Korea and the EU. In order to answer
this question, this paper analyzes trade specialization and complementarities between the two
trade partners. Third, this study presents in–depth
analysis on FTA implementation procedures,
potential trade conflicts, non–tariff barriers and
implications of EU’s competition policy on
Korean firms. In addition, market penetration
strategy for the government procurement market
is also discussed. Fourth, this paper tries to invite
policy makers and business stakeholders to
revisit existing FTA policies that Korea has
pushed forward since late 1990s. Korea will
have more than 20 FTAs with different trade
partners and over 90% of Korea’s total trade will
be covered by FTAs by 2020. Considering this
development, this paper suggests coordination
of different FTAs and how to respond to this
development at the firm level.
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T

he Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP) was established to promote the
exports of developing countries to developed
countries in order to support their economic
growth and development. The European
Community (EC) was the first to implement
their GSP program in 1971, and Japan and the
U.S. introduced their GSP programs in 1971
and 1976, respectively.
The GSP focused exclusively on creating
incentives for access to larger markets of developed countries. In fact, Korea was one of the
beneficiaries of the GSP. In the 1980s, Korea
had graduated from the trade preference
programs due to its remarkable progress in
terms of economic development and improvements in trade competitiveness. Considering
Korea’s achievements, including Korea becoming the chair and host of the G–20 summit, and
also became the first country in the world that
emerged from the status of aid beneficiary to

become a donor, it is the right time for Korea to
consider the introduction of a GSP scheme.
The purpose of this study is to discuss the strategic approaches for the introduction of the
GSP scheme into Korea. In doing so, existing
GSP programs of major developed countries
and Korea’s relations with developing countries
are explored. Also, the economic effects of the
introduction of the GSP on Korea and other
developing countries are analyzed.
Firstly, Chapter II reviews and compares the
GSP programs of the major industrialized
countries such as the U.S., Canada, EU, and
Japan. Notice that the GSP program should be
unconditional and create no discrimination
between developing countries. However, it
turns out that existing GSP programs become
more complex in terms of country– eligibility
and product–eligibility requirements, graduation rules, rules of origin, and so on. That means
the effects of GSP are actually debatable. None-
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theless, it appears that the GSP scheme influences the export performance of developing
countries in a significant and positive way, facilitating development and poverty reduction. In
this sense, there is an increasing need to maintain and extend preferential market access
through the GSP to developing countries.
Recently, the EU published a proposal to revise
the current GSP scheme. The draft proposal
aims to raise the effectiveness of the GSP by
focusing GSP preferences on countries most in
need. The major changes would involve reducing GSP beneficiary countries and refining
graduation rules, GSP+ related procedures and
criteria, and making rules of origin less complex.
Lessons can be drawn for Korea from these
changes and also experiences of other countries,
that it is more important to establish and operate the GSP scheme in a way that helps developing countries develop their economies than
just to grant the tariff preferences under GSP.
In other words, it is crucial to operate the GSP
preferences in accordance with the original
intent and purpose of the GSP. However, the
lack of reciprocity in the GSP program could
harm domestic producers who compete with
imports that receive preferential treatment
under the GSP. Thus, it is necessary to have a
safeguard mechanism to protect the interests of
domestic producers and workers as well as a
review mechanism to operate the GSP treatments properly.
Chapter III covers Korea’s relations with
developing countries, which was explored by
analyzing Korea’s tariff phase–out programs
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under its preferential trade agreements and its
importing structure vis–a–vis developing countries. Korea’s preferential agreements with
developing countries include FTAs with
ASEAN countries and Chile, the Asia Pacific
Trade Agreement(APTA), and the Global
System of Trade Preferences (GSTP). Most
importantly, the new round of APTA and
GSTP agreements have not yet been initiated.
But increases in their existing level of concession under APTA and GSTP will limit the
scope of GSP treatments in Korea. In particular, the issues related to ‘redundancy in preferences’ and ‘preference erosion’ should be carefully considered when introducing the GSP
scheme into Korea.
Chapter IV then examines the economic
effects of the GSP on Korea and beneficiary
countries. Clearly, the GSP program will affect
trade flows and production patterns in both
Korea and developing countries. However, it is
not clear whether Korea and beneficiary countries would benefit from the introduction of
GSP into Korea because GSP tariff cuts could
result in not only efficiency gains but also
welfare losses. In this regard, we use a CGE
model to see how real GDP and welfare will be
affected by tariff preferences under the GSP.
The results show that economic benefits are
expected in both Korea and developing countries, but the scale of the economic impact
depends on the range of beneficiary countries
which receive benefits from the GSP and the
degree of openness in sensitive sectors. This
suggests that Korea needs to consider the intro-
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duction of GSP in the strategic context.
Chapter V concludes by discussing the policy
directions for the key components of the GSP
program such as the determination of country–
eligibility and product–eligibility requirements,
graduation rules, rules of origin and so on. This
study proposes a gradual implementation of the
GSP program as an effective and feasible
approach for introducing GSP schemes into
Korea. In the mid to long term perspective,
Korea needs to make sure that its GSP scheme
to cover the wide range of beneficiary countries
and extend preferential market access to sensitive products.
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K

orea has achieved rapid economic growth
through export–oriented strategy. As a
result, people place high value on exports but
have a negative perception on imports. However, it is well known that promoting competition
through imports also brings significantly positive economic effects.
We study the effects of market openness on
competition structure of the market and how
economic effects of the openness vary depending on the market structure and competitive
structure. Based on these, we identify whether
market openness itself roles as a competition
policy, and we draw industry liberalization strategy by exploring in which market structures the
effects of market openness are maximized.
For these purposes, we analyze the effects of
the openness measured by imports and investments on market structure and market performance using six countries’ industry–level data
since 2000. Also we study how differently the
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effects of the openness depends on market
structure and competition structure by using
computable general equilibrium (CGE) model
allowing imperfect competition assumption.
According to the empirical results for the relationship between the openness and market
concentration, foreign direct investment lowers
the degree of market concentration, while
import penetration’s effect is not statistically
significant. This is because market concentration
is measured as companies’ market shares,
however, import does not increase the number
of firms in the market. To explore the effects of
trade liberalization on firms’ profit, the equation
for profit performance indicators is estimated.
The estimation results show that market concentration increases profit but imports lower profit.
we cannot find a statistically significant effect of
foreign direct investment on profit performance.
We analyze how the effects of openness
depend on market structure by using a imper-
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fect competition CGE model. If there is a
severe product differentiation, the effect of
openness measured as real GDP growth rates is
relatively small. If the technology of an industry
has economies of scale, the effect of openness is
very large because of a decline in average cost of
production. Especially in an oligopolistic
market, the effects are from 2.5 to 6 times larger
than other market structures because of the
presence of excess profit.
Also we study the effect of openness in the
case where the openness affects the degree of
competition in an oligopolistic market. if the
degree of competition increases by 10 percent
due to trade liberalization, real GDP growth
rate increases by 4.63 percent. As the degree of
competition is intensified, real GDP growth
rate increases.
Based on the results, three policy proposals
were drawn. First, in the case of Korea, the
competitive structure improvements by trade
liberalization have been relatively minimal.
Thus, more active policy efforts toward trade
and investment liberalization are required in
order to increase domestic consumers’ welfare
and the degree of competition. Also industry–
differentiated liberalization strategies should be
made by taking competitive structure and characteristics such as technologies into the consideration. Because particularly in industries with
an oligopolistic market structure, the effect of
openness is expected to be greatest, the effort to
open these industries should be considered.
Opening by itself can serve as competition policy, but institutional complements is also

required to promote and enhance competition
through trade liberalization.
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W

orld has grown so rapidly and the
amount reached to $27.2 trillion. This
is not only because of the multilateral or regional efforts toward free trade but because of global production networks and global outsourcing.
Korea’s trade volume continues to grow, and
achieve $1 trillion and becomes the world’s
ninth country in 2011. About 50% of total
exports and 70% of total imports are intermediate goods trade. Korea’s intermediate goods
trade is closely related to changes in division of
production structure with China, Japan,
ASEAN, and other Asian regions.
Various researches have been conducted about
total trade, while comprehensive studies on
Korea’s intermediate goods trade is very rare
despite of its importance and weight. The
purposes of this study is to increase the overall
understanding on trade in intermediate goods
and to present relevant policy implications by
analyzing the trends, current situations, the
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determinants, input–output structure, and
productivity spillover effects of Korea’s intermediate goods trade.
According to the results of determinants for
World’s intermediate goods trade, not only
traditional explanatory variables but comparative advantage variables and institutional variables turn out to be significant determinants.
Moreover, geographic factors, customs duties,
shipping costs, and comparative advantage
factors play more important role in intermediate goods trade than final goods trade. We
found similar results for Korea’s trade data.
Korea mainly exports capital–intensive goods
and relation–specific goods. Also Korea imports
capital intensive goods from capital abundant
countries and does relation–specific goods from
countries with high levels of legal and institutional system.
We analyze input structure of imported intermediate in Korea’s industrial production by
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using industry linkage analysis. For analysis
period (from 2000 to 2009), the share of
imported intermediate is increasing. On average, each industry requires imported intermediate by 0.03 billion won in order to produce final
goods by 0.1 billion won. More imported intermediates are used to produce goods for exporting than for domestic consumption or investment.
We study the productivity effects and spillover
path of imported intermediates by using a
computable general equilibrium (CGE) model
considering endogenous international technology spillover effects. The effects of imported
intermediate on domestic competitive sectors
depend on technology types and the trade relations with exporting countries. The productivity
effects of imported input on final sectors using
the imported intermediates are affected not by
shares of imports but by amounts of imports.
The greater the industry linkage relations of
industy affected by imported intermediates’
productivity are, the greater the real GDP
growth rate and welfare improvement are.
Based on this analysis, we make three policy
proposals. First policy proposal includes domestic technology development for replacing
imported inputs, aggressive FDI promotion,
and raising concern for producer services as
intermediate goods to mitigate the dependency
on imported intermediate goods. Second, we
propose investment in human capital, enhancement of institutional level, and improvement of
investment environment to strengthen the
comparative advantage. Last, we recommend to

develop trade policy strategy taking intermediate goods trade into consideration. The strategies include inducing high–level concessions
for industry with comparative advantage, open
strategy considering technology types and
industrial characteristics, increasing efforts
toward exporting to enhance learning by
exporting effects, and raising interest in opening intermediate service sectors.
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S

ince WTO has been established in 1995,
trade liberalization has led multilateral and
interregional corporation to reduce the world’s
average tariff rates by an active and robust
movement. Hence recently the key issue in the
field of international trade is moving from tariff
barriers to no–tariff barriers as the latter is not
transparent, complicated and not estimated
virtually unlike the former. Especially, the
importance of Technical Barriers to Trade
(TBT) among various non tariff barriers is
gradually increasing as many developed and
developing countries have started to adopt
many technical regulations and relevant systems
since 2004.
Analyzing the TBT notifications that have
been reported to WTO, the number of the
member country’s new technical regulation has
constantly increased. Especially the TBT notifications have drastically increased since 2004
and hit the peak in 2009. This recent trend is
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mainly from the increased intervention of
developing country. In addition, the recent
increase in the number of specific trade concerns
(STCs) implies that new technical regulations
are more and more likely to be trade barriers to
other trading partners.
TBTs in the U.S, EU, China, and Japan which
are Korea’s major trading partners have also
been increased since 2004. By industry, the
increased reports are shown under mainly
rubber and chemical, general machinery and
electrical equipment among these countries.
These sectors have the high percentage of bilateral trade between Korea and them. By objective, there are many TBT notifications for environmental protection among these countries. A
technical regulation for environmental protection is more likely to be adapted by each country’s subjective criterion. It is remarkable that
these countries record top rankings of the
country list which is brought STCs by other
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trading partners.
Theoretically, the economic effects of TBT
can be various and different based on its type.
First, viewing TBT from producer and consumer’s perspective, it can be classified by production cost and consumer utility. The TBT which
increases just production cost is more likely to
be trade barriers to foreign exporters, especially
when it applies to only foreigners unequally. On
the other hand, The TBT which increases
consumer utility renders a consumer’s intention
for expenditure. In this case, exporters with
high technology are more likely to gain higher
profit due to the TBT so that it promotes international trade.
Second, depending on the norms of TBT
level it can be divided into horizontal and vertical one. The vertical TBT can be defined as the
intensity of rigor on regulation, while the horizontal one exists within the cultural and
geographical difference. The technical regulation for gas emission can be an example of the
former, while the standard voltage for home
appliances can be of the latter. It is clear that the
vertical TBT is more likely to be barriers to
trade. However, domestic producers can also
use the horizontal TBT as useful instrument to
protect from import penetration although the
horizontal TBT is naturally formed from the
demand side.
Theoretical analysis on TBT with its economic effects is supported by empirical results from
previous researches. Previous researches result
in opposite side of TBT’s economic effects
depending on national, industrial and periodi-

cal property. The opposite results are influenced
by the trade–off relationship between an
increase in adjustment cost and a decrease in
transaction cost and/or demand–stimulating
effects. Again, the trade–off relationship can be
differentiated by national, industrial, periodical
properties.
Based on the theoretical analysis and previous
researches, this paper empirically tests the
effects of TBT on bilateral trade among Korea
and its major trading partners, using the WTO
TBT IMS and the UN COMTRADE datasets over the period 1995–2009. The empirical
results show that overall there are negative
effects of TBT on trade between Korea and its
major trading partners. However, these negative
effects persisted just in the short run generally:
in the long run, the negative effects are disappeared or even transferred to positive effects in
some situation. By country, the negative effects
persisted longer in Korea’s bilateral trade with
EU and Japan. By industry, the negative effects
of TBT on exports are less prominent in sectors
with comparative advantage and/or higher
international competition, but more prominent
in high technical–intensive sectors. These various effects of TBT on trade can be explained by
the trade–off relationship which we mentioned
above.
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M

any countries/regions including the US,
the European Union, and China have
implemented a wide variety of protectionist
measures since 2008 when the global economic
crisis occurred. As major economies are afraid
of the devastating impacts of competitive
protectionism, they have been warning against
the strengthened protectionism at the G20 and
the WTO meetings.
When we review the tariff rates from 1996 to
2010, the applied tariff rates dropped from
10.5% on average in 1996 to 7.0% level since
2006. However, it turned out that the number
of trade remedy measures including the anti–
dumping duties, safeguards, and countervailing
duties increased rapidly since the late 1990s. In
addition, we have also seen non–tariff measures
including TBTs and SPSs becoming more
widespread in recent years.
This study investigates the level of protection in
2000 and 2010 implementing the two–stage
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approach suggested by Helpman et al. (2008) and
Kee et al. (2009) to address problems involving
endogeneity and sample selection. The empirical
results reveal that the level of protection dropped
from 19.7% in 2000 to 11.0% in 2010. It implies
that the level of protection decreased mainly due
to the Uruguay Round concessions and the
spreading Free Trade Agreements.
When we analyze the economic costs of
protectionism by types, it turned out that the
trade remedy measures have a negative effect on
trade, which is statistically significant. New
types of non–tariff measures including TBTs
and SPSs, which have been spreading rapidly
all over the world, turned out to have depressing
effects on trade. However, older types of non–
tariff measures including price and quantity
measures which have been kept under effective
control by the WTO system, turned out to have
mixed effects.
This study also investigates the impacts of
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protectionism on employment in the Korean
manufacturing industries between 1991 and
2006, employing the GMM (the Arrellano–
Bond dynamic panel estimation technique)
system to account for potential endogeneity
arising from the inclusion of the lagged dependent variable into explanatory variables. It finds
that the effects of protectionism on employment depend on the wage level. In particular,
protection measures such as high tariffs result
in reduction of employment in industries
paying higher wages. We also find that tariffs in
Korean manufacturing industries have significant impact on employment of blue collar
workers, whereas its impacts on the white collar
workforce are not significant.
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F

or the past 20 years, APEC has worked on
a wide range of Regional Economic Integration (REI) activities with sustained efforts
for establishing the Asia–Pacific Economic
Community. In order to follow up Leaders'
instruction to implement REI agenda, various
activities related to trade and investment
including Rules of Origin (ROO) are addressed.
More specifically, APEC–wide efforts for
harmonizing ROOs are being made, aiming to
minimize administration costs caused by
complex ROO. In this regard, the purpose of
this research is to provide policy makers and
academics with solid and tangible policy implication and recommendation based on qualitative and quantitative analysis on APEC's ROO
activities. To serve this purpose, this research
first examines characteristics of both preferential and non–preferential ROOs. It then endeavors to explore ways to enhancing the trade creation
effect of FTAs/RTAs, while minimizing trade
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cost, when we employ ROOs as policy tools.
Quantitative and qualitative analysis are attempted
to derive policy implication and suggestions.
Chapter 2 introduces general understanding
and characteristics of ROO followed by review/
examination of non–preferential and preferential ROOs, including HRO, ASEAN, EU,
NAFTA, MERCOSUR and TPP. Major findings in this chapter can be summarized as
follows: HRO which represents non–preferential ROO features consistency with general
rules. Meanwhile, preferential ROOs are
complex with a number of exceptions, that is,
product–specific rules. However, the recent
preferential ROOs have fewer exceptions and
reinforce general rules with regional value
content. In light of the pros and cons of the
non–preferential and preferential ROOs, we
draw the implication for APEC ROO. The
more consistent and coherent general rules with
few exceptions should be established by making
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the best use of de minims and cumulation.
Chapter 3 presents APEC–wide discussion
and activities relevant to ROO and provides
theoretical basis for the need to harmonize and
simplify ROO. ROO was included in REI
agenda since the mid–1990s. However, it was
not regarded as independent policy tool to
promote free and open trade. Compendium of
Rules of Origin published in 1997 containing
preferential trade initiatives and non–preferential ROOs of 16 APEC economies can be
regarded as one of the few APEC's earlier
achievements in ROO. Since the end of the
1990s, FTAs/RTAs in the region has sharply
increased and spaghetti bowl effect was deteriorated. It entails with high administration costs
for application of preferential tariff, which
hampers the economic benefits of free trade. In
2008, as a part of REI activities, APEC has
agreed on work plan on harmonization of
ROOs and the simplification of documents
and customs procedures. APEC has developed
Model Measures for RTAs and FTAs to
encourage a coherent and consistent approach
to the design and content of such agreements.
ROO–related activities and analytical studies
have been undertaken to promote greater
convergence and build capacity. In February
2009, APEC Senior Officials identified Rules
of Origin as a priority agenda for 2009, and
tasked the Committee of Trade and Investment
(CTI) and its various sub–fora to look into
making ROOs more business–friendly. They
sought to undertake work relating to harmonization, cumulation and simplification of docu-

mentation and procedures. In 2009, Leaders
instructed that Pathfinder Initiative on Self–
Certification of Origin be set to reduce administration costs and capacity–building projects be
promoted for more economies' participation.
Also, they instructed that global supply chain
activities be conducted for 10% improvement
by 2015. In 2011, Leaders instructed to enhance
SMEs' participation in global supply chains. In
terms of reducing costs at the border, behind
the border, and cross the border, ROO is closely
linked with next generation trade and investment issues, trade transaction costs, supply
chain, SMEs, and ease of doing business. In this
regard, APEC–wide activities and efforts will
be more focused on the simplification and
harmonization of ROOs.
Chapter 4 examines the impact of ROOs to
trade through theoretical analysis, case studies,
and test empirically by utilizing gravity model.
To reduce trade diversion effect caused by
spaghetti bowl effect, regime–wide ROOs,
such as cumulation, de minimis and certification, are being examined as policy tools. Analysis on bilateral/diagonal/full cumulation is
made to estimate the economic impact. The
empirical analysis reveals that full cumulation
creates 18.8% increase in trade, followed by
5.53% increase by diagonal cumulation and 3%
increase by bilateral cumulation. De minimis
brings 6.8% increase in trade. However, the
economic efficiency of self–certification system
compared to public–certification system is not
proved in statistical terms. This may imply that,
in practice, self–certification requires more
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burdensome documents and additional procedures. Building on the major quantitative as
well as qualitative findings, Chapter 5 identifies
principles/directions and policy recommendations for effective promotion of APEC's ROO
activities as follows. First, standardization and
simplification of ROOs should be attained to
promote greater utilization of the FTAs/RTAs
and build business–friendly policy environment.The recently established WebTR provides
customs procedures, tariff, and ROO–related
information. Its function should be more developed and user friendly associated with APEC
REI activities. For instance, it should possess a
various database that can guide APEC business
towards specifically understanding the complicate ROOs of various FTAs/RTAs in APEC.
Its role of network hub needs to be strengthened further for it to contribute to reduction of
administration costs and time, and promotion
of transparency and predictability of APEC
ROO. Second, the adoption of Pan–Asian
Pacific Cumulation System (PAPCS) should
be considered as a pathway to achieve FTAAP.
As proven in the quantitative analysis, diagonal
or full cumulation creates trade increase. It
requires work to identify economic impacts and
challenges of diagonal and full cumulation
through policy dialogue and analytical study.
Also, the study for best practices should be
consistently made. Third, further efforts to
promote regulatory cooperation and convergence should be made. The relevant regulations
should be realigned for simplification and
cooperation of APEC ROO. The application
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of ROOs requires rigidity and flexibility of laws
and regulations of individual economy. The
self–certification procedures greatly differs from
economy to economy. The rigidity and heterogeneity of laws and regulations undermines the
benefits of self–certification of ROOs. To facilitate better application, 'Simplification of
Documents and Procedures Relating to ROOs'
is developed and progressed through regulatory
cooperation and convergence. It will enable the
efficient operation of self–certification of
ROOs. Finally, all the work of simplification
and harmonization of ROOs covers not only
regulations but also cross cutting issues and
trade facilitation issues. For APEC's establishment of a single market, more APEC economies should participate in discussion for a single
cumulation zone and APEC–wide capacity
building programs for better utilization of
ROOs and APEC economic integration. Since
2010, Korea proposed and conducted Regional
Economic Integration Capacity Building
Needs Initiative (REI CBNI), aiming at
expanding participation opportunities in
APEC REI projects including FTAAP. REI
CBNI will be progressed for 5 years from 2012.
Under this initiative, tailor–made programs
including ROO capacity building will be developed and implemented. Supply of expertise and
financial resources are important factors for
successful REI CBNI. For expertise and financial resources, utilization of Official Development
Assistance (ODA) or APEC wide business
participation under Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) can be considered.
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I

n recent years, as several developing economies have built up significant financial and
technical capacities, new patterns of economic
partnership as well as development cooperation
among the Southern countries are emerging.
This presents a substantial opportunity to
change the landscape of international development that has so far been largely a North–South
phenomenon through the addition of a complementary and growing South–South Cooperation (SSC). The financial surpluses available to
some developing countries such as China and
Brazil made possible transfer of some of the
resources amid the global financial crises and
concerns over the possible decrease in aid
volume from traditional donors. As a new
source of development finance and knowledge
transfer, the role of Southern countries as a
development partner is being highlighted more
than ever.
This policy paper is to examine the role of

Korea as a donor to contribute to raising the
effectiveness of development cooperation
though South–South Cooperation. As the
newest donor who has retained memories of its
own development, Korea has substantial potential to work as a partner in South–South Cooperation. To better facilitate and participate in
SSC as a new donor, Korea needs to understand
the current picture of SSC through a comprehensive and systematic review and this research
is expected to serve this requirement.
This research first reviews the history and
background of SSC in a broader context and
analyzes the current discussion of SSC at a
global level. Furthermore, it presents a series of
case studies of various aspects of development
cooperation among developing countries in
three different regions of Asia (China, India
and Thailand), Africa/Middle East (South
Africa, Turkey and Middle East) and Latin
America (Brazil and Chile). In addition, the
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contribution of international organizations
including the UN, regional development banks
and other major regional organizations in SSC
was reviewed.
Based on that research, this paper concludes
by suggesting a few policy options for Korea as
a partner in SSC, focusing on triangular cooperation in particular. They include strengthening
cooperative mechanism with emerging donors
such as China, India, Brazil and South Africa to
complement Korea’s current bilateral development cooperation. Also the paper suggests that
Korea should utilize this new approach to
enhance its aid effectiveness and synergy of its
efforts in progress by adopting the knowledge
and knowhow of its Southern partners.
In order to fully realize this potential, Korea
needs to build up institutional foundations to
set the direction of South–South and Triangular Cooperation and to provide policy guidelines. It also needs to identify appropriate level
of technology and policy applicable to developing countries in partnership with pivotal countries and organizations in the South. To best
grasp the comparative advantages of developing
countries, it will be useful to set up a platform to
share the specific knowledge and know–how of
developing countries based on their extensive
experience in collaboration with partner countries and multilateral organizations. This means
that the functioning of feedback mechanisms
to monitor and evaluate the program as well as
information sharing would be very important.
Lastly, Korea should further strengthen the
partnership with multilateral organizations and
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other donors to learn from practices of SSC
that are effective and combine the lessons with
Korea’s efforts to cooperate with developing
countries.
Despite the ongoing global financial and
economic hardship, the long–term prospects for
continued expansion of SSC remain high.
There is also a growing expectations and interest amidst Southern partners concerning the
role of Korea as an SSC partner. Given Korea’s
potential position as a bridge between the
developing countries and established donors,
Korea should move towards greater participation and involvement in discussions in the SSC.
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T

his policy paper aims to analyze the
competitiveness of Japanese manufacturing sector since the 1990s, focusing on the crisis
of Japanese electronic sector, which is often
called as the Galápagos Syndrome. Based on
the analysis, we derive various implications for
the Korean manufacturers and the government
from the Japanese experiences.
Chapter two reviews the factors that affected
the competitiveness of Japanese manufacturing
sector, for example, the rising of Asian emerging
markets, the appreciation of Yen since Plaza
accord of 1985, and the digitalization and standardization of manufacturing technology.
Chapter three analyzes the competitiveness of
Japanese manufacturing sector since the 1990s
using indexes such as Total Factor Productivity
(TFP), Intra–Industry Trade Index (IIT), and
Value Added Rate. According to the TFP
measurement, It is clear that the productivity of
Japanese manufacturing sector has fallen appar-

ently from 1995. And, according to IIT
measurement, the export competitiveness has
weakened in electronics, general machinery,
metal and textile industry. In particular, the
Japanese manufacturing sector has lost its
competitiveness by the ratio of value–added to
sales amount which has fallen even during the
depreciation of Yen in the 2000s.
Chapter four examines the crisis of Japanese
manufacturing sector from the perspective of
business management (in Japanese, Monozukuri). We are emphasizing that modularization
of manufacturing architecture has deprived
Japanese electronic manufacturing firms of
comparative advantages based on integral
manufacturing technology. Moreover, the
earthquake in the northeastern Japan in March
2011 has revealed the fragility of Japanese
manufacturer’s supply chain, which used to be
considered as one of the major strong points.
Chapter five discusses the strategies and the
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polices of the Japanese government to strengthen the manufacturing sector. We are focusing
on how the Japanese government supported the
R&D sector with R&D Partnership and
fostered the cooperation between the government, the industry and the academia. The Japanese government has tried to increase R&D
expenditure, stabilize employment, and assist
growth of ecological enterprises and small businesses. However, the Japanese government's
polices have been ineffective in that its R&D
expenditure has not contributed much to the
profit growth of the enterprises, nor has the
R&D Partnership induced active participation
from many firms, not to speak of the unachieved
innovation outcomes from the cooperation
between the government, the industry, and the
academia.
Chapter six discusses the lessons and the policy implications we could obtain from the Japanese experiences to strengthen the Korean
manufacturing sector, so that the Korean
manufacturing firms would not repeat the Japanese electronic manufacturer’s experiences. The
Korean government should support the growth
of the higher value–added industry such as
parts and materials manufacturing sectors.
Moreover, it is necessary for the Korean manufacturing firms to be more active in business
cooperation with their Japanese counterparts,
especially when expanding to the new emerging
Asian markets. Finally, the Korean government
should further actively engage in the R&D
investment of the small businesses in basic
science technology. In this respect, the Japanese
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R&D partnership and cooperation between the
government, the industry, and the academia
could be a good example for the Korean government.
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Analysis on FDI in Service among Korea–
China–Japan and Strategies for Mutual
Cooperation

Hyung–Gon Jeong et al. (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–1370–5 / A5 / 268pp. / USD 10

S

ervices industry facilitate vertical and horizontal integration between industries, and
make significant impact on productivity by
effective use of a given nation’s internal resources. That also makes developing countries more
vulnerable to impacts from opening its services
market. But, as the opening of services markets
has recently become a standout issue in WTO
DDA and bilateral FTA negotiations, studies
about international trends in opening of the
services sector and strategies for coping with a
more open market is being conducted actively.
Among Korea, China, and Japan, several
issues about opening of the services market is
being discussed through the trilateral Joint
Research Project for CJK FTA. In addition,
diversification of sectors for investments into
China is necessary, in light of China’s recent
industrial policies involving greater focus on
development of high–tech industries and
services. As interest on opening of services rises,

various research about this issue is being
conducted. Previous studies have focused mainly on characteristics of existing FTA’s of the 3
countries(Korea, China, and Japan) and status
of China's service market. This study focuses on
finding actual obstacles through research on
institutional and non–institutional market
entry barriers, and proposing various policy
suggestions for promoting mutual intra–
regional investment, especially about the three
major service sectors; namely wholesale/retail
trade, finance/insurance, and construction.
According to assessment of international organization such as the OECD FDI regulation
index and the World Bank FDI & Business
Environment analysis, China maintains relatively high levels of regulation on investment in
services. Various surveys, evaluations and analyses point out that China also has severe restrictions on the scope and type of foreign investment. On the other hand, Korea and Japan have
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relatively favorable business environments;
however, there still exist hidden obstacles for
businesses such as negative public views
concerning foreign investors, inconvenient
distribution structure and commercial customs.
The numerous obstacles to mutual intra–
regional investment among the three countries
cannot be tackled with institutional remedies
such as FTAs or investment agreements alone.
While an FTA can be utilized to lower China’s
high institutional restrictions on foreign investment, greater effort is necessary to lower unofficial obstacles such as commercial customs and
negative public views on foreign investors in
Korea and Japan.
Accordingly, this study suggests policy issues
for stimulating mutual intra–regional investment among the three countries. First, common
commercial customs, practices and regulation
status classified by industry must be shared
among three countries by constructing an active
information exchange network. Second, a
Korea–China–Japan FTA should be utilized as
a strategic instrument for stimulating mutual
intra–regional investment. Third, governments
should make various efforts to encourage
domestic firms to invest abroad via M&As,
which is an effective means by which industries
can bypass the entry barrier of service markets in
each country. Fourth, in order to attract investment into Korea’s service market, the market
needs to become more specialized and competitive through SME (Small and medium enterprises) support, human resource development,
and reform of domestic market regulations.
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China’s Subsidies and Major Trading
Partners’ Countermeasures

Wolla Park, Sherzod Shadikhodjaev,
Suyeob Na, Jina Yeo, and Ma Guang (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–1371–2 / A5 / 235pp. / USD 10

S

ubsidies are financial contributions by the
government or public bodies which confer
benefits to their recipients. China has provided
various grants, preferential loans, tax incentives
and other forms of subsidies to promote the
production and export performance of its
industries. With its accession to the World
Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, China
has fallen under the regulatory framework of
the multilateral trading system. As a result,
China’s industrial policy is subject to both
WTO’s general subsidy disciplines, and specific
commitments and tailor–made provisions laid
down in the accession package. The latter
include a partial recognition of the developing
country status, special provisions on Chinese
state–owned enterprises, transparency obligations, the use of out–of–country benchmark
prices in countervailing investigations against
Chinese products and others.
Composed of six chapters, this study exam-

ines the state of play on China’s subsidization
practice and counteractions taken by its major
trading partners, as well as to explore possible
implications for Korea. In particular, Chapter II
considers the application of WTO rules to
China’s subsidies. Chapter III shows major
trends in the use of subsidies by industrial
sectors on the basis of China’s declared policies,
WTO notifications and relevant laws and regulations. Chapter IV examines how Chinese
subsides have been addressed in the WTO’s
political and judicial ‘control’ mechanisms, such
as the Transitional Review Mechanism, the
Trade Policy Review Mechanism and dispute
settlement procedures. Chapter V discusses the
practice of individual countries – basically the
United States and Canada – of countervailing
Chinese subsidies. Finally, Chapter VI considers
what lessons and implications Korea can draw
from other countries’anti–subsidy measures against
China.
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Over the past ten years, China has been criticized in WTO political forums for the lack of
transparency in its subsidization practice. In the
judicial track, Chinese subsidies have been
complained of in 9 out of 23 dispute cases initiated against China as of November 2011. Most
of them centered on prohibited subsidies and
ended with mutually agreed solutions. The
countervail mechanism vis–a–vis China has
been used mainly by developed countries such
as the United States, Canada, Australia, and the
European Union of whom Canada was the
very first user.
Unlike these and some other countries, Korea has
so far maintained a passive stance toward Chinese
subsidies. It has usually kept silent in WTO
forums, never resorted to the WTO dispute settlement or countervailing mechanism against China.
However, given the increasing role of China as a
trading partner, Korea should first of all strengthen
its monitoring capacity with respect to both
China’s subsidization policy and other countries’
anti–subsidy measures. Countervailing investigations and WTO dispute cases are initiated by the
government normally upon the requests of domestic industries. In choosing between these two
tracks, the government should weigh all the pros
and cons in terms of the time consumption, costs,
the actual effect of remedies etc. and then decide
which track to resort to. On the other hand, the
case study on anti–subsidy measures demonstrates
that it is important for the Korean government and
companies to minimize the possibility of being
targeted by such measures and, in any event, to be
well prepared for such challenges.
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Change in North Korea’s Policy for Foreign
Direct Investment and Future Direction of
the Inter–Korean Economic Cooperation
Hyung–Gon Jeong, Jiyeon Kim,
Jong–Woon Lee, and Ihk Pyo Hong (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–1372–9 / A5 / 244pp. / USD 10

N

orth Korea, experiencing chronic
economic hardship, has been attempting
to make partial policy changes to expand external economic relations and to attract foreign
investors since the early 2000s. For the expansion of trade and foreign investment, the North
Korean regime attempted to establish special
industrial zones in 2000s and took some reform
measures in their legislations and administrative system. In 2002, North Korea announced
expansion of special economic zones as a
follow–up measure from the ‘July 1st Economic
Reform Measures.’ Starting with the announcement of Sinuiju Special Administrative Zone in
September of 2002, the country designated and
announced the Mt Kumgang Tourism District
in October and the Gaesong Industrial Zone in
November as new special industrial zones in
the same year. In June 2011, North Korea and
China’s joint development plan was announced
with the groundbreaking ceremony for Rasun

Special Zone and Hwanggeumpyeong area
near Sinuiju. Indeed, since the mid–2000s,
legislation related to foreign investment was
revised. For example, International Trade Arbitration Committee was first formed under the
trade department in 2004, and law firms were
opened for foreign legal consultancy within
North Korea, which in turn is for resolving legal
issues regarding investment in North Korea.
In addition to the changed attitude and
increased interest of the North Korean regime
towards foreign direct investment, foreign
companies’ interest in investing in North Korea
grew in the 2000s with such reasons of development of natural resources, utilization of cheap
labor and/or sales of their products in North
Korea. Although the volume of foreign investment flow into North Korea has been very low
compared to most transitional economies like
Vietnam and Third World developing countries, both quantitative and qualitative change
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has taken place in North Korea’s foreign investment attraction since the early 2000s. Centered
on resource development area, North Korea
attracted foreign investments in such areas as
manufacturing, finance, product distribution,
telecommunications, and construction. Foreign
companies including Chinese, European, and
South Korean, not only moved into special
industrial zones of Gaesung Industrial Complex
and Rajin Seonbong District, but also to major
cities such as Pyeongyang, Nampo and Cheongjin. Because of the increase in the volume of
investment, number of foreign companies and
investment area, the impact of foreigners’
investment on the North Korean economy has
increased.
The most significant feature in North Korea’s
recent foreign investment policy and performance is that Chinese investment in North
Korea has largely increased and North Korea’s
economic dependence on China has further
deepened. Chinese investment in North Korea,
which remained in operations of restaurants
and retail shops by small businessmen and traders in the past, emerged as the largest foreign
investing country since the full–scale advance
into the development of natural resource by
Chinese state–owned enterprises in the mid–
2000s. Chinese companies also invest in such
areas as manufacturing, domestic sales and
service industry. Moreover, in the connection of
the development plans of the three Northeastern provinces in China, China’s investment in
industrial infrastructure of Sino–North Korea
border area has recently been visualized. In
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2011, North Korea and China announced their
plan for the joint development and management of Rasun and Hwanggeumpyeong
districts as special economic zones. As a part of
implementing Changjitu development plans by
Jilin Province of China, China seeks to secure
the right to use the Rajin port and Chongjin
port in North Korea. In return, North Korea
pursued to construct and develop the infrastructure facilities within Rasun area. China is
developing Hwanggeumpyeong district in
connection with economic development projects of Liaoning province as well, and in return,
North Korea has provided development rights
of its Hwanggeumpyeong district to China.
There are both positive and negative aspects in
the increase in China’s investment towards
North Korea and the expansion of North Korea
and China’s bilateral economic cooperation.
When the transportation infrastructure of
North Korea and China’s border is improved
through China’s investment in Rasun and
Sinuiju areas, the potential for regional development in these areas will increase significantly.
In addition, when the Rasun and Sinuiju areas
become developed through a joint management with the Chinese authority, there is a
possibility that the economic cooperation of
North Korea and China will bring positive
impact to the recovery and marketization of the
North Korean economy.
However, North Korea’s large reliance to
China’s investment has taken place during the
ongoing deterioration of North Korea’s foreign
relations due to its nuclear problem. The close
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economic relations between North Korea and
China could create negative consequences by
subordinating the North Korean economy to
China in terms of its economic structure. In the
early 2000s, the North Korean regime attempted to promote partial economic opening and
pushed for diversification in economic cooperation by improved relations with South Korea
and several European countries. But, due to its
continued nuclear ambition, North Korea’s
international isolation has once again intensified. Moreover, inter–Korean relations became
idle with series of incidents like North Korea’s
Yeonpyeong Island shelling. As a consequence
of the decreased investment in North Korea by
the South following the worsened relations in
the late 2000s, North Korea’s dependence of
foreign investments to China has been growing.
North Korea’s heavy reliance on China has
caused the problem of limiting North Korea’s
political and economic cooperation with one
particular country, China.
Foreign investment environment in North
Korea is still very poor. Foreign companies’
movement into North Korea is being limited
due to North Korea’s absence of reform in the
internal economic system, outdated industrial
infrastructure, poor legal system, rigid administrative system, etc. Though there has been an
increase in the investment by foreign companies in 2000s, North Korea’s system of attracting foreign investors shows problems. It is
known that foreign companies who considered
or implemented investment in North Korea
often experienced conflicts with North Korean

partners. The reasons behind the deferred or
withdrawal of investments by South Korean,
Chinese, and European companies who have
entered into contract with North Korean
mining companies was found to be excessive
payment demands by the North Korean
authority in the return for the exclusive rights
for the development of mines, and incidental
expenses for foreign companies entering into
North Korea. In addition, there have been
several cases where investments were terminated or investing foreign companies withdrew
from North Korea with such reasons as conflict
with related North Korean agencies, limitation
of communication and transportation, and low
production quality. Above all, North Korea’s
delay in resolving nuclear problem and the
economic sanctions from the international
community are the major obstacles in expanding and diversifying foreign investments in
North Korea. Therefore, the most urgent issues
that remain as a challenge for North Korea, the
country in need of foreign investments, are the
improvement of foreign relations through
North Korea’s resumption of six–party talks
and denuclearization.
There is limit in specific and comprehensive
study on current North Korea’s policy for
foreign investments even with the greater
academic and policy interest in changes in
North Korea’s policy for attracting foreign
investors and its implications for inter–Korean
economic cooperation. An analysis of the
current status of North Korea’s investment policies and the current status of foreign investment
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in North Korea is important as it is closely
connected to the future reform orientation of
North Korea. This study examines the changes
and characteristics of North Korean policies for
foreign investment during the 2000s. It analyzes North Korea’s current management system,
legislations and government organizations
related to foreign investments. This study then
evaluates the status and performance of foreign
companies who entered North Korea in the
2000s. In addition, this report specifically
examines the actual conditions of Rasun
District and Hwangguempyeong of Sinuiju,
the areas that China will implement development projects and discuss its future prospects,
which are the forefront areas in North Korea’s
promotion for foreign investments. The last part
of the report studies the future direction of
North Korea’s promotion for foreign investments, and it discusses the direction and tasks
of inter–Korean economic cooperation. This
study on North Korea’s policies in foreign
investment could contribute to the increase in
our understanding of the North Korean economy and to the development of inter–Korean
economic cooperation.
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Firm Level Productivity and Survey Results
for Korean Firms in Vietnam and Indonesia

Taeyoon Kim et al. (December 2011)
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I

nvestment into Indonesia from Korea had
already begun in the 1980s, while Vietnam
became an investment destination for Korea
beginning in 1992 following the establishment
of diplomatic relations. The scale of investments
into Indonesia remained far larger than those
into Vietnam in the 1990s, with investment
into the latter picking up during the 2000s.
Investment into Vietnam, for its part, was
concentrated in the materials industry such as
textiles and clothing. Over half of Korean
investment into each country goes into the
manufacturing sector: the majority of investments into Vietnam is received by primary
metals and textiles industries; whereas food
processing, electronic parts, computer, visual/
audio/communications equipment manufacturing are the major recipients of Korean
investments into Indonesia. Mining is second
after manufacturing in terms of level of investment in both countries. Mining is followed by

real estate/rentals and construction in Vietnam;
and wholesale/retails and agriculture/forestry/
fisheries for Indonesia.
A summary of the results of an in–depth survey
for Korean companies in Vietnam and Indonesia in 2011 are as follows. On the question of
areas of local policy with the most impact on
business operations, labor and tax administration were selected for Vietnam, whereas labor
stood out in the case of Indonesia. In order to
deal with ‘deteriorating labor situations’ firms
induce competition among workers through
disbursement of regular incentives as well as
holding fast to the principle of annual negotiation for wages.The annual negotiation for wages
was also an important principle among Korean
firms in Indonesia, while also fostering loyalty
to the firm through CSR activities. Also, whenever labor costs rise, they are offset by increased
productivity in both countries. In cases where
inflation causes costs of raw materials to rise,
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firms in both countries combat rising costs
through corporate campaigns to economize
and reduce waste, system of rewards, and raising
factory prices.
On the other question of an area where ‘information is most necessary for domestic market
entry,’ firms in both countries pointed out taxes
and labor. In Vietnam, such information is
provided by the Korean government agencies
and related organizations, the local Korean
community, and the local government. In Indonesia, firms acquire the needed information
mostly through the local Korean community
and the internet. There also calls by firms in
both countries for the Korean government to
work with the local government to create
opportunities for procuring information on a
more frequent basis, as well as set up a system
for exchange of information between Korean
firms and the government.
The survey also shows that companies are
engaged in earnest efforts at localization, by
involving local personnel in decision–making,
in addition to improving their perception
among the public through community activities
as part of fulfilling their CSR. But when
conflicts arise in spite of all effort, Korean
companies in Vietnam usually resolve them
through agreed settlements with the parties
concerned or Korean law firms; while companies in Indonesia also make attempts at agreed
settlement, or seek help from a local legal firm.
In terms of ‘strengthening operational capability’, firms in Vietnam pointed to securing a
professional workforce and labor management
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as the most important. Professional personnel
were also considered important among companies in Indonesia, in addition for competitiveness in prices. Plans for expanding the organization among companies in Vietnam were
general and across the board. Companies in
Indonesia were more specific, with expansion
planned for such departments as production,
design, R&D, and marketing; whereas departments related to raw materials procurement,
accounting/taxes, and labor management would
be maintained at present levels for the most
part. The majority of the requests among
companies above for government assistance
were made during the planning stages for
making investments, or at the very early phases
following entry into each country.
In terms of average annual total sales for Korean companies in each country during the 2009
fiscal year, Korean companies in Indonesia
outperformed their counterparts in Vietnam by
3.9 times, and recorded 3.5 times the amount in
cost of goods sold. Cost of sales and administration were also higher in Indonesia, by approximately 2.7 times; but nonoperating expenses
were at similar levels. Nonoperating expenses,
however, were higher than cost of sales and
administration in Vietnam, pointing to greater
expenses from loan interest payments, loss in
value of local currency, and losses from investment into liquid and real assets; compared to
Indonesia. Corporate taxes were much higher in
Indonesia than in Vietnam. The average number
of local workers employed in manufacturing
firms were similar, about 770 in both countries.
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According to Data Envelopment Analysis on
Korean manufacturing in both countries, firm’s
efficiency is increased with ① greater length of
sales operation ② location in Central regions –
Ho Chi Minh area – Hanoi (Vietnam, in order)
and regions other than Jakarta – Jakarta region
(Indonesia, in order). However, the impact from
③ the presence of local executive/management
on efficiency of operations was not significant.
Eliciting implications for Korean government
policy would mean continued efforts for ① the
establishment and strengthening of the system
of information exchange between firms and
local governments ② provision of an in–depth
analytical/systematic information on local
macroeconomic policy and economic trends ③
creation and active promotion of a local professionals database ④ construction of a production
network and survey of corporate S&D related
to entry into service markets ⑤ survey of time
and location of entry and training programs.
Corporate strategies should include the following consideration: ① earnest desire for entry
into the domestic market ② maintaining sound
labor relations and prompt response to rising
wages ③ securing professional workers ④ experience in the local market and sound location.
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Strategies of Major Nations for Economic
Cooperation with Africa and
their Implications

Young Ho Park et al. (December 2011)
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W

ith the arrival of the 21st century, Africa, long derided as a basket case, is now
seen as a promising market full of opportunities. With newfound political stability and
enormous natural resources, Africa has gone
from a continent rife with conflict and without
global economic presence, to a new economic
frontier fueling competition among the world’s
great powers.
The most active of all the major powers in
Africa is China, which has entered Africa after
realizing its dynamic economy could stall for
want of natural resource. China’s now looms
large in Africa, involving itself in the continent
with large–scale aid and a variety of other
means. Though the initial motivation came
from natural resources, China has not limited
itself in Africa, becoming active in all sectors
from infrastructure to small–scale retail. China
is not a newcomer, as Communist China was a
already in Africa beginning in the 1950s, offer-
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ing generous aid to African countries despite
economic difficulties at home. Chinese presence in Africa increased further as a result of
recent visits by China’s top leadership, who
promised more aid, and established personal
ties with many African leaders. In addition to
such political leverage, Chinese firms seeking to
enter Africa are taking advantage of financial
assistance afforded by public financial institutions including the China Ex/Im Bank, 40% of
whose total grants are earmarked for Africa; the
China Development Bank (CDB), which has
created the 5–billion dollar China–Africa Development Fund (CADF) to provide support for
Chinese companies in Africa; there are also the
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China
(ICBC), China Construction Bank (CCB),
and China Agricultural Bank (CAB). Support
from China’s public finance institutions allowed
China’s public corporations to step into high–
risk areas in Africa.
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Chinese activities in Africa are motivated
primarily by their need for natural resources. The
most oft–used approach used by China in securing resources from Africa is through ‘package
deals,’ which links promises of grants and building of large–scale infrastructure in exchange for
resources. This has become known as the “Angola Approach,” after deals that secured for the
Chinese oil from Angola. Being a latecomer in
the competition for Africa’s natural resources,
China is targeting politically unstable countries
or new producers of vital resources where
competition is not fierce. Such countries include
Sudan, DR Congo, and Zimbabwe; countries
that are usually shunned by the west due to civil
wars or human rights abuses. Aside from utilization of ‘hard’ power including monetary assistance, China is also working hard to spread its
‘soft power’ in Africa, in the form of government–led development emphasized in the
Beijing Consensus and welcomed by authoritarian regimes in Africa who chafe at demands
for reform by the west or international organizations. China has disavowed all ‘interference in
internal matters,’ and Africans believe cooperation with China will expedite their development needs. Given the lack of domestic capital
or infusion of capital from the west, many
countries of Africa have created opportunities
for renewed growth through cooperation with
China. The belief that its activities offer tangible
benefits for Africa has caused friction between
China and west, which emphasize such values as
transparency and good governance. Africa thus
represents a test case as to whether China can

indeed attain global influence.
Increasing Chinese presence in Africa has elicited concern from the US, seeking to increase its
own presence in Africa through development
aid, increased trade, and creation of security
frameworks. Once a ‘national interest backwater’ for the US, Africa has returned to prominence in US foreign policy due to rising terrorist threats and as an alternative source of oil
imports that can reduce America’s dependence
on the Middle East. Aside from its prominent
position in US energy security, Africa is also
witnessing a rise in US military presence,
namely in the form of the US Africa Command
(AFRICOM). AFRICOM is charged with
elimination of terrorist threats and is also a strategic set piece designed to limit the spread of
Chinese influence on the continent. US efforts
to increase economic exchange with Africa is
highlighted by AGOA (African Growth and
Opportunity Act), which has led to a growth in
US–Africa trade. There is a caveat, however, in
that oil and other energy products constitute
over 80% of items traded via the AGOA framework. Given the fact that a significant portion
of China’s oil imports now come from Africa
and is likely to increase in the future, US–China
competition for African oil is expected to heat
up, especially in the oil–rich Gulf of Guinea in
the west coast of Africa.
As former colonial powers that virtually divided Africa between themselves, the UK and
France are mainly concerned about maintaining presence in their former colonies and zones
of influence, in the face of increasing competi-
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tion from China, the US, and India. Aside from
forging new partnerships for economic cooperation, the UK has increased aid to Africa by
diverting the bulk of its aid money that previously went to South Asia, concentrating on
issues of ‘development’ including the attainment of UN MDG’s. The slight drop–off in
UK’s attention towards Africa following the
end of the Cold War has picked up after issues
of development came to the fore, with most of
the abovementioned aid geared toward poverty
reduction. The 1990s also spelled hard times for
UK companies, many of whom withdrew from
Africa after rising exchange rates made their
African business unprofitable, but many have
since returned following a relatively long period
of stability that made business in Africa profitable again.
France, like the UK, makes full use of networks
and the information base it created during the
colonial era. THis has created enormous benefits for French corporations, who have secured
extensive business interests. Summit meetings,
high–level visits and business fora are just some
of the diplomatic means at France’s disposal in
increasing economic cooperation with Africa.
Case in point, over 200 meetings between businesspersons were made possible by the 2010
Franco–African Summit, and a France–Cote
d’Ivoire Business Forum in 2011 attracted over
30 large businesses. France also showcased its
political/military/diplomatic potency in Africa,
by taking the lead in air raids on Libya (Operation Odyssey) in the summer of 2011, after
which France became the prime player in
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Libya’s post–war reconstruction.
Japan is also picking up the pace in terms of
approaching Africa, in spite of a past relationship that was intermittent. New ties are being
forged through the creation a new forum,
TICAD (Tokyo International Conference on
African Development). TICAD embodies the
comprehensive nature of Japan’s efforts toward
African development, through which the Japanese government channels large–scale financial
assistance, from both public and private sources,
for African development. Japan is currently the
fifth–largest donor of development aid for Africa, which will enhance its diplomatic influence
and positively impact international support for
Japan. This is especially true regarding Japan’s
efforts to become a permanent member of the
UNSC, for which votes by African countries in
the UN General Assembly would be crucial.
However, given Japan’s comparative lack of
influence in Africa, Japan prefers joint entry
with large corporations from developed countries, mostly to African countries with large
economies or reserves of natural resources. The
recent rise in Japanese activity in Africa’s BOP
market has led the government create additional incentives to exploit that new market.
India, a newcomer to the scene, is attempting
to engage Africa both in political (through
summits) and economic fronts, the latter
consisting of aid and financial assistance,
increased trade and investment. While there is
deep historical and political links between the
two, recent relations have been highlighted by
economic exchange (energy resource, trade,
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investment). India’s recent efforts are similar to
China in that they involve so–called package
deals: exchange of grants for infrastructure. In
this regard, over half of grants disbursed by the
India ExIm Bank goes to Africa. not to mention
increasing export finance to promote exports of
Indian products. In an attempt to set itself apart
from rivals such as China, India utilizes its
competitive advantage in such fields as ICT to
facilitate development cooperation and entry of
Indian firms to Africa. Presently, there are also
efforts to increase cooperation with west African
countries, with whom economic exchange has
been lacking compared to its traditional partners
in East Africa. India’s rapid growth has meant
more demand for energy from overseas, the main
reason behind India’s generous financial assistance in approaching West African countries.
Africa is no longer the mysterious backwater
of old, but an arena for fierce international
competition. As a latecomer, Korea lags far
behind its competitors in all areas including
experience, financial resources, diplomatic influence, and cultural links. Korea will have to take
different approaches as well as cooperate with
other countries if it wishes to make headway.
The first will involve a process of selection and
concentration, meaning choosing African
countries to focus on and using them as bases to
move on to countries in the vicinity. Instead of
apportioning different sectors to different
countries, Korea needs to focus on creating
systematic linkages between sectors within a
country to maximize the positive impacts from
economic cooperation.

Second, Korea needs to develop its own
approach to economic cooperation, drawing
from its own experiences while taking the
unique conditions in Africa into account. As
Africa has yet to extract itself from poverty
despite package deals with China and aid from
the West, a new approach is vitally necessary.
An approach modeled after Korea’s Saemaul
(New Village) Movement tailored to African
circumstances might be in order, as many rural
areas in Africa contain tribal, homogenous
communities. Saemaul’s success, made possible
by local ties, cohesion, and traditional leadership, could serve as an important benchmark.
Third, more funds need to be secured through
cooperation with foreign financial institutions.
Abundant financial resources is the key to the
current position in Africa enjoyed by companies from the major countries. The Korea Ex/
Im Bank will need to arrange co–financing
involving foreign banks, as African countries
generally have low credit ratings, thus making
projects risky and making financing by Korean
banks alone difficult. The level of financial
support needs to be raised significantly by
working with foreign export credit institutions
and such multilateral development and international investment banks as the World Bank,
International Finance Corporation, African
Development Bank, and the European Investment Bank.This was the method which enabled
Korea to finance several major projects in the
Middle East.
Last but not least, there is the option of joining hands with foreign corporations. Any
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potential Korean entry into the African market
will ne extraordinarily difficult, given the dominance of major country firms in the African
market by virtue of their history, financial
resources, and experience. Cooperating with
these firms might allow Korean companies to
share the burden while compensating for their
lack of capital, technology and several other
areas. Thus formation of consortiums remain a
viable option for reducing risks and securing
more capital. Advanced countries could also
provide diplomatic influence that could
decrease potential risks even further for Korean
firms, and the Ambatovy mining project in
Madagascar provides a prime example of this
approach.
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W

orld's 7th largest economy in 2010, 5th
in population and territory, Brazil is
emerging as a new center for economic growth
fostered by successful reform policies based on
abundant natural resources. Also fueled by
upcoming events such as the 2014 World Cup
and the 2016 Olympics, infrastructure and
investments in oil production, Brazil is expected
to continue its stable growth, at 4 to 5 % annually. Reflecting on this growth, Global Insight, a
world–renowned economic organization,
expects that in 2011, Brazil will become the
world's 5th biggest economy after the USA,
China, Japan and Germany. If Brazil becomes
one of the world's 5 largest economies, it will
achieve the status of the so–called "Triple
Big–5" country, meaning top 5 in economic
scale, territory and the population.
Aiming at Brazil's high potential for economic growth, Korea has been making efforts to
expand industrial cooperation with Brazil.

However, due to lack of understanding concerning Brazilian industries and industrial development level, absence of industrial cooperation
strategies in the medium and long term, lack of
efforts to discover schemes for specific industrial cooperation and etc., there was no tangible
achievement. In particular, the problem is that
Korea has not yet discovered any intriguing
flagship projects for Brazil.
Maintaining a critical eye on this situation,
this study first analyzes the following topics:
how industrial competitiveness of Brazil is
changing as its economy is emerging, what
policies Brazil has implemented, how competing countries are cooperating with Brazil in
order to take advantage of the opportunities,
and the level of industrial cooperation between
Brazil and Korea. This study then suggest several strategies for industrial cooperation with
Brazil in the medium and long term, and also
specific schemes for industrial cooperation. The
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main results of the study are as follows.
Brazil's economic emergence is manifest in
five paradigm shifts. After the official launch of
former administration in 2003, Brazil has gone
through five important changes: it has ①
entered into a stable economic growth cycle ②
stemmed the high inflation rate ③ become a
net creditor country for the first time in its
history ④ ended the vicious cycle of excessive
government expenditure ⑤ resumed the medium and long term industrial policy. Prompted
by this paradigm shift, Brazilian economy has
doubled its size in 10 years and joined the ranks
of the world's seven biggest economies in 2010.
It is expected to become the fifth largest economy in the world by 2013, but such success was
not without side effects. Supported by the
primary product boom, exports have increased
and hence drew in dollars which led to large
trade surpluses. Also, portfolio investment as
well as foreign direct investment has surged
dramatically. Consequently, this has raised the
value of the real and eventually diminished
competitiveness in exports.
Even though the exchange rate effect burdened
the manufacturing sector, the overall industrial
competitiveness in Brazil has improved, according to the study. First, we studied Brazil's
competitiveness in terms of industrial technology in infrastructure. As a result, the R&D
expenditure relative to GDP has been rising
continuously, reaching 1.2% in 2010, the highest figure in 20 years. The size of Brazil's R&D
expenditure is slightly lower compared to the
rest of the OECD but it is not small relative to
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other BRICs countries. The size of the work
force in the R&D sector has doubled in the past
10 years (2000–2009). Especially, Brazil has
showed outstanding performance in producing
papers in science & technology over the past 30
years (1981–2009). More specifically, Brazil
made contributions in fields such as Agriculture,
Plants and Animals, Microbiology and etc.
worldwide. Britain's noted research institute
"DEMOS" used the term "Natural Knowledge
Economy" in order to refer to the Brazilian
economy which is very competitive in technology utilizing natural resources. At the same time,
Brazil is estimated to have high competitiveness
in some manufacturing sectors such as airplane,
automobile, steel, and petrochemicals.The Council on Competitiveness of the U.S. forecasted
that Brazil's competitiveness in manufacturing
will become the 4th most competitive by 2014 in
the world, surpassing the U.S.
Despite the positive evaluation shown in forecasts for Brazil's industries, there is still much
work to do to improve Brazil’s overall industrial
competitiveness. In particular, while Brazil is
relatively competitive in the basic sciences, its
competitiveness is quite low in applied and
industrial technologies. For instance, Brazil has
not been performing well in the patent area. It
also ranked nearly at the bottom among countries compared in technical infrastructure sector
of the IMD report 2011. Brazil's low ranking in
the applied technology sector was again seen in
the Technology Achievement Index 2009.
One of the biggest changes observed in
Brazil's recent economic policy is that it has
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resumed overall industrial policy planning
which has been at a standstill for the last 20
years. In fact, the Brazilian economy had been
driven by government–led industrial policy. The
import substitution industrialization policy
maintained through the 1970 is a good example. For the past 20 years, Brazil was mired in
macroeconomic instability marked by high
inflation rates, debt crises, foreign debt crises,
and unstable foreign exchange rate; meaning
there was no room for Brazil to push ahead
with medium and long term industrial policies.
Until the end of 1990s, Brazil's economic policy
was focused on addressing this macroeconomic
instability. However after Luiz Inacio Lula da
Silva was inaugurated as president in 2003, the
inflation, foreign exchange rate and other
economic indicators have stabilized, allowing
the government to turn its attention to industrial policy. From the Lula administration to the
Rousseff administration, there have been 3
industrial policies that were put into action,
namely the PITCE (2004.3), PDP (2008.5)
and PBN (2011.8). Although there were several changes in their goal setting based on the
starting period, their goals remained similar: to
improve Brazil's competitiveness in the manufacturing sector by enhancing competitiveness
in technology. Specifically, the Rousseff administration has pursued an industrial policy focusing on restoring competitiveness in manufacturing, seeing the world economy in a bad
situation such as global economic crisis, currency war, etc. In order to achieve its goal, the
Rousseff administration has implemented an

industrial policy with three main pillars: investment in production and promotion of innovation; protection of domestic industry and
markets; encouragement of exports and trade
protection.
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Projection and Policy Implications
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As Korea–India economic cooperation has
been gaining momentum in recent years with
increasing institutionalization of relevant
mechanisms, there is a growing need to further
promote the entry of Korean companies into
the Indian market and enhance the synergy in
economic cooperation between Korea and
India. Yet, vast differences in the investment
environment and disparities across states present both opportunities and risks, which in turn
calls for a strategic approach based on a proper
understanding of the growth patterns of different states. It is in this context that the current
study seeks to project long–term growth rates
and patterns of Indian states, and examine policy implications accordingly.
The present study employs the growth accounting model as a tool to estimate the growth
patterns and long–term growth rates at the state
level. To begin with, the study categorizes Indian states into fast–growing, average, slow–
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growing states. The fastest growing states
include Gujarat and Maharashtra; average
states are Kerala and Karnataka; and Bihar and
Assam are among the slow–growing states. A
cross–examination of the past state–level growth
patterns based on the factors of production and
the total factor productivity revealed that states
in which the contribution of total factor productivity has increased substantially saw an equally
substantial rise in the GDP growth rate. On the
other hand, in other states where the contribution of total factor productivity has declined,
the GDP growth rate has fallen short of the
national average, which indicates that Indian
states' growth rate is determined by factors
other than the increase in capital and labor. In
addition, states are classified based on long–term
growth rate projections into fast–growing/high–
income, fast–growing/low–income, slow– growing/high–income, and slow–growing/low–income
states: Fast– growing/ high– income states are
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Gujarat and Maharashtra; fast–growing/low–
income states include Orissa; and slow–growing/
low–income states include Bihar and Madhya
Pradesh.
While effecting changes in the factors of
production and the total factor productivity had
little impact on the economic conditions,
provided the investment rate is changed, it
increased the disparities in the GDP growth
rate and GDP per capita. On the other hand, in
accordance with the neoclassical economic
growth theory that the growth rate in the total
factor productivity increases rapidly in a backward state, changing the total factor productivity yielded significant changes in the growth
rate, income levels, and growth patterns of
states. Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, and
Gujarat; which were initially classified as fast–
growing/ high–income states, were regrouped
as slow–growing/ high–income states; slow–
growing/low–income states such as Karnataka,
Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan, and Assam moved to
the fast–growing/ high–income group.
A comparison of the nominal GDP of fifteen
states of India with that of other countries,
provided that the growth rate in total factor
productivity will continue in the future, indicated that the nominal GDP of Maharashtra,
Gujarat, and Tamil Nadu will surpass that of
Poland, Turkey, and Thailand by 2026. Notably,
the nominal GDP of Maharashtra is projected
to exceed that of Korea by then. In addition, the
projections of the nominal GDP per capita
revealed that the figures for Maharashtra and

Gujarat will be similar to that of Mexico, while
Tamil Nadu, Kerala, and Haryana will be on
par with the Republic of South Africa by 2026.
Based on the analysis of the growth patterns
of Indian states, the following policy implications can be provided. First, forward–looking
and more focused strategies need to be formulated with a particular focus on the states of
Maharashtra and Gujarat which are to develop
into leading economic hubs in India. At the
same time, an approach geared toward domestic demand rather than manufacturing bases for
exports is needed, taking into account unique
attributes and medium/long–term development plans of Indian states. Second, a close
watch should be kept over such states following
closely behind the fast–growing/high–income
group as Punjab, Orissa, Karnataka, and
Madhya Pradesh; and accordingly, appropriate
strategies targeting those states should be
prepared. On the other hand, as for slow–growing/low–income states such as Bihar which
carry high–growth opportunities as well as
risks, close monitoring should be undertaken
on their policy and business environments. For
these states, an incremental strategy should be
adopted for the medium/long–term, while
targeting niche areas in the states in the near
term.
As Indian states’ economic growth accelerates
and income levels rise at a pace much faster
than developed countries and other emerging
economies, the industries and consumption
demand will likely keep up a similar pace of
change. In particular, infrastructure projects are
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likely to expand substantially, and as such, there
is a need to capitalize on the immense demand
for infrastructure development. Furthermore, it
must be also noted that the consumption
pattern will change fast with rising income
levels in Indian states. Therefore, efforts are
needed to respond flexibly to the changing
trends and patterns of economic growth in
Indian states, while paying particular attention
to the metropolitan cities of India.
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2

0 years have passed since the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) was
established in the aftermath of the dissolution
of the Soviet Union in 1991. It was initiated by
12 newly independent states, excluding the 3
Baltic republics, in order to discuss issues of
common interest and cooperate with each other
based on independent and equal status. However, due to the non–binding nature of the CIS,
most of the agreements among member states
were concluded in vain. Nevertheless, they kept
up efforts to form various integration schemes,
such as the Customs Union of Russia, Belarus
and Kazakhstan. The Customs Union was basically the first successful case of economic integration among CIS countries. The formation of the
trilateral union was completed by introducing a
common customs tariff on 1 January 2010 and
removing internal border controls on 1 July 2011.
The overall GDP of the Customs Union
amounted to USD 1,677.5 billion in 2010, or

86% of the GDP of the CIS and 2.66% of
world GDP. Since the weight of the three economies in the CIS is considerable, it is expected
that the Customs Union will have some repercussions for Korea, as well as its neighboring
countries. In addition, increase in membership
is likely to have greater impact. Currently,
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan have applied for
membership in the union. At this moment, an
analysis of the 2 year–old Customs Union and
the search for its implications for Korea has
great meaning. Composed of five chapters, this
study provides an overview of the developments
of economic integration in the CIS region,
followed by an in–depth analysis of the main
components of the Customs Union and its
economic impact on Korea. Based on this analysis, this study puts forward a number of recommendations for Korean policy towards the
Customs Union.
With no internal duties, the Customs Union
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imposes common customs tariffs towards third
countries. Only Kazakhstan is granted a five–
year transitional period for levying a different
customs tariff for some 400 tariff lines. As for
external non–tariff barriers, the legal regime of
the Customs Union, such as quantitative trade
restrictions, technical regulations/standards,
sanitary/phytosanitary measures and trade
remedies, is based largely on relevant World
Trade Organization (WTO) rules. Simply put,
the Customs Union is a single market, which
shares trade remedies and other regulatory
measures. If a product passed, for instance, a
sanitary/phytosanitary test of a member country, it is automatically permissible in other
member nations.
Following Russia’s accession to the WTO, the
common customs tariff will be aligned with
Russia’s bound rates. Also, WTO rules will
become an integral part of the Customs Union’s
legal system. For now, the regional integration
agreements (RTAs) including free trade agreements (FTAs), the existing agreements and
documents among the three countries do not
provide sufficient details on the Customs
Union’s policy concerning RTAs with third
countries. Nevertheless, the Customs Union
countries have been jointly involved in the FTA
negotiation process with CIS countries, New
Zealand, EFTA, Vietnam and Mongolia.
Meanwhile, the share of the Customs Union
in Korea’s overall trade is relatively marginal,
representing only 1.8% (USD 8.4 billion) of
exports and 2.4% (USD 10.3 billion) of imports.
According to the CGE–model analysis, Korea's
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welfare level falls by USD 4–6 million. This
implies that the ripple effect of the Customs
Union on Korea is insignificant. Regarding the
impact on industrial sectors, manufacturing of
textiles/apparel and automobiles/transportation
equipment will shrink slightly, by 0.17% and
0.08% respectively. The effect of the enlargement of the Customs Union in the near future
and establishment of the Single Economic
Space, a higher form of integration, in early
2012; on Korea will increase. Therefore, the
Korean government needs to reconsider its
economic cooperation policy towards the CIS
region in general and the Customs Union in
particular. We recommend the Korean policymakers to take following implications into
account.
As the economy grows and consumer incomes
rise, demand for imports will also rise. It will
also lower common customs tariffs and WTO
accession can intensify the trend. All these add
up to opportunities for Korean companies to
increase their exports to the Customs Union.
To fully utilize this chance, the Korean government and industries should jointly develop
marketing strategies to diversify exports. In
addition, larger membership of the Customs
Union can lead to a bigger trade creation effect
within the union while trade with non–
members would not rise at the same rate. This
implies higher costs for market access for non–
member countries, such as Korea. For industries
that face export reduction, expanding direct
investment toward the member countries can
offer a solution. Thus, the study recommends
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Korean companies to increase outward direct
investments to the Customs Union in order to
compensate for loss of exports.
Regarding investment, the Customs Union
has removed a number of intra–state economic
and administrative restrictions such as customs
control, which will contribute to improvement
of the overall investment environment there.
Therefore, the Korean government and the
private sector should collaborate more closely to
study Korea’s competitiveness and the investment climate in the three economies, to extend
ODIs to the Customs Union. Briefly speaking,
Kazakhstan has a favourable tax system with
the lowest VAT and income/corporate tax rates
in the Customs Union. However, this is overshadowed by comparatively high transportation
costs, which is borne by Korean producers
based in the region. In the case of Belarus,
investors have developed great interest in the
country owing to its cheap labor and real estate,
as well as the potential to become a logistical
hub between the European Union and Russia.
Yet its overall investment climate is quite unsatisfactory. Thus CIS–based Korean companies
are advised to consider the possibility of relocating production sites in light of these and other
relevant factors, including those stemming
from the launch of the Customs Union and
future developments (e.g. the common tariff,
common market etc.).
Attractive investment sectors for Korea, firstly,
in Russia would be consumer goods, transportation and medical equipment, plants business
and others. As for Belarus, the promising

sectors are IT (software), commercial vehicles,
chemicals, potassic fertilizers or construction
materials, and agriculture. Attractive industries
for Korean investment in Kazakhstan include
petroleum refining, petrochemistry, agriculture
(inc. livestock), renewable energy, and innovation. Meanwhile, Korea needs not only to boost
its direct investment to the countries, but also to
make efforts to induce ODIs from Russia and
Kazakhstan. ODI from the two countries has
been rising rapidly owing to energy export
surpluses. Increasing bilateral investment can
potentially create good grounds for horizontal
investment cooperation.
After accession of the Customs Union to the
WTO, competition for market entry among
other countries will become fierce. That is
because the Union ensures reduction of tariff
and non–tariff barriers over time and that the
legal base of the Customs Union comply with
rules for multilateral trade. Particularly, Russia’s
entry to the WTO is expected to provide a
momentum for revitalization of a Korea–Russia
project on the Bilateral Economic Partnership
Agreement (BEPA), although it is very likely it
will proceed in a new format involving the
Customs Union as a whole.
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A

s the Chinese government pushes forward
its domestic demand–driven growth strategy, trade and FDI in China are facing changes
at the structural level. Trade based on export–
oriented simple processing is decreasing, while
general trade linked to domestic demand is
increasing. Korea’s share in China’s imports for
domestic demand, however, is relatively small.
According to import statistics compiled by
Chinese customs which we have acquired for
this research, Korea’s share in China’s domestic
demand import market was 5.9% while its share
in total import market of China is around 10%.
Compared with other countries or regions,
the pattern of Korea’s exports to China is similar to that of Taiwan. As for major economies
such as Japan (11.6%), USA (8.3%) and
Germany (7.5%), they enjoy larger shares of
China’s domestic demand import market. In
categorizing domestic demand into primary,
intermediary, and final goods; we have found
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that Korea’s exports to China is heavy in intermediary goods, at 76.3%. Taiwan’s percentages
and structure are similar to that of Korea;
however the greater proportion of Japanese,
American and German exports consist of final
goods and less intermediate goods.
Further investigation of the trend of Korea’s
export to China reveals that intermediary goods
exports for domestic demand has been increasing
since 2008. In 2010, when Korea’s intermediary
goods export reached USD28.8 billion, sharp
growth in exports of General machine parts
(64.3%), Petrochemicals and Coke (50.2%),
Automobile parts (57%), Plastics (19.5%) and
Chemical materials (14.3%) contributed to the
increase. On the other hand, export of final goods
for domestic demand increased by 52.9% in 2010
and reached USD8.3 billon. Precision Optical
Instrument (35.7%), Vehicles (63.1%), General
Machines (68.2%), Special Machines (74.1%),
Electric Devices and Equipments (32.7%) and
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Electronics and Communication (75.6%) also
registed major increases.
The main competitors in China’s intermediary goods market are Korea, Japan and Germany. In the market for Korea’s main export product, namely Chemical materials and Plastics,
the competitors include Korea, Taiwan and
Japan. In China’s final goods market, Japan,
USA and Germany are the main competitors.
The only industry that Korea possesses a lead is
in Textiles and Garments.
As for FDI, investment to China from the rest
of the world has rebounded recently from the
sharp decrease during the financial crisis and its
focus is shifting from manufacturing to service
industries. For the research on the trend of
Korea’s investment to China and the performance of Korean firms in China, we have
analyzed series of data from KOTRA’s <Grand
Survey> and Korea EXIM bank’s survey on
Korean firms in China. Through investigation of
these materials, we have identified recognizable
features in Korean investment to China as
follows. First, Korean investment to China
reached its ceiling in 2004 and decreased since
then. Second, investment to Shandong, Jiangsu
and Beijing has decreased and investment to the
Huadong region increased. But investment to
inland provinces has not shown a clear increase.
Third, the weight of manufacturing has
decreased but still remain around 70~80%. This
is a much higher figure compared with the
world average, 46.9%. Fourth, the amount of
investment per contract is growing. Fifth, large
firms make adequate profits but small and

medium–sized enterprises do not. Sixth, sales of
manufacturers exploded before 2007 but has
leveled off since. Seventh, several emerging
service industries such as Lodging and Catering,
Commercial Service, Mass Media and Health
Care show congestion or reduction in their sales
whereas Wholesales and Retail, Transportation
and Leisure show significant growth. Eighth,
Korean firms understand that the investment
environment has improved in terms of institutional transparency but degenerated in terms of
economic aspect such as wages. These patterns
coincide with actual facts. Ninth, Korean firms
emphasize the Chinese domestic market, which
brings more profit than Korean or the third
country markets. Its share, however, is increasing
very slowly. Tenth, as the procurement of parts
and material is localized, trade balance improvement effect of investments to China is decreasing. Nevertheless, export of parts and materials
are still increasing. Eleventh, Korean firm’s
intention to invest to China is getting weakened.
To respond to the above, the strategy for
making inroads into China’s market for domestic demand is required. Chinese investment
environment is becoming unfavorable for
manufacturing and processing but consumption is on the rise as household income grows
and inland provinces become richer. As a matter
of fact, various markets such as luxury goods,
low–price goods, 2nd and 3rd tier cities, rural
areas, 80–90 hou and women are emerging.
This report has investigated a few successful
foreign firms in emerging domestic markets.
Media–Markt, a German home appliance
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distribution company; Shimadzu, a Japanese
precision chemical device manufacturer; Nongshim, a Korean food company and Another
Group, a Hong Kong clothing chain store are
selected. These companies are engaged in
aggressive marketing activity focused on
Chinese consumers. They have entered China’s
mid–western and northeast regions seeking
increasing market shares there, aside from
Beijing and Shanghai. They are supported by
sufficient capital and are cooperating with
localized firms. They established R&D bases in
China to satisfy local demands. In addition,
their cooperation with the Chinese government played a very important role.
As for export strategies, this report classifies
intermediary and final goods for domestic
demand into ‘excellent items’, ‘growth items’
and ‘competing items’. The 5 Excellent items of
intermediary goods need to retain/maintain
their buyers in China. Competitive items such
as Plastics and Chemical materials are Korea’s
1st and 2nd export product respectively, and
will need to diversify buyers. The most representative among competitive final goods items,
such as Precision Optical Instruments, comprise
the 1st and main export products for Korea. Its
status would be impacted much by the ECFA
between China and Taiwan and will require
special attention. On the whole, it is necessary
that Korea examine the demand for each intermediary product to enter the Chinese import
market. Moreover, the competitive advantage of
products in the growth items category should
be studied with respect to their foreign compet-
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itors. Besides, the consumer market should be
differentiated and each market should be
approached with its own set of strategies.
Concerning investment strategies, the report
describes Korean firms’ activities in China by a
SWOT analysis framework. First, Korean firms
have competitive manufacturing capacity. Second,
Korean firms are not doing very well in the
domestic consumption market nor investing in
non–manufacturing areas. Third, the Chinese
domestic market is growing rapidly and investment opportunity continues to burgeon along
with development in China’s mid–west region.
Fourth, factor costs such as wages are increasing
rapidly and the government is being selective
with foreign capital, which will worsen the
investment environment. According to such
analyses, specific investment strategies could be
deduced as follows. First, manufacturing investment could continue in China’s mid–west provinces where Korean firms’ competitive advantage can be maintained for a while and local
governments are looking to attract foreign
production facilities. Second, distribution channels for Korean products should be secured for
access to the domestic market. Third, a few
existing Korean industrial complexes in China
could be expanded or new ones be established.
Fourth, cooperation between Korean and
Chinese small and medium–sized enterprises
could be promoted. Korean SMEs are suffering
from lack of local distribution channels while
Chinese ones are deprived of opportunities for
cooperation with foreign firms by large state–
owned enterprises.
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T

he aim of this study is to assess the challenges concerning support from the
Korean government for businesses entering the
Indian market and policy responses, through an
analysis of current business operations and
accomplishments of Korean businesses in India.
As of Dec. 2012, Korean companies doing
business in India are estimated to be around
531 in total. All of them were divided into three
categories (manufacturing, non–manufacturing
and personal services) and surveyed via e–mail,
phone and on–site visit. Among them, 109, 76,
33 survey questionnaires were collected in each
category, respectively. The survey revealed that
144 businesses (27%) had either gone out of
business or unable to be found. 58.4% out of all
existing businesses responded to our surveys,
with the figure going up to 66.9% not counting
businesses that refused to reply. These figures
represent the highest response rate among all
surveys involving Korean businesses in India up

to this point.
The results of the survey revealed that entering and gaining access to India’s domestic
market constituted the biggest motivation for
Korean manufacturing companies in India.
According to the survey result, reasons for why
they chose the current location for business
include the possibility of linking up with existing companies and the size and potential of
local markets. Most of the revenues for Korean
manufacturing firms came from sales in the
domestic market; the same companies also
acquired most of the raw and intermediate
materials for production from the local market.
In most companies, irregular workers comprised
over 20% of their workforce, with the annual
turnover rate among regular employees between
10–30%. Wages were lower than those in
China, but comparable to Indonesia and slightly higher than in Vietnam. For the most part,
companies were satisfied with their growth over
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the last three years, and were very positive
concerning prospects for growth in the next
three years.
Sales have increased for the greater majority
of companies that invested in India. Also, the
direction of operation for most businesses was
geared toward increasing investment for the
next three years. As for future strategies, the
most frequently stated was ‘increase in sales,’
followed by ‘more robust marketing’ and ‘stronger management of production,’ in that order.
Entry into India’s domestic market was also
the prime motivating factor in investments by
Korean nonmanufacturing firms, in addition to
expanding their presence in the subcontinent.
Nonmanufacturing and manufacturing firms
were not dissimilar in terms of their business
location as well as domestic sales, in addition to
recent growth and prospects for future growth.
Though nonmanufacturing firms relied slightly
less on irregular workers as a proportion of their
workforce, the turnover rate among regular
employees were higher than manufacturing
firms. Indian workers in Korean nonmanufacturing firms were paid less than their counterparts in China, but far more than workers in
Vietnam and Indonesia.
Among Korean personal services businesses,
the number one pull–factor in deciding to come
to India was business opportunities offered by
rapidly increasing number of Korean companies entering the Indian market. Most personal
service businesses preferred cities such as
Bangalore and Delhi, in terms of destinations
for future movement or expansion, as the
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number of Korean companies in those cities
have swelled recently. Though the job turnover
rate also posed worker management problems
for businesses in the sector, it was actually lower
compared to manufacturing and nonmanufacturing sectors. Despite many businesses
expressing positive outlooks on future growth,
business operations were geared toward maintaining the status quo.
Korean firms in India generally agreed that
the investment environment in India had
improved overall over the last three years, not to
mention having an optimistic outlook on the
investment environment for the next three
years. However, labor management, taxes,
administrative services, and business location
were cited as areas that worsened the most over
the previous three years. As for areas likely to
deteriorate in the next three years, the companies’ answers included taxes, labor management,
government policy, and administrative services.
Forms of assistance from the Korean government most requested by Korean manufacturing
firms in India included the following, in order:
financial aid, long–term visa issuance, expansion of direct air routes, industrial complexes for
Korean firms, an investment assistance center
in India, training courses. The answers from
nonmanufacturing/personal service businesses
were as follows, in order: financial aid, long–
term visa issuance, expansion of direct air routes,
and an investment assistance center in India.
On the other hand, Korean firms requested the
following forms of assistance from the Indian
government: facilitation of visa issuance, elimi-
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nating corruption, expansion of infrastructure,
more direct flights, and industrial complexes for
Korean firms.
Based on the survey, the following mid–term
and long–term policy recommendations may
be put forward for supporting Korean firms in
India. First, the policies should focus on small
and medium–size companies, and be divided
into middle and long–term in terms of time.
For the immediate future, more has to be done
to increase the availability of investment and
cultural information on India. In addition, a
database of Korean companies in India should
be established, with firm and consistent oversight. For these ends, official support for the establishment of a Korean Chamber of Commerce in
India will be necessary. Another task for the Korean government would be to initiate negotiations
with India on visa and aviation agreements, in
order to secure a greater number of direct–flights
and long–term visas.
For the middle–to–long–term time frame, a
greater effort to upgrade the concessions in the
Korea–India CEPA through the bilateral joint
committee must be made. A case in point, a
more active use of the ‘favorable consideration’
article in the CEPA regarding Korean bank
branches should be made, to accelerate the
entry of private banks into India. Last but not
least, the lack of infrastructure being the most
pressing problem and biggest obstacle facing
Korean firms in India, the creation of an industrial complex for Korean businesses should be
given active consideration.
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A Study for the Economic Cooperation
between Korea and Indonesia from a Long
Term Perspective: Focused on Regional
Economic Development and Human Resources
Daechang Kang, Gyupan Kim, Yoonah Oh, Jaeho Lee,
Mingeum Shin, Siwage Dharma Negara, and Latif Adam (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–1380–4 / A5 / 210pp. / USD 10

T

his policy paper aims to review the current
situation of regional development and
human resources in Indonesia, the main themes
in the ‘Master Plan: Acceleration and Expansion of Indonesia Economic Development
2011–2025 (MP3EI)’, and to deliberate ways
for the long–term economic cooperation
between Korea and Indonesia. MP3EI is an
ambitious and comprehensive plan which
contains strategies and policies for serious
development of the Indonesian economy, based
in the Indonesia Economic Development
Corridor (IEDC). Through the plan, Indonesia
is attempting to introduce new institutions,
review established systems, and forge a new
direction for infrastructure development.
Chapter two reviews the current situation of
economic cooperation between Korea and
Indonesia. Indonesia is Korea’s tenth biggest
trade partner, and trade between the two countries shows that the volume continues to
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increase and the sector is concentrated on natural resources. Korean investment to Indonesia is
focused on the manufacturing sector with
increasing investment in large scale projects.
Because trade and investment are centered on
natural resources and the petrochemicals sector,
they could be vulnerable to external shocks
from fluctuations in crude oil prices. Therefore,
it is necessary to diversify sectors in terms of
trade and investment. Presently, Korean assistance to Indonesia is concentrated in infrastructure, regardless of grant or credit. Since Korean
assistance geared mainly for infrastructure
makes it difficult to show Korea’s competence,
it is necessary for Korea is necessary to find out
and diversify the assistance areas where Korea
has an advantage.
Chapter three examines the current situation
of the economic cooperation between Indonesia
and Japan, China, and Singapore. Japan is ① the
largest official development assistance (ODA)
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donor to ② the largest importer from and ③ the
second biggest investor to Indonesia. Since the
late 1960s, Japan has employed ODA to Indonesia as a tool for natural resource diplomacy by
providing assistance for infrastructure and
securing natural resources in return. Currently,
Japan has extended economic cooperation with
Indonesia even to fields such as renewable energy and energy saving. It is also peculiar that
Japan has aligned competitiveness of the Japanese firms with Indonesia’s demands for utilizing ODA. China has seldom provided ODA to
Indonesia since the economic cooperation
between two countries began, but has become
the second largest trade partner for Indonesia
both in exports and imports. China also considers Indonesia a supplier of natural resources and
approaches it in sectors such as electricity and
machinery, where it possesses price competitiveness. It implies that Korean firms would have
stiffer competition in Indonesia from Chinese
firms as well as from Japanese firms. China, as
the sixth largest investor to Indonesia, has
invested much more than Korea since 2004.
Singapore secures the position of the largest
exporter and investor to Indonesia, due to its
proximity to Indonesia. With ODA programs
in technology cooperation, Singapore contributes to human resource development in Indonesia. In the process of establishment and operation of special economic zone (SEZ) of
Indonesia, Singapore has been deeply involved
in building industrial complexes and developing
resorts. Regarding this, Korea could consider
participating in establishment and operation of

SEZs in Indonesia. It would be necessary for
Korean firms to consider expanding investment
towards sectors Indonesia wants to invite Korea
into. We should also watch for designation of
additional SEZs in Indonesia, which the Indonesian government is deliberating nowadays.
Chapter four discusses regional development
of Indonesia. We study the plan for regional
development centered on IECD which the
Indonesian government is currently promoting.
In addition, we review the metropolitan priority
area (MPA) project, being driven forward by
Japan. Japan has played a central role in the
process of establishing a regional development
plan for Indonesia. In terms of regional development of Indonesia, Japan is proceeding with
economic cooperation emphasizing infrastructure development and improvement of the
environment for Japanese firms.
Chapter five reviews human resource in Indonesia. Currently, the strategies and policies for
human resource development in Indonesia is
not tightly related to MP3EI. Therefore, the
Indonesian government should connect
MP3EI concretely to strategies and policies for
human resource development and back up
economic development by developing necessary education and technology. To sustain high
economic growth, Indonesia should transform
the economic structure and the source of
competitiveness from ‘low wages’ to the higher
value–added sectors and service industries. To
effect changes in the economic structure of
Indonesia, however, would require a highly
educated and skilled labor force with a fair
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amount of mobility. In order to do that, Indonesia could consider benchmarking Korea’s
success in enhancing competitiveness and
transforming the economic structure, accompanied by rapid increase of productivity. Currently,
the centralized education and training system
of Indonesia does not fit the demands of the
market and is not well aligned with industrial
needs. Korean methods for consolidating
human resource development with economic
development could serve as a reference point
for Indonesia. It would be a useful exercise to
adapt Korean education policies to the Indonesian situation.
Chapter six discusses policy implications for
deepening the economic cooperation between
Korea and Indonesia, focusing on the creation of
an implementation plan for MP3EI, policy
measures for the economic cooperation, regional
development, and human resource development.
In order for Korea to contribute to the creation
of an MP3EI implementation plan, we must
identify priorities in MP3EI implementation
which the Indonesian government is contemplating, to reestimate project costs precisely, to
evaluate any shortage of funds, and to readjust
priorities of the projects. It is also necessary to
review conformity of MP3EI to reform
measures that the Indonesian government is
considering. To do that, we should define the
role of ‘the Jakarta executive office for economic
cooperation (the Jakarta office)’ and clearly
identify the tasks of Korean research institutes
and government. It is desirable that the Jakarta
office, as a channel for cooperation, plays a
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coordinating role for affairs related to the
formulation of the MP3EI implementation
plan. The Korean research institutes should
study the Indonesian laws and systems intensively to provide background information needed for the MP3EI implementation plan. The
Korean government should also establish a
framework for effective cooperation between
the Jakarta office and the Korean research institutes, and coordinate their cooperation. It is also
necessary that various Korean personnel
communicate with their Indonesian counterparts in diverse ways. Regarding this, we must
consider gaining, in particular, an understanding of the Indonesian system for public–private
partnerships and employ it for economic cooperation between Korea and Indonesia.
It is necessary that the Korean ODA to Indonesia be closely connected to economic cooperation with Indonesia. To achieve it with
ODA, we should consider developing natural
resources efficiently, expanding infrastructure,
and constructing industrial complexes related
to SEZ development in Indonesia. It is also
necessary to actively proceed with ODA that
conform to the green growth strategy, because
it is distinct from ODA strategies of other
major countries. Korea could enhance the level
of economic cooperation by sharing the policies
and technologies related to green growth with
Indonesia.
Korean firms should carefully consider entering
IEDC projects unilaterally, as they might want to
allow for Japanese initiative in the IEDC. Since
the possibility of cooperation with Japanese firms
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is fairly high, it is desirable that Korean firms
deliberate initially going into the IEDC projects
with Japanese firms together. It is necessary that
the Korean government set the basic policy direction in order to support the investment into Indonesia, first in the manufacturing sector in which
Korea is competitive globally, and then allowing
Korean firms to further expand economic cooperation with Indonesia.
With regard to regional development, Korea
could consider participating in building new
towns around Jakarta where urban development is urgent, because Korea has competitive
advantage in urban development with experience in new town construction. With participation in setting up a master plan for new town
development and by joining in the projects,
Korea could contribute to improving living
conditions through efficient provision of housing. We should especially take note of the
‘Sunda Strait Bridge (the Bridge)’. It is highly
probable that development plans for Sumatra
and Java could be impacted drastically if the
two islands are connected with the Bridge.
Considering this, it is necessary that Indonesia
set up the MP3EI implmentation plan, allowing for the development of opposing coastline
areas in the two islands along with construction
of the the Bridge. Because the value involved in
developing these areas is expected to increase
with the Bridge, it is desirable that Korea take
part in establishing a development plan for
them at the early stage.
As Korea devised a system that corresponds to
the changing economic environment, Indone-

sia can learn from Korea by reforming the
system of education and job training in order to
adapt to the demands of the market.To enhance
effectiveness, it is necessary that Korea offer
help to Indonesia by linking human resource
development to industrial development, transferring some of Korea’s competitiveness to
Indonesia. In order to do that, Korea should
provide needed and appropriate technologies
for Indonesia and share development experience, focusing on areas where Korea has an
advantage; a very efficient way of human
resource development.
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The 20 Years of MERCOSUR:
Performance and its Implications

Jino Kim, Ki–Su Kwon, Hee–Chae Ko,
Mi–Sook Park, and Hyung–Joo Kim (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–1381–1 / A5 / 282pp. / USD 10

T

he purpose of this research is to analyze
the achievements and the limits of
MERCOSUR as we near the 20th anniversary
of its establishment. This research outlines the
direction of the organization’s progress in the
future, in light of conflicting arguments respectively favoring internal depth and greater expansion, in addition to asymmetries, and the recent
global financial crisis. Also it presents implications as references in the establishment of
Korea’s economic cooperation policies with
MERCOSUR member states and possible
FTA strategies, by looking at external/internal
integration processes and prospects for
MERCOSUR.
The implications of MERCOSUR intra–
regional cooperation are as follows. First,
MERCOSUR started off with an unstable base
due to negative political and economic developments internationally, such as the dependence
on foreign direct investment, recurring econom-
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ic crises, appearance of neo–liberalism, and so
on. Moreover, civil society and the state that
must support the integration were also vulnerable. In other words, MERCOSUR has been
established under the unfavorable circumstances including fragile political institutions; an
immature, patron–client relationship between
the state and civil society; and a high level of
dependence on foreign capital. MERCOSUR
set limits on the trade liberalization, which
made it unable to achieve integration goals for a
common market, and its member states had no
intention of sacrificing part of their sovereignty
to supranational organizations that spearhead
integration. International economy often
subjected MERCOSUR to shocks, and the
leaders of MERCOSUR were not easily held
to promises they have made in order to achieve
integration. Moreover, all the efforts to intensify
integration including social agendas simply
turned out to be failures. Therefore, the implica-
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tion of MERCOSUR integration is that the
control of intra–regional differences is very
important although uncontrollable factors such
as changes in the international political/
economic environment are excluded. In order
to achieve a focused but stable integration,
further policy adjustment including resolution
of various conflicts and exchange rate regime
divergent from trade liberalization is in order.
Also, new policies for membership expansion,
adjustments for common foreign policies, and
social issues should be initiated. Lastly, the
establishment of supranational institutions and
partial transfer of sovereignty should be finalized.
It is expected that MERCOSUR will remain
in its current state without rapid progress or
regression, as competing models of integrated
models based on neo–liberalism and revisionism will assume priority in turns. Industry associations of MERCOSUR member countries
agree on this recognition and acknowledge this
state of affairs. Available facts show that
member countries have overcome the difficulties through their geographical solidarity and
continuous efforts to get over the internal
asymmetry and contradictions that appeared in
the integration process, in spite of several
instances where the possibility of MERCOSUR collapsing loomed prominently.
Analysis on economic effects of MERCOSUR integration draws out the following
implications. It indicates that MERCOSUR
integration shows characteristics of integration
among developing countries, which are different from the economic achievements generally

expected in cases of economic integration
between developed–developing countries or
developed–developed countries. In the case of
integration among developed–developing countries, what shows up is macroeconomic synchronization with developed countries as centers,
and they also enjoy complementary effect of
trade in accordance with economic development stages. However, the integration among
developing countries like MERCOSUR cannot
be expected to achieve the effects mentioned
above.
Firstly, according to the result of analysis on
changes in macroeconomic indices before and
after the establishment of MERCOSUR,
macroeconomic synchronization betweenmember countries are progressing differently in
accordance with each variable such as GDP
growth rate, consumption price level, exchange
rate, trade openness and so on. The result can be
explained by sensitive reaction of small economies on the demand changes of trade partners,
and little possibility of synchronization for
countries like Brazil where the share of trade
share in its economy is small, as well as different
economic structures between member countries. In conclusion, it can be reasonably estimated that macroeconomic synchronization of
MERCOSUR’s member countries, impacted
by conflicts between member countries during
the process of overcoming macroeconomic
shocks and crisis three times after MERCOSUR establishment, is relatively weak in
comparison with EU and NAFTA. Therefore,
it is necessary to promote jointly macroeco-
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nomic synchronization and the coordination of
macroeconomic policies in MERCOSUR in
order to deepen the integration process and
make it stable.
Secondly, it shows that the share of intra–
regional trade of MERCOSUR is lower than
that of EU and NAFTA during the analysis
period. Frequent economic crises within the
region and trade conflicts by unadjusted countermeasures contributed to weakened intra–
regional export. This highlights the importance
of adjustment of closely–related trade policies
between member countries. Meanwhile, it
shows also that Brazil’s share of extra–regional
trade has been rising for two decades, whereas
other countries saw more increases in their
shares of intra–regional trade. Therefore, the
asymmetric character of trade structure, where a
small economy is subordinate to a large economy, is also shown in this research. In addition,
intra–industry trade in the non–traditional
manufacturing sector has increased noticeably
in intra–regional trade among member countries except Paraguay. It means that integration
in intra–regional production is accelerated
directly or indirectly by production specialization created during the integration process.
Third, an analysis of the scale of trade diversion and trade creation effects shown after the
establishment of MERCOSUR through the
use of the gravity model indicates that the trade
creation effect is bigger than the trade diversion
effect. Also, trade creation effects for non–
member countries are also identified as a result
of the analysis, whereas trade diversion effects
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do not appear. In a nutshell, it represents that
there are positive effects on integration of both
intra–regional and offshore trade.
Meanwhile, the implications of MERCOSUR extra–regional integration upon efforts
for Korea–MERCOSUR FTA are as follows.
First, MERCOSUR was passive about entering into FTA with extra–territorial countries
except Uruguay. This means there is limited
possibilities for the actual promotion of Korea–
MERCOSUR FTA. Lukewarm attitudes
concerning FTA with Korea can be confirmed
from a survey targeting industry associations of
MERCOSUR member countries. Second,
extra–territorial integration in MERCOSUR is
being undertaken for international politics
purposes, namely for the sake of south– south
co–operation, finding the export market for
agricultural products and so on; and MERCOSUR’s target countries/regions for FTA negotiation was actually limited to the Middle East,
Latin America, etc. This implies that it will be
difficult for Korea to be regarded as a country of
major concern with respect to a MERCOSUR
FTA. Third, various trade agreements that
MERCOSUR concluded are limited to preferential trade agreements, which are restricted to
partial market opening of certain specified
industrial products. The assumption here is that
Korea–MERCOSUR FTA will only be
regarded as a preferential trade agreement,
qualified within narrow scope, and results that
Korea can actually obtain from negotiations are
also limited. Lastly, as shown in the case of
MERCOSUR’s negotiations with the EU, the
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process proceeded very cautiously and excruciatingly, and sometimes even interrupted by
negotiation strategies that cleaved to damage
minimization for intra–regional industries and
expansion of agricultural products export. This
shows that Korea–MERCOSUR FTA negotiation might take a longer than any other
FTAs Korea concluded or is negotiating. Also,
the process of negotiation including adjustment
of opinions among internal interest groups of
both sides seems to be difficult.
According to a survey concerning the awareness among Korean businesses about the
Korea–MERCOSUR FTA, there seemed to
be great deal of interest among exporters. The
survey showed 80.4% of the respondents gave
affirmative answers to Korea–MERCOSUR
FTA. Even though the respondents surveyed
were not sensitive to discrimination from non–
conclusion of the FTA, they exhibited the most
interest toward measures related to lowering or
elimination of customs duties and simplification of customs clearance during FTA negotiations. And Korean companies that invested in
the MERCOSUR region stressed the need for
conclusion, insisting that they are being discriminated against or suffer losses because Korea did
not concluded FTA with MERCOSUR yet.
Also Korean companies expect the damages on
the local business of them if MERCOSUR·EU
FTA is concluded so that countermeasures for
it are required to be established. Most companies that made inroads into the region answered
in the affirmative on FTA with MERCOSUR
and expected preemptive cooperation with

Brazil when needed.
There are several conditions to be considered
in promoting the Korea– MERCOSUR FTA.
Firstly, as suggested with respect to extra–territorial integration of MERCOSUR, sensitive
products of MERCOSUR will need to be
considered as exceptional items or excluded
from concession categories in the initial stages
and a strategy for facilitating a comprehensive
FTA should be considered thereafter. Second,
the FTA should include contents related to
industrial and technological cooperation that
MERCOSUR is expecting from Korea, as it
had done with Israel. Lastly, there are efforts that
Korea needs to undertake in advance in order to
create favorable atmosphere for negotiations
with MERCOSUR: adoption of national
currency trade settlement system in trade
between Korea and MERCOSUR, conclusion
of Korea–MERCOSUR trade facilitation negotiations with focus on removal of non–tariff
barriers in the long–term, promotion of their
relations to a mutual strategic cooperative relationship, and reinforcing the cooperation with
Brazil, the lead country in MERCOSUR.
In the meantime, plans to provide a ‘push’ for
domestic companies into MERCOSUR markets
are preferentially required in the light of actual
limitation on Korea–MERCOSUR FTA promotion. To resolve the difficulties of Korea’s exporters and investment companies, the survey
suggests the following. First, “Export Financing
Fund for Small and Medium Sized Companies
in Latin America” is suggested in response to the
need for financial support. Therefore, a diverse
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array of export financing categorized in accordance with country, region, and industry, should
be operated by merging them into a single
source and its funding be increased in proportion to Korea’s export share to Latin America.
Also, establishment of integrated database for
exporters to Latin America is necessary for
continuous management of companies and
their activities. Second, is the establishment of a
“Business Consulting Fund” for invest companies in Latin America. This fund would be operated jointly by public institutions with much
knowhow in entering markets around the globe,
such as an Export–Import Bank, Korea Trade
Insurance Cooperation, and the Korea Development Bank; and also some commercial banks.
Third, emphasis must be placed on roles of
educational institutions, government, and enterprises to train local experts as part of a long–
term policy. Fourth, to encourage exposition
participation, a dispatch of “market pioneers” to
Latin America should be considered; with the
pioneers dispersed into different organizations
such as government departments, local governments, associations and so on; combined with
practical use of consulting companies that have
abundant experience in the region to overcome
financial limitations and lack of opportunities.
Finally, reinforcement of aviation cooperation is
required as a way to improve the local image of
Korea’s economy, culture and so on, in reference
to similar efforts by Middle East countries
previously.
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Labor Market in the Middle East:
A Study of Saudi Arabia and the UAE

Baran Han, Seo–Young Yun, and Kwang–Soon Park (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–1382–8 / A5 / 164pp. / USD 7

T

he labor market situations in Tunisia,
Libya, Egypt, as well as the gulf countries
such as Saudi Arabia and the UAE are under
the world’s scrutiny since the high unemployment rate amongst the labor force, especially
that of the youth, was analyzed to be the main
driver behind the 2011 MENA unrest.
Unemployment arises when labor supply falls
short of labor demand. The chronical unemployment in the MENA region, especially that of
the youth and female labor forces, however, seem
to indicate to a structural problem. This report
analyzes the labor market structure of saudi
arabia and the UAE. It also addresses the recent
labor market policies and discuss how South
Korea can cooperate with the two countries in
the areas of human resource development, public
sector reform, and nationalization policies. The
report provides hard data behind the claims and
suppositions of the existing literature.
The report is constructed as follows. Chapter

2 examines how certain characteristics of the
labor market results from each country’s
resource dependent economic structure, mainly
represented with an oversized public sector.
From the labor demand side, the government
may provide its employees higher wages, greater
job security, and a generous pension system for
political reasons. Moreover, it is the government
who plays the employer of the last resort when
the price of resources drop unexpectedly due to
external shocks and in case of private sector
contraction. From the labor supply side, on the
other hand, workers prefer jobs in the government that provides greater wages, benefits, and
social status. They also tend to put importance
to job security and thus prefer public employment due to the economy’s fragility to external
shocks. A resource dependent economy may
also lead to a in low labor participation rate of
females, as well.
Based on statistics provided by the two
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governments and the literature on their labor
markets, we summarize the population and
labor market structures and its immediate
concerns. Specifically, we focus on the high
unemployment of the Saudis and Emiritis in
the domestic labor market, especially that of the
youth, female, and the highly educated. The
mismatch between labor supply and demand in
the private and public sectors are discussed.
In chapter 4, we summarize the main labor
market policies of the two countries. Specifically, human resource development, nationalization, job–matching, and female employment
policies are addressed. In Chapter 5, we evaluate
the policies that are discussed in chapter 4 and
conclude with various policy recommendations
in the relevant areas. Public sector reform focusing on reduction of number of public jobs and
change in the wage structure are also discussed.
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11–01

Financing for Regional Economic Integration
for Northeast Asia II

Lee–Jay Cho and Chang Jae Lee eds. (April 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–3055–9 / A5 / 182pp. / USD 7

T

he Northeast Asian region is one of the
most dynamic economic regions in the
world, which includes the major players of
China, Japan and Korea, with productive linkages to resource–rich Russia and Mongolia and
to the United States. In contrast to the region’s
robust economic growth regional security has
long been fragile, mainly due to the geopolitical
condition resulting from the Cold War era.
If the countries in Northeast Asia wish to
further their development and prosperity, they
will have to learn to harness their dynamic
economies and create a region in which peaceful coexistence and common prosperity prevail.
Northeast Asia has a northern subregion that
includes North Korea, Mongolia, the Russian
Far East, and the northeastern provinces of
China—an area that is well–endowed with
latent natural and human resources. This subregion has the potential of becoming an important source of natural resources for the entire
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region, and what is needed is to realize that
potential through infrastructure investment.
Energy security and environment is for example, an important area of cooperation, as the
three major countries are heavily dependent on
energy imports and are highly vulnerable to
energy crisis. Financing requirements for the
necessary cross–border infrastructure are likely
to be large, and a regional development bank is
a key in meeting that financing need.
This volume, which is a sequel to the first
volume, Financing for Regional Economic
Integration for Northeast Asia, is comprised of
papers, research reports and summaries of a
main conference and several specialized meetings, as well as affiliated activities, that took
place under this project. The results of this project represent a considerable beneficial to the
region and have been carried out in a spirit of
cooperation that we esteem.

Conference Proceedings

11–02

2010 CRES Visiting Scholar's Paper Series

Yang–Hee Kim ed. (May 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–3056–6 / A5 / 304pp. / USD 10

K

orea Institute for International Economic
Policy (KIEP) has expanded its cooperative relations with the world since it took the
role of the hub of regional studies in public
research areas of Korea. As a part of our systematic efforts to foster international exchanges
and build the knowledge based through interdisciplinary collaboration, The Center for
Regional Economic Studies (CRES) initiated a
researcher–exchange program called CRES
Visiting Fellows Program in 2008. The program
brings together influential professionals from
academia and the public sector to advance individual, institutional and national understanding
of regional economic matters and to improve
international cooperation on related research.
This volume is a part of our achievements
through the program and we hope this proceeding would work as another channel to deepen
the understanding of regional economies in
Korea.
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11–03

Korea–China Economic Cooperation with
the Rising of Central China

Youngrok Cheong and Changsheng Xu eds. (September 2011, in Korean)
ISBN 978–89–322–3057–3 / A5 / 208pp. / USD 10

T

his proceedings are an edited version of
the papers was presented at the seminar
"Central China Development and KoreaChina Economic Cooperation", which was
held in Wuhan in August 2010 and jointly
organized KIEP(Korea Institute for International
Economic Policy), Korea-China Economic Forum
and School of Economics HUST(Huazhong
University of Science and Technology). The main
contents are plans, strategies and prospects of
China central government and central region's
local government to develop central China, and
then measures to strengthen Korea-Central
China economic cooperation.
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11–04

The Transformation of the Mode of
Economic Development and Regional
Economic Trends in China

Wook Chae, Chang Kyu Lee, and Furong Jin eds. (October 2011, in Korean)
ISBN 978–89–322–3058–0 / A5 / 334pp. / USD 12

A

fter the global financial crisis, China is
accelerating the transition of economic
development model. The core of that strategy is
the balanced growth: shift from the exportoriented growth to the growth balanced with
consumption and shift from the coastal areasoriented growth to the growth balanced with
the inland areas. Meanwhile, China is quickening the pace of industrial upgrading from low
value-added to high value-added. Under the
circumstances, urbanization focusing on urban
agglomeration, industrial transfer from the
coastal areas to the inland areas, and the development of high technology industries and strategic new industries are initiating actively.
This seminar proceedings is the output of
"The 1st China's Regional and Provincial
Research Group International Conference"
held in November 2010. The proceedings
covers many issues which concern the strategic
changes of regional economic development,

the present situation and trends of regional
economic development, and policy suggestions
to further strengthen the economic relationship
between Korea and various regions of China.
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11–05

Financing for Regional Economic Integration
for Northeast Asia III: A Multilateral
Financial Institution for Northeast Asia

Lee–Jay Cho and Chang Jae Lee eds. (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–3059–7 / A5 / 166pp. / USD 7

T

he Northeast Asian region is one of the
most dynamic economic centers of the
world, having China, Japan, and Korea as major
players, with productive linkages to resource–
rich Russia and Mongolia, and to the Pacific
and North America. In contrast to the region’s
robust economic growth, regional security has
long been fragile, mainly due to the geopolitical
conditions resulting from the Cold War era. In
the twenty–first century, if the countries in
Northeast Asia wish to further their development and prosperity, they will have to learn to
harness their dynamic economies and create a
region in which peaceful coexistence and
common prosperity prevail. North Korea,
Mongolia, the Russian Far East, and the northeastern provinces of China constitute a northern sub–region that is well–endowed with
latent natural and human resources. This sub–
region has the potential of becoming a valuable
source of natural resources for the entire region,
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and what is needed is to realize that potential
through cross border infrastructure development. Energy security and efficiency, the environment, and green growth, for example,
constitute an important area of cooperation, as
the three major countries of China, Japan and
Korea are heavily dependent on energy imports
and are highly vulnerable to energy crises.
Financing requirements for the necessary
cross–border infrastructure are likely to be large,
and a regional financial institution is a key to
meeting that financing need.This volume, which
is the third in the series of volumes entitled,
Financing for Regional Economic Integration
for Northeast Asia, comprises papers, research
reports, and summaries of a main conference and
several specialized meetings, as well as affiliated
activities, that took place under this project. The
results of this project represent activities contributing to the regional economic integration and
have been carried out in a spirit of cooperation.
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(in Korean)

11–01

G20 Development Agenda and its
Implication for Korea’s ODA Policy

Jongil Kim, Won–Gu Hwang,
Mikyung Yun, and Nak Nyun Kim (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2247–9 / A5 / 298pp. / USD 10

G

20 Seoul summit recognized the importance of development of poor countries
to achieve sustainable and balanced growth of
world economy and agreed on Seoul Development Consensus for Shared Growth. The G20
development consensus declared core principles
for development cooperation and issued the
action plans to deliver the development cooperation. As a country which played a key role in
making Seoul Development Consensus, Korea
needs to provide a leadership in carrying out the
commitment of G20 countries to concrete
outcomes. This study selects the four important
topics in order to contribute to Korea's ODA
policy reform. The topics consist of independent issues that have been rarely covered by
previous studies. Although this study comprises
independent topics, the topics are complementing each other and previous studies on ODA
policy reform and suggest the policy recommendations for Korea to make contributions to
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the fulfillment of G20 development agenda.
First, this study tries to find the direction of
Korea's ODA policy reform by looking into the
basic philosophy of the G20 development
consensus. From the six core principles on
which the action plans of the consensus are
based, this study characterizes G20 development agenda as growth–oriented and market–
based development cooperation, high priority
to local capability–building, market–friendly
development strategy, recognition of no one–
size–fits–all development, and policy ownership
of developing countries. Among these characteristics, the growth–orientation differentiates
the G20 development consensus from existing
development agendas. In this respect, Korea as
an exemplary country that reduced the poverty
through growth has ample opportunities to
contribute to the fulfillment of G20 development agenda. In this regard, this study suggests
the direction of Korea's ODA policy reform as
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follows. First, Korea's ODA should focus more
on what Korea can do best such as aid for trade,
education, and industrial upgrading. Second,
Korea should build the ODA framework which
allows strategic and consistent implementation.
Third, Korea's ODA should be closely associated with activities of private sectors. Fourth,
Korea should pay more attention to the policy
coherence. Fifth, Korea should enhance its
status in multilateral ODA by finding its proper
role. Sixth, Korea should try harder to share the
development knowledge based on the right
understanding of Korea's experience.
Second, this study reviews the international
development cooperation in Africa and provides
the suggestions for Korea to improve ODA in
Africa. Although many African countries
received an enormous amount of foreign aid
since the 1960s, they did achieve long–lasting
economic development to reduce the poverty
and enhance the quality of living. However, the
recent decade showed that Africa too can grow
fast to erase the image of poverty and disease. It
implies that growth–oriented ODA emphasized by G20 development consensus could be
applied to African countries and be expected to
bring a considerable change in development. In
this perspective, this study provides the brief
history of development aid in Africa by exploring the patterns and effects of aid and attitude of
Africa toward the aid. After introducing the on–
going change in African economy with paying
attention to China's aid, this study provides the
overview of Korea's ODA in Africa. Finally, this
study points out contributions and problems of

Korea's ODA in Africa and suggests directions
and tasks for Korea's ODA in assisting development in Africa
Third, this study investigates the issue of policy coherence for development (PCD) in Korea.
PCD is needed to minimize the negative effects
on development of policies of developed countries that may not be directly related with ODA
but may indirectly affect the poverty reduction
and sustainable development of developing
countries. Korea has not paid much attention to
this issue and many government agents do not
recognize the issue itself. This study introduces
the current discussion in OECD/DAC and
benchmarks the EU's practice to induce the
basic tasks Korea should undertake for PCD.
First, Korea should introduce the obligation of
PCD through enactment of domestic law and
issue the policy documents for PCD covering
all government agents. Second, Korea should
establish a government organization responsible for PCD which evaluates the various effects
of policies on development. Third, PCD should
be evaluated in trade and investment agreement
with developing countries. The agreement
should be made with explicit statement on
PCD.
Fourth, this study reviews the role of foreign
aid in the economic development of Korea,
particularly in the 1950s. It analyzes the basic
statistics which show the size and composition
of foreign aid to Korea and evaluated the effects
of aid in terms of both microeconoimc and
macroecnomic perspectives. This historical
review of Korea's experience as an aid recipient
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provides interesting implications for international development cooperation. First, Korean
experience show the composition of aid
changed over time as Korea was relieved from
the severe shortage due to the Korean War. In
the early periods after the war, Korea received
ready–made consumer goods. Afterwards,
Korea tried to receive raw materials or half–
finished goods and then facilities and equipments for production. It shows the growth–
orientedODAshouldenforcethevalue–addition
activity of local industries by providing input
materials or half–finished goods. Second, the
effect of aid on local industry should be evaluated carefully by considering the effect of
competition from aided goods on locally
produced goods. Third, Korean government
tried to create the economic rents through allocation of goods received by aid. The economic
rents were used as incentives to private sectors
to achieve the policy goals. The success of this
kind of policy depends on the government's
ability in allocating the rents based on proper
criteria consistent with economic development.
Fourth, Korea's experience indicates that the aid
could become a catalyst for policy and institutional reforms in recipient countries, which could
bring about more significant consequences in
economic development.
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11–02

Major Issues and Policy Implications of
Aid for Trade

In Soo Kang, Yoocheul Song, and Jin Soo Yoo (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2248–6 / A5 / 222pp. / USD 10

A

ids, such as UN's Millenium Development Goals (MDGs), has been focused
on Basic Human Needs (BHN); eradicate
extreme poverty and hunger, achieve universal
primary education, promote gender equality
and empower women, reduce child mortality,
improve maternal health, combat HIV/AIDS,
malaria and other diseases, ensure environmental sustainability, develop a global partnership
for development. Such efforts were successful in
fund raising. However there are consensus that
the ultimate goal of aids, i.e. poverty reduction
through self–generating growth, is hard to be
achieved because most of the previous aids were
emphasizing social aspects.
Seoul Development Consensus which was
adopted in 2010 G20 Summit, emphasized
‘development effectiveness’ beyond aid effectiveness. Catalytic role of aid in inducing investment and production activities of private sector
rather than direct physical delivery of aid is

regarded as more important in this consensus.
It confirms that each country has its own
specific situation and diverse development path
need to be developed, rather than unilateral
policy recommendations, such as Washington
Consensus. Policy space of each country should
be valued for successful development cooperations. Major principles of Paris Declaration,
such as ownership and harmonization, also
emphasize these aspects.
The most important area for the successful
implementation of Seoul Development Consensus is Aid for Trade (AfT). OECD and WTO
also regard AfT as the key area of aid. The scope
of AfT has been broadened in recent years. It
covers production capacity building and economic infrastructure. The AfT initiative is one of the
most important development– related outcomes
in recent years. AfT should help developing
countries build supply–side capacity and trade–
related infrastructure to help them benefit from
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trade agreements and, more broadly, to enhance
the contribution of trade to development. The
AfT initiative recognizes that current trade negotiations need to be complemented by stronger
domestic policy and international cooperation.
Least Developed Countries (LDCs) already
receive assistance under the Integrated Framework for Trade Related Technical Assistance to
LDCs, and this guide can be used to inform
and update the Diagnostic Trade Integration
Studies under the Integrated Framework.
This paper introduces the key issues of AfT
and explains the current situations. Major
reasons for failure of trade reform through AfT,
such as inconsistent macroeconomic policies,
wrong targeting, credibility, are also explained.
Compatible policies (such as tax reforms) and
complementary policies for AfT effectiveness
are carefully examined. Based upon these
considerations, analytic tools for diagnostics
(such as Trade Needs Assessment of UNDP
and Millenium Challenge Corporation) are
explained in detail. In these assessment survey
methods for interest group, benchmarking
method, DTIS, and value chain analysis are
used. Growth Diagnostics are generally used to
determine policy priorities. All these methods
are primarily used for the aid receiving LDCs’
development strategies. However, without clear
understanding of LDCs situation, it is hard to
expect aid effectiveness.
Trade has indirect effects on growth through
productivity and investment, rather than direct
effects. Policy Framework for Investment (PFI)
is the representative international dialogue
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which regulates investment and aid. The
contents of PFI are also explained in this paper.
Based on these this research provides the
following policy recommendations; Korea needs
to develop a specific strategy for AfT and make
AfT as comparative advantage area in aid,
Mini–CPS (Country Partnership Strategy) for
selected countries, focused on trade and investment, needs to be made in near future.
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A Study on the Aid for Trade Policy
Frameworks of Major Donor Countries and
Korea's Alternative

Hongyul Han, Hosaeng Rhee, and Siwook Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2250–9 / A5 / 164pp. / USD 7

A

id for trade takes the lion’s share of Korea’s
ODA, ranking highest among the DAC
countries. Neverthless, it is believed that Korea’s
ODA policy particularly with respect to AfT
faces major challenges in order to secure aid
effectiveness. Major criticism includes that
most of AfT programmes are designed from
supplier's perspectives. Also, Korea’s AfT policy
lacks adequate overall policy framework. In
most major donor countries, AfT is either
conducted as a specific sector or considered as a
cross–cutting issue.
There are two major policy areas of AfT in
establishing an efficient policy framework; basic
principle and institutional framework. The
former includes mainstreaming of trade, pro–
poor Aft and strategy for aid effectiveness such
as program based approach. The latter is about
setting up institutional framework of AfT. As far
as mainstreaming of trade is concerned, Korea
has not shown any systematic efforts even

though it emphasizes trade as an important area
of aid policy. Also, Korea’s ODA policy puts less
weights on the principle of pro–poor AfT.
Considering these two principles are well regarded international norm of AfT, it is high time for
Korea to introduce them into its AfT policy.
Preparation of institutional framework of
AfT seems to be the requisite for establishing
right AfT policy. This study recommends a
hybrid model of AfT policy framework. The
hybrid model simultaneously considers AfT as
a specific sector and a cross–cutting issue. The
rationale for this approach is to incorporate
Korea’s current fragmented ODA policy structure, that is MOFAT (Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade) and MOSF (Ministry of
Strategy and Finance) take responsibilities for
non–concessional and concessional aid respectively. This study proposes that Korea needs to
include trade in the list of specific sectors of
non–concessional aid. At the same time, trade
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needs to be considered as a cross–cutting issue
in many large concessional aid projects. Also, it
is suggested that AfT strategic guideline needs
to be formulated for the effectiveness of the
hybrid model. In this context, this study encourages an active role of the office of the Prime
Minister is important to coordinate the funtions
of MOFAT and MOSF.
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Future Directions for Public–Private
Partnership in ODA: Taking Corporate
Philanthropy Abroad into Account

Han–Kyun Rho (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2251–6 / A5 / 120pp. / USD 7

T

his report explores the future directions
for public–private partnership (PPP) in
relation to Korea’s international development
co–operation, particularly official development
assistance (ODA).
Since most PPP studies have approached the
topic from the perspective of international
development agency, it would be timely and
meaningful to review the issue from that of the
business, one of the major participants in PPP.
Taking the business view into account, this new
approach helps lay a more balanced and thus
feasible foundation for partnership.
Based on the literature review on corporate
social responsibility (CSR), this study (1) re–
assesses the scope of CSR and PPP, (2) portraits
the philanthropic activities of Korean companies, especially in developing countries, and (3)
introduces normative models of corporate
philanthropy, recently developed in Korea and
internationally.

This report concludes with some suggestions in
relation to three aspects of PPP: that is, scope,
performance management, and partner selection.
With regard to the PPP scope, this report
suggests to combine two current PPP programs
which aim for the partnership with NGOs and
the business respectively. This will not only make
the current programs simpler, but also facilitate
the cooperation within the private sector. It is
also suggested that the new PPP program
should consider and facilitate the cooperation
with the government and NGOs in developing
countries and should include capacity–building
of the business in addition to co–sharing the
financial burden required for PPP.
Regarding to performance management, this
report proposes that the PPP program should
embrace various aspects of PPP performance,
which are defined by the PPP participants with
different expectations, but should prioritize
development rather than ODA or CSR.
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In selecting partners, PPP program should
consider two more aspects, in addition to the
current review of the proposed activity, that is,
(1) whether the applicant company has generated a negative impact when operating in developing countries, and (2) whether the company
is consistently integrating CSR activities with
its business strategy.
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Establishment of Human Resources
Development (HRD) System in International
Development and Cooperation

Cheol–Hee Kim (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2252–3 / A5 / 105pp. / USD 7

I

ts rising international status after joining the
OECD DAC and changes in the global
environment including the expansion of the
international procurement market along with
enlargement of the global economy have
increased pressure on Korea to actively participate in international development and cooperation. Due to changes in the global environment,
demand for manpower in international cooperation specialized in specific fields and regions
is expected to increase. This research presents
measures to establish a system for Human
Resources Development (HRD) through study
of the background, necessity, current status and
challenges along with the analysis on HRD
systems in advanced countries.
In Korea, most of the experts in the field of
international development and cooperation are
concentrated in government ministries, specialized agencies and organizations implementing
the projects (affiliates of ministries, universities,

private consulting agencies, etc.). This research
sets itself apart from existing research in that it
focuses on the HRD system and analyzed it in
different stages (pre–introduction, introduction,
and project implementation) depending on the
period of its introduction.
In the pre–introduction stage of international
development and cooperation, primary and
middle school textbooks dealt with globalization, global village, international society and
politics, national development and global
community, and outlooks on the global market
and Korean economy; which are somewhat
related to international development and cooperation. The challenge during this period was
that there were no specialized curriculum and
no teachers exclusively teaching the related
courses were available. Even graduate schools of
international studies often did not have a variety of courses, and local courses were insufficient in quantity. Many universities created
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curriculums related to international development and cooperation, but shortage of teachers
and difficulty in securing competent teachers
limited the HRD in terms of responding
quickly to global issues.
In the introduction stage of international
development and cooperation, experts in the
field were being trained and nurtured. KOICA's
International Development Education Academy was established to increase understanding of
ODA and international development and
cooperation. Its main role was education related
to implementing projects; however demand was
growing for education on general qualification
and skills for work in the field including human
nature, language, expertise, report writing, leadership, health conditions. With the change in
Korea’s international status, increasing number
of Koreans are willing to work in international
organizations. As these global agencies prefer
candidates with working experience, measures
to respond to such demand are essential.
The government has recently been trying to
create jobs and solve youth unemployment
through international development and cooperation. While many consider these policies to
have been effective in terms of their role,
continuous attention and support is required to
prevent it from becoming a one–time project.
In the project implemention stage, activities of
agencies specializing in international development and cooperation is divided into two categories grants and loans, with different aims in
their operation. The demand for wider use of
experts and increase in development and
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consulting projects are growing. NGOs for
international development often have weak
financial foundations, however, and working
experience in such organizations is very important in acquiring knowledge in the field. As
these NGOs have relatively plentiful job vacancies, systematic support for the training of
experts is essential. As the MDB procurement
market is expected to expand and would require
higher participation from private consulting
agencies; the government needs to help
promote and systemize the project implementation process and enhance competencies in
operating such projects.
Some of the more important issues in establishing the HRD system in international development and cooperation include establishing
systems with variety and consistency, multifaceted systems to respond to centralization in
international development and cooperation,
information sharing system, and reinforcement
of policies for increasing employment.
Measures to establish an HRD system in international development and cooperation are
provided separately by government ministries,
specialized agencies, graduate schools of international studies, NGOs, industry, and private
consulting agencies. The government should
support studies on manpower projection, reeducation system for professionals, development of a
long–term HRD system, cultivation of on–site
experts, and creation of a flexible labor market.
For higher education institutions, some of the
proposals for establishing HRD systems in
international development and cooperation
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include promoting graduate schools of international studies to concentrate on its specialized
fields, capacity building for research institutes in
colleges and universities, promotion of consulting agencies to strengthen cooperation between
the government and the private sector, and utilization of social enterprises. We also advise mid–
to long–term plans to secure professionals and
expertise, establish infrastructure, and assistance
for participation of experts from outside the field
of international cooperation and development.
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Experiment Methodologies for Measuring
the Effectiveness of ODA Projects

Kitae Sohn, Min Hee Kim, and Sukyung Park (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2242–4 / A5 / 84pp. / USD 5

U

pon becoming the 24th member of the
Development Assistance Committee of
the OECD in November of 2011, the Korean
government pledged to increase the ratio of its
foreign aid relative to GNI to 0.25%, or US$3
billion, by 2015. Such increases in the amount
of foreign aid from Korea has simultaneously
given rise to the importance of qualitative
improvement regarding its utilization.
As part of the effort to improve the quality of
aid, this study explains experiment methodologies for measuring effectiveness of aid. Experiment methodologies are being adopted in light
of numerous disappointments involving international aid. Given the circumstances, a
researcher basing his or her work on experiment
methodologies eschews broad and overly
general concepts such as ‘economic development’ in favor of responding to specific issues
such as increases in children’s school attendance
rates. Experiment methodologies have recently
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received much attention from researchers in
development microeconomics, and its impact
upon measurement of aid efficacy has been
significant. Thus it is vital that any official or
personnel involved in foreign aid become
acquainted with them. Experiment methodology basically involves the following process. The
researcher randomly divides the participants
into control and test groups. Treatments projects are given to the test group only, and the
results of the actions of the two groups are
compared after a certain amount of time.
Although the process of an experiment appears
straightforward, there are potential difficulties
that may arise, such as attrition. This study
covers the logical foundation of the experiment
method, potential problems during an experiment, and possible solutions to the problems.
However, there will be cases such as disaster
relief where the application of the experiment
method would be morally unacceptable, and
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where the results from the same treatment may
be different depending on the scale of the projects. This study concludes by outlining limitations of the experiment method.
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11–02

Trends in Korean Public Opinion about
Foreign Aid

Yul Kwon, Sukyung Park, and Ju Young Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2243–1 / A5/ 152pp. / USD 7

T

his paper is an analysis of the Korean
public’s perception on foreign aid and how
their attitudes have changed over time, through
a face–to–face survey involving 1,000 respondents. The survey questions include various
aspects of foreign aid such as motives for aid
giving, level of support for aid, priorities in aid
policy, effectiveness of aid as well as access to
relevant information. To find the determinants
of their attitudes and perceptions on aid, the
paper examined the relations between individual
characteristics such as age, income level, education and the level of participation in volunteer
activities; with their response patterns. It also
reviewed the results of past surveys conducted in
Korea as well as in other donor countries such as
EU to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the Korean public’s opinion on aid within
various time series and country context.
Overall, the Korean public appears highly
supportive of foreign aid. Case in point, nearly 90
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percent of respondents expressed support for the
Korean government for providing aid to developing countries, which is a significant improvement
compared to the 62 percent recorded in 2005.
Despite the increasing support, the level of
awareness on aid and global development initiatives such as MDGs among the Korean public is
relatively weak. Particularly, the younger generation showed the lowest level of awareness and it
provides a clear policy implication for education
and programs for raising awareness for this age
group. The unique characteristic of Korea as a
‘former–recipient–to–donor’ influenced the
public opinion, especially older generations, as
they emphasized that Korea’s provision of aid is
to return what it had received from other countries in the past. But this particular background
is an exception, as the Korean public seems to be
driven more by humanitarian and egalitarian
motives while economic interest still influences
Korea’s ODA policy in practice.
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In terms of policy priorities for foreign aid,
sub–Saharan Africa attracted the most attention, followed by various Asian regions, in the
provision of Korean aid. As for the sectors, the
survey result showed that majority of Koreans
think that government aid is most effective in
the form of assistance in social and economic
infrastructure, and most of the Korean public
maintains positive attitudes concerning Korea’s
ODA. Among those who are skeptical about
Korea’s contributions to developing countries,
there are concerned over the capacity of developing countries to manage the aid received as
well as efficiency and effectiveness of the Korean government’s aid delivery system.
As the newest member of the DAC, Korea
has initiated various reforms to advance the
volume and quality of its aid. It is thus critical to
monitor the public opinion on foreign aid to
gain support and pursue the Korean government’s ambitious aid policy goals in the future.
While a high level of public interest and support
on ODA is an encouraging sign, there is still
much to do for the Korean government. It
needs to implement better–targeted and strategic public awareness programs considering that
the awareness level is closely related to the
support level. Also, it needs more rigorous policy measures to boost its aid efficiency and effectiveness lest public confidence decline for the
lack thereof, and the also ensure that the information be widely shared.
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11–03

Financing for Development: Progress and
Policy Implications for Korea

Jione Jung and Jisun Jeong (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2244–8 / A5 / 95pp. / USD 5

O

ver the past decades, there has been an
increasing interest on financing for
development in the international development
community. With the recent economic crisis and
budget constraints facing major donors, traditional supplier of the development financing such
as Official Development Assistance (ODA), the
growing concerns is on the prospects of DAC
(Development Assistance Committee) donors
not being able to meet their current commitments. In the context, this paper attempts to
review the evolution of international–level discussion on financing for development and draw
implications for South Korea as the newest DAC
member with limited experience of providing
development assistance.
The paper examines the background of emergence of financing for development as a key
development theme and reviews the change of
international discussion focusing on the 2002
Monterrey International Conference on Financ-
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ing for Development and the 2008 Follow–up
Conference to Review the Implementation of the
Monterrey Consensus, in Doha. Subsequently, it
moves on to highlight the trends and current
status of various forms of development financing such as ODA, Foreign Direct Investment,
remittances and debt relief. Then it analyzes
three main thematic area of domestic resource
mobilization through taxation, Aid for Trade
(AfT) and Innovative Financing. The paper
concludes by suggesting that the Korean
Government uses ODA as catalyst to promote
private investment, help partner countries to
mobilize domestic resource through aid to taxation as well as AfT. It was also recommended
that Korea actively join international effort to
increase resources for global public goods such
as climate change.
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Design of Green Climate Fund:
Discussion on Monitoring and Evaulation

Jione Jung, Sukyung Park, and Soyoung Lim (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2245–5 / A5 / 118pp. / USD 7

A

s per the decision adopted at the COP 16
held in Cancun in 2010, parties decided
to establish a Green Climate Fund (GCF) to be
designated as an operating entity of the financial mechanism of the Convention. The GCF
will support projects, programmes, policies and
other activities to support developing countries
vulnerable to the risks of climate change. The
COP also decided that the Transitional Committee (TC) will guide the design of the GCF in four
work streams on i) scope, guiding principles and
cross‐cutting issues; ii) governance and institutional arrangements; iii) operational modalities
and iv) monitoring and evaluation.
This paper focuses on the monitoring and
evaluation (M&E) system of Green Climate
Fund (GCF) among the four issues related to
the design of the GCF illustrated above. M&E
are essential management tools to organizations
to provide greater accountability, a clear basis for
decision‐making and lessons learned to guide

future interventions. These issues are equally
important for the operation and management
of GCF. Korea has been participating as one of
the 25 committee members of a developing
country group and it was uniquely positioned to
‘bridge’ developed and developing countries as a
non‐beneficiary of the fund. In this regards, this
paper is to review the relevant issues and flows
of discussions in GCF design and thus to
provide useful policy insights for Korea to take
a leading part in the future discussion.
This paper first introduces the historical background and progress of discussion of GCF and
the Transitional Committee. It is followed by
the core M&E components of GCF including
establishment of M&E function, fiduciary
standards, environmental and social safeguards,
and participation of stakeholders. Then it
consults other funds and organizations to find
good experience and good systems of M&E.
Overview of evaluation mechanisms in selected
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funds was conducted: the Global Environment
Facility, the Global Fund and the Multilateral
Fund for the implementation of the Montreal
Protocol were recommended as best practices by
the Transitional Committee. Among other aid
agencies, the M&E policies and architectures of
the World Bank and JICA ( Japan International
Cooperation Agency) were reviewed. Review of
these institutions referred to M&E organizations, procedural matters, M&E guidelines,
presentation of the evaluation reports and feedback mechanism as well as staffing and resources. As a result, comparison of the M&E procedures of these organizations…the similarities
and differences were highlighted. This paper
concludes by providing future prospects how the
M&E system of GCF will look like.
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Private Sector Development: Approaches,
Donor Practices and Implications for South
Korea

Jisun Jeong and Juyoung Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2246–2 / A5 / 176pp. / USD 7

P

rivate Sector Development (PSD) has
become a priority theme in development
cooperation policies as well as practices of major
donors over the past several decades. This paper
explores the various approaches to PSD by
major donors and draw implications for South
Korea, as an emerging donor and the newest
member of the OECD Development Assistance Committee. The growing consensus in
development thinking and cooperation is that
economic growth is a central element in achieving the Millennium Development Goals and
poverty reduction, and that the private sector is
the engine of economic growth. In this context,
support for private sector development has
increased to become a major item on the ODA
budgets of major donor countries.
The paper begins by reviewing the change of
development paradigm with specific focus on
the role of the state and the private sector. After
clarifying the concept and scope of PSD, it clas-

sifies three types of intervention in PSD; business environment reform, Making Markets
Work for the Poor (MM4P) and Public–
Private Partnership (PPP). Then it moves on to
analyze and compare similarities and differences in the approaches of major PSD donors
such as Germany, Sweden, the United Kingdom, the United States and Japan. Case studies
of PSD in Mozambique and Cambodia are
carried out. Subsequently, the current status of
PSD–related assistance from South Korea is
overviewed and analyzed in comparison with
those of major donors.
The paper suggests that at the policy level, the
South Korean Government must develop a PSD
strategy, actively participate in PSD– related international fora such as the Donor Committee for
Enterprise Development (DCED) and the
Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP),
and mainstream PSD as a cross–cutting issue in
Country Partnership Strategies of its ODA prior-
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ity countries. At the implementation level, the
paper recommends that South Korea to strengthen its pro–poor focus, diversify aid modalities and
channels and make improvements toward a
results–based management approach in PSD.
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Studies in Comprehensive
Regional Strategies
(in Korean)

11–01

20 Years of Economic Reforms in India:
Evaluation and Prospects

Chan–Wahn Kim, Seung–Ho Sohn, and Jeong–Seong Imm (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2264–6 / A5 / 278pp. / USD 10

I

ndia’s economic growth in the last two
decades (1991–2011) improved significantly
spurred by the cumulative effect of the major
economic reforms initiated in 1991. Particularly, during the Xth Five year Plan (2002–03 to
2006–07) India achieved remarkable success in
main economic fronts including GDP growth,
foreign trade and FDI flow. It is found that
many industries, notably, automobile, electronics and steel industries, have been benefited by
competitive policy and become global players.
The findings of the study show that despite
these remarkable economic performances, the
gap between the rich and the poor, and inter–
state disparity have been widening due to failure of trickle–down effects of the economic
reforms which has compelled the present ruling
party and the government of India to pursue an
“inclusive growth policy.” The direction of the
reforms in future, therefore, will be substantially
carried out on the path of inclusive growth as
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the policy principle. Further, this study also
found that there has been lack of coordination
between the central government and state
governments regarding the nature of and direction of the economic reforms.
This study suggests four important tasks
ahead of the future economic reforms in India.
These include building infrastructure, undertaking the second green revolution and developing human resource, managing the environment, and stabilizing energy demand–supply.
Regarding the prospects of the reforms in India,
this study argued that the economic reforms of
the last two decades had been predominated by
the central government in meeting the larger
economic needs of the country. It seems,
however, the state governments will have a
crucial role to play in pursuing the economic
reforms in future in meeting their own local
economic needs. In this process, competition
among state governments for the development

Studies in
Comprehensive Regional Strategies

of their respective states will be substantial by
attracting more FDI and business. In fact, this
kind of competition has already been started in
some states like Gujarat and Bihar. In this
direction, Korean government as well as enterprises need to devise suitable policy strategies to
engage with India’s future economic development. There are many thrust areas such as the
second green revolution, infrastructure development, etc., in which Korean industries and
government can seize the business opportunities. At the end, the study emphasizes that that
Korea should prepare to deal with the post
reform generations of India who have market
friendly thinking and attitudes.
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11–02

A Study on FDI Attractiveness in South
Asia and its Policy Implication

Soon Cheul Lee and Young–Il Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2265–3 / A5 / 236pp. / USD 10

T

he interest in FDI in South Asia is increasing due to its rapid growth based on large
population and recent political stability. Korea
also has become interested in South Asia as a
emerging market as the global crisis rages in the
background, for Korea is in need of new markets.
This study analyses the FDI attractiveness of 3
South Asian Countries, through comparisons in
four areas: economic structure and policy, natural resources, infrastructure, and institution; and
thus suggests policy implications for Korean
FDI to South Asia.
According to the analysis, the results of FDI
attractiveness of South Asia are summarized as
follows. First, in terms of economic structure
and policy, Sri Lanka is the most attractive
country; followed by Bangladesh and Pakistan,
in order. Bangladesh’s greatest merit in terms of
FDI attraction is its large labor force. Pakistan is
the least attractive for FDI because near–perpetual uncertainty in Pakistan due to frequent inci-
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dences of terrorism.
Overall, these countries are not very attractive
destinations for foreign investment, as they have
low income levels compared to other regions,
but they have large populations that foreigners
often seek out when investing into a region.
Moreover, the FDI inflow is expected to continue in the region as these countries have recently
posted steady economic growth with FDI,
attracted by efficiency from the abundant pool
of labor in the region.
In terms of natural resources, these countries are
not as attractive for FDI because of comparatively
less abundant deposits. However, Bangladesh and
Pakistan have FDI attractiveness for exploiting
natural resources with capital investment as their
governments have displayed strong willingness to
exploit natural resources with foreign capital. Sri
Lanka also, which has no energy resources, is
attractive for FDI in exploiting the non–metal
resources. Tea and rubber in Sri Lanka are also
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viable industries which can attract foreign capital.
However, these countries have very insufficient
infrastructure in general, negating much of their
FDI attractiveness. The quality of railways, roads,
air and seaports in these countries is the poorest in
the world. But, the governments have out forth
initiatives to develop infrastructure with financial
support from international institutions such as
World Bank, ADB, and so on. Thus, roads, ICT,
and power generation are good areas for investment in the future given the government support
for foreign investment.
In terms of laws and institutions, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, and Sri Lanka are making progress in
efforts to attract foreigners to invest across the
board. They are drawing in foreign investors with
tax and subsidy incentives for FDI. However,
these countries have burdensome and unwieldy
tax systems with respect to operation of companies, making them less attractiveness.
Overall, the study reveals that Sri Lanka is the
best destination for investment in the region,
followed by Bangladesh. Pakistan is the least
attractive for FDI in the region. Even though
these countries have small economies, there are
still attractive because of their abundant labor
force as a productive factor in labor intensive
industries. But, Pakistan is relatively less attractive
for FDI due to country risks such as terrorism or
political instability.
The study suggests that, for markets and efficiency, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka are the most
attractive countries. In term of specifics, Pakistan
and Bangladesh are best countries for investment
in resources, and niche market of Pakistan may be

attractive to multinational companies in terms of
asset–seeking investment. Therefore, establishing
branch and liaison offices have the advantage over
subsidiaries for entering the Pakistan market. It is
better for companies to enter the Pakistan market
with general agency or sales subsidiaries because
the Pakistani market is relatively small. Bangladesh has comparative advantages for companies
seeking to enter the domestic market and exports
to third or neighboring countries, and is the best
country for investment in labor–intensive industries. Then again, Pakistan does hold the advantages for FDI in the petrochemical industry. The
regions potential for investment is considerable if
the strong regional advantages in the region can be
linked up to form a coherent network.
The study reveals some challenges for investment in South Asia.The Korean government may
consider FTA with Pakistan and SAARC to
expand economic cooperation. Korea also needs
to collect and distribute information for investment environment, supporting the MSEs to
invest in the region. Korea must observe closely
and engage in continuous research on the investment environment in South Asia.
The investment into South Asia has to be
achieved based on accurate and detailed information, along with correct assessment of the regional
investment environment. In ending, the Korean
government must support investment in South
Asia by formulating appropriate strategies. New
strategies for the countries in South Asia are
necessary for further economic cooperation,
considering South Asias huge potential as the
emerging market for the near future.
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T

he current study was undertaken to identify and analyze images of Korea and
India as perceived by the other, and provide
basic input for formulating policies to further
enhance bilateral cooperation. To ensure that
the study was implemented more systematically
and objectively, it was conducted using a well–
structured questionnaire survey. While the
survey was conducted nationwide in Korea, it
was carried out in four metropolitan cities in
Northern, Southern, Eastern, and Western
India respectively; i.e., Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata,
and Chennai. The sample size was 1,000 both
in Korea and India.
The main findings of the survey are as follows.
First, the level of awareness among both Indian
and Korean respondents of the other country
was considerably high. In particular, in the case
of Indians, the level of awareness rises in a linear
fashion in accordance with the income level.
30.4% of Indian respondents answered that
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they learned about Korea through TV and
newspapers, thus ranking the mass media as
their no. 1 source. The TV and the news media
were also ranked high in the case of Korean
respondents with 53%, followed by school textbooks at 34.9%. Notably, Korean products were
ranked relatively high in terms of recognition
value among Indian respondents, which shows
that Korean companies play a major part in
raising the awareness of Korea among Indians.
Also the survey revealed that few Koreans have
visited India and vice versa, that the level of preference of the other country as a tourist destination is low for both Koreans and Indians. In terms
of popular culture, movies have been identified as
the most commonly experienced medium by
both Koreans and Indians, and this tendency was
more pronounced among Koreans.
In terms of awareness of companies among Indians, Nokia was identified as the most well–known
foreign company (97.4%), followed by Samsung
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(93.8%), LG (92.6%), Hyundai (86.6%), and
Toyota (86.4%). The level of awareness corresponded with the manufactures of products most
widely used by Indians, namely, mobile phones,
automobiles, and electronic products. However, the
respondents did not necessarily know the nationality of those companies. On the other hand, the
survey showed that Indian companies are little
known among Koreans, with Micromax identified
as the best known company, by a mere 11.1% of
Koreans. Mahindra&Mahindra, a company
known for its acquisition of Ssangyong motors,
also showed a 7.3% recognition level. Very few
knew exactly which country the companies actually came from, and this can be attributed to the
limited usage of Indian products by Koreans.
Second, the survey shows that Korean companies are no.1 with respect to image associated
with Korea among Indians, followed by the 2002
World Cup, and economic development. While
Indians' perception of Korea derived, to a significant extent, from Korean products and economic
achievement; Koreans' perception of India had
mostly to do with religion and customs – Hinduism (36.2%), spiritualism (13.2%), the caste
system (13.1%), poverty, and religious strife. Only
4.9% of Koreans associated India with its IT
industry. As such, India is still perceived by Koreans as a country with a long history and poverty,
despite the significant strides India has made on
the economic front in recent years.
In terms of likeability, Korean products are
ranked higher by Indians than Korea in general,
while popular and traditional Korean culture
were rated low. On the other hand, India’s tradi-

tional and popular culture are ranked highest by
Koreans, while Indian products were ranked low.
As for the assessment of bilateral exchange,
both Korea and India chose Japan as a major
partner country, followed by China. While
Korea and India identified each other as a no.2
or no.3 partner, other Asian countries did not
figure significantly. Moreover, it is interesting to
note that Koreans chose India as a partner for
cooperation in resource development. In particular, in the case of Indians, the more educated
and wealthier the respondent is, the more active
attitude (s)he had toward exchange with Korea,
which was also the case for Korean respondents.
There was a high level of willingness on both
sides to visit and learn more of the other.
Korea–India cooperation has been expanding
by leaps and bounds since the entry into force of
the Korea–India CEPA in 2010. As the center
of gravity of the world economy shifts towards
Asia, the relations with India, an emerging
regional economic powerhouse, are bound to
assume greater importance. However, the
mutual awareness and understanding still leaves
much to be desired, and thus, further effort is
needed to improve the image of Korea in India
and vice versa. In this context, the following
policy implications can be provided regarding
Korea–India relations.
First, people–to–people exchange between Korea
and India should be increased. The survey revealed
that a more positive attitude was seen among those
who have visited or met a person from the other
country. As such, there is a need to increase opportunities for exchange and interaction.
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Second, there should be enhanced support by
the governments to increase investment opportunities at a bilateral level. The survey showed
that companies play a major role in the image–
building. Therefore, the Korean and Indian
governments should make efforts to create
more favorable policies and environment in this
regard. At the same time, CRS (corporate social
responsibility) should be given additional
encouragement.
Third, efforts are needed to increase cultural
exchange, and to build an image different from
that of Japan. Both Koreans and Indians have
little experience with each other's culture. To
that end, the governments and the private
sector should scale up efforts to expand cultural
exchange. And as Indians often confuse Korea
with Japan, a focused approach should be taken
to address the problem.
Fourth, exchange–related provisions in the
Korea–India CEPA should be utilized. The
relevant provisions allow for the movement of
independent professionals, and joint production of audio–visual materials.
In conclusion, despite challenges and limitations, the present study is significant as an
unprecedented attempt to survey the images of
Korea and India as perceived by the other. It
provides comparative analysis of the formation,
elements, the role of national images in improving economic and socio–cultural cooperation,
and policy implications. Thus, the study is
expected to serve as a useful policy–oriented
reference on Korea–India bilateral cooperation
for a broad readership including not only poli-
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cy–makers, but also scholars, researchers, and
students with an interest in the subject.
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T

he major issues currently facing India’s
energy sector are climate change and
power shortage. According to the IEA (2009),
carbon emissions from India for the year is
1,146 million tons, or fourth in the world after
China, the United States and Japan. India
makes use of plentiful domestic coal reserves as
an important source of energy, and it does not
seem easy for India to convert its energy mix
into environment–friendly one in the short
term. In addition, the Indian power sector
suffers from a chronic lack of supply, and is not
meeting rapidly growing demand in spite of
enlargement of installed capacity. From April to
May 2010, the insufficiency of power supply
was approximately 13.8% based on peak load.
India is actively expanding renewable energy
sources to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
enhance energy security. It has the potential to
produce approximately 500,000 MW of solar
energy by utilizing just 1% of its land area for

photovoltaic power generation. And as for wind
power, which takes the largest share among
India’s renewable energy sources, India is one of
the world’s top four wind power countries.
Meanwhile, the efforts to establish and deploy
the smart grid in India is remarkable. Many
countries around the world are engaged in projects to build a smart grid, but the priorities for
each of Indias various regions are different. The
biggest problems with the Indian power sector
include high losses of electricity during transmission and distribution, along with insufficient supply. The smart grid will play a role in
reducing a wide range of electricity thefts
occurring in the Indian power system and
compensate for power losses during the transmission and distribution. It will also contribute
significantly to the integration of renewable
energies.
In this study, we examine the current status of
India’s green energy industry, especially the
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performance in promoting renewable energies
and the smart grid, and the future direction of
development. The study also seeks ways for
promoting cooperation in the green energy
industry between India and South Korea.
Both renewable energies and the smart grid
are receiving active support from the Indian
Government, and related businesses and the
market are expected to grow rapidly. India laid
out its goals for renewable energy supply in the
Economic Development Plan, the master plan
for its national economy, and has established
and carried out the 11th Economic Development Plan (2007–2012). In addition, the smart
grid projects have been proceeding alongside
the R–APDR program since 2008.
South Korea also established its own Renewable Energies Development Strategy (2010.10)
with the objective of becoming one of the
world’s top five renewable energy powers by
2015. In addition, it established the National
Roadmap for Smart Grid (2010.1) with the
goal of creating the world’s first national level
smart grid by 2030.
As India and South Korea seems able to build
a win–win relationship in the green energy
sector, they would need to find ways to enhance
the competitiveness of both countries’ green
energy industry by utilizing their strengths.
Through this study, we try to present the direction for collaboration between the two countries
in the renewable energies (photovoltaic and
wind power) sector and creation of the smart
grid, based on the RCA index and the RMI
index representing each country’s comparative
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advantage and market concentration, respectively. The study reveals that South Korea generally
has global competitiveness in the photovoltaic
sector, but does not play a major role in the Indian market. In the wind power sector, India is
highly competitive internationally regarding
towers, so South Korea needs to consider cooperating with Indian companies when it promotes
offshore wind power projects in South Korea
and develop overseas markets in the future. In
the smart grid sector, although South Korea has
a comparative advantage in terms of hardware, it
is greatly lacking in related software capabilities
compared to India. As a competitive smart grid
can not be constructed without software, South
Korea will need to take advantage of India's software capabilities in order to utilize more intelligent applications and services for the said grid;
and to improve domestic software competency.
While conducting the research, we had difficulties in getting RMI, RCA indexes in some
areas due to data acquisition problems. This
study, therefore, seeks to provide detailed information on businesses which are active or could
be active in India; the Indian government policies and institutions; and the market, focusing
on photovoltaic, wind power, and the smart
grid. These efforts would lead to a variety of
suggestions which are difficult to elicit from
data analysis alone. Though this research has
limitations in terms of presenting specific strategies for cooperation in the green energy industry between India and South Korea, it provides
a comprehensive understanding of the current
status and prospects of the green energy indus-
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try of India; including renewable energies and
the smart grid. It also would provide useful
information for companies that are considering
an expansion into India’s Green Energy Industry and policymakers trying to formulate
appropriate policies in support.
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n 2011, it is expected that a profit of 30 trillion won would be realized in the financial
sector in Korea. However, as far as profitability
such as return on assets or return on equity is
concerned, it is not as high as that of other
major countries, and further volatility of the
profitability is the highest among the major
countries. Moreover, it is often said that the
financial market in Korea is almost saturated. In
this situation, businesses in the financial sector
are required to differentiate and diversify their
services to improve their profitability, and one
of the ways is to expand into emerging economies, like India, that are growing fast at the
aggregate level but are getting left behind in the
financial sector.
This report examines the Indian financial
sector, evaluates its system, and tries to suggest
how Korean financial companies make inroad
the Indian financial market or expand their
businesses there. In addition, along with the
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Korea–India CEPA(Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement), this report studies
ways to vitalize Korea–India financial industry
cooperation. In particular, this paper provides
the information on Indian financial industry
and suggests strategies to enter the financial
market and expand services in India and expand
businesses in India in order to support Korean
financial companies.
This paper consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 1 is
the introduction, chapters 2 to 4 are the main
contents, and chapter 5 concludes the paper.
First, chapter 2 overviews the Indian banking
industry, examines banking systems and investment conditions, and seeks ways to cooperate
between Korea and India in the banking industry. Chapter 3 describes development, current
conditions, and the state of competition in the
Indian stock market. Chapter 3 also analyzes
securities companies in India through case
studies, which provides Korean securities
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companies with references for the penetration
and expansion in India. The materials and information in this report are also valuable for the Korean government to support and back up Korean
stock companies that are planning to penetrate the
Indian stock market. Chapter 4 outlines the insurance industry in India and inspects related investment conditions. This chapter also provides examples in which advanced countries inroad into the
Indian insurance market. Next, chapter 4 tries to
recommend how Korean insurance companies
enter the Indian insurance market and expand
their businesses in India. Lastly chapter 5 summarizes the previous chapters and makes several alternatives to strengthen the relationship between
Korean and Indian financial sectors.
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I

n order to clearly grasp the characteristics of
ASEAN, it is important to understand
ASEAN’s decision–making structure and practices. ASEAN takes consultation and consensus as the main principles in decision–making
and also utilizes various decision–making
methods. This study aims to provide a clear and
comprehensive description of ASEAN’s decision–making features by examining development of ASEAN’s organizational structure and
by studying its decision–making practice in
terms of principles, cultural backgrounds, formal
characteristics, and informal yet customary
practices. In addition, it analyzes actual cases of
ASEAN’s important decisions, and discusses
the factors regarding changes in ASEAN decision–making. This paper shows that ‘consensus
through consultation’, perhaps the most significant element in ASEAN decision–making, has
been faced with challenge related to ‘transformation’ and ‘succession’, due to the changes in
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domestic and international circumstances.
Chapter 2 describes ASEAN’s decision–making
structure in terms of changes in environment
and its organs. ASEAN has been trying to alter
its structure in response to changing circumstances. At the beginning, it focused on security
cooperation and close relationships among the
member states. In the 1980s, as changes occurred
in both the security and economic environments,
ASEAN expanded the scope of cooperation and
reorganized its structure. Since the late 1990s, it
has pursued internal intensification and external
expansion. The membership of ASEAN was
expanded to include Vietnam in 1995, Lao PDR
and Myanmar in 1997, and Cambodia in 1999.
After increasing its membership to 10 countries,
ASEAN considered various measures to
strengthen internal unity and cooperation. To
expand externally in response to the 1997 Asian
Financial Crisis, ASEAN pursued ‘ASEAN+3’
which includes Korea, China, and Japan.
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Currently, the ASEAN Summit, the meeting
of the heads of member states or governments,
is the top decision–making body of ASEAN.
The chair position of the ASEAN Summit
rotates in alphabetical order of English names
of member states. The ASEAN Coordinating
Council coordinates important ASEAN affairs,
and the ASEAN Community Councils deal
with issues related to integration. The ASEAN
Secretariat arranges major projects, resolves
differences among the organs and projects, and
advises governments on various projects.
Ever since ASEAN was first established in
1967, the organization has gone through
changes in several phases. ASEAN began with
a loose structure for cooperation between governments and the Annual Ministerial Meeting was
its highest decision–making body from 1967 to
2008. However, there were significant changes
with respect to other aspects of ASEAN’s
structure ever since the 1976 Bali Summit, the
first–ever ASEAN Summit. At the Bali
Summit, the member states made a decision to
establish committees for issues related to
strengthening economic cooperation. Moreover, they decided to set up the ASEAN Secretariat to support ASEAN’s activities more
effectively. The 1977 Kuala Lumpur Summit
specified the decision of the Bali Summit by
formalizing the ASEAN Economic Ministers
Meeting. ASEAN was then reorganized with
three structural pillars: ASEAN Foreign
Ministers Meeting, the ASEAN Economic
Ministers Meeting, and the meeting of other
ministers. To adjust ASEAN’s operating system,

to improve efficiency of decision–making, and
to accomplish the ASEAN Community by
2015, ASEAN enacted ‘the ASEAN Charter’
in 2008. The ASEAN Summit was thereafter
established as its highest decision–making body.
Chapter 3 discusses decision–making in
ASEAN in terms of cultural and political background, the specific characteristics of decision–
making, the principles and rules for management, and the changes in ‘the ASEAN Way’.
One of the more important features in ASEAN’s
decision–making practices is informality based
on consensus and consultation. ‘The ASEAN
Way’ is a reflection of the structure of agricultural society of Java, Indonesia; which focus on
mandatory group work, and the slow development of a modern nation in Southeast Asia. As
newly independent states face the task of building a nation–state, the ASEAN member countries put emphasis on maintaining national
sovereignty and established the principle of
nonintervention. This principle first acquired
normative status at the 1976 ASEAN Treaty of
Amity and Cooperation.
The key principles in the operation of ASEAN
are restraint, respect, and responsibility. The
principle of restraint refers to patience and
nonintervention regarding other states; the
principle of respect signifies a strong sense of
sovereignty; and the principle of responsibility
indicates mutual respect and sacrifice. Based on
these principles, ASEAN established ‘the
ASEAN Way’ as its modus operandi. The
ASEAN way emphasizes nonintervention,
informal diplomacy, restraint of public criticism
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on policies of other member states, and decision–making by consultation and consensus. In
ASEAN, therefore, preference is given to informal talks and ‘accommodative diplomacy’.
When member states cannot reach an agreement, decision–making was often deferred to a
later date to avoid escalation of conflict. It
emphasizes confidence–building and preventive diplomacy for dispute resolution. To minimize conflicts among the member states, the
elites in the member countries build up close
personal relationships among themselves, and
place sensitive issues on formal meetings after
discussing them in prior informal meetings. In
addition, ASEAN–ISIS, a network of think–
tanks for Southeast Asian studies, delivers
preconcerted results which are difficult to make
during formal meetings, acting as a liaison
between NGOs and governments.
The ASEAN’s undeclared rules for management and operation are rotation, apportionment, and efficiency. The rules, respectively, of
rotation and apportionment reflect the principles of mutual respect for sovereignty and
equality; and the rule of efficiency complements
the first two rules. According to the rule of rotation, ASEAN countries are assigned to chair
the organs in alphabetical order. The rule of
apportionment allows ASEAN countries to
share the roles for its organs and projects. For
setting up the ASEAN Secretariat in Jakarta,
the rule of efficiency was applied to complement the other two rules. For assigning an
intermediary for negotiation with non–
ASEAN countries, ASEAN applies the rule of
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efficiency. For operation of its economic
committees, they are apportioned without rotation. The budget and audit committees are
located in Indonesia without personnel rotation
so that the ASEAN Secretariat in Jakarta can
administer them more efficiently.
As the agendas for regional cooperation are
broadened and supranational issues arise due to
increased interdependence, the member states
have been aware that the principle of nonintervention and consensus should be modified. Since
Thailand’s foreign minister suggested the concept
of ‘constructive intervention’ and then changed it
to a much less forceful ‘flexible engagement’ at the
1998 AMM, the principle of nonintervention
has been under discussion. The 1998 AMM
adopted the far weaker concept of ‘enhanced
interaction’. In this context, ASEAN tried to
change its decision–making procedures and tested the tools to supplement the principle of
consensus. Moreover, it introduced something
called ‘partial withdrawal’ which would not bind
the opposing states but to make it possible for
approving states to promote cooperation.
ASEAN attempted to change some of its practices with respect to decision–making several
times. Regarding discussions on the majority
vote, for example, ASEAN has shown growing
interest in expediting its institution. In particular,
the cases of signing legal binding agreements has
increased in ASEAN. In 1996, the mechanism
and regulations were introduced to resolve
conflicts related to economic cooperation. As for
the ASEAN Senior Economic Officials’ Meeting, simple majority voting was applied. ASEAN
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also adopted the concept of ‘ASEAN–X’. In the
case that member states cannot reach an agreement, ‘ASEAN–X’ allows some member states to
opt out for a certain agenda without opposing its
implementation.
Chapter 4 examines the factors for changes in
ASEAN decision–making through case studies. The changes occur due to corresponding
changes in international regimes, and active
agents and contents of regionalism. In response
to changes in international circumstances,
ASEAN has promoted ASEAN integration by
concluding the AFTA. It is also trying to settle
territorial disputes peacefully through international judicial institutions. These are the cases
which show the real possibility of ASEAN
changing its decision–making practices by
adopting systemic operation and rule of law. As
the agents in regionalism were altered, the
potential for changes in ASEAN’s decision–
making practice has increased. As the number
of member states increased, flexible decision–
making is required to deal with a larger gap
among member states. It is also expected that
the new officials who went to study abroad
could gradually affect the informal aspects of
ASEAN. It is very possible that ASEAN’s
decision–making practice could indeed be
changed, as global powers engage in regionalism. In addition to economic integration, the
emergence of non–traditional security issues
such as haze (smog) and infectious diseases
require a clearer decision– making procedures
than what they were traditionally.
The cases analyzed identify the specific factors

in ASEAN decision–making and reflect the
changes. The case involving territorial dispute
confirms that ASEAN’s attitudes has changed
in an active way. ASEAN, which had hesitated
to discuss sensitive issues, resolved the intra–
association conflict through the International
Court of Justice which is not an ASEAN organization. Regarding non–traditional issues, the
previous practice had to be changed because
ASEAN would only emphasize an agreement
on the principles through ‘building of trust.’
ASEAN has adopted the documents carrying
legal binding force. With respect to the case of
the AFTA which compels the member states
to honor their commitments on items agreed
upon, we can expect that decision–making
practice will become stronger. As for the case of
drafting the ASEAN Charter, it shows that
ASEAN can limit and revise the rules of
consensus as situations and needs arise. Establishing and expanding the East Asia Summit is
an example that implies inevitable changes in
the mode of decision–making in ASEAN.
Chapter 5 concludes the paper by summing up
research and discussing the measures for cooperation between Korea and ASEAN. The
changes in ASEAN’s decision–making structure
not only cause changes in the organizational
structure but also in modes of decision–making.
Korea needs to pursue cooperation with
ASEAN, while understanding and respecting
the principles of ASEAN decision–making
and the region’s cultural background. Korea
should consider the basic principles for the
operation of ASEAN to pursue and strengthen
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cooperation with ASEAN with due patience.
Moreover, the Korean government and research
institutes have to pursue closer cooperation
with ASEAN think–tanks, considering their
role as informal government agencies. It is also
necessary to adopt flexible measures to promote
economic cooperation. The proper suggestion
of ‘ASEAN–X’ and the ‘pathfinder method’ on
a case–by–case basis can be considered. Furthermore, for the operation of the Chiang Mai
Initiative Multilateralization (CMIM), the
majority voting or the qualified majority voting
mechanism may also be worth consideration.
The decision–making method for effective
operation of the CMIM should be actively
discussed and institutionalized.
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[Southeast Asia]
ne of the most important characteristics
of Southeast Asia seems to be diversity,
which has been formed, above all, through its
geographical environments and historical and
cultural experiences with various countries
abroad and among themselves. In spite of the
diversity, there have been constant attempts to
build a Southeast Asian regionalism through
binding together Southeast Asian countries
into a community. For example, the ASEAN
leaders in 2003 agreed to establish the ASEAN
community until 2020 and even signed the
ASEAN Charter in late 2007, whose purpose
is to build a regional identity and a regional
integration.
However, there are many obstacles to the realization of the ASEAN community. For example,
the big gap in the level of the economic development among the member states of the ASEAN
and the lack of the will to integrate Southeast

O

Asian markets on the part of the member states’
governments and businessmen in the region.
Another problem is conflicts among the member
states such as those concerning the construction
of dams and the illegal immigrants and, more
recently, the territorial quarrel on the Hindu
temple Preah Vihear between Thailand and
Cambodia.
The most important recent aspect of the external
relation of Southeast Asia seems to be that with
China. Southeast Asian relation with China has
not only a cooperative aspect, which can be seen in
the establishment of the bilateral strategic partnership between the two sides and the signing of the
ASEAN–China FTA in 2002. There is but a
possibility of Chinese threat to Southeast Asia too,
which can be, above all, seen in the Chinese
economic expansion to various Mainland Southeast Asian countries and maritime disputes over
some islands in the South China Sea between
some Southeast Asian countries and China.
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[Thailand]
The aspects of Buddhism and the King are
emphasized to show the historical continuity to
influence the contemporary Thailand. For Thai
political structure, the parliamentary system
since the constitutional monarchy in 1932 is
investigated. For the recent political change of
Thailand, the 1997 Constitution and the 2007
Constitution are compared. The King Bhumibol’s traditional leadership is contrasted with
the former prime minister Thaksin’s entrepreneur style leadership to look into the current
Thai politics. After the description of many
political changes since the 2006 coup, Thai politics is evaluated to experience an inevitable
process resulted from the disharmony between
the institution and the leadership. Then the
problems facing Thai democracy are analyzed
with some future prospect.
For the state goal and policy of Thailand, the
policy statement to the National Assembly
delivered by the prime minister Yingluck
Shinawatra is analyzed and various policy fields
are classified in detail. The foreign relations of
Thailand are described with emphasis on
ASEAN, the USA, and China. The diplomatic
relations with Korea are studied in the context
of historical development and sectoral situation
along with the Thai perspective of Korea.
[Vietnam]
Vietnam has grown so fast, marking nearly
10% of annual GDP growth since early 1990s,
after launching the reform policy at the second
half of the 1980s. However the political reform
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in Vietnam has still not proceeded well, continuing the one party rule.
In order to accomplish the economic development Vietnam has focused on the integration
to the international community and establishing the stable and peaceful international environment. Meanwhile conservative voices to
defend the socialist regime also exist.
This trend of national policy was endorsed
again at the 11th Congress of the Vietnamese
Communist Party as well as the 13th National
Assembly and the Government in 2011. It is
suggested for the future Korean foreign policy
to share the experiences and to find the ways of
the sustainable development and harmonized
society with Vietnam, deepening the economic
and socio–cultural relationship.
[Indonesia]
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the
change and characteristic of the political and
diplomatic area in the recent Yudhoyono’s
government in Indonesia. The analysis level of
this article is that first, the factor of historical–
structural power which Indonesia’s society have
been lead; second, focusing on the distinctiveness of the political power structure, political
party system, political elites of Yudhoyono’s
government; third, explaining the national goal
and policy of the current government and
measuring the empowerment of Indonesia
governance; fourth, after democratization in
Indonesia, analyzing the Indonesia foreign policy’ change, vision, conflict issues and meaning.
Absolutely the change of the contents and

[Philippines]
The Philippine politics is continuously influenced by the traditional family–oriented social
value system and the unequal socioeconomic
class structure that formulated during the colonial period. They provide the backgrounds for
the traditional ruling elite group to maintain
and inherit their political privilege generation
to generation. The Philippine politics has been
operated under a democratic institution for a
long time even it is subjected to criticism for its
lack of substances. In theory, Filipinos express
their political will during the periodical election, and they fulfill their self–governance
through the local government system. Howev-
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direction of the recent Indonesia’s political and
foreign area is very positive and future– oriented. The political results of Indonesia’s democratization has been influenced on the Indonesia’s
foreign power and position in regional and
international level. Yudhoyono’s government
vision is to develop democracy, muslim and
modernization with harmony. However, Money
politics in Indonesia, namely the politics of
corruption cartel, have been made a problem
openly since after the fall of the Soeharto’s
regime. Anti–corruption reform in Indonesia is
very important to enhance not only administrative’s governance empowerment but also the
public function of political party, parliament
and the judical system. Indeed, Renovation of
public organization and governance in Indonesia have been influenced on democracy and
prosperity of Indonesia reciprocally.

er, in practice, such democratic institutions are
easily abused by the lack of socioeconomic
fundamentals for flowering the democratic
values. Furthermore, the Philippine political
leaders did not show their strong will to change
such fundamentals. Recently, some changes
could be sensed in the Philippine politics. It is
followed by the generational shift within the
ruling elite group. It could be seen as a simple
change of the same kind with the political
family from father to his son or daughter, but
the behavior of the young political figures seem
to be different from the older generation. They
tend to abstain themselves from power abuses
and to mind their political accountability.
Even though the Philippine democratic system
could not avoid the criticism for its lack of
substances, the Philippine political elites gradually listen to the people’s voice to fill in the lack.
Considering these tendency, Korean government need to give more efforts to earn the Filipino mind through informal diplomatic activities. Filipinos has the political culture of ‘utang
na loop(debt within the heart)’, which implies
the Filipino tendency to repay as much as they
received. Korean government needs to concern
about the poor living condition of the Filipino
underclass who constitutes about 90% of the
total population, and provide necessary assistance for improving the situation. Such efforts
will help to grow among the Filipinos the mind
of gratitude toward Korea. The Filipino public
opinion will be delivered to the ruling elites and
reflected to the Philippine diplomatic policy.
Recently the perception rate of Korea in the
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Philippines is increasing rapidly thanks to the
Korean popular culture. If Korean government
officially engaged in the Korean Wave too
much, Filipinos would misunderstand the
Korean Wave as a cultural imperialism driven
by Korean government. Therefore, it would be
desirable for Korean government to exert more
efforts to plant the mindful and helpful national image of Korea to Filipino masses by engaging in social developmental activities rather
than popular cultural activities.
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Strategies for Development in the Mekong
Region: Thailand, Cambodia, Laos

Taeyoon Kim et al. (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2271–4 / A4 / 204pp. / USD 7

Development in diverse areas including agriculture, environment, infrastructure, logistics/
transportation, and tourism has been a continuous and consistent feature along the regions
surrounding the Mekong River. In case of the
Greater Mekong Subregion project undertaken
by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the
initial concentration of investment in infrastructure is being superseded by increasing
focus on the ‘software’ aspect of development,
namely efforts at facilitating trade and investment. The projects supervised by the Mekong
River Commission focuses on agriculture,management of water resources, and flood control, while
also looking into different aspects related to
construction of dams for hydropower and its
significance for agriculture and the environment.
The Mekong Institute is also an important
player in the region’s development, as it oversees
projects in human development, and extending
the work in this area into various consulting

projects. The efforts by the ASEAN–Mekong
Basin Development Cooperation (AMBDC)
places greater focus on such areas as infrastructure, and logistics/transportation. However,
progress has been slower than ADB projects
given the comparative lack of funds available to
the AMBDC compared to the ADB.
The focus of the Ayeyawady–Chao Phraya–
Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy
(ACMECS), headed by Thailand, is on agriculture, infrastructure, and tourism; based on sector
cooperation between countries in the region
and sustainable development. The level of cooperation in the region is expected to increase
with the election of Yinglak Shinawatra as
prime minister of Thailand. Also, the ASEAN
economic community, which will be implemented by 2015, is expected to offer continued
support for the region’s underdeveloped countries (CLMV) in various areas.
The strategies for each country as revealed in
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the research can be outlined as follows.
Thailand, under the leadership of its PM
Thaksin, has sought to secure regional leadership while pursuing its economic and security
interests through the ACMECS. It has become
the unquestioned locus of development in the
Mekong region in terms of its historical relations with its neighbors, geographical location,
trade, investment, and economic cooperation.
Cambodia has given priority to growth,
employment, equality, and efficiency through
its ‘Rectangular Strategy’; with particular focus
on management of water resources and irrigation, with emphasis on growth and efficiency.
Laos is engaged in project in development in
water resources with aims of extricating itself
from its status as a least–developed country by
2020. Its approach to the Mekong region development is strategic, as it seeks to maintain
sovereignty and autonomy in the region against
obvious geopolitical disadvantages as a weak
power. It has maintained a strategy based on
multilateralism and regional balance in the
development of hydropower, and made some
notable accomplishments such as bringing the
MRC headquarters to Laos.
Korea has hosted the 1st Korea–Mekong
Foreign Ministers meeting in October 2011, and
concluded it with the 『Han–River Declaration』
of Establishing the Mekong–ROK Comprehensive Partnership for Mutual Prosperity,
indicating that Korea would take active part in
the development of the Mekong region in the
future. Given strategies employed by Thailand,
Cambodia, and Laos; Korea will do better to
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employ the Triangular Cooperation formula,
utilizing Thailand when engaging in development cooperation projects involving Laos or
Myanmar. In addition, highlighting the role of
Tonle Sap River in Cambodia and research for
possible advantages it can offer for development cooperation in the Mekong Region will
be important. It is also necessary to examine
projects that Korean companies can actually
undertake through detailed and accurate analysis of water resource/hydropower development
in the Mekong. Last but not least, it might be
necessary to make the Asia–Europe Meeting
(ASEM) scheduled to be held in Vientiane,
Laos a forum where measures for active participation in water resources/hydropower could be
devised.
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Understanding the Islamic Economy in
Southeast Asia: Focused on Malaysia and
Indonesia
Daechang Kang, Nari Park, Hyung–Jun Kim,
Seok–Joon Hong, Soon–Goo Won, and Seung–ho Sohn (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2272–1 / A5 / 264pp. / USD 10

T

his study aims to review the Islamic political streams and Islamic religious and
cultural characteristics; and at comprehensive
analysis of the Islamic economy in terms of the
structure, operation, and policies. It seeks to
provide a background paper for understanding
Southeast Asia from a new perspective and for
helping to arrange measures for strengthening
cooperation with Southeast Asian countries.
Chapter 2 discusses the characteristics of an
Islamic economy, focusing on Islamic economic
principles, the effect of Islamic cultural aspects
on its economy, and the Islamic practice of
charitable giving, ‘zakat’. Muslims have historically tried to establish fairness in economic
transaction. Aspects of Islamic culture such as
fasting, the pilgrimage to Mecca, and zakat are
closely related to economic phenomena. After
finishing Ramadan, the Islamic month of fasting, consumption, especially consumption of
food and beverages, increases greatly. Creation

of funds for pilgrimage to Mecca became the
basis for the development of Islamic finance.
However, two Islamic mass prayers required
during working hours can have an adverse effect
on productivity. As consumption of halal products increased, the importance of halal certification is emphasized. Zakat, which is a mechanism of redistribution, is a system for helping
the needy. As zakat is obligatory for Muslims, it
possesses the same characteristics as taxation.
Chapter 3 introduces Islamic finance in terms
of its features, methods, and process of development, and considers ways for introducing
Islamic finance into Korea. To promote equitable economic relations, Islamic finance prohibits interest (riba) in a financial transaction and
helps debtors and creditors to share the risk
through transactions backed by real assets.
Better–known forms of Islamic finance
include murabahah, istisna, and ijarah for
commodity transaction; and mudharabah and
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musyarakah for investment. The murabahah is
consumer credit, where a financial organization
pays a seller on behalf of the buyer and the
buyer repays the debt. As for the istisna, the
producer credit, a financial organization makes
loans to a producer. After producing the goods,
the financial firm takes over the goods and sells
them to a buyer. The ijarah is similar to a lease:
a financial organization purchases facilities or
buildings, and transfers the right of use only to
a user. The user must pay a user fee to the financial organization. By the mudharabah, an investor participates in a certain business through a
financial organization, and the entrepreneur
manages the business and provides the investor
with a portion of the profit according to the
profit–sharing rate. Lastly, the musyarakah is an
arrangement where both a financial organization and the entrepreneur finance and manage
the business together and divide the profit
according to a profit–sharing contract.
The Islamic bond, sukuk, is a financial instrument based on Islamic prescriptions for financial
transaction. While an ordinary bond contains a
contract on principle repayment and interest
payments, sukuk is considered a certificate for
right to the cash flow and revenue from the project and tangible asset.
In the Islamic areas, insurance industry
remains undeveloped. The Islamic insurance,
takaful, however, had been brought into being
by reasoning that Islamic insurance is indeed
possible if it satisfies the principle of cooperation, respect for Islamic law (Shariah), and
charity–giving.
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The development of Islamic finance first
began following the oil shock of the 1970s.
Islamic financial organizations were established
with oil money accumulated in the Middle
East. In the 1980s, many Islamic financial organizations and research institutes were founded,
and Islamic finance spread out from the Middle
East to Malaysia and Bangladesh. In the 1990s,
the Auditing and Accounting Organization of
Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) was
established, the first international standards on
Islamic finance were set, and subsidiaries of
Western banks for Islamic finance were founded. Thus, the Islamic finance had become internationalized. In the 2000s, the volume of Islamic funds soared with the accumulation of oil
money and modus operandi of Islamic finance
spreaded even to non–Muslim countries. Islamic finance has been greatly standardized as such
Islamic financial organizations including the
International Islamic Financial Market (IIFM),
the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB),
and the Islamic International Rating Agency
(IIRA) were founded. Currently, Islamic finance
is growing rapidly as large amounts of oil
money has again accumulated in GCC countries, the infrastructure for the Islamic finance
has been established, and there is growing
interest in its structural stability.
For the long–term development of Islamic
finance, it is necessary that Shariah be unified,
the Islamic financial law become standardized,
and Islamic financial products diversified. To
introduce Islamic finance into Korea, it is very
much necessary that the government modify
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related legal systems and examine the issues
concerning the change of the rights for collateral
caused by the transfer of the ownership of sukuk.
Chapter 4 examines the Islamic economy in
Malaysia, with emphasis on Islamic finance,
zakat, and the halal industry.The distinct feature
of Islamic finance in Malaysia is that the
government takes the lead in its development
under a long–term financial master plan.
Malaysia set up a comprehensive financial
system involving both Islamic banks, takaful,
and the Westernized financial market; and
stabilized the market by supporting the scheme
with legislation and system. The Malaysian
government took a leading role in internationalizing Islamic finance by interpreting Islamic
doctrine from a flexible perspective, expanding
the scope of Islamic finance, and diversifying
the Islamic financial products.
Factors such as the political environment,
funds for the pilgrimage to Mecca, and other
beneficial conditions affected the development
of Islamic finance in Malaysia. The Malaysian
government adopted it as a policy measure to
give the Malay, a politically dominant ethnic
group, preferential treatment (Bumiputra policy). The fund managing the money for the
pilgrimage to Mecca of Malay Muslims
(Tabung Haji) provides the base of Islamic
finance in Malaysia. Malaysia is located in the
center of emerging economies, takes a high
status in the Islamic countries, and has conditions advantageous for harmonizing with the
culture of the Middle East. Therefore, Islamic
finance in Malaysia will be expanded and its

development accelerated in the future.
The zakat collection center of federal and
regional Islamic committees manage the funds
for zakat in Malaysia. The greatest amount of
zakat money is distributed the to people
engaged in Islamic activities, and the second
most to the poors.
The halal industry in Malaysia focuses on
processed foods, raw materials for cosmetics,
cosmetics, and livestock products. Malaysia is
famous for exporting halal products, and is
expected to increase its exports in the next ten
years. The Malysian government established
the institution for halal certification ( JAKIM)
and announced its plan to expand the scope of
certification. To obtain halal certification, it is
required to hire Muslims. Therefore, halal
industries contribute to expanding job opportunities for Muslims. In Malaysia, it can be said
that halal practices has already been established
in the distribution sector and the service sector.
Therefore, the process for certification will be
legalized soon.
Chapter 5 discusses the Islamic economy in
Indonesia, focusing on the process of the development of the Islam economy, the halal economy, the Islamic finance, and zakat. As full–
fledged Islamization began in the 1980s,
Indonesia’s Islamic economy started to develop.
Legislation and amendment of laws for Islamic
banks were carried out rapidly, and religious
knowledge and information related to Islamic
banks accumulated fast. Although the enactment of laws for the Islamic economy has been
achieved steadily, there has been a growing
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tendency to control the Islamic finance with the
ordinance of governmental agencies, along with
religious decrees, or 'fatwa'.
Although halal certification is based on voluntary participation, the request for certification
for halal food produced and distributed in a
large scale increased steadily, and halal certification is considered a necessity for sales. The
development of the halal industry is slow, and
the public is calling for making halal certification mandatory. Thus, legislation of halal certification is currently under discussion.
Indonesia is implementing Islamic finance in
harmony with traditional banking structures.
Instead of enacting the law of Islamic banking
independently, the Indonesian government
supplemented the amended banking law of
1992 with provisions for Islamic banking. The
Indonesian government set up a blueprint for
the development of Islamic finance in 2002,
and modified the laws and system related to the
Islamic financial market in 2008. It also systemized Islamic financial products by establishing a
development strategy. Due to these efforts,
Islamic finance in Indonesia has developed
rapidly. Since the Indonesian government is
willing to develop the Islamic financial market
by arrangement of policies, it is expected that
the development of Islamic finance in Indonesia will accelerate. However, there are some
factors which will delay the development of
Islamic finance. For example, the infrastructure
for Islamic finance is not properly established
and experts on Islamic finance are insufficient.
In Indonesia, zakat is collected and distribut-
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ed by Islamic organizations and mosques. Thus,
zakat has been understood as charity–giving
rather than as a tax, and people do not participate much in zakat donation. As Islamization
accelerated in the 1980s, the public called for
the government to take a leading role in zakat.
Accordingly, the decree of the minister of religious affairs was issued in 1991 and, the bill on
zakat was passed in 1999. The zakat committee
was established by law, and the private organization managing zakat was also founded.
Founding these organizations show the possibility that resources can be accumulated with
the zakat and the zakat fund be used effectively
with systemic programs. The fund–raising for
zakat at the national level by private organizations is important in that, by applying the
welfare contract program to the management
of the zakat fund, Indonesia is attempting to
take an opportunity for spreading out the
Islamic economic principles.
People who claim superiority of the Islamic
economy often consider it an alternative for
overcoming hardship caused by the 1997 Asian
Financial Crisis. Since the late 1990s when
official Islamic finance first began, economic
bureaucrats and experts have expressed a positive outlook. However, religious leaders did not
shared the positive views and have since taken a
critical stance to the Islamic economy.
Chapter 6 concludes the paper by summing
up research and discussing the measures for
reinforcing economic cooperation between
Korea and Southeast Asian Islamic economies.
Regarding the development of the Islamic
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economy, the similarity between Malaysia and
Indonesia is that the two countries introduced
the Islamic economy gradually, in line with the
trend of Islamization, and both countries
applied the Islamic economic principles to the
banking sector first, and then to food and beverage industries. With respect to the development of the Islamic economy, there are also
several differences between Malaysia and Indonesia. However, differences do exist, the most
salient being the role of the government. For
developing the Islamic economy, the government has taken a major role in Malaysia, while
private religious circles and Islamic political
parties have taken the lead in Indonesia. There
is a tendency that while the Malaysian government has a clear blueprint for the development
of Islamic finance and has implemented the
policies systematically, the Indonesian government has suggested the policies for Islamic
finance ex post facto and unsystematically.
Attempts to apply the Islamic economy were
made more actively to a broader area in Malaysia than in Indonesia.
The Islamic finance is expected to develop
continuously, as it develops continuously in
Malaysia and rapidly in Indonesia. However, it
is almost impossible that Islamic finance would
replace traditional finance, as Islamic finance
would as a part of overall financial structure
coexisting with the traditional finance.
There would be many obstacles for institutionalizing Islamic finance in Korea, because
Korea does not have an Islamic cultural base. To
establish the basis for Islamic finance, Korea

should cooperate with Muslim countries gradually and continuously mostly in areas of
economic and cultural aspects. Korea could
consider strengthening cooperation with the
countries which introduced Islamic finance
successfully and using the cooperation system
indirectly. The Korean firms considering entering the Malaysian and Indonesian food and
distribution industries need to understand halal
foods and should respond actively. Regarding
this issue, Dunkin Donuts which succeeded
enormously in the Indonesian market, may
serve as an example useful implication. Lastly, it
is necessary that Koreans and Korean firms
understand and respect the religious practices
of Muslims.
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Devising Korea’s Development Cooperation
Strategies for Myanmar’s Socio–economic
Development

Hosaeng Rhee, In Soo Kang, Yoocheul Song, and Hongyul Han (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2273–8 / A5 / 252pp. / USD 10

T

he new Myanmar government has been
trying to introduce a series of political and
economic reform measures which are intended
to improve its relationship with the western
countries including the US and the EU. Those
reform measures also shows that Myanmar has
greater willingness to gear up its socio–economic development.
Myanmar has been known for its growth
potential with plenty of natural resources as
well as its sizable land and population. Recently,
Myanmar’s role in the ASEAN has been
increased and strengthened. There will be more
opportunities for economic and development
cooperation with Myanmar. In this vein, Korea
considers Myanmar as one of the important
partner countries for development cooperation.
Nevertheless, development cooperation strategies as well as country studies on Myanmar are
hardly found in Korea.
This report analyzes the current status of
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Myanmar’s socio–economic development, and
then evaluate development cooperation efforts
made by donor countries including Korea up to
now. Based on the analysis and evaluation, three
directions are derived for Korea’s development
cooperation for Myanmar. Firstly, Korea needs
an early and considerable increase in its ODA
for Myanmar. Currently, per capita ODA
amounts for the nearby important partner
countries such as Cambodia, Rao PDR and
Vietnam from Korea, are well above those for
Myanmar. Secondly, concessional loans have
not been provided by Korea since 2005. They
need to be resumed to help Myanmar construct
and improve its physical infrastructures (especially electric transmission lines, small local
roads and bridges, local ports etc) which are
prerequisite for social and economic development. Lastly, Korea has to prepare the Country
Partnership Strategy (CPS) that is a comprehensive framework for development coopera-
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tion allowing for Myanmar’s mid/long–term
development process.
The CPS has to identify priority areas or issues
of development cooperation. Based upon the
analysis of Myanmar’s socio–economic development and the selection principles such as willingness, alignment, selective focus, harmonization,
spill–over and short–term urgency, this report
recommends the first and second tier priority
areas of development cooperation for Myanmar.
The recommendation will be a very useful reference in devising the CPS for Myanmar.
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Myanmar’s Development Potential:
A Socio–cultural and Political Analysis

Yoon Ah Oh et al. (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2274–5 / A5 / 238pp. / USD 10

M

yanmar has long been considered one
of the last frontiers of Asia. Despite
being abundant in labor and rich in resources,
Myanmar has not been able to achieve economic development for a long time. A military–
backed civilian government took office in 2011,
and last year pushed forward political and
economic reforms at a rate that has surprised
many both in and outside the country. Myanmar’s reforms offer long–overdue opportunities
for the country’s economic development through
liberalization and re–integration into the world
economy. This report aims to provide a better
understanding of the country’s potential for
development from two perspectives. The first
half of the analysis focuses on the relationship
between Myanmar’s socio–cultural factors and
development. The second half examines recent
reforms in politics, economy and international
relations.
Myanmar’s socio–cultural landscape has had a
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profound effect on policy. A wide range of religious and traditional elements motivated aspects
of earlier economic policies. The subsequent
Socialist period, whose arrival was partly triggered by religiously motivated policies of the
previous administration, saw the stagnation and
isolation of the once–prosperous economy. The
prominent place given to Buddhism in conjunction with the country’s ethnic diversity have led
to security issues and human rights problems,
and for several decades, armed conflict between
the central government and ethnic minorities
have seriously undermined economic development of the country.
On the other hand, Myanmar's traditional
culture also holds great potential for economic
development by creating favorable conditions for
investment in human capital. Myanmar has
higher literacy rates than other countries with
comparable levels of economic development and
the country is known for high levels of achieve-
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ment motivation. Myanmar’s institutionalized
religions, where Theravada Buddhism holds a
prominent place but also with large congregations of Christians and Muslims among ethnic
minorities, contributed to human capital accumulation through cultural norms that emphasize
learning and institutional support through
monastic schools. Nonetheless, it is equally true
that Myanmar has serious limitations in human
resources outside basic literacy rates, due to low
public investment in education. Yet the country’s
cultural potential suggests that once aggressive
investment and institutional reforms are in place,
Myanmar's human capital could increase rather
rapidly.
Political and economic reforms initiated by the
newly formed civilian government show encouraging signs of society–wide change. It should be
remembered that when the new government
took office in early 2011, expectations of substantial change were modest because the military still
maintained tight control over the political
process. Yet subsequent actions by the government included substantive measures that include
the meeting between Aung San Suu Sukyi and
President Thein Sein, restoration of the NLD as
a political party, release of political prisoners, and
legalization of street protests. On the other hand,
peace negotiations with armed ethnic groups
appear face complex hurdles. Several minority
armed groups have resisted the government
demand for their integration into the government–controlled Border Defense Forces. More
fundamentally, the government and ethnic
minorities disagree sharply over center–periph-

ery relationships including the level of autonomy
for minority states.
The government is gradually introducing
market liberalization and promoting private
economic activities. Special economic zone law
has been introduced and foreign investment law
is being revised while the Myanmar Investment
Committee gained renewed government support
and has been regrouped. To pave the way for
foreign exchange reform, the Myanmar government invited a delegation from the IMF for
technical assistance. Private banks were allowed
to handle currency exchange transactions for the
first time since the military coup in 1962. The
Myanmar government already privatized state
firms in control of natural gas and oil in 2010. A
significant number of SOEs under the ownership of 15 government ministries and entities are
also expected to be on sale.
The reforms in Myanmar have proceeded at a
time when the United States is trying to respond
more directly to China’s growing influence in
Southeast Asia. Myanmar’s political and
economic liberalization can lead to gradual
easing of economic sanctions imposed by Western governments, and the West can and will
further encourage reforms through easing of
sanctions. Myanmar appears to be willing to take
advantage of its geostrategic location with respect
to the US–China rivalry in the Asia–Pacific
region, finally seeking to end its heavy economic
and military dependence on China.
The opening of Myanmar’s economy offers
considerable investment opportunities for Korea
and its importance is only heightened under
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current global recession. The implications that
can be drawn from the current report are as
follows. First, it is imperative to understand that
the socio–cultural environment of Myanmar will
produce complex effects, with mixed results for
development potential of the country. The
emphasis on Buddhism in a country with high
levels of ethnic diversity poses challenges for
peace and nation–building, which is a prerequisite for economic development. Yet another
aspect of Buddhism and deep religiosity of ethnic
groups helped create cultural norms and institutions conducive to human capital accumulation.
Second, Korea needs to fully utilize its advantage
in credibility over other countries when Myanmar opens up for international economic cooperation. For Myanmar, Korea can make a
successful case that it has no geopolitical agenda
like the US, China or India. Unlike Japan, Korea
has no historical baggage with respect to Myanmar from colonial rule or wars. Korea should
design its economic cooperation strategy with
Myanmar based on such understanding of
Myanmar’s domestic politics and international
relations in addition to technical knowledge of
development processes.
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Post–Soviet 20 Years, the Future of
Central Asia: a Study on the Possibility
of Integration and Factors toward
Disintegration
Jae–Young Lee, Seok Hwan Kim, Se Jin Jung,
Joung–Ho Park, Byung In Park, and Hee–Seung Na (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2275–2 / A5 / 326pp. / USD 12

2

0 years have passed after the collapse of the
former Soviet Union. For the last 20 years,
former Soviet countries were subject to turbulent rearrangement of international order. In
particular, geopolitical changes in the Central
Asia region emerged as the one of the most
important issues facing the global community.
In the twenty–first century, the strategic value of
Central Asia is increasing and this region has
invited the competition among the world
powers: US, Russia, and China. Therefore, in the
future, Central Asia is very likely be a key variable in the shifting geopolitical hegemony in the
former Soviet bloc and the Eurasian continent.
This offers us a perspective for assessing not
only nation–building strategies, including transition to market economies and but also synthesizing external factors that impacted this process
that has lasted 20th years following the Soviet
collapse. This is an essential prerequisite for the
Korean government in cooperating with

governments of Central Asia, for private Korean companies in managing investment risks,
and also very important for establishing Korea’s
entry strategy for the region.
Therefore, the main purpose of this research is
to analyze factors for integration and faultlines
in Central Asia that can spur change in the
region or country. This research is especially
important for understanding the changing
international trends in Eurasia by taking into
account geopolitical change and regional cooperation in Central Asia during the post–Soviet
era from an academic perspective. Also, it can
provide a major impetus for the Korean government in promoting its “New Asia” diplomatic
policy.
This study comprises of 7 sections. After the
introduction, second and third sections identify
whether nation building efforts by each state is
actually self–strengthening or genuine movements toward regional integration. We closely
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examine two factors – the causes behind of
unsettled border issues and Islam, which can
intensify instability among countries in Central
Asia. And then, we consider how these factors
can impact integration or disintegration in
Central Asia. This helps understand a number
of political fissures visible in Central Asia related to social change.
In fourth and fifth sections, we study the
geopolitical change and characteristics of international relations in the region. Penetration of
the US, efforts of Russia to regain its influence,
and Centripetal force of China in Central Asia
with respect to establishment of regional security of Central Asia are included. The characteristics, role, and interests and position of member
countries of the Organization of Multilateral
security and cooperation in Central Asia, a lead
taken in CSTO by Russia and China’s lead in
the SCO, are analyzed. By comprehensive
understanding of the security environment and
shifts in international relations in Central Asia,
we can grasp the key geopolitical characteristics
and foreign strategy of the relevant countries.
In the sixth section, we attempt a detailed
study on certain standout cases to assess the
situation of economic cooperation in Central
Asia. Especially, we outline the situation of railway infrastructure in Central Asia, and consider
the strategic value and geo–economic implication of those railways, and development potential connected to regional economic cooperation. This will help us predict the economic
situation of Central Asia in the future.
In the seventh section, we conclude by delin-
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eating possibilities for regional integration or
cracks in Central Asia. Then, we provide implications for policies regarding strategies for into
Central Asia.
This study analyzes methodically all regional
conditions in Central Asia, and provides an
outlook for the future of Central Asia. Therefore, this research can help readers understand
the geopolitical value of Central Asia within
the context of the Eurasian Continent and in
connection with strategic maneuvers among
the former Soviet countries. Secondly, this
study can help the Korea government formulate foreign policy and establish a more encompassing Central Asia policy by understanding
in depth both side of the issues related to forces
of integration and disintegration of Central
Asia. Finally, it provides a picture of outcomes
of the transition and the process of regional
change in Central Asia after the Soviet collapse,
and will contribute to the formulation of entry/
investment strategies for the Korean government and Korean enterprises concerning
Central Asia.
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11–13

Korea and Central Asia: Measures for the
Promotion of Human Capital Exchange

Sung Hak Yoon et al. (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2276–9 / A5 / 344pp. / USD 12

E

conomic growth of Korea and its entry
into the ranks of developed countries was
made possible by utilization of its only abundant factor, labor, and excellent human capital;
despite its lack of physical capital and natural
resources. Future economic growth for Korea
would still depend on accumulation of human
capital and its utilization. Human capital has
been regarded as a very important factor in the
development of national economies for a long
time. In the 21st century, the rise and fall of
nations will not depend on territory and natural
resources but human capital. Having more
creative and innovative citizens, and more
population in general, has become more important than natural resources.
In the global economic system, management
of not only one’s own human capital but also
those of other countries is an important issue. In
terms of exchange of human capital with Korea,
Central Asia constitutes one of its most active

partner regions compared to other regions. In
summit talks between Korea and the respective
nations of Central Asia, the exchange of human
capital was the most actively–discussed subject
during the 17 summit meetings between Korea
and Central Asia since the Central Asian countries became independent in 1992. There have
also been over 80,000 non–governmental
exchanges since that time.
The active exchange between Korea and
Central Asia results in increases in exchange in
various sectors and also create good opportunities for understanding each other. Especially,
transnational marriage and family accounted
for the exchange of about 2,602 persons in
2011; and emigrant workers from Central Asia
in Korea number about 30,000. On the other
hand, Koreans in Central Asia (Korean Diaspora) plays an important role as intermediaries
for cooperation between Korea and the region.
This report includes a statistical and empirical
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analysis about human resource exchange at the
governmental and non–governmental level.
Such research can provide legal and institutional
policy implications for Korea in human exchange
between Korea and Central Asia as follows:
First, various human networks have to be
established for continuous cooperation between
Korea and Central Asia, from their Presidents
down to the people. For this, Korea needs to
establish a governmental organization (tentatively named 'Ministry of International Human
Resources) which covers human networking,
DB, and financial policy. The scope of this organization will cover strategic regions including
Central Asia for Korean foreign policy, managing and constructing the global human resource
network for Korea in the long term perspective.
Secondly, the relationship between Presidents
of Central Asia and Korea has to develop continuously, as it constitutes the substance of cooperation between Korea and Central Asia. To
strengthen the relationship between Korea and
Central Asia, the relationship with ruling parties
in Central Asia needs to be expanded. Case in
point, Korea has been engaged in exchange with
the ruling party in Kazakhstan, by holding the
'Korea–Kazakhstan Forum' annually. Korea has
to bolster not only this Forum but also work with
officials in developing countries as well as Central
Asia to increase the level of exchange, and create
a program for mutual reinforcement of capabilities for common endeavors.
Third, networks in education has to be established for the future generations and for building knowledge–based economies. The Korean
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government has to change its existing employment policy to promote the creation of a ‘labor
pool’ system that can bring together talent in
various countries including Central Asia. For
this, an exclusive organization for attracting
talented foreigners under the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology has to be
established; and this organization has to provide
much employment information for reinforcement of the human network in this regard.
Fourth, it is important to establish the human
network and promote human exchange at the
corporate level. When Korean firms plan to
enter into Central Asia, they need to actively
provide training opportunities in Korea for
local workers to learn the technology that is
required in the work place. On the other hand,
the Korean government must cooperate to ease
the entry of Korean personnel from industries
or education sectors into Central Asia. For
example, when Korea obtain rights to a major
development project in Central Asia, the Korean government can provide support that allows
necessary personnel to better participate in
those project in Central Asia.
Fifth, the reinforcement of a network with
ethnic Koreans (Goryeo–saram) network is also
important. Overseas Koreans, or Goryeo–
saram, in Central Asia live mostly in big cities
and work in commercial sectors. Because they
cannot obtain credit loans in Central Asia, the
Korea government need to offer them financial
assistance in the form of microcredits programs
such as a 'Korean People’s Financing Network'.
Sixth, cultural exchange is also important in
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stimulating human exchange between Korea
and Central Asia. This can be done utilizing
Korean popular culture such as K–pop and
drama which are very popular in Central Asia.
Business for exchange of cultural content will
assume a key role in expanding the human
exchange between Korea and Central Asia.
Exports is one of the main pillars of the Korean economy, but the line of thinking that
assumes trade takes priority over everything
else cannot sustain relationships with other
countries. To become a truly ‘developed’ country, Korea has to strengthen its hard, soft, and
‘sticky’ power based on its human capital.
In the 21st century, global order is expected to
be determined by which countries have more
sticky power. Even though US has the most
hard and soft power, US has a difficult problem
with diplomacy in Afghanistan and Iraq
because sticky power of the US is weak. Sticky
power is the power that can tie both the elite
and the people of another country with one’s
own country through the attractiveness of its
economy and culture. Through global informatization and democratization in Arab Region,
Korea government has to strengthen its sticky
power that can cover everyone in Central Asia
from the political elite to the common people.
Central Asia is the region that sticky power of
Korea can be applied with the greatest effect, as
everyone from presidents down to the people in
Central Asia consider Korea a friendly nation.
They are interested in Korean popular culture,
and they want to travel, work, and study in
Korea. The new policy agenda for the Korean

government therefore, has to involve developing its Korean sticky power in Central Asia and
at the global level.
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11–14

The Characteristics of Foreign Investment
in Central Asia and its Implications

Young Kwan Jo et al. (December 2011)
ISBN 989–89–322–2277–6 / A5 / 226pp. / USD 10

T

he recent international political and
economic environment in Central Asian
countries have recently been undergoing rapid
change. Given the situation, the importance of
analyses on cases of investment by foreign
companies in Central Asian countries have
become more important.
The investment climate of Central Asian
countries is generally acknowledged to be inadequate. The procedures for establishing businesses are complex, business practices lack transparency in any sense, and government policies
are inconsistent. Also, infrastructure is poor due
to lack of investment for roads, railroads, and
ports. Therefore it is necessary, through various
analyses, to prepare diverse strategies for investment in Central Asian countries.
This study focuses on analyzing characteristics
of investment of foreign companies in Central
Asian countries. We find several implications in
this study for Korean companies concerning
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future strategies for investment in Central
Asian countries.
First, there is a high possibility that service
sectors in Central Asian countries will expand
from continued economic development. The
progress toward greater openness in markets of
Central Asian countries will also increase the
possibility for opening of several service industries that are now closed to foreign investors.
Therefore, competitive Korean companies will
be able to enter the various service sectors like
insurance and banking. In addition, there will
also be much potential with respect to investment in fundamental service sectors like education and medicine, which are not strong in
Central Asian countries.
Second, human resource management in
Central Asian countries will become more
globalized and organized in accordance with
social changes of these countries. Thus Korean
companies that expect to invest in Central Asia
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would have to adopt a more transparent system
of recruiting and incentive programs for
employees, as roles and functions of labor
unions in Central Asia will expand compared to
present.
Third, Korean companies should prepare
marketing strategies based on the those of
foreign companies currently doing business in
Central Asia. The analyses on social changes in
Central Asia should also be reflected in their
marketing strategies. As Central Asian countries’
economies grow, the importance of both global
strategy and localized marketing strategies will
increase. The economic development of Central
Asia will also lead to the expansion of the middle
class and strengthen its purchasing power.
Generally, Korean companies that will be
doing business in Central Asia should try to
adopt investment strategies that will accord
with socio–economic changes in Central Asian
countries. Another factor that should be considered is that economic cooperation among
Central Asian countries and with CIS countries will increase. As a result of these processes,
the Central Asian economy will integrate into a
single economy. The economic integration will
promote intra–regional trade and change the
trends of investment and trade through institutions like common custom duty, etc.
Also, Central Asian countries will continue to
foster policies for industrial diversification
along with their economic development strategies. Each Central Asian country has adopted
its own economic development strategy but all
revolve around the same core concept: develop-

ment of manufacturing industries. Central
Asian countries want to lower the share of
energy industries and agriculture in their economies, and expand that of manufacturing.
Therefore, the focus of Korean companies’
investment should be on the manufacturing
industry that each Central Asian country plans
to promote.
Central Asian countries have common characteristics including a socialist past, their status
as transition countries, the importance of
personal connections and a certain degree of
non–openness. These characteristics have had
much influence on their economies. Therefore,
the peculiarities of these economies were major
considerations when foreign companies invested in Central Asian countries. However, the
characteristics listed above have decreased in
significance as their economies have become
more capitalistic and institutionalized during
transition periods. Accordingly, Korean companies must keep these factors in mind when
engaging in human resource management, and
preparing marketing strategies related to investment in Central Asia.
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11–15

Development Situation of Mineral Resources
in Mongolia and Investment Expanding
Ways of Korea

Jae–Young Lee et al. (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2278–3 / A5 / 212pp. / USD 10

W

hile the rising international price of
energy and mineral resource increase
since 2000, Korea promotes forward a national
project like overseas resource development with
great interest targeting resource–rich countries.
However, Korea has short history to enter and
invest into Mongolia for mineral development,
which is the ten major mineral resource rich
country in the world, is near from Korea
geographically, and is very similar racially with
Korea. Because Mongolia is land locked country surrounding China and Russia, Korea has a
big problem to transport the mineral resources
that Korean corporations invested and developed by land.
Global major mineral development corporations started to invest into Mongolia in the early
2000s when international price of raw materials
are rising, and they thought that mineral
resources development of Mongolia have great
potentials. As a result, companies from China
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and Canada achieved substantial success to
develop minerals as the first discoverers of a
great mine in Mongolia. Foreign companies
already begin to develop the mine of Oyu Tolgoi
with government of Mongolia, and they try to
participate in development of one of strategic
mine, Tavan Tolgoi which Mongolia selects
bidders to invest Tavan Tolgoi in the near future.
At the same time, Mongolia attracts foreign
investors for development of mines, which it
can not develop because of funding, and for
jumping up to be a industrial country based on
development of mineral industry. In other
words, Mongolia implements a policy that gives
equal rights to foreign investors and deregulate
foreign investment or exempts from corporate
tax, windfall profits tax, and value added tax.
However, entry situation of Korea into
Mongolia is not reach their potential to cooperate between two countries. Korea entered into
Mongolia much later that major countries, and
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participate in develop the mines, but it can not
get a profitable outcome yet. Because Korea
imports mineral resources amount 16 billion
dollars from Australia annually, it is one of the
most important policy to secure mineral
resources for the future of Korea. In this point,
Korea has to expand the level of cooperation
with Mongolia.
Since Korea established diplomatic ties with
Mongolia on March, 1990, researches about
history and culture of Mongolia were progressed
actively while researches about economy and
political issues of Mongolia were not. Especially, methodical researches of mineral resources of Mongolia that is representative mineral–
rich country were barely in Korea. The existing
researches covered only situation of mineral
development, so they could provide a limited
implication for understanding and analyzing all
about mineral policy of Mongolia and entry
strategies synthetically. Therefore, more Korea
corporations could not invest into Mongolia
because of lack of information about mineral
resources investment, and social recognition of
Mongolia. Because Korea needs to secure
mineral resources at national level, Korea really
has to expand research about mineral resource
of Mongolia.
Therefore, the main purpose of this study is to
examine and analyze synthetically policy and
institution of mineral resources and situation of
foreign companies investing in Mongolia, and
then it will be used to provide policy implications and new strategies for expanding entry of
Korean companies that consider to invest into

Mongolia. In other words, this study covers
situation of mineral resources in Mongolia,
minerals and related foreign investment policy
of Mongolia, and entry situation and strategies
of major countries into Mongolia, so it can
contribute Overseas resource development
policy of Korea to invest and participate in the
mining development of Mongolia actively.
This research composes with 6 sections. After
introduction, section 2 provides history, classified three periods, of mineral resource development in Mongolia in the period before 1990
when Mongolia started economic system
reform. Section 3 analyzes synthetically situation of mineral resources and related policy of
Mongolia including regulation and law, especially importance of mineral resource of international strategy of Mongolia is also analyzed.
Topic of section 4 is major countries' such as
Canada, Australia, Russia, China, US, Japan,
and Europe development situation of mineral
resource and entry strategies into Mongolia, so
it and its comparative analysis can provide
implications for Korea to invest into Mongolia.
Section 5 examines mineral development cooperation between Korea and Mongolia and
assesses their results, and also provides cases of
success and failure that Korea companies
invested into Mongolia for twenty years, then it
can provide useful information to Korea corporations consider to enter into Mongolia. Finally,
section 6 provides an effective counterplan to
expand investment and development in
Mongolia.
In short, this study suggests 7 ways to partici-
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pate in development mining of Mongolia for
Korea companies and contributes to establish
investment policy of Korea government. The 7
ways are ① establishing a active support system
of Korea government, ② linking entry of financial companies to development of mineral
resources of Mongolia, ③ accompanying with
mineral service and promising sectors, ④ linking
constructing factories to development of mineral resources of Mongolia, ⑤ investment of package strategy that covers development of minerals and environment restoration, ⑥ analysis of
mineral resource development strategies of
major countries, ⑦ giving attention to enter into
Mongolia for Korean companies. These also
include concrete ways and detailed strategies.
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KIEP (December 2011)

11–16

Collected Paper I: India
ISBN 978–89–322–2279–0 / A5 / 440pp. / USD 15

11–17

Collected Papers II: Southeast Asia 1
ISBN 978–89–322–2280–6 / A5 / 302pp. / USD 10
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Collected Papers III: Southeast Asia 2
ISBN 978–89–322–2281–3 / A5 / 296pp. / USD 10

11–19

Collected Papers IV: Central Asia 1
ISBN 978–89–322–2282–0 / A5 / 298pp. / USD 10

11–20

Collected Papers V: Central Asia 2
ISBN 978–89–322–2283–7 / A5 / 296pp. / USD 10

11–21

Collected Paper VI: Mongolia·Turkey
ISBN 978–89–322–2284–4 / A5 / 340pp. / USD 12

T

hese collected papers have been published
as a part of KIEP's comprehensive
regional studies 2011 in order to vitalize studies
of newly emerging countries.
This collection contains 42 papers about
economic cooperation, economic policy, foreign
policy, politics, society, history and culture of
India, South-east Asia, Central Asia, Mongolia
and Turkey.

The purpose of this study is to broaden the
range of understanding and to expand the
awareness about these regions.
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Regional Study Series
(in Korean)

11–01

Korea's Green Growth Cooperation with
Turkmenistan in the Area of Solar Energy
Industry

Jinhong Joo (November 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–6114–0 / A5 / 104pp. / USD 7

T

he Republic of Korea is currently trying to
engage Turkmenistan, which has gigantic
natural gas resources, in order to promote
cooperation in the area of energy resources development. However, Korea’s chances of energy
resources development cooperation with Turkmenistan are limited, because of higher level of
technology possessed by Western countries in gas
extraction and Chinese activities involving provision of enormous loans to Turkmenistan.
Turkmenistan, like other energy rich countries, is attempting to change its energy–dependent economic structure and to develop manufacturing industries. Korea’s participation in
energy resources development in Turkmenistan
would require that Korea address Turkmenistan's need for industrial development.
The solar energy industry is one of the fastest
growing among industries in general, and Korea
intends to promote it as a Green Growth industry. The solar energy industry includes several
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sub–industries such Concentrated Solar Power
(CSP) and Photovoltaic (PV) industries. The
PV industry can be further subdivided into
polysilicon manufacturing, solar cell manufacturing and etc.
Turkmenistan has much potential for the
development of a solar energy industry. First,
with Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan has the biggest
solar resources among the former Soviet countries, as the level of insolation in southeastern
Turkmenistan is similar to a number of countries in the Middle East. Second, Turkmenistan
already has markets for its electricity exports
such as Turkey, Iran, and other countries in the
vicinity. Also, Turkmenistan is relatively close to
the EU, with a large demand for renewable
electricity. The fact that Turkey will be connected to Europe’s electricity network presents an
added advantage in this regard. Third, the price
of electricity, the core factor with respect to the
competitiveness of the PV industry, is very low.
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Fourth, potential for the development of the
domestic PV market in Turkmenistan is high,
because it needs to supply small distributed
generation systems for about 73% of the population for whom power is not supplied through
the electricity network.
Given the above, there is great potential for
industrial cooperation between Korea and
Turkmenistan, especially in the PV industry.
The global PV market is becoming polarized,
with a market for low–efficiency, cheap solar
cells on one side and the one for highly efficient
expensive solar cells on the other. Though Korea
currently possesses the requisite technology, it is
in need of a market. Turkmenistan is both able
to export electricity and offers the cheapest
price for power. Also, it has the possibility to
develop the domestic PV market.
Korea and Turkmenistan will thus need to
cooperate with each other in the following.
First, they need to construct a 150MW ISCC
(Integrated Solar Combined Cycle) power
plant as a pilot project with Turkey in order to
export electricity to Turkey in the short term. In
the long term, pure CSP (Concentrated Solar
Power) plants will need to be built in order to
export solar power to the EU.
Second, in the PV industry, Turkmenistan
needs to try to develop polysilicon manufacturing industry based on cheap electricity. Korea
needs to cooperate with Turkmenistan in the
polysilicon industry by contributing high technology. For the mid term, Turkmenistan needs
to develop a solar cell manufacturing industry
based on domestic demand for small (2~4 kW)

solar power generation systems.
Third, Korea needs to provide export loans
(about 1 bil. dollars) to enable Turkmenistan to
develop the previously mentioned industries.
Approximately 500~600 mil. dollars may be
needed to develop a polysilicon manufacturing
factory with an annual production capacity of
6,000~7,000 tons. And another 440 mil. dollars
would be needed to build a 150 MW ISCC
power plant.
If such cooperation is indeed realized, great
synergy effects for both Korea and Turkmenistan can be expected. Korea can support its solar
industries as green growth industries by providing production sites and markets for the related
companies, while Turkmenistan can foster new
manufacturing industries with world class
competitiveness, which would help the latter
diversify its industrial structure. Also, based on
the deepened economic relationship, Korea may
participate in Turkmenistan’s energy resource
development.
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11–01

Analyses on Changes in Competitiveness
of Korean Product Under Effective FTAs

Hankyoung Sung, Hyuk–Hwang Kim, and Hyeyoon Keum (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2304–9 / A5 / 72pp. / USD 5

T

his paper studies changes in competitiveness of Korean product, measured by Trade
Specification Index (TSI) in order to analyze the
effect of Korea’s free trade agreements (FTAs)
with Chile, Singapore, European Free Trade
Area (EFTA), and ASEAN. Additionally, it
analyses the trend in change of tariff under the
FTAs to show how changes in competitiveness
of products are related with those, and measures
usage rate of FTAs’ benefit from the lowered
tariff lines the agreements. This paper empirically tests the effect of FTA to the competitiveness of product using a panel model, which is
originated from export functions.
According to the results, the FTA with Chile
may not lead substantial changes in competitiveness to Korean products, but FTAs with
Singapore, EFTA, and ASEAN did. In addition, due to the relatively small changes in tariff
after FTAs, the effect from the lowered tariff
would be negligible, and there is no evident
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relations between the usage rate and TSI. Last,
according to empirical analyses, the effectuation
of FTAs would be a significant factor to improve
competitiveness of products, but surprisingly
the lower Korean tariff lines would result in
more competitiveness and it even turns out that
more usage on lowered tariff worsen competitiveness of product.
From the above, the following policy implications are derived: First, it would be desirable for
Korea to pursue more FTA in order to improve
competitiveness of its products and second,
more effort would be required to raise usage
rate on FTAs’ benefit from the lowered tariff.
Third, comprehensive approaches that consider
enhancement of efficiency and welfare improvement of entire economy should be emphasized.
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11–01

A Study on Japan’s Expanding Strategy
into Asia’s Emerging Markets

Gyu Pan Kim and Hyong Kun Lee (May 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2238–7 / A5 / 110pp. / USD 7

J

apanese government and enterprises have
been reorganizing and rebuilding their
expansion strategy into Asian emerging market
since the global financial crisis that hit the
world in 2008. The Japanese government has
made it clear that they were willing to increase
their infrastructure exports and take the initiative
in Asian sub–regional development programs,
and support BOP (Base or Bottom of the
Economic Pyramid) business of their enterprises
in Asia’s emerging markets. Japanese manufacturing firms have also gradually been changing
their traditional marketing strategy of concentrating on high–end products into one with
increased focus on low–end and low–price
products for Asia’s emerging markets.
This report sheds light on the Japanese government and enterprises’ strategies for expanding
into emerging markets in Asia. To begin with, in
chapter 2, we look into the background context
of change in Japanese government and corpo-
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rate strategies for Asia’s emerging market since
the global finance crisis. We place emphasis on
the fact that both the economic potential of
Asia’s emerging markets and the limited prospects for the future Japanese domestic market
are what motivated the reorganization and
rebuilding of Japan’s expansion strategy. Second,
we analyze the Japanese government’s Asian
market strategy, focused on the support policy
involving ‘package–type’ infrastructure export,
which the Japanese government has accepted as
one of their principal course of action for the
Asian market in the ‘New Growth Strategy’,
along with the BOP business support policy for
Asia’s emerging markets. Third, in chapter 4, we
pick up on and analyze the Asian sub– regional
development programs in which the Japanese
government is attempting to take the initiative.
These include, for example, the Comprehensive
Asia Development Plan (CADP) and Delhi–
Mumbai Industrial Corridor (DMIC) project,
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and the Indonesia Economic Development
Corridor (IEDC) project. Fourth, we investigate the changes in strategies of Japanese manufacturing firms and their focus on the low–end/
low–price strategy for Asia’s emerging markets.
We regard this strategic change as an inevitable
response on the part of the Japanese to their
weakening competitive position in Asia’s emerging markets.
Some implications for Korean government
and manufacturing firms can be drawn from the
reports in the above analysis. First, we suggest
that the Korean government and manufacturing
firms need to strengthen their competition
strategy but also, implement a cooperation strategy with their Japanese counterparts at the same
time. Second, the Korean government needs to
work out effective ways of getting involved in
Asian sub–regional development programs,
considering that the Japanese government is
attempting to take the initiative in these
programs. Third, we suggest that the Korean
government establish ‘BOP business support
centers’ to provide information on Asia’s emerging markets for Korean enterprises, and to
match Korean enterprises’ manufacturing capability with local demand, and so on. Finally, we
suggest Korean enterprises should be more
active in promoting their products to local
markets, and strengthen their localization strategy to prepare against low–end/low–price strategy that will be employed by Japanese manufacturing firm’s in Asian markets.
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11–02

A Study on the Growth of Photovoltaic
Industry in Jiangsu Province, China

Suyeon No (June 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2239–4 / A5 / 98pp. / USD 5

A

s global climate change is more severe and
the need to reduce using fossil fuels is
increasing, the development of alternative energy
sources has been active in the world, and photovoltaic (PV) industry is one of the most emerging industries as a new growth–driving industries. China has become a No. 1 country which
manufactures and exports PV–related products
most in the world since 2007 and its domestic
market will also grow rapidly in the future.
The existing researches about Chinese PV
industry in Korea has covered development
status, problems, marketing opportunities and
market entry strategy at macro level. But the
various region–specific in–depth studies are
also needed so that we can explore the opportunities of entering local market or cooperate
with local companies in China. The purpose of
this study is to analyze the status and growth
determinants of PV industry and enterprises in
China through case study of Jiangsu Province
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and to provide some implication to Korean
government and enterprises. To this end, we
visited Nanjing, Wuxi, Changzhou, Xuzhou
and Lianyungang and carried field research
three times from July to November, 2010.
Chapter 2 examined the status and features of
Chinese PV industry and major policies. Chapter 3 analyzed the status of PV industry in
Jiangsu Province. Jiangsu Province is one of
leading provinces which develop PV industry
in China and has many global companies
including six overseas IPO companies. Especially in case of solar cells, 70% of China and
25% of world production is being produced in
Jiangsu Province. And compared with that of
other regions, all sectors in the PV industry
value chain are well developed in Jiangsu Province, which has extensive production experience. However, PV companies are concentrated
in southern regions within Jiangsu Province,
and fierce competition among cities developing
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PV industry clusters can have an adverse effect
on the regional economy. Chapter 4 analyzed
the cases of SunTech, TrinaSolar, Sunlink PV,
and GCL and proved that entrepreneurship
and the support of local government had played
an important role in their growth.
Finally, the implications for government and
businesses were provided. For the development
of PV industry and enterprises, Korean government need to come up with various measures to
provide fund for venture companies, to establish PV industry cluster which differentiated in
each region, and to expand the domestic PV
market. As for business, Korean enterprises can
export products directly from Korea to China if
their products have competitiveness, while they
can merge/acquire local companies or establish
new company in China if their products have
less competitiveness. In addition, when Korean
enterprises enter the Chinese PV market or
cooperate with local PV companies, they need
to establish business strategy which can make
the best use of characteristics of local market.
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11–03

A Case Study on TAA Programs for
Communities of the EU, Canada and
the United States: Focused on Policy
Implications
Jeong–Gon Kim and Kyuntae Kim (September 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2240–0 / A5 / 116pp. / USD 7

T

he impact of trade liberalization is not
limited to workers, firms, farmers, and
fishermen. Communities in which these groups
are located also experience massive layoffs and
earnings losses. In this sense, this report examines
trade adjustment assistance (TAA) programs for
communities of the EU, Canada and the United
States in order to derive practical policy implications out of it for the Korean government. TAA
for communities is likely to be a useful channel
which contributes to restructuring a regional
economy if it is managed in proper ways.
Community–initiation, efficient cooperation
between central and regional government,
transparency of program management, ex–post
monitoring, and time–boundedness of supports
are important factors that make TAA for
communities successful. Especially, TAA for
communities should be designed so that it
contributes to a long–term economic restructuring plan of the region.
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11–04

Current Status of the LED Industry in
the Jing–Jin–Ji Region of China and Its
Implications

Furong Jin (September 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2241–7 / A5 / 100pp. / USD 5

R

ecently, climate change and energy problems have surfaced as important issues. As
such, since the 2008 global economic crisis, the
green industry has risen as a new growth model,
and many countries have been pursuing low–
carbon green growth. In line with this current
trend, LED (light–emitting diode) is in the
limelight in many countries as the next–generation lighting device, as it is suitable to low–
carbon green growth because it saves energy, is
environment–friendly and high–efficiency, has
a long life, and can produce diverse colors.
Beginning with the launch of the National
Semiconductor Lighting Process in 2003,
China has been actively and fully nurturing the
LED industry. Since early 2009, it has been
implementing the ‘Ten Cities Ten Thousand
Lightings’ project to supply LED lighting
products to 21 semiconductor lighting application model cities. On the strength of the
Chinese government’s nurturing policy, the

production output of the Chinese LED industry has continued to record an average annual
growth rate of around 15%, and the market size
has also been growing at an average annual rate
of around 12%.
China has been nurturing the LED industry as
a future strategic industry, so Korea, which is
competing and cooperating with China, should
be well–acquainted with China’s LED industry
trends and nurturing policy. Also, the growth of
China’s LED industry varies by region, so diverse
approaches are needed when cooperating with or
advancing into different regions. Existing
researches on the LED industry in China are
limited, however, to the introduction of development strategies and current status at the national
level, and there are few literature on approaches
by region. Thus, in this research, based on existing
literature on the LED industry in China, the
LED industry of the region of Jing–Jin–
Ji(Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei) was analyzed via such
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methods as a literature review, a statistical analysis,
a case study, and comparison with other regions.
The following conclusion is arrived at.
First, Jing–Jin–Ji the pioneer region in mainland China’s LED industry, takes the lead in
R&D for wafers and chips, but its research
outcomes have been hardly industrialized, and
few companies are engaged in packaging and
application. In general, the market has not been
properly formed, compared with the southern
regions, and the production output of the LED
industry in China is small but the volume of use
of LED application products is greater than in
other regions. The advancement of foreign
firms into this region is poorer than in the
southern region, where the LED industry is
well developed. Accordingly, Jing–Jin–Ji still
has more merits than the Pearl River Delta or
Yangtze River Delta regions, which are already
saturated, and this gives Korean LED companies the opportunity to pioneer in the market.
Second, with regard to advancement into the
domestic production goods market, the degree
of utilization of the import markets of Beijing
and Hebei is very low, so exports to these two
regions should be expanded. To achieve this,
advance production localization and expansion
of exports by strengthening market strategies
can be considered.
Third, in the application areas, the largest
future application market is expected to be the
backlight market, which is anticipated to give
the greatest opportunities to Korea’s electronics
and semiconductor companies. Particularly in
Tianjin the main business lines of which are IT
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and electronics, Korea should make the most
use of its superior position in the LED TV
industry. In the automobile LED lighting area,
major automobile companies such as Beijing
Hyundai Motors and Beijing Motors, which
are located in Beijing, will have great advantages. With regard to LED lighting, it is desirable to preferentially advance into LED lighting application model cities such as Tianjin,
Baoding, Shijiazhuang.
Fourth, with regard to cooperation with local
companies, the display area is advantageous to
Jing–Jin–Ji, and the wafer and backlight areas
are worth the region’s consideration.
Fifth, in the early stage of advancing into the
domestic LED market of Jing–Jin–Ji, it is desirable for the region to supply the goods to government–led projects such as the installation of LED
streetlights, and to use such strategy to heighten
awareness of the products and the company.
Sixth, the Korean government should expand
its R&D investments in the LED area, reinforce
financial support for the industry and tax benefits, actively nurture LED technological
manpower and specialty enterprises, promptly
expand national standards, and occupy international standards in advance to cope with severe
competition with China in the future. At the
same time, the LED industry nurturing policies
of Korea and China coincide in many respects, so
cooperation should be reinforced in areas such as
R&D and human resources, mutual information
exchanges, and network building through the
holding of joint academic–industrial seminars.
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Experiment Methodologies for Measuring
the Effectiveness of ODA Projects

Kitae Sohn, Min Hee Kim, and Sukyung Park (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2242–4 / A5 / 84pp. / USD 5

U

pon becoming the 24th member of the
Development Assistance Committee of
the OECD in November of 2011, the Korean
government pledged to increase the ratio of its
foreign aid relative to GNI to 0.25%, or US$3
billion, by 2015. Such increases in the amount
of foreign aid from Korea has simultaneously
given rise to the importance of qualitative
improvement regarding its utilization.
As part of the effort to improve the quality of
aid, this study explains experiment methodologies for measuring effectiveness of aid. Experiment methodologies are being adopted in light of
numerous disappointments involving international aid. Given the circumstances, a researcher
basing his or her work on experiment methodologies eschews broad and overly general concepts
such as ‘economic development’ in favor of
responding to specific issues such as increases in
children’s school attendance rates. Experiment
methodologies have recently received much

attention from researchers in development
microeconomics, and its impact upon measurement of aid efficacy has been significant. Thus it
is vital that any official or personnel involved in
foreign aid become acquainted with them.
Experiment methodology basically involves the
following process. The researcher randomly
divides the participants into control and test
groups. Treatments projects are given to the test
group only, and the results of the actions of the
two groups are compared after a certain amount
of time. Although the process of an experiment
appears straightforward, there are potential
difficulties that may arise, such as attrition. This
study covers the logical foundation of the
experiment method, potential problems during
an experiment, and possible solutions to the
problems.
However, there will be cases such as disaster
relief where the application of the experiment
method would be morally unacceptable, and
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where the results from the same treatment may
be different depending on the scale of the projects. This study concludes by outlining limitations of the experiment method.
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Trends in Korean Public Opinion about
Foreign Aid

Yul Kwon, Sukyung Park, and Ju Young Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2243–1 / A5 / 152pp. / USD 7

T

his paper is an analysis of the Korean
public’s perception on foreign aid and how
their attitudes have changed over time, through
a face–to–face survey involving 1,000 respondents. The survey questions include various
aspects of foreign aid such as motives for aid
giving, level of support for aid, priorities in aid
policy, effectiveness of aid as well as access to
relevant information. To find the determinants
of their attitudes and perceptions on aid, the
paper examined the relations between individual
characteristics such as age, income level, education and the level of participation in volunteer
activities; with their response patterns. It also
reviewed the results of past surveys conducted in
Korea as well as in other donor countries such as
EU to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the Korean public’s opinion on aid within
various time series and country context.
Overall, the Korean public appears highly
supportive of foreign aid. Case in point, nearly

90 percent of respondents expressed support for
the Korean government for providing aid to
developing countries, which is a significant
improvement compared to the 62 percent
recorded in 2005. Despite the increasing
support, the level of awareness on aid and global development initiatives such as MDGs
among the Korean public is relatively weak.
Particularly, the younger generation showed the
lowest level of awareness and it provides a clear
policy implication for education and programs
for raising awareness for this age group. The
unique characteristic of Korea as a ‘former–
recipient–to–donor’ influenced the public opinion, especially older generations, as they emphasized that Korea’s provision of aid is to return
what it had received from other countries in the
past. But this particular background is an exception, as the Korean public seems to be driven
more by humanitarian and egalitarian motives
while economic interest still influences Korea’s
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ODA policy in practice.
In terms of policy priorities for foreign aid,
sub–Saharan Africa attracted the most attention, followed by various Asian regions, in the
provision of Korean aid. As for the sectors, the
survey result showed that majority of Koreans
think that government aid is most effective in
the form of assistance in social and economic
infrastructure, and most of the Korean public
maintains positive attitudes concerning Korea’s
ODA. Among those who are skeptical about
Korea’s contributions to developing countries,
there are concerned over the capacity of developing countries to manage the aid received as
well as efficiency and effectiveness of the Korean government’s aid delivery system.
As the newest member of the DAC, Korea
has initiated various reforms to advance the
volume and quality of its aid. It is thus critical to
monitor the public opinion on foreign aid to
gain support and pursue the Korean government’s ambitious aid policy goals in the future.
While a high level of public interest and support
on ODA is an encouraging sign, there is still
much to do for the Korean government. It
needs to implement better–targeted and strategic public awareness programs considering that
the awareness level is closely related to the
support level. Also, it needs more rigorous policy measures to boost its aid efficiency and effectiveness lest public confidence decline for the
lack thereof, and the also ensure that the information be widely shared.
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Financing for Development: Progress and
Policy Implications for Korea

Jione Jung and Jisun Jeong (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2244–8 / A5 / 95pp. / USD 5

O

ver the past decades, there has been an
increasing interest on financing for
development in the international development
community. With the recent economic crisis and
budget constraints facing major donors, traditional supplier of the development financing such
as Official Development Assistance (ODA), the
growing concerns is on the prospects of DAC
(Development Assistance Committee) donors
not being able to meet their current commitments. In the context, this paper attempts to
review the evolution of international–level discussion on financing for development and draw
implications for South Korea as the newest DAC
member with limited experience of providing
development assistance.
The paper examines the background of emergence of financing for development as a key
development theme and reviews the change of
international discussion focusing on the 2002
Monterrey International Conference on Financ-

ing for Development and the 2008 Follow–up
Conference to Review the Implementation of the
Monterrey Consensus, in Doha. Subsequently, it
moves on to highlight the trends and current
status of various forms of development financing such as ODA, Foreign Direct Investment,
remittances and debt relief. Then it analyzes
three main thematic area of domestic resource
mobilization through taxation, Aid for Trade
(AfT) and Innovative Financing. The paper
concludes by suggesting that the Korean
Government uses ODA as catalyst to promote
private investment, help partner countries to
mobilize domestic resource through aid to taxation as well as AfT. It was also recommended
that Korea actively join international effort to
increase resources for global public goods such
as climate change.
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Design of Green Climate Fund:
Discussion on Monitoring and Evaulation

Jione Jung, Sukyung Park, and Soyoung Lim (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2245–5 / A5 / 118pp. / USD 7

A

s per the decision adopted at the COP 16
held in Cancun in 2010, parties decided
to establish a Green Climate Fund (GCF) to be
designated as an operating entity of the financial mechanism of the Convention. The GCF
will support projects, programmes, policies and
other activities to support developing countries
vulnerable to the risks of climate change. The
COP also decided that the Transitional Committee (TC) will guide the design of the GCF in four
work streams on i) scope, guiding principles and
cross‐cutting issues; ii) governance and institutional arrangements; iii) operational modalities
and iv) monitoring and evaluation.
This paper focuses on the monitoring and
evaluation (M&E) system of Green Climate
Fund (GCF) among the four issues related to
the design of the GCF illustrated above. M&E
are essential management tools to organizations
to provide greater accountability, a clear basis for
decision‐making and lessons learned to guide
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future interventions. These issues are equally
important for the operation and management
of GCF. Korea has been participating as one of
the 25 committee members of a developing
country group and it was uniquely positioned to
‘bridge’ developed and developing countries as a
non‐beneficiary of the fund. In this regards, this
paper is to review the relevant issues and flows
of discussions in GCF design and thus to
provide useful policy insights for Korea to take
a leading part in the future discussion.
This paper first introduces the historical background and progress of discussion of GCF and
the Transitional Committee. It is followed by
the core M&E components of GCF including
establishment of M&E function, fiduciary
standards, environmental and social safeguards,
and participation of stakeholders. Then it
consults other funds and organizations to find
good experience and good systems of M&E.
Overview of evaluation mechanisms in selected
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funds was conducted: the Global Environment
Facility, the Global Fund and the Multilateral
Fund for the implementation of the Montreal
Protocol were recommended as best practices by
the Transitional Committee. Among other aid
agencies, the M&E policies and architectures of
the World Bank and JICA ( Japan International
Cooperation Agency) were reviewed. Review of
these institutions referred to M&E organizations, procedural matters, M&E guidelines,
presentation of the evaluation reports and feedback mechanism as well as staffing and resources. As a result, comparison of the M&E procedures of these organizations…the similarities
and differences were highlighted. This paper
concludes by providing future prospects how the
M&E system of GCF will look like.
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Private Sector Development:
Approaches, Donor Practices and
Implications for South Korea

Jisun Jeong and Juyoung Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2246–2 / A5 / 176pp. / USD 7

P

rivate Sector Development (PSD) has
become a priority theme in development
cooperation policies as well as practices of major
donors over the past several decades. This paper
explores the various approaches to PSD by
major donors and draw implications for South
Korea, as an emerging donor and the newest
member of the OECD Development Assistance Committee. The growing consensus in
development thinking and cooperation is that
economic growth is a central element in achieving the Millennium Development Goals and
poverty reduction, and that the private sector is
the engine of economic growth. In this context,
support for private sector development has
increased to become a major item on the ODA
budgets of major donor countries.
The paper begins by reviewing the change of
development paradigm with specific focus on
the role of the state and the private sector. After
clarifying the concept and scope of PSD, it clas-
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sifies three types of intervention in PSD; business environment reform, Making Markets
Work for the Poor (MM4P) and Public–
Private Partnership (PPP). Then it moves on to
analyze and compare similarities and differences in the approaches of major PSD donors
such as Germany, Sweden, the United Kingdom, the United States and Japan. Case studies
of PSD in Mozambique and Cambodia are
carried out. Subsequently, the current status of
PSD–related assistance from South Korea is
overviewed and analyzed in comparison with
those of major donors.
The paper suggests that at the policy level, the
South Korean Government must develop a
PSD strategy, actively participate in PSD–
related international fora such as the Donor
Committee for Enterprise Development
(DCED) and the Consultative Group to Assist
the Poor (CGAP), and mainstream PSD as a
cross–cutting issue in Country Partnership
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Strategies of its ODA priority countries. At the
implementation level, the paper recommends
that South Korea to strengthen its pro–poor
focus, diversify aid modalities and channels and
make improvements toward a results–based
management approach in PSD.
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G20 Development Agenda and its
Implication for Korea’s ODA Policy

Jongil Kim, Won–Gu Hwang, Mikyung Yun, and Nak Nyun Kim (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2247–9 / A5 / 298pp. / USD 10

G

20 Seoul summit recognized the importance of development of poor countries
to achieve sustainable and balanced growth of
world economy and agreed on Seoul Development Consensus for Shared Growth. The G20
development consensus declared core principles
for development cooperation and issued the
action plans to deliver the development cooperation. As a country which played a key role in
making Seoul Development Consensus, Korea
needs to provide a leadership in carrying out the
commitment of G20 countries to concrete
outcomes. This study selects the four important
topics in order to contribute to Korea's ODA
policy reform. The topics consist of independent issues that have been rarely covered by
previous studies. Although this study comprises
independent topics, the topics are complementing each other and previous studies on ODA
policy reform and suggest the policy recommendations for Korea to make contributions to
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the fulfillment of G20 development agenda.
First, this study tries to find the direction of
Korea's ODA policy reform by looking into the
basic philosophy of the G20 development
consensus. From the six core principles on
which the action plans of the consensus are
based, this study characterizes G20 development agenda as growth–oriented and market–
based development cooperation, high priority
to local capability–building, market–friendly
development strategy, recognition of no one–
size–fits–all development, and policy ownership of developing countries. Among these
characteristics, the growth–orientation differentiates the G20 development consensus from
existing development agendas. In this respect,
Korea as an exemplary country that reduced the
poverty through growth has ample opportunities to contribute to the fulfillment of G20
development agenda. In this regard, this study
suggests the direction of Korea's ODA policy
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reform as follows. First, Korea's ODA should
focus more on what Korea can do best such as
aid for trade, education, and industrial upgrading. Second, Korea should build the ODA
framework which allows strategic and consistent implementation. Third, Korea's ODA
should be closely associated with activities of
private sectors. Fourth, Korea should pay more
attention to the policy coherence. Fifth, Korea
should enhance its status in multilateral ODA
by finding its proper role. Sixth, Korea should
try harder to share the development knowledge
based on the right understanding of Korea's
experience.
Second, this study reviews the international
development cooperation in Africa and provides
the suggestions for Korea to improve ODA in
Africa. Although many African countries
received an enormous amount of foreign aid
since the 1960s, they did achieve long–lasting
economic development to reduce the poverty
and enhance the quality of living. However, the
recent decade showed that Africa too can grow
fast to erase the image of poverty and disease. It
implies that growth–oriented ODA emphasized by G20 development consensus could be
applied to African countries and be expected to
bring a considerable change in development. In
this perspective, this study provides the brief
history of development aid in Africa by exploring the patterns and effects of aid and attitude of
Africa toward the aid. After introducing the on–
going change in African economy with paying
attention to China's aid, this study provides the
overview of Korea's ODA in Africa. Finally, this

study points out contributions and problems of
Korea's ODA in Africa and suggests directions
and tasks for Korea's ODA in assisting development in Africa
Third, this study investigates the issue of policy coherence for development (PCD) in Korea.
PCD is needed to minimize the negative effects
on development of policies of developed countries that may not be directly related with ODA
but may indirectly affect the poverty reduction
and sustainable development of developing
countries. Korea has not paid much attention to
this issue and many government agents do not
recognize the issue itself. This study introduces
the current discussion in OECD/DAC and
benchmarks the EU's practice to induce the
basic tasks Korea should undertake for PCD.
First, Korea should introduce the obligation of
PCD through enactment of domestic law and
issue the policy documents for PCD covering
all government agents. Second, Korea should
establish a government organization responsible for PCD which evaluates the various effects
of policies on development. Third, PCD should
be evaluated in trade and investment agreement
with developing countries. The agreement
should be made with explicit statement on
PCD.
Fourth, this study reviews the role of foreign
aid in the economic development of Korea,
particularly in the 1950s. It analyzes the basic
statistics which show the size and composition
of foreign aid to Korea and evaluated the effects
of aid in terms of both microeconoimc and
macroecnomic perspectives. This historical
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review of Korea's experience as an aid recipient
provides interesting implications for international development cooperation. First, Korean
experience show the composition of aid changed
over time as Korea was relieved from the severe
shortage due to the Korean War. In the early
periods after the war, Korea received ready–
made consumer goods. Afterwards, Korea tried
to receive raw materials or half–finished goods
and then facilities and equipments for production. It shows the growth–oriented ODA
should enforce the value–addition activity of
local industries by providing input materials or
half–finished goods. Second, the effect of aid on
local industry should be evaluated carefully by
considering the effect of competition from
aided goods on locally produced goods. Third,
Korean government tried to create the economic rents through allocation of goods received by
aid. The economic rents were used as incentives
to private sectors to achieve the policy goals.
The success of this kind of policy depends on
the government's ability in allocating the rents
based on proper criteria consistent with
economic development. Fourth, Korea's experience indicates that the aid could become a catalyst
for policy and institutional reforms in recipient
countries, which could bring about more significant consequences in economic development.
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Major Issues and Policy Implications of Aid
for Trade

In Soo Kang, Yoocheul Song, and Jin Soo Yoo (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2248–6 / A5 / 222pp. / USD 10

A

ids, such as UN's Millenium Development Goals (MDGs), has been focused
on Basic Human Needs (BHN); eradicate
extreme poverty and hunger, achieve universal
primary education, promote gender equality
and empower women, reduce child mortality,
improve maternal health, combat HIV/AIDS,
malaria and other diseases, ensure environmental sustainability, develop a global partnership
for development. Such efforts were successful in
fund raising. However there are consensus that
the ultimate goal of aids, i.e. poverty reduction
through self–generating growth, is hard to be
achieved because most of the previous aids were
emphasizing social aspects.
Seoul Development Consensus which was
adopted in 2010 G20 Summit, emphasized
‘development effectiveness’ beyond aid effectiveness. Catalytic role of aid in inducing investment and production activities of private sector
rather than direct physical delivery of aid is

regarded as more important in this consensus.
It confirms that each country has its own
specific situation and diverse development path
need to be developed, rather than unilateral
policy recommendations, such as Washington
Consensus. Policy space of each country should
be valued for successful development cooperations. Major principles of Paris Declaration,
such as ownership and harmonization, also
emphasize these aspects.
The most important area for the successful
implementation of Seoul Development
Consensus is Aid for Trade (AfT). OECD and
WTO also regard AfT as the key area of aid.
The scope of AfT has been broadened in recent
years. It covers production capacity building
and economic infrastructure. The AfT initiative
is one of the most important development–
related outcomes in recent years. AfT should
help developing countries build supply–side
capacity and trade–related infrastructure to
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help them benefit from trade agreements and,
more broadly, to enhance the contribution of
trade to development. The AfT initiative recognizes that current trade negotiations need to be
complemented by stronger domestic policy and
international cooperation. Least Developed
Countries (LDCs) already receive assistance
under the Integrated Framework for Trade
Related Technical Assistance to LDCs, and
this guide can be used to inform and update the
Diagnostic Trade Integration Studies under the
Integrated Framework.
This paper introduces the key issues of AfT
and explains the current situations. Major
reasons for failure of trade reform through AfT,
such as inconsistent macroeconomic policies,
wrong targeting, credibility, are also explained.
Compatible policies (such as tax reforms) and
complementary policies for AfT effectiveness
are carefully examined. Based upon these
considerations, analytic tools for diagnostics
(such as Trade Needs Assessment of UNDP
and Millenium Challenge Corporation) are
explained in detail. In these assessment survey
methods for interest group, benchmarking
method, DTIS, and value chain analysis are
used. Growth Diagnostics are generally used to
determine policy priorities. All these methods
are primarily used for the aid receiving LDCs’
development strategies. However, without clear
understanding of LDCs situation, it is hard to
expect aid effectiveness.
Trade has indirect effects on growth through
productivity and investment, rather than direct
effects. Policy Framework for Investment (PFI)
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is the representative international dialogue
which regulates investment and aid. The
contents of PFI are also explained in this paper.
Based on these this research provides the
following policy recommendations; Korea
needs to develop a specific strategy for AfT and
make AfT as comparative advantage area in aid,
Mini–CPS (Country Partnership Strategy) for
selected countries, focused on trade and investment, needs to be made in near future.
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The Role of the Trilateral Cooperation
Secretariat in Stimulating Economic
Cooperation among China, Japan and Korea

Hyung–Gon Jeong and Ho–Kyung Bang (November 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2249–3 / A5 / 110pp. / USD 5

T

he Trilateral Cooperation Secretariat that
has recently convened in Seoul was a
reminder of the purpose of this research, which
is to discuss the role and functions of the Secretariat in further expanding the scope of trilateral cooperation and to ultimately achieve
regional economic integration over the long
term. The main benchmark for reference for
this research is the Commission of the European Communities. In the 1950s, despite its
political and security issues, Europe successfully
established the ECSC, EURATOM, and the
EEC under strong political leadership. Different from APEC and ASEAN, supranational
authority were given to these international
organizations which enhanced the enforcement
of industrial cooperation programs and eventually led to the founding of the EU. Thus, the
Trilateral Cooperation Secretariat should gradually expand its current functions and roles and
ultimately pursue supranational authority. This

should enable the Secretariat to respond more
efficiently to factors that hinder regional integration and better contribute to economic cooperation in Northeast Asia. In this respect, this
research presents guidelines for the Secretariat
to enhance its roles and functions as follows.
First, the objectives of the Trilateral Cooperation Secretariat need to be more concrete and
future–oriented, and the objectives must be
stipulated within the joint statement of the
Trilateral Summit. Under clearer objectives and
supranational authority, the Secretariat should
be able to reinforce cooperation among the
three countries. In addition, the Trilateral
Cooperation Secretariat needs to build a basis
for controlling industrial cooperation programs
among the three nations, as did the Commission of the European Communities. Over the
long term, the Trilateral Cooperation Secretariat should transform into an executive commission as it expands its roles and functions.
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Second, the Secretariat should facilitate regional
integration by actively implementing the current
and potential industrial cooperation programs.
Third, the Secretariat should focus on its role
in achieving further institutionalization in
regional economic cooperation. In the case of
Korea, Korea's exports to China and Japan are
rising continuously; thus the Korean government must make efforts to establish policies to
increase market access by better protecting
intellectual properties and to alleviate non–
tariff barriers.
Fourth, the Secretariat needs to develop various policies and industrial cooperation programs
that could alleviate factors which hinder regional cooperation. For instance, considering the
importance of the nuclear cooperation issue in
Northeast Asia, the Secretariat could initiate a
'Northeast Asia Atomic Energy Community'
similar to EURATOM in Europe.
Fifth, in order to formalize the Trilateral
Summit and successfully implement the industrial cooperation programs, the Secretariat
should continue efforts to minimize factors
which hinder trilateral cooperation. Therefore,
the Trilateral Cooperation Secretariat should
keep politics out at the initial stage.
Sixth, the Security Evaluation Report is in
need of further development of mutual understanding of trilateral peace security issues.
Seventh, a 1.5 Trace Dialogue among China,
Japan, and Korea is necessary for a more active
discussion on security and regional issues in
Northeast Asia.
Eighth, a multilateral security cooperation is
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crucial for strengthening future–oriented cooperation and ultimately to achieve economic
integration.
Ninth, the three countries must develop and
implement programs to enhance common
values and identity among Northeast Asians.
Organizing an East Asian Common Heritage
by the Secretariat can be one option. Another
idea is to install an exclusive airport of entry for
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean citizens.
Tenth, in the short run, the Secretariat should
pursue industrial cooperation programs which
can help acquire supranational authority from
its member countries. This should enable the
Secretariat to improve the quality and operations of its industrialcooperationprogramsand
allow China, Japan, and Korea to raise their
economic cooperation to the next level.
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A Study on the Aid for Trade Policy
Frameworks of Major Donor Countries and
Korea's Alternative

Hongyul Han, Hosaeng Rhee, and Siwook Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2250–9 / A5 / 164pp. / USD 7

A

id for trade takes the lion’s share of Korea’s
ODA, ranking highest among the DAC
countries. Neverthless, it is believed that Korea’s
ODA policy particularly with respect to AfT
faces major challenges in order to secure aid
effectiveness. Major criticism includes that
most of AfT programmes are designed from
supplier's perspectives. Also, Korea’s AfT policy
lacks adequate overall policy framework. In
most major donor countries, AfT is either
conducted as a specific sector or considered as a
cross–cutting issue.
There are two major policy areas of AfT in
establishing an efficient policy framework; basic
principle and institutional framework. The
former includes mainstreaming of trade, pro–
poor Aft and strategy for aid effectiveness such
as program based approach. The latter is about
setting up institutional framework of AfT. As far
as mainstreaming of trade is concerned, Korea
has not shown any systematic efforts even

though it emphasizes trade as an important area
of aid policy. Also, Korea’s ODA policy puts less
weights on the principle of pro–poor AfT.
Considering these two principles are well regarded international norm of AfT, it is high time for
Korea to introduce them into its AfT policy.
Preparation of institutional framework of
AfT seems to be the requisite for establishing
right AfT policy. This study recommends a
hybrid model of AfT policy framework. The
hybrid model simultaneously considers AfT as
a specific sector and a cross–cutting issue. The
rationale for this approach is to incorporate
Korea’s current fragmented ODA policy structure, that is MOFAT (Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade) and MOSF (Ministry of
Strategy and Finance) take responsibilities for
non–concessional and concessional aid respectively. This study proposes that Korea needs to
include trade in the list of specific sectors of
non–concessional aid. At the same time, trade
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needs to be considered as a cross–cutting issue
in many large concessional aid projects. Also, it
is suggested that AfT strategic guideline needs
to be formulated for the effectiveness of the
hybrid model. In this context, this study encourages an active role of the office of the Prime
Minister is important to coordinate the funtions
of MOFAT and MOSF.
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Future Directions for Public–Private
Partnership in ODA: Taking Corporate
Philanthropy Abroad into Account

Han–Kyun Rho (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2251–6 / A5 / 120pp. / USD 7

T

his report explores the future directions
for public–private partnership (PPP) in
relation to Korea’s international development
co–operation, particularly official development
assistance (ODA).
Since most PPP studies have approached the
topic from the perspective of international
development agency, it would be timely and
meaningful to review the issue from that of the
business, one of the major participants in PPP.
Taking the business view into account, this new
approach helps lay a more balanced and thus
feasible foundation for partnership.
Based on the literature review on corporate
social responsibility (CSR), this study (1) re–
assesses the scope of CSR and PPP, (2) portraits
the philanthropic activities of Korean companies, especially in developing countries, and (3)
introduces normative models of corporate
philanthropy, recently developed in Korea and
internationally.

This report concludes with some suggestions
in relation to three aspects of PPP: that is,
scope, performance management, and partner
selection.
With regard to the PPP scope, this report
suggests to combine two current PPP programs
which aim for the partnership with NGOs and
the business respectively. This will not only
make the current programs simpler, but also
facilitate the cooperation within the private
sector. It is also suggested that the new PPP
program should consider and facilitate the
cooperation with the government and NGOs
in developing countries and should include
capacity–building of the business in addition to
co–sharing the financial burden required for
PPP.
Regarding to performance management, this
report proposes that the PPP program should
embrace various aspects of PPP performance,
which are defined by the PPP participants with
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different expectations, but should prioritize
development rather than ODA or CSR.
In selecting partners, PPP program should
consider two more aspects, in addition to the
current review of the proposed activity, that is,
(1) whether the applicant company has generated a negative impact when operating in developing countries, and (2) whether the company
is consistently integrating CSR activities with
its business strategy.
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Establishment of Human Resources
Development (HRD) System in International
Development and Cooperation

Cheol–Hee Kim (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2252–3 / A5 / 105pp. / USD 7

I

ts rising international status after joining the
OECD DAC and changes in the global environment including the expansion of the international procurement market along with enlargement of the global economy have increased
pressure on Korea to actively participate in international development and cooperation. Due to
changes in the global environment, demand for
manpower in international cooperation specialized in specific fields and regions is expected to
increase. This research presents measures to
establish a system for Human Resources Development (HRD) through study of the background, necessity, current status and challenges
along with the analysis on HRD systems in
advanced countries.
In Korea, most of the experts in the field of
international development and cooperation are
concentrated in government ministries, specialized agencies and organizations implementing
the projects (affiliates of ministries, universities,

private consulting agencies, etc.). This research
sets itself apart from existing research in that it
focuses on the HRD system and analyzed it in
different stages (pre–introduction, introduction,
and project implementation) depending on the
period of its introduction.
In the pre–introduction stage of international
development and cooperation, primary and
middle school textbooks dealt with globalization, global village, international society and
politics, national development and global
community, and outlooks on the global market
and Korean economy; which are somewhat
related to international development and cooperation. The challenge during this period was
that there were no specialized curriculum and
no teachers exclusively teaching the related
courses were available. Even graduate schools of
international studies often did not have a variety of courses, and local courses were insufficient in quantity. Many universities created
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curriculums related to international development and cooperation, but shortage of teachers
and difficulty in securing competent teachers
limited the HRD in terms of responding
quickly to global issues.
In the introduction stage of international
development and cooperation, experts in the
field were being trained and nurtured. KOICA's
International Development Education Academy was established to increase understanding of
ODA and international development and
cooperation. Its main role was education related
to implementing projects; however demand was
growing for education on general qualification
and skills for work in the field including human
nature, language, expertise, report writing, leadership, health conditions. With the change in
Korea’s international status, increasing number
of Koreans are willing to work in international
organizations. As these global agencies prefer
candidates with working experience, measures
to respond to such demand are essential.
The government has recently been trying to
create jobs and solve youth unemployment
through international development and cooperation. While many consider these policies to
have been effective in terms of their role,
continuous attention and support is required to
prevent it from becoming a one–time project.
In the project implemention stage, activities of
agencies specializing in international development and cooperation is divided into two categories grants and loans, with different aims in
their operation. The demand for wider use of
experts and increase in development and
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consulting projects are growing. NGOs for
international development often have weak
financial foundations, however, and working
experience in such organizations is very important in acquiring knowledge in the field. As
these NGOs have relatively plentiful job vacancies, systematic support for the training of
experts is essential. As the MDB procurement
market is expected to expand and would require
higher participation from private consulting
agencies; the government needs to help
promote and systemize the project implementation process and enhance competencies in
operating such projects.
Some of the more important issues in establishing the HRD system in international development and cooperation include establishing
systems with variety and consistency, multifaceted systems to respond to centralization in
international development and cooperation,
information sharing system, and reinforcement
of policies for increasing employment.
Measures to establish an HRD system in international development and cooperation are
provided separately by government ministries,
specialized agencies, graduate schools of international studies, NGOs, industry, and private
consulting agencies. The government should
support studies on manpower projection, reeducation system for professionals, development of a
long–term HRD system, cultivation of on–site
experts, and creation of a flexible labor market.
For higher education institutions, some of the
proposals for establishing HRD systems in
international development and cooperation
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include promoting graduate schools of international studies to concentrate on its specialized
fields, capacity building for research institutes in
colleges and universities, promotion of consulting agencies to strengthen cooperation between
the government and the private sector, and utilization of social enterprises. We also advise mid–
to long–term plans to secure professionals and
expertise, establish infrastructure, and assistance
for participation of experts from outside the field
of international cooperation and development.
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11–16

Comparative Study of SEZs in Central Asia
and its Implications

Youngkwan Jo (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2253–0 / A5 / 92pp. / USD 5

T

he three countries in Central Asia –
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan –
are attempting to establish Special Economic
Zones and Free Industrial Economic Zones
(SEZs hereafter). These countries are setting up
SEZs for the purpose of boosting their economies through the development of new industries, as SEZs are widely recognized as effective
policy instruments for economic development,
especially for countries that are less competitive
in manufacturing and high–tech industries.
Three countries share a similar economic
picture. Agricultural and mineral sectors are
important sectors of their economies. Despite
the strong economic performance recently,
there is little doubt that Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan need to diversify and
upgrade their respective industrial structures;
for which attracting foreign investment is
essential. This is precisely what the three
governments want to achieve through opera-
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tion of SEZs.
Yet though their current economic circumstances may be similar, their SEZs have important
differences in terms of industries.The main industries of SEZs in Kazakhstan will be IT, logistics,
and textiles. In Uzbekistan, the main industry will
be small electronic and consumer products. Turkmenistan’s SEZs will focus on tourism.
Of the three countries, Korean companies
have a special interest in the Navoi Free Industrial Economic Zone in Uzbekistan. In particular, Korean Air is participating actively in the
development of an intercontinental logistics
center in this region.
It is expected that the number of SEZs in
Central Asia will increase, all playing important
roles in the development of economies in these
countries.
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Comparative Study on Development
Cooperation of China, Japan and Korea
vis–à–vis Cambodia
Chang–Jae Lee, Jaewan Cheong, and Ho–Kyung Bang (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2254–7 / A5/ 102pp. / USD 5

B

y comparing development cooperation of
China, Japan and Korea vis–à–vis Cambodia, this study strives to draw some policy implications for Korea’s development cooperation
vis–á–vis Cambodia as well as Korea’s overall
ODA policy.
In terms of the size of ODA, China overtook
Korea in 2004 and came closer in 2009 to the level
of Japan, which was the top bilateral ODA donor
to Cambodia. However, China’s ODA consisted
mostly of concessional loans.The said concessional
loans were much larger than grants in Korea’s
ODA, while grants were much more important
than concessional loans in Japan’s ODA.
The financing structure of ODA was also
reflected in the distribution of ODAs by
purpose. In general, bilateral ODAs were mainly used for social infrastructure and services.
However, China’s ODA went mainly to
economic infrastructure and services, and road
construction in particular. A greater portion of

Korea’s ODA was destined for economic infrastructure and services than social infrastructure
and services, whereas Japan’s ODA was equally
destined for economic and social infrastructure
and services.
Thus, although aid from China, Japan and
Korea was helpful for road construction, which
was a particularly weak area for Cambodia; the
three countries’ support for education and
health, which were also weak, were very limited.
Among the three countries, Japan contributed
much more to education and health than Korea,
while China did not contribute at all.
In terms of correlation between ODA and
economic ties, it seems that there exists some
correlation between China’s ODA and her
economic ties, while Korea’s case was still too
early to tell given the modest scale of its ODA. As
for Japan, there was no correlation between them.
The size of Korea’s ODA is smaller than those
of Japan and China, and in terms of development
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cooperation experiences, Korea is in–between.
Under these circumstances, one of the most
important tasks of Korea’s ODA policy will be
how to differentiate Korea’s ODA from theirs.
In this regard, this study suggests the following
policy implications: First, we have to differentiate our ODA from China’s by reducing
substantially aid destined for road construction.
Second, we have to change our focus from
building of “hard” infrastructure to “soft” infrastructure and services such as human resource
development and health–related areas, where
Korea has some comparative advantage. Third,
in order to change our focus from hard infrastructure to one dominated by soft infrastructure, we should increase grants relative to
concessional loans.
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A Case Study on the Korean Small and
Medium–sized Manufacturers in Jiangsu
Province, China

Suyeon No and Jooyoung Kwak (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2255–4 / A5 / 108pp. / USD 5

A

fter 20 years from the establishment of
diplomatic relations between Korea and
China in 1992, China became the largest investment destination from as well as the trading
partner of Korea. China is the major location of
investments not only by large firms but also
small and medium–sized enterprises (SMES) in
Korea. However, during the recent years the
business environments in China have rapidly
changed, which poses substantial challenges to
Korean SMEs. Hence, we need to better understand the current situation of Korean SMEs'.
We select specific region and industry where the
Korean SMEs have been operating in China.
The purpose of this study is to suggest implications to both the Korean government and the
SMEs which have tried to foster competitiveness, moving beyond production–base building
(which mainly utilizes cost advantages), and
further to aim at expansion into China’s domestic market. We design this study based on the

case studies of Korean manufacturing SMEs
located in Jiangsu Province, China.
As a methodological approach, we first define
competitive china–FDI enterprises as the enterprises which spent a “reasonably long” period of
time in China after the initial investment and
which self–assessed that they achieved the
expected return. Next, we analyzed the reasons
for the location choice (investment in Jiangsu
Province), the performance variations, the
factors to threaten long–term success for the
Korean SMEs in Jiangsu Province. The research
had two rounds of field visits between July and
September 2011 and the locations included
Suzhou, Nanjing, and Wuxi.
Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background of this study. Chapter 3 examines the
status quo for the investments of Korean manufacturing SMEs in Jiangsu Province, and the
characteristics of Jiangsu Province as an investment location in comparison with Shandong
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Province, Zhejiang Province, and Guangdong
Province. Chapter 4 illustrates our case studies
that consist of labor–intensive, capital–intensive,
and knowledge/technology–intensive industries
in Jiangsu Province. Chapter 5 discusses how
the eclectic model designed by Dunning (1977)
is applied to Korean manufacturing SMEs in
Jiangsu Province.
Finally, we suggest some implications for the
government and the businesses. Korean government is advisable to provide more research
service for the Korean SMEs in China, and to
continue negotiations with Chinese government in order that the Chinese government
should enhance the institutional transparency.
As for business, Korean SMEs need to pay
more attentions to the localization strategies
and the networking with Chinese enterprises.
In addition, a complete level of subsidiary
autonomy should be guaranteed for further
growth in China. Korean SMEs also have to
improve human resource management and to
actively recruit local employees as sales staffs.
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An Analysis of Environment Provisions
in Free Trade Agreements and its Policy
Implications

Jeong–Gon Kim and Hyeyoon Keum (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2256–1 / A5 / 126pp. / USD 7

O

ver the last several years, the number of
FTAs has significantly increased. Even if
the basic aim of many FTAs is to cut tariffs, an
increasing number of agreements deals with
environment. While advanced countries, such
as the United States, the European Union and
New Zealand, have included the most ambitious environmental provisions or chapters in
FTAs, some developing countries also have
made an efforts to include environmental
provisions in their trade agreements. This is an
ongoing learning process and countries can
benefits from the previous experiences. Against
this backdrop, this study examines environmental provisions in FTA texts of major countries
including both advanced and developing countries, and addresses some key factors related to
the environmental aspects of FTAs. Based
upon these analyses, this study also reviews
some policy implications for Korea's future
FTA negotiations.
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11–20

North Korea’s International Economic
Relations, 2001–2010

Ihk Pyo Hong et al. (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2257–8 / A5 / 316pp. / USD12

O

ne of the most significant changes in
North Korea is that it has emphasized
economic enhancement through economic
cooperation with other nations. Since the
2000’s, North Korea has acknowledged practical interest in economic relations with others
and that increases in volumes of trade and
foreign direct investment are strategies to fulfill
its interests. In order to enlarge the scope of its
economic cooperation, the North has set priorities in policy agenda as follows: stimulate trade,
business cooperation through equity joint venture
and joint venture, proactive exchange in knowledge and human resources in IT with advanced
countries, and increases in financial transaction
activities.
Since the 2000s, the North has attempted
several changes, such as revision of policies and
laws regarding trade and foreign direct investment and reshuffling of the administration
system. For example, the North modified laws
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and regulations in the mid–2000s, raised the
status of Rajin to a “metropolitan city” in 2009,
and announced special laws for development
and management of the Rajin–Sunbong Special
Economic Zone in 2010. The North established
North Korea Development Bank in 2009 in
order to attract more foreign direct investors,
and it also set up the Committee for Equity
Joint Investment in 2010.
Despite the extensive efforts by North Korea
to revitalize foreign economic cooperation, in
trade and foreign direct investment in particular, North Korea has come to depend heavily on
China economically. The said dependency is
deepening due to the nuclear crisis, different
types of international economic sanctions levied
upon the North, and political problems in relations between the North and the US. In order
to minimize negative economic impact from
sanctions, the North should try to extend its
scope in economic cooperation not only with
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China but also with different countries such as
nations of the Middle East, Europe, and Southeast Asia.
Since the 2000’s, there have been positive
changes in the North regarding foreign economic cooperation, including increase in trade
volumes, after stagnating through the 1990s.
During the same period, the North gave most
priority to increasing foreign direct investment.
The North pursued modernization and technology improvement, normalization of industrial production, obtaining foreign exchange,
and improvement of standards of living. Such
changes reflect that the North changed its
thinking on and direction of its economic policy. In the past, the North regarded foreign
economic relations as a tool for enhancement of
political alliances, but in the present days, the
North straightforwardly recognized it as a means
to economic development. Accordingly, economic cooperation with other nations was raised to a
higher status from its former status as a secondary
instrument to a primary one for building a self–
reliant national economy. Efforts by the North to
attract foreign investors have been more aggressive since 2000.
Humanitarian aid toward North Korea in the
international community has decreased due to
certain issues such as nuclear crisis, violation of
human rights, and transparency problems in
distribution of aid. The international aid in the
mid–1990s alleviated not only the food crisis in
North Korea, but also worked out as a window
for dialogue between the international community and the communist country. But in spite of

continued assistance from the international
community, famine and economic crisis in the
North remain ongoing challenges. Furthermore,
the international community has expressed its
concerns about nuclear weapons development
in North Korea. The community still argues for
the legitimacy of aid toward the North amidst
the nuclear crisis and its effectiveness for the
resolution of North Korea’s economic crisis, and
food crisis in particular.
Again, one of the most significant changes in
the 2000s is North Korea’s increasing dependency economically on China, while economic
cooperation with others shrank. Due to its
nuclear weapons testing, North Korea’s relations
with the US and Japan is near–nonexistent and
the scope of economic cooperation with EU
and nations in Southeast Asia decreased significantly. In particular, relations with Japan, which
was the North’s second–largest trade partner
until the early 2000s, is at an all–time low due to
unresolved issues such as kidnapping of Japanese nationals and nuclear tests.
Even though North Korea’s foreign economic
cooperation in the 2000s was more vigorous
than in the past, the North still faces numerous
challenges with respect to resolving the current
economic crisis and normalizing its industrial
system. One of the challenges is that the North
cleaves to a planned economy and a rigid
doctrine of self–reliance at the cost of decreased
efficiency. Economic sanctions by the international community are another factor keeping
North Korea from consistent economic development and extending the scope of foreign
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economic cooperation.
Failure to build a partnership with most
advanced countries due to the nuclear weapons
issue is the most critical factor limiting North
Korea’s economic development. In order to
improve relations with the international community, in particular with advanced countries, and to
maintain steady development economically; the
North should put forward special efforts to
defuse the lingering nuclear crisis, normalize
relations with the US and Japan, persuade the
international community for removing sanctions, adoption of an open market economy, and
implement an open–door policy. Without
effecting fundamental social changes, it will be
difficult for the North to resolve economic crisis.
The paper studies changes in foreign economic policies, laws and regulations of North Korea
in the 2000s and finds actual conditions in its
trade, foreign investment, and international
assistance in the same period of time.
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Trade Poilcies for SMEs in U.S. and
Implications for Korea

Heechae Ko, Minah Oh, and Boram Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2258–5 / A5 / 84pp. / USD 5

T

he United States government has launched
the NEI (National Export Initiative) as an
effort to increase U.S. exports to overcome the
world–wide economic slowdown. The NEI has
five main components. First, the Administration plans to improve advocacy and trade
promotion efforts for U.S. exporters. Second,
the Administration plans to increase access to
export financing. Third, the Administration will
reinforce their efforts to remove the trade barriers. Fourth, the United States will enforce trade
rules. Fifth, the Administration will pursue
policies at the global level to promote U.S.
economic growth. For the success of the Initiative, the Administration established an EPC
(Export Promotion Cabinet) to improve advocacy and promotion to enhance export assistance to SMEs. The NEI activity in concern
with U.S. SMEs can be summarized as follows.
First, the Administration increased the Export–
Import bank of the United States’ budget for FY

2010, which would allow the bank to make
more credit available to SMEs. Second, the
federal government increased the USDA FY
2011 budget to amplify export promotion activities. Third, the federal government increased
the Department of Commerce’s ITA (International Trade Administration) FY 2011 budget
to expand its trade expert staff, to put a special
focus on increasing the number of exporting
SMES by 50 percent over the next five years,
increase U.S. SMEs’ export opportunities in
major emerging markets such as China, India,
Brazil, and to develop a comprehensive strategy
to seek new opportunities overseas for small
businesses in key export sectors such as environmental goods and services, biotechnology,
health care, and clean energy.
The United States is also making efforts to
overcome exporting barriers for increasing
small business export activities. First, U.S.
SMEs plan to combine forces with other firms
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in the same industry, either through trade associations or through less formal consortia.
Second, U.S. SMEs plan to collaborate with a
single larger firm or a distribution agent. Third,
U.S. SMEs plan to take ad vantage of government programs that assist SME exporters such
as the Department of Commerce’s U.S. and
Foreign Commercial Service and the Department of Agriculture’s MAP. In support of these
efforts, the federal government is taking further
steps to better survey SMEs’ barriers to exporting and taking the results into account when
implementing financial and non–financial
export promotion programs.
Korean SMEs are also facing difficulties in
exporting, especially when competing with
developed countries’ advanced technology
goods and services and developing countries’
cheaper goods and services. Key barriers to
export for Korean firms are little experience in
overseas markets, lack of overseas network, lack
of information and analysis capability towards
overseas markets and technologies. Thus, to
improve Korean SMEs’ global competitiveness,
sustainable and organized export assistance and
customized information on foreign markets
and up–to–date technologies are needed.
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China’s Outward Foreign Direct Investment:
State of Play and Implications

Wolla Park and Eui–Hyun Choi (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2259–2 / A5 / 124pp. / USD 7

T

his study examines the trends and forms
of China’s ever–growing outward foreign
direct investment (OFDI), and provides a case
study as well as a business performance analysis
on OFDI of major Chinese companies.
China’s OFDI has increased rapidly in recent
years, making China the World fifth largest
investing country in 2010. The outbound M&A
by Chinese companies constituted 42.4% of the
total OFDI in the same year. Although the
majority of China’s OFDI was still concentrated in the energy/natural resources sector of
certain Asian and African countries, M&A–
based investment in technology, brands, and
distribution networks of the US, EU, Japan and
other developed countries has showed an
upward trend.
China’s investments in developed countries
(except Canada where China’s investments are
natural–resource–oriented) are motivated mainly by companies’ market–seeking and technolo-

gy acquisition strategies. As for investments in
developing countries, they are basically aimed at
natural resources and market penetration. In
particular, while most of China’s OFDI in Africa was in natural resources (except South Africa
where market–seeking OFDI prevailed), OFDI
in ASEAN countries was mainly oriented
towards entering their markets. The level of
Chinese investment in Korea is marginal in
comparison to bilateral trade volume between
the two countries. China’s investment here is
concentrated in the manufacturing sector,
followed by services, and characterized by its
small scale.
A case–study on OFDIs of major Chinese
companies has revealed that their business
performance was below expectation. Chinese
companies present in Africa have suffered from
poor investment environment there; Outbound
M&A aimed at technology acquisitions in
developed countries have failed due to the lack
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of management expertise of Chinese acquirers,
resulting in worsened business performance of
both Chinese adquirers and acquired companies.
Representative examples are: M&A of France’s
Alcatel by TCL,and M&A of Korea’s Ssangyong
Motors and Hydis by Shanghai Motors and
Jingdongfang Hightech respectively. Although
those Chinese companies are powerful in their
respective sectors, they have been engaged in
M&A transactions with no account of their own
capacities in technology, size, and management
expertise. Moreover, Shanghai Motors and Jingdongfang Hightech were more interested in
technology acquirement rather than improvement of the acquired company’s performance,
which consequently worsened.
On the other hand, the acquisition of Korea’s
Actoz Soft by Shanda, a Chinese online game
company, is a success story of a relatively small–
scale M&A which focused not only on the
acquisition of the local company’s technology
(intellectual property), but also the latter’s
expansion and growth in the Korean market.
Shanda’s case shows that China’s outbound
M&A transactions in which size and technology level of acquired companies are modest
enough to be controlled by Chinese acquirers
tend to be more successful, rather than excessive
large–scale M&As with Chinese government
support.
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The Analysis on the Strategic Protection
of China’s Rare Earth Resources and its
Implications

Furong Jin and Jonghyuk Oh (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2260–8 / A5 / 112pp. / USD 5

W

hile the demand on rare earth resources
called ‘the vitamin of industry’ as they
are used in various sophisticated and green
industries is expected to be on the rise in the
future as new growth–driving industries will
expand, a war on them is getting more fierce
since they are really rare all over the world.
While China, the world’s largest rare earth
resources–producing country, represents 97% of
the total production in the world, it has failed to
fully control them in a unified way, causing
excessive development and disorderly competition, severely destroying natural environments
in their producing areas, and having no voice in
deciding their prices in the global markets due
to stiff export competition among domestic
companies.
So, the Chinese government has continued to
unveil stronger restriction policies like recently
limiting their exports in an attempt to have a
voice for the global price of rare earth resources

by effectively controlling them. In response,
major consumers like Japan and the United
States lose no time in taking proper measures.
This research predicted the future of the rare
earth resources industry by analyzing China’s
tightened restriction policies for its domestic
industry, the responses of Korea and other major
countries consuming them, and private companies’ cases and drew what implications they
could have on South Korea. In order to do so, we
took a simple close at first of all the characteristics, kinds, and usage of rare earth resources
along with their industries as a whole from
Introduction to the Second Chapter. In the
Third Chapter, we dealt with what is going on
in the rare earth resources industries across the
world, the volume of their reserves and production, their demand and supply, and their prices.
In the Fourth Chapter, we examined the current
situations of China’s rare earth resources industries and tightened restriction policies. These
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restrictions include restructuring, restrictions
on production and export, strengthened entry
standards, and environment restrictions. In the
Fifth Chapter, we looked at the measures of
Japan, America, and Korea in response to
China’s strategic policies. In case of Japan with
no rare earth resources, the Japanese government was pushing hard for securing overseas
resources, recycling, and developing alternatives, but the United States, which has domestic
rare earth resources, focused more time and
energy on developing its local resources. In
addition, America along with Mexico filed a
suit to the World Trade Organization against
China’s restrictions on exporting them and is
making positive efforts to diversify its import
lines through M&A, bring up related experts,
and step up technology cooperation. While the
Korean government has taken a variety of steps
such as the exploration of domestic resources,
the development of overseas resources, the stepping–up of R&D and global cooperation, the
expansion of reserves, and the recycled use, it is
still slow in working with other countries and
has not yet to secure processed technology
indispensible to producing those resources. That
is why a number of short and long–term efforts
should be made. The Sixth Chapter handles
private companies’ cases. As for Korea, this
research analyzed the case of POSCO, which
advance into Baotou in the autonomous province of Neimemggu and the case of Korea
Resources Corporation, which make investments in Xian in the province of Shaanxi, and
for China, this research analyzed the cases of
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the two powerful companies, Baogang Rare
Earth in the north and Wukuang Rare Earth in
the south. Lastly, we made a conclusion based
on those analyses and drew the implications it
could have on the Korean government and
companies.
The implications for the Korean government
this research has drawn are as follows. First, in
order to prepare for rapidly changing conditions
in the world’s rare earth resources markets and
satisfy increasing demand at home, Korea
should strategically select one or two nations
and develop overseas resources as it needs to
secure mines. Second, Korea, which is lacking in
not only top–class processing technology capable of producing a high value products but technology related to refining and separation fields,
should carry out research and developments at
home while solidifying international technology cooperation. Third, Korea, which doesn’t
have sufficient experts on rare earth resources
and any specialists who could bring up those
experts, should educate expert manpower
through the education course for experts which
must be backed up by the R&D designed to
develop manpower. Fourth, a resource recycling
is needed for reducing green house gas emissions as well as securing rare earth metal
resources. Fifth, while Korea should build up an
effective information network and fully grasp
the cycle of rare earth resources at home, it
needs to secure information on the prediction of
global supply and demand in the world. Sixth,
as completion for global rare earth resources is
getting more severe, Korea should cope posi-
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tively with changes in supply and demand at
home and abroad by pushing ahead with strategic reserves. Seventh, Korea should build up
cooperation channels among governments.
As far as private companies are concerned,
they need to move their production bases to
China in order to secure stable supply lines and
at the same time they should diversify their
import lines. In addition, technology does really
matter, so it is self–evident that they should do
everything in their power to secure technology
given in particular that China, which limits the
entry of foreign investment companies for the
rare earth resources industry, is encouraging
non–Chinese companies to invest in in–depth
process and applied fields. Besides, it could be
another strategy to circuitously advance into
China’s rare earth resources industry by means
of stepping up cooperation in the field of green
industries with China. The two nations will be
able to have a lot of room for cooperation since
those resources are an integral material of the
green industries and Korea and China are positively growing them as a new industry in a strategic way.
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Jihyun Jung and Hyukku Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2261–5 / A5 / 96pp. / USD 5

S

ince reform and opening up, China could
grow up greatly owing to continuous opening of the market and export–oriented economic development. In particular, processing trade
that was a leader of export growth could play an
important role at the Chinese economic development owing to the Chinese government's
support policy. Since global financial crisis,
economic uncertainty at home and abroad
increased because of rapid decrease of overseas
demand, Chinese Yuan appreciation, rise of
wages and raw material price and negative
cognition on processing trade, so that export
processing enterprises made change of business
paradigm from production and export oriented
to domestic market.
To enter domestic market in China, export
processing enterprises were forced to bear not
only enterprise conversion cost but also risk of
conversion to domestic market. The processing
enterprises that is focused on export business
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shall pay conversion cost that is needed to
investigate domestic market in China and to
develop its own brand and to strengthen
marketing business. When the processing enterprises does not apply transaction method in
domestic market, payment terms and conditions, and entry cost into distribution channels
to business management, it shall have very
much high risks.
This study was focused on Guangdong province where export processing enterprises were
crowded, and investigated export processing
enterprises' entry into domestic market to
examine success cases and to give strategy to
enter domestic market in China and to support
by the Korean government.
This study investigated development and policy changes of processing trade in China, changes of business model of export processing enterprises in Guangdong province and entry into
domestic market in China by using various
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kinds of materials. The author interviewed not
only business managers who made effort to
convert into domestic market or to enter
domestic market successfully but also local
government officials in China, and gave practical information for businesses. The subject was
10 foreign capital export processing enterprises
form Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea.
According to this study, the Korean export
processing enterprises in Guangdong province
was demanded to have business model that
could meet actual conditions of the business,
and to do R&D and innovate continuously and
to make use of support policy of local government actively. And, the Korean government
shall give political support for small export
processing enterprises in Guangdong province
to strengthen monitoring of systematic and
non–systematic environment in important
regions in China and to give guidelines for
entry into the Chinese market and to set up
regular channel with local government for keen
cooperation.
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An Analysis on the Investment
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With Focus on Rizhao, Weifang, Dongying,
and Binzhou
Sanghun Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2262–2 / A5 / 98pp. / USD 5

C

hina’s Shandong province is one of the
regions where Korean companies have
invested most intensively. 36.1% of Korean
investment in China is concentrated in this
region at the end of September 2011. This is the
result of Shandong having the advantage of
being close to Korea, making it possible to
utilize cheap labor and reduce cost of transport,
for many Korean companies intensively engaged
in processing trade in China.
However, recently, due to related factors such as
increase of production costs such as minimum
wages, land price and lack of labor, many companies are experiencing difficulties in management.
In addition, due to strengthened environmental
regulations, urbanization policy, industrial
restructuring policy; a heavier burden has been
placed upon most small and medium Korean
companies that entered China, most of which
are in processing.
As the burden of management increases and
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production environment degenerates locally, it
is required that to assess various investment
environment, we need to extricate ourselves
from investment information fixated on production costs. Thus, in this study, by focusing on four
coastal areas of Shandong (Rizhao, Weifang,
Dongying, and Binzhou) which have shown
rapid economic growth recently, we attempt to
provide information for various aspects concerning investment environment; including industrial policy, production cost, and investment
preference of these areas. In addition, based on
the analysis, this report also suggests types of
businesses which may be suited to investment in
each region.
As a result of research of Korean companies in
China and also the investment environment of
each region, it is possible to suggest the following implications for companies who are trying
enter the four coastal cities cited above: First, in
order to cope with the quickly–changing busi-
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ness environment, there is need to get out of
decision making based on contents of investment incentives suggested by local governments. Second, though the cities are located in
the same region, production networks and
industrial clusters are different, so emphasis
should be on analysis of industrial environment
of each (except for information of production
cost) when making decisions for investment.
Third, after taking into account industrial policies from each area when making decisions on
investment, there should be support policy for
relevant industry, direct and indirect.
By considering that most Korean companies
in Shandong are small, active support by the
Korean government is necessary for medium
and small business to move into the area or
make new investments, especially, in the form
of information on investment environment of
the area concerned. For this, the first thing
required would be to investigate and accumulate information for investment environment of
prefecture–level cities; there is a great need to
pool information dispersed in several institutions together and increase access to information by managing and operating that integrated
database. Second, considering that Korean
companies entering the Chinese market place
greater priority on producer markets over
consumer markets, there is a need to accumulate information related to industrial environments by reducing focus on production costs
alone. Third, there is a greater need to reinforce
economic cooperation between the central
government of Korea and local governments of

Shandong. Shandong is an area where Korean
companies entered most intensively and have
experienced much difficulties due to recent
changes in the local business environment.
Therefore, the reinforcement of economic
cooperation with Shandong would be of enormous help to businesses of Korean companies
advanced already, and in this sense, it is possible
to say that it will have significant implications in
promoting economic cooperation with Shandong, in the context of recent trends to reinforce
economic cooperation between Korean government and local governments in China.
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T

he central China adjacent to the coastal
region of China present significant differences with the coastal region in various manufacturing environments, such as wage level,
stable labor supply, and land price. When the
coastal region was suffering from the global
financial crisis, the rapid development of the
inland region helped the Chinese economy to
display its undiminished strength. In particular,
as an area of high population density, the central
region serves as a large market composed of 360
million people, possessing an industrial infra of
considerable standards as well as an abundant
low–income labor force. It is located in the
center of major Chinese cities and is also close
to the coastal region. In this aspect, the central
region is being emphasized as the area for
labor–intensive industries and export processing industries in China to move into, the proposition being supported by the presentation of
various related policies. On the other hand, the
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coastal region, an area where many Korean
companies have expanded to, presents worsened business environment in relation to lack of
manpower, increased rent, strengthened environmental regulations, and industrial advancement, thus leaving green field–type investment
companies with no other choice but to move
their production base.
Hereupon, this study analyzes the application
possibility of the production base of the central
region in China by examining whether the
production factories of Korean SMEs that have
expanded to the coastal region to achieve cost
reduction and export processing can be moved
to the central inland region and by observing
which regions these factories can be moved to
and which businesses present good prospects.
In this regard, this study selected 5 central
cities (Zhengzhou, Xuchang, Hefei, Wuhu,
Taiyuan) with favorable export environment
that are located at a relatively close distance
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from the 3 coastal cities (Qingdao, Tianjin,
Suzhou) that have the largest number of Korean manufacturing SMEs. And this study
analyzed the cost reduction effect according to
company transfer as well as the industrial
network environment of central cities. The cost
reduction effect was estimated in consideration
of the reduction of labor cost, the greatest
strength generated during company transfer, as
well as the increase in transport cost, the greatest weakness. The industrial network environment was analyzed through the main industrial
complexes in the relevant region.
According to this study, the cities with the
largest cost reduction effect were presented as
Tianjin of the coastal region and Xuchanag of
the central region. As for Qingdao, cost was
increased through moving to the remaining 3
cities in the central region excluding Zhengzhou
and Xuchang. And the creation of industrial
cluster was different according to city in the
central region. Hereupon, companies that are
considering to move their production base to
the central China must analyze both cost reduction effect and industrial network environment.
Furthermore, it is important to find a method by
which SMEs can transfer in cooperation with
the production chain of related businesses. Also,
re–investment must be made to maintain the
amount of cost reduction gained through
moving to inland transfer at a “narrow superiority” in the aspects of technology and quality. In
addition, to support companies that wish to
transfer to the inland region or are currently
examining the possibility of the transfer, the

Korean government must construct matching
platforms between coastal SMEs and central
inland cities, monitor related information, such
as the industrial development plan of main
central cities, and strengthen technical cooperation with relevant local authorities in China.
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I

ndia’s economic growth in the last two
decades (1991–2011) improved significantly
spurred by the cumulative effect of the major
economic reforms initiated in 1991. Particularly, during the Xth Five year Plan (2002–03 to
2006–07) India achieved remarkable success in
main economic fronts including GDP growth,
foreign trade and FDI flow. It is found that
many industries, notably, automobile, electronics and steel industries, have been benefited by
competitive policy and become global players.
The findings of the study show that despite
these remarkable economic performances, the
gap between the rich and the poor, and inter–
state disparity have been widening due to failure of trickle–down effects of the economic
reforms which has compelled the present ruling
party and the government of India to pursue an
“inclusive growth policy.” The direction of the
reforms in future, therefore, will be substantially
carried out on the path of inclusive growth as
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the policy principle. Further, this study also
found that there has been lack of coordination
between the central government and state
governments regarding the nature of and direction of the economic reforms.
This study suggests four important tasks
ahead of the future economic reforms in India.
These include building infrastructure, undertaking the second green revolution and developing human resource, managing the environment, and stabilizing energy demand–supply.
Regarding the prospects of the reforms in India,
this study argued that the economic reforms of
the last two decades had been predominated by
the central government in meeting the larger
economic needs of the country. It seems,
however, the state governments will have a
crucial role to play in pursuing the economic
reforms in future in meeting their own local
economic needs. In this process, competition
among state governments for the development
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of their respective states will be substantial by
attracting more FDI and business. In fact, this
kind of competition has already been started in
some states like Gujarat and Bihar. In this
direction, Korean government as well as enterprises need to devise suitable policy strategies to
engage with India’s future economic development. There are many thrust areas such as the
second green revolution, infrastructure development, etc., in which Korean industries and
government can seize the business opportunities. At the end, the study emphasizes that that
Korea should prepare to deal with the post
reform generations of India who have market
friendly thinking and attitudes.
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T

he interest in FDI in South Asia is increasing due to its rapid growth based on large
population and recent political stability. Korea
also has become interested in South Asia as a
emerging market as the global crisis rages in the
background, for Korea is in need of new markets.
This study analyses the FDI attractiveness of 3
South Asian Countries, through comparisons in
four areas: economic structure and policy, natural resources, infrastructure, and institution; and
thus suggests policy implications for Korean
FDI to South Asia.
According to the analysis, the results of FDI
attractiveness of South Asia are summarized as
follows. First, in terms of economic structure
and policy, Sri Lanka is the most attractive
country; followed by Bangladesh and Pakistan,
in order. Bangladesh’s greatest merit in terms of
FDI attraction is its large labor force. Pakistan is
the least attractive for FDI because near–perpetual uncertainty in Pakistan due to frequent inci-
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dences of terrorism.
Overall, these countries are not very attractive
destinations for foreign investment, as they have
low income levels compared to other regions,
but they have large populations that foreigners
often seek out when investing into a region.
Moreover, the FDI inflow is expected to continue in the region as these countries have recently
posted steady economic growth with FDI,
attracted by efficiency from the abundant pool
of labor in the region.
In terms of natural resources, these countries are
not as attractive for FDI because of comparatively
less abundant deposits. However, Bangladesh and
Pakistan have FDI attractiveness for exploiting
natural resources with capital investment as their
governments have displayed strong willingness to
exploit natural resources with foreign capital. Sri
Lanka also, which has no energy resources, is
attractive for FDI in exploiting the non–metal
resources. Tea and rubber in Sri Lanka are also
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viable industries which can attract foreign capital.
However, these countries have very insufficient
infrastructure in general, negating much of their
FDI attractiveness. The quality of railways, roads,
air and seaports in these countries is the poorest in
the world. But, the governments have out forth
initiatives to develop infrastructure with financial
support from international institutions such as
World Bank, ADB, and so on. Thus, roads, ICT,
and power generation are good areas for investment in the future given the government support
for foreign investment.
In terms of laws and institutions, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, and Sri Lanka are making progress in
efforts to attract foreigners to invest across the
board. They are drawing in foreign investors with
tax and subsidy incentives for FDI. However,
these countries have burdensome and unwieldy
tax systems with respect to operation of companies, making them less attractiveness.
Overall, the study reveals that Sri Lanka is the
best destination for investment in the region,
followed by Bangladesh. Pakistan is the least
attractive for FDI in the region. Even though
these countries have small economies, there are
still attractive because of their abundant labor
force as a productive factor in labor intensive
industries. But, Pakistan is relatively less attractive
for FDI due to country risks such as terrorism or
political instability.
The study suggests that, for markets and efficiency, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka are the most
attractive countries. In term of specifics, Pakistan
and Bangladesh are best countries for investment
in resources, and niche market of Pakistan may be

attractive to multinational companies in terms of
asset–seeking investment. Therefore, establishing
branch and liaison offices have the advantage over
subsidiaries for entering the Pakistan market. It is
better for companies to enter the Pakistan market
with general agency or sales subsidiaries because
the Pakistani market is relatively small. Bangladesh has comparative advantages for companies
seeking to enter the domestic market and exports
to third or neighboring countries, and is the best
country for investment in labor–intensive industries. Then again, Pakistan does hold the advantages for FDI in the petrochemical industry. The
regions potential for investment is considerable if
the strong regional advantages in the region can be
linked up to form a coherent network.
The study reveals some challenges for investment in South Asia.The Korean government may
consider FTA with Pakistan and SAARC to
expand economic cooperation. Korea also needs
to collect and distribute information for investment environment, supporting the MSEs to
invest in the region. Korea must observe closely
and engage in continuous research on the investment environment in South Asia.
The investment into South Asia has to be
achieved based on accurate and detailed information, along with correct assessment of the regional
investment environment. In ending, the Korean
government must support investment in South
Asia by formulating appropriate strategies. New
strategies for the countries in South Asia are
necessary for further economic cooperation,
considering South Asias huge potential as the
emerging market for the near future.
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T

he current study was undertaken to identify and analyze images of Korea and
India as perceived by the other, and provide
basic input for formulating policies to further
enhance bilateral cooperation. To ensure that
the study was implemented more systematically
and objectively, it was conducted using a well–
structured questionnaire survey. While the
survey was conducted nationwide in Korea, it
was carried out in four metropolitan cities in
Northern, Southern, Eastern, and Western
India respectively; i.e., Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata,
and Chennai. The sample size was 1,000 both
in Korea and India.
The main findings of the survey are as follows.
First, the level of awareness among both Indian
and Korean respondents of the other country
was considerably high. In particular, in the case
of Indians, the level of awareness rises in a linear
fashion in accordance with the income level.
30.4% of Indian respondents answered that
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they learned about Korea through TV and
newspapers, thus ranking the mass media as
their no. 1 source. The TV and the news media
were also ranked high in the case of Korean
respondents with 53%, followed by school textbooks at 34.9%. Notably, Korean products were
ranked relatively high in terms of recognition
value among Indian respondents, which shows
that Korean companies play a major part in
raising the awareness of Korea among Indians.
Also the survey revealed that few Koreans have
visited India and vice versa, that the level of preference of the other country as a tourist destination is low for both Koreans and Indians. In terms
of popular culture, movies have been identified as
the most commonly experienced medium by
both Koreans and Indians, and this tendency was
more pronounced among Koreans.
In terms of awareness of companies among Indians, Nokia was identified as the most well–known
foreign company (97.4%), followed by Samsung
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(93.8%), LG (92.6%), Hyundai (86.6%), and
Toyota (86.4%). The level of awareness corresponded with the manufactures of products most
widely used by Indians, namely, mobile phones,
automobiles, and electronic products. However, the
respondents did not necessarily know the nationality of those companies. On the other hand, the
survey showed that Indian companies are little
known among Koreans, with Micromax identified
as the best known company, by a mere 11.1% of
Koreans.Mahindra&Mahindra,a company known
for its acquisition of Ssangyong motors, also showed
a 7.3% recognition level. Very few knew exactly
which country the companies actually came from,
and this can be attributed to the limited usage of
Indian products by Koreans.
Second, the survey shows that Korean companies are no.1 with respect to image associated
with Korea among Indians, followed by the 2002
World Cup, and economic development. While
Indians' perception of Korea derived, to a significant extent, from Korean products and economic
achievement; Koreans' perception of India had
mostly to do with religion and customs – Hinduism (36.2%), spiritualism (13.2%), the caste
system (13.1%), poverty, and religious strife. Only
4.9% of Koreans associated India with its IT
industry. As such, India is still perceived by Koreans as a country with a long history and poverty,
despite the significant strides India has made on
the economic front in recent years.
In terms of likeability, Korean products are
ranked higher by Indians than Korea in general,
while popular and traditional Korean culture
were rated low. On the other hand, India’s tradi-

tional and popular culture are ranked highest by
Koreans, while Indian products were ranked low.
As for the assessment of bilateral exchange,
both Korea and India chose Japan as a major
partner country, followed by China. While
Korea and India identified each other as a no.2
or no.3 partner, other Asian countries did not
figure significantly. Moreover, it is interesting to
note that Koreans chose India as a partner for
cooperation in resource development. In particular, in the case of Indians, the more educated
and wealthier the respondent is, the more active
attitude (s)he had toward exchange with Korea,
which was also the case for Korean respondents.
There was a high level of willingness on both
sides to visit and learn more of the other.
Korea–India cooperation has been expanding by
leaps and bounds since the entry into force of the
Korea–India CEPA in 2010. As the center of gravity of the world economy shifts towards Asia, the
relations with India,an emerging regional economic powerhouse, are bound to assume greater importance. However, the mutual awareness and understanding still leaves much to be desired, and thus,
further effort is needed to improve the image of
Korea in India and vice versa. In this context, the
following policy implications can be provided
regarding Korea–India relations.
First, people–to–people exchange between Korea
and India should be increased. The survey revealed
that a more positive attitude was seen among those
who have visited or met a person from the other
country. As such, there is a need to increase opportunities for exchange and interaction.
Second, there should be enhanced support by
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the governments to increase investment opportunities at a bilateral level. The survey showed that
companies play a major role in the image–building. Therefore, the Korean and Indian governments should make efforts to create more favorable policies and environment in this regard. At
the same time, CRS (corporate social responsibility) should be given additional encouragement.
Third, efforts are needed to increase cultural
exchange, and to build an image different from
that of Japan. Both Koreans and Indians have
little experience with each other's culture. To that
end, the governments and the private sector should
scale up efforts to expand cultural exchange. And
as Indians often confuse Korea with Japan, a
focused approach should be taken to address the
problem.
Fourth, exchange–related provisions in the
Korea–India CEPA should be utilized. The relevant provisions allow for the movement of independent professionals, and joint production of
audio–visual materials.
In conclusion, despite challenges and limitations, the present study is significant as an unprecedented attempt to survey the images of Korea
and India as perceived by the other. It provides
comparative analysis of the formation, elements,
the role of national images in improving economic and socio–cultural cooperation, and policy
implications. Thus, the study is expected to serve
as a useful policy–oriented reference on Korea–
India bilateral cooperation for a broad readership
including not only policy–makers, but also scholars, researchers, and students with an interest in
the subject.
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Current Status of Indian Green Energy
Industry and Cooperation between Korea
and India

Hyun Jae Kim, Sang Min Cho, and Chankook Park (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2267–7 / A5 / 196pp. / USD 7

T

he major issues currently facing India’s
energy sector are climate change and
power shortage. According to the IEA (2009),
carbon emissions from India for the year is
1,146 million tons, or fourth in the world after
China, the United States and Japan. India
makes use of plentiful domestic coal reserves as
an important source of energy, and it does not
seem easy for India to convert its energy mix
into environment–friendly one in the short
term. In addition, the Indian power sector
suffers from a chronic lack of supply, and is not
meeting rapidly growing demand in spite of
enlargement of installed capacity. From April to
May 2010, the insufficiency of power supply
was approximately 13.8% based on peak load.
India is actively expanding renewable energy
sources to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
enhance energy security. It has the potential to
produce approximately 500,000 MW of solar
energy by utilizing just 1% of its land area for

photovoltaic power generation. And as for wind
power, which takes the largest share among
India’s renewable energy sources, India is one of
the world’s top four wind power countries.
Meanwhile, the efforts to establish and deploy
the smart grid in India is remarkable. Many
countries around the world are engaged in projects to build a smart grid, but the priorities for
each of Indias various regions are different. The
biggest problems with the Indian power sector
include high losses of electricity during transmission and distribution, along with insufficient supply. The smart grid will play a role in
reducing a wide range of electricity thefts
occurring in the Indian power system and
compensate for power losses during the transmission and distribution. It will also contribute
significantly to the integration of renewable
energies.
In this study, we examine the current status of
India’s green energy industry, especially the
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performance in promoting renewable energies
and the smart grid, and the future direction of
development. The study also seeks ways for
promoting cooperation in the green energy
industry between India and South Korea.
Both renewable energies and the smart grid
are receiving active support from the Indian
Government, and related businesses and the
market are expected to grow rapidly. India laid
out its goals for renewable energy supply in the
Economic Development Plan, the master plan
for its national economy, and has established
and carried out the 11th Economic Development Plan (2007–2012). In addition, the smart
grid projects have been proceeding alongside
the R–APDR program since 2008.
South Korea also established its own Renewable Energies Development Strategy (2010.10)
with the objective of becoming one of the
world’s top five renewable energy powers by
2015. In addition, it established the National
Roadmap for Smart Grid (2010.1) with the
goal of creating the world’s first national level
smart grid by 2030.
As India and South Korea seems able to build
a win–win relationship in the green energy
sector, they would need to find ways to enhance
the competitiveness of both countries’ green
energy industry by utilizing their strengths.
Through this study, we try to present the direction for collaboration between the two countries
in the renewable energies (photovoltaic and
wind power) sector and creation of the smart
grid, based on the RCA index and the RMI
index representing each country’s comparative
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advantage and market concentration, respectively. The study reveals that South Korea generally has global competitiveness in the photovoltaic sector, but does not play a major role in the
Indian market. In the wind power sector, India is
highly competitive internationally regarding
towers, so South Korea needs to consider cooperating with Indian companies when it promotes
offshore wind power projects in South Korea
and develop overseas markets in the future. In
the smart grid sector, although South Korea has
a comparative advantage in terms of hardware, it
is greatly lacking in related software capabilities
compared to India. As a competitive smart grid
can not be constructed without software, South
Korea will need to take advantage of India's
software capabilities in order to utilize more
intelligent applications and services for the said
grid; and to improve domestic software competency.
While conducting the research, we had difficulties in getting RMI, RCA indexes in some
areas due to data acquisition problems. This
study, therefore, seeks to provide detailed information on businesses which are active or could
be active in India; the Indian government policies and institutions; and the market, focusing
on photovoltaic, wind power, and the smart
grid. These efforts would lead to a variety of
suggestions which are difficult to elicit from
data analysis alone. Though this research has
limitations in terms of presenting specific strategies for cooperation in the green energy industry between India and South Korea, it provides
a comprehensive understanding of the current
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status and prospects of the green energy industry of India; including renewable energies and
the smart grid. It also would provide useful
information for companies that are considering
an expansion into India’s Green Energy Industry and policymakers trying to formulate appropriate policies in support.
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I

n 2011, it is expected that a profit of 30 trillion won would be realized in the financial
sector in Korea. However, as far as profitability
such as return on assets or return on equity is
concerned, it is not as high as that of other
major countries, and further volatility of the
profitability is the highest among the major
countries. Moreover, it is often said that the
financial market in Korea is almost saturated. In
this situation, businesses in the financial sector
are required to differentiate and diversify their
services to improve their profitability, and one
of the ways is to expand into emerging economies, like India, that are growing fast at the
aggregate level but are getting left behind in the
financial sector.
This report examines the Indian financial
sector, evaluates its system, and tries to suggest
how Korean financial companies make inroad
the Indian financial market or expand their
businesses there. In addition, along with the
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Korea–India CEPA(Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement), this report studies
ways to vitalize Korea–India financial industry
cooperation. In particular, this paper provides
the information on Indian financial industry
and suggests strategies to enter the financial
market and expand services in India and expand
businesses in India in order to support Korean
financial companies.
This paper consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 1 is
the introduction, chapters 2 to 4 are the main
contents, and chapter 5 concludes the paper.
First, chapter 2 overviews the Indian banking
industry, examines banking systems and investment conditions, and seeks ways to cooperate
between Korea and India in the banking industry. Chapter 3 describes development, current
conditions, and the state of competition in the
Indian stock market. Chapter 3 also analyzes
securities companies in India through case
studies, which provides Korean securities
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companies with references for the penetration
and expansion in India. The materials and
information in this report are also valuable for
the Korean government to support and back up
Korean stock companies that are planning to
penetrate the Indian stock market. Chapter 4
outlines the insurance industry in India and
inspects related investment conditions. This
chapter also provides examples in which
advanced countries inroad into the Indian
insurance market. Next, chapter 4 tries to
recommend how Korean insurance companies
enter the Indian insurance market and expand
their businesses in India. Lastly chapter 5
summarizes the previous chapters and makes
several alternatives to strengthen the relationship between Korean and Indian financial
sectors.
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I

n order to clearly grasp the characteristics of
ASEAN, it is important to understand
ASEAN’s decision–making structure and practices. ASEAN takes consultation and consensus as the main principles in decision–making
and also utilizes various decision–making methods. This study aims to provide a clear and
comprehensive description of ASEAN’s decision–making features by examining development of ASEAN’s organizational structure and
by studying its decision–making practice in
terms of principles, cultural backgrounds, formal
characteristics, and informal yet customary
practices. In addition, it analyzes actual cases of
ASEAN’s important decisions, and discusses
the factors regarding changes in ASEAN decision–making. This paper shows that ‘consensus
through consultation’, perhaps the most significant element in ASEAN decision–making, has
been faced with challenge related to ‘transformation’ and ‘succession’, due to the changes in
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domestic and international circumstances.
Chapter 2 describes ASEAN’s decision–
making structure in terms of changes in environment and its organs. ASEAN has been
trying to alter its structure in response to changing circumstances. At the beginning, it focused
on security cooperation and close relationships
among the member states. In the 1980s, as
changes occurred in both the security and
economic environments, ASEAN expanded
the scope of cooperation and reorganized its
structure. Since the late 1990s, it has pursued
internal intensification and external expansion.
The membership of ASEAN was expanded to
include Vietnam in 1995, Lao PDR and
Myanmar in 1997, and Cambodia in 1999.
After increasing its membership to 10 countries, ASEAN considered various measures to
strengthen internal unity and cooperation. To
expand externally in response to the 1997 Asian
Financial Crisis, ASEAN pursued ‘ASEAN+3’
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which includes Korea, China, and Japan.
Currently, the ASEAN Summit, the meeting
of the heads of member states or governments,
is the top decision–making body of ASEAN.
The chair position of the ASEAN Summit
rotates in alphabetical order of English names
of member states. The ASEAN Coordinating
Council coordinates important ASEAN affairs,
and the ASEAN Community Councils deal
with issues related to integration. The ASEAN
Secretariat arranges major projects, resolves
differences among the organs and projects, and
advises governments on various projects.
Ever since ASEAN was first established in
1967, the organization has gone through
changes in several phases. ASEAN began with
a loose structure for cooperation between
governments and the Annual Ministerial
Meeting was its highest decision–making body
from 1967 to 2008. However, there were significant changes with respect to other aspects of
ASEAN’s structure ever since the 1976 Bali
Summit, the first–ever ASEAN Summit. At
the Bali Summit, the member states made a
decision to establish committees for issues
related to strengthening economic cooperation.
Moreover, they decided to set up the ASEAN
Secretariat to support ASEAN’s activities more
effectively. The 1977 Kuala Lumpur Summit
specified the decision of the Bali Summit by
formalizing the ASEAN Economic Ministers
Meeting. ASEAN was then reorganized with
three structural pillars: ASEAN Foreign
Ministers Meeting, the ASEAN Economic
Ministers Meeting, and the meeting of other

ministers. To adjust ASEAN’s operating system,
to improve efficiency of decision–making, and
to accomplish the ASEAN Community by
2015, ASEAN enacted ‘the ASEAN Charter’
in 2008. The ASEAN Summit was thereafter
established as its highest decision–making body.
Chapter 3 discusses decision–making in ASEAN
in terms of cultural and political background, the
specific characteristics of decision–making, the
principles and rules for management, and the
changes in ‘the ASEAN Way’. One of the more
important features in ASEAN’s decision–making
practices is informality based on consensus and
consultation. ‘The ASEAN Way’ is a reflection
of the structure of agricultural society of Java,
Indonesia; which focus on mandatory group
work, and the slow development of a modern
nation in Southeast Asia. As newly independent
states face the task of building a nation–state, the
ASEAN member countries put emphasis on
maintaining national sovereignty and established the principle of nonintervention. This
principle first acquired normative status at the
1976 ASEAN Treaty of Amity and Cooperation.
The key principles in the operation of ASEAN
are restraint, respect, and responsibility. The
principle of restraint refers to patience and
nonintervention regarding other states; the
principle of respect signifies a strong sense of
sovereignty; and the principle of responsibility
indicates mutual respect and sacrifice. Based on
these principles, ASEAN established ‘the
ASEAN Way’ as its modus operandi. The
ASEAN way emphasizes nonintervention,
informal diplomacy, restraint of public criticism
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on policies of other member states, and decision–making by consultation and consensus. In
ASEAN, therefore, preference is given to informal talks and ‘accommodative diplomacy’.
When member states cannot reach an agreement, decision–making was often deferred to a
later date to avoid escalation of conflict. It
emphasizes confidence–building and preventive diplomacy for dispute resolution. To minimize conflicts among the member states, the
elites in the member countries build up close
personal relationships among themselves, and
place sensitive issues on formal meetings after
discussing them in prior informal meetings. In
addition, ASEAN–ISIS, a network of think–
tanks for Southeast Asian studies, delivers
preconcerted results which are difficult to make
during formal meetings, acting as a liaison
between NGOs and governments.
The ASEAN’s undeclared rules for management and operation are rotation, apportionment, and efficiency. The rules, respectively, of
rotation and apportionment reflect the principles of mutual respect for sovereignty and
equality; and the rule of efficiency complements
the first two rules. According to the rule of rotation, ASEAN countries are assigned to chair
the organs in alphabetical order. The rule of
apportionment allows ASEAN countries to
share the roles for its organs and projects. For
setting up the ASEAN Secretariat in Jakarta,
the rule of efficiency was applied to complement the other two rules. For assigning an
intermediary for negotiation with non–
ASEAN countries, ASEAN applies the rule of
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efficiency. For operation of its economic
committees, they are apportioned without rotation. The budget and audit committees are
located in Indonesia without personnel rotation
so that the ASEAN Secretariat in Jakarta can
administer them more efficiently.
As the agendas for regional cooperation are
broadened and supranational issues arise due to
increased interdependence, the member states
have been aware that the principle of nonintervention and consensus should be modified. Since
Thailand’s foreign minister suggested the concept
of ‘constructive intervention’ and then changed it
to a much less forceful ‘flexible engagement’ at the
1998 AMM, the principle of nonintervention
has been under discussion. The 1998 AMM
adopted the far weaker concept of ‘enhanced
interaction’. In this context, ASEAN tried to
change its decision–making procedures and tested the tools to supplement the principle of
consensus. Moreover, it introduced something
called ‘partial withdrawal’ which would not bind
the opposing states but to make it possible for
approving states to promote cooperation.
ASEAN attempted to change some of its
practices with respect to decision–making several times. Regarding discussions on the majority
vote, for example, ASEAN has shown growing
interest in expediting its institution. In particular, the cases of signing legal binding agreements
has increased in ASEAN. In 1996, the mechanism and regulations were introduced to resolve
conflicts related to economic cooperation. As for
the ASEAN Senior Economic Officials’ Meeting, simple majority voting was applied.
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ASEAN also adopted the concept of ‘ASEAN–
X’. In the case that member states cannot reach
an agreement,‘ASEAN–X’allows some member
states to opt out for a certain agenda without
opposing its implementation.
Chapter 4 examines the factors for changes in
ASEAN decision–making through case studies. The changes occur due to corresponding
changes in international regimes, and active
agents and contents of regionalism. In response
to changes in international circumstances,
ASEAN has promoted ASEAN integration by
concluding the AFTA. It is also trying to settle
territorial disputes peacefully through international judicial institutions. These are the cases
which show the real possibility of ASEAN
changing its decision–making practices by
adopting systemic operation and rule of law. As
the agents in regionalism were altered, the
potential for changes in ASEAN’s decision–
making practice has increased. As the number
of member states increased, flexible decision–
making is required to deal with a larger gap
among member states. It is also expected that
the new officials who went to study abroad
could gradually affect the informal aspects of
ASEAN. It is very possible that ASEAN’s
decision–making practice could indeed be
changed, as global powers engage in regionalism. In addition to economic integration, the
emergence of non–traditional security issues
such as haze (smog) and infectious diseases
require a clearer decision– making procedures
than what they were traditionally.
The cases analyzed identify the specific factors

in ASEAN decision–making and reflect the
changes. The case involving territorial dispute
confirms that ASEAN’s attitudes has changed
in an active way. ASEAN, which had hesitated
to discuss sensitive issues, resolved the intra–
association conflict through the International
Court of Justice which is not an ASEAN organization. Regarding non–traditional issues, the
previous practice had to be changed because
ASEAN would only emphasize an agreement
on the principles through ‘building of trust.’
ASEAN has adopted the documents carrying
legal binding force. With respect to the case of
the AFTA which compels the member states
to honor their commitments on items agreed
upon, we can expect that decision–making
practice will become stronger. As for the case of
drafting the ASEAN Charter, it shows that
ASEAN can limit and revise the rules of
consensus as situations and needs arise. Establishing and expanding the East Asia Summit is
an example that implies inevitable changes in
the mode of decision–making in ASEAN.
Chapter 5 concludes the paper by summing
up research and discussing the measures for
cooperation between Korea and ASEAN. The
changes in ASEAN’s decision–making structure
not only cause changes in the organizational
structure but also in modes of decision–making.
Korea needs to pursue cooperation with
ASEAN, while understanding and respecting
the principles of ASEAN decision–making
and the region’s cultural background. Korea
should consider the basic principles for the
operation of ASEAN to pursue and strengthen
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cooperation with ASEAN with due patience.
Moreover, the Korean government and research
institutes have to pursue closer cooperation
with ASEAN think–tanks, considering their
role as informal government agencies. It is also
necessary to adopt flexible measures to promote
economic cooperation. The proper suggestion
of ‘ASEAN–X’ and the ‘pathfinder method’ on
a case–by–case basis can be considered. Furthermore, for the operation of the Chiang Mai
Initiative Multilateralization (CMIM), the
majority voting or the qualified majority voting
mechanism may also be worth consideration.
The decision–making method for effective
operation of the CMIM should be actively
discussed and institutionalized.
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[Southeast Asia]
ne of the most important characteristics
of Southeast Asia seems to be diversity,
which has been formed, above all, through its
geographical environments and historical and
cultural experiences with various countries
abroad and among themselves. In spite of the
diversity, there have been constant attempts to
build a Southeast Asian regionalism through
binding together Southeast Asian countries
into a community. For example, the ASEAN
leaders in 2003 agreed to establish the ASEAN
community until 2020 and even signed the
ASEAN Charter in late 2007, whose purpose
is to build a regional identity and a regional
integration.
However, there are many obstacles to the realization of the ASEAN community. For example, the big gap in the level of the economic
development among the member states of the
ASEAN and the lack of the will to integrate

O

Southeast Asian markets on the part of the
member states’ governments and businessmen
in the region. Another problem is conflicts
among the member states such as those
concerning the construction of dams and the
illegal immigrants and, more recently, the territorial quarrel on the Hindu temple Preah
Vihear between Thailand and Cambodia.
The most important recent aspect of the
external relation of Southeast Asia seems to be
that with China. Southeast Asian relation with
China has not only a cooperative aspect, which
can be seen in the establishment of the bilateral
strategic partnership between the two sides and
the signing of the ASEAN–China FTA in
2002. There is but a possibility of Chinese threat
to Southeast Asia too, which can be, above all,
seen in the Chinese economic expansion to
various Mainland Southeast Asian countries
and maritime disputes over some islands in the
South China Sea between some Southeast
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Asian countries and China.
[Thailand]
The aspects of Buddhism and the King are
emphasized to show the historical continuity to
influence the contemporary Thailand. For Thai
political structure, the parliamentary system
since the constitutional monarchy in 1932 is
investigated. For the recent political change of
Thailand, the 1997 Constitution and the 2007
Constitution are compared. The King Bhumibol’s traditional leadership is contrasted with
the former prime minister Thaksin’s entrepreneur style leadership to look into the current
Thai politics. After the description of many
political changes since the 2006 coup, Thai politics is evaluated to experience an inevitable
process resulted from the disharmony between
the institution and the leadership. Then the
problems facing Thai democracy are analyzed
with some future prospect.
For the state goal and policy of Thailand, the
policy statement to the National Assembly
delivered by the prime minister Yingluck
Shinawatra is analyzed and various policy fields
are classified in detail. The foreign relations of
Thailand are described with emphasis on
ASEAN, the USA, and China. The diplomatic
relations with Korea are studied in the context
of historical development and sectoral situation
along with the Thai perspective of Korea.
[Vietnam]
Vietnam has grown so fast, marking nearly
10% of annual GDP growth since early 1990s,
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after launching the reform policy at the second
half of the 1980s. However the political reform
in Vietnam has still not proceeded well, continuing the one party rule.
In order to accomplish the economic development Vietnam has focused on the integration
to the international community and establishing the stable and peaceful international environment. Meanwhile conservative voices to
defend the socialist regime also exist.
This trend of national policy was endorsed
again at the 11th Congress of the Vietnamese
Communist Party as well as the 13th National
Assembly and the Government in 2011. It is
suggested for the future Korean foreign policy
to share the experiences and to find the ways of
the sustainable development and harmonized
society with Vietnam, deepening the economic
and socio–cultural relationship.
[Indonesia]
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the
change and characteristic of the political and
diplomatic area in the recent Yudhoyono’s
government in Indonesia. The analysis level of
this article is that first, the factor of historical–
structural power which Indonesia’s society have
been lead; second, focusing on the distinctiveness of the political power structure, political
party system, political elites of Yudhoyono’s
government; third, explaining the national goal
and policy of the current government and
measuring the empowerment of Indonesia
governance; fourth, after democratization in
Indonesia, analyzing the Indonesia foreign poli-

[Philippines]
The Philippine politics is continuously influenced by the traditional family–oriented social
value system and the unequal socioeconomic
class structure that formulated during the colonial period. They provide the backgrounds for
the traditional ruling elite group to maintain
and inherit their political privilege generation
to generation. The Philippine politics has been
operated under a democratic institution for a
long time even it is subjected to criticism for its
lack of substances. In theory, Filipinos express
their political will during the periodical elec-
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cy’ change, vision, conflict issues and meaning.
Absolutely the change of the contents and
direction of the recent Indonesia’s political and
foreign area is very positive and future– oriented. The political results of Indonesia’s democratization has been influenced on the Indonesia’s
foreign power and position in regional and
international level. Yudhoyono’s government
vision is to develop democracy, muslim and
modernization with harmony. However, Money
politics in Indonesia, namely the politics of
corruption cartel, have been made a problem
openly since after the fall of the Soeharto’s
regime. Anti–corruption reform in Indonesia is
very important to enhance not only administrative’s governance empowerment but also the
public function of political party, parliament
and the judical system. Indeed, Renovation of
public organization and governance in Indonesia have been influenced on democracy and
prosperity of Indonesia reciprocally.

tion, and they fulfill their self–governance
through the local government system. However, in practice, such democratic institutions are
easily abused by the lack of socioeconomic
fundamentals for flowering the democratic
values. Furthermore, the Philippine political
leaders did not show their strong will to change
such fundamentals. Recently, some changes
could be sensed in the Philippine politics. It is
followed by the generational shift within the
ruling elite group. It could be seen as a simple
change of the same kind with the political
family from father to his son or daughter, but
the behavior of the young political figures seem
to be different from the older generation. They
tend to abstain themselves from power abuses
and to mind their political accountability.
Even though the Philippine democratic
system could not avoid the criticism for its lack
of substances, the Philippine political elites
gradually listen to the people’s voice to fill in the
lack. Considering these tendency, Korean
government need to give more efforts to earn
the Filipino mind through informal diplomatic
activities. Filipinos has the political culture of
‘utang na loop(debt within the heart)’, which
implies the Filipino tendency to repay as much
as they received. Korean government needs to
concern about the poor living condition of the
Filipino underclass who constitutes about 90%
of the total population, and provide necessary
assistance for improving the situation. Such
efforts will help to grow among the Filipinos
the mind of gratitude toward Korea. The Filipino public opinion will be delivered to the
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ruling elites and reflected to the Philippine
diplomatic policy. Recently the perception rate
of Korea in the Philippines is increasing rapidly
thanks to the Korean popular culture. If Korean
government officially engaged in the Korean
Wave too much, Filipinos would misunderstand the Korean Wave as a cultural imperialism driven by Korean government. Therefore, it
would be desirable for Korean government to
exert more efforts to plant the mindful and
helpful national image of Korea to Filipino
masses by engaging in social developmental
activities rather than popular cultural activities.
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D

evelopment in diverse areas including
agriculture, environment, infrastructure,
logistics/transportation, and tourism has been a
continuous and consistent feature along the
regions surrounding the Mekong River. In case
of the Greater Mekong Subregion project
undertaken by the Asian Development Bank
(ADB), the initial concentration of investment
in infrastructure is being superseded by increasing focus on the ‘software’ aspect of development, namely efforts at facilitating trade and
investment. The projects supervised by the
Mekong River Commission focuses on agriculture, management of water resources, and flood
control, while also looking into different aspects
related to construction of dams for hydropower
and its significance for agriculture and the environment.
The Mekong Institute is also an important
player in the region’s development, as it oversees
projects in human development, and extending

the work in this area into various consulting
projects. The efforts by the ASEAN–Mekong
Basin Development Cooperation (AMBDC)
places greater focus on such areas as infrastructure, and logistics/transportation. However,
progress has been slower than ADB projects
given the comparative lack of funds available to
the AMBDC compared to the ADB.
The focus of the Ayeyawady–Chao Phraya–
Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy
(ACMECS), headed by Thailand, is on agriculture, infrastructure, and tourism; based on sector
cooperation between countries in the region
and sustainable development. The level of cooperation in the region is expected to increase
with the election of Yinglak Shinawatra as
prime minister of Thailand. Also, the ASEAN
economic community, which will be implemented by 2015, is expected to offer continued
support for the region’s underdeveloped countries (CLMV) in various areas.
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The strategies for each country as revealed in
the research can be outlined as follows.
Thailand, under the leadership of its PM
Thaksin, has sought to secure regional leadership while pursuing its economic and security
interests through the ACMECS. It has become
the unquestioned locus of development in the
Mekong region in terms of its historical relations with its neighbors, geographical location,
trade, investment, and economic cooperation.
Cambodia has given priority to growth,
employment, equality, and efficiency through
its ‘Rectangular Strategy’; with particular focus
on management of water resources and irrigation, with emphasis on growth and efficiency.
Laos is engaged in project in development in
water resources with aims of extricating itself
from its status as a least–developed country by
2020. Its approach to the Mekong region development is strategic, as it seeks to maintain
sovereignty and autonomy in the region against
obvious geopolitical disadvantages as a weak
power. It has maintained a strategy based on
multilateralism and regional balance in the
development of hydropower, and made some
notable accomplishments such as bringing the
MRC headquarters to Laos.
Korea has hosted the 1st Korea–Mekong
Foreign Ministers meeting in October 2011, and
concluded it with the 『Han–River Declaration』
of Establishing the Mekong–ROK Comprehensive Partnership for Mutual Prosperity,
indicating that Korea would take active part in
the development of the Mekong region in the
future. Given strategies employed by Thailand,
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Cambodia, and Laos; Korea will do better to
employ the Triangular Cooperation formula,
utilizing Thailand when engaging in development cooperation projects involving Laos or
Myanmar. In addition, highlighting the role of
Tonle Sap River in Cambodia and research for
possible advantages it can offer for development cooperation in the Mekong Region will
be important. It is also necessary to examine
projects that Korean companies can actually
undertake through detailed and accurate analysis of water resource/hydropower development
in the Mekong. Last but not least, it might be
necessary to make the Asia–Europe Meeting
(ASEM) scheduled to be held in Vientiane,
Laos a forum where measures for active participation in water resources/hydropower could be
devised.
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T

his study aims to review the Islamic political streams and Islamic religious and
cultural characteristics; and at comprehensive
analysis of the Islamic economy in terms of the
structure, operation, and policies. It seeks to
provide a background paper for understanding
Southeast Asia from a new perspective and for
helping to arrange measures for strengthening
cooperation with Southeast Asian countries.
Chapter 2 discusses the characteristics of an
Islamic economy, focusing on Islamic economic
principles, the effect of Islamic cultural aspects
on its economy, and the Islamic practice of
charitable giving, ‘zakat’. Muslims have historically tried to establish fairness in economic
transaction. Aspects of Islamic culture such as
fasting, the pilgrimage to Mecca, and zakat are
closely related to economic phenomena. After
finishing Ramadan, the Islamic month of fasting, consumption, especially consumption of
food and beverages, increases greatly. Creation

of funds for pilgrimage to Mecca became the
basis for the development of Islamic finance.
However, two Islamic mass prayers required
during working hours can have an adverse
effect on productivity. As consumption of halal
products increased, the importance of halal
certification is emphasized. Zakat, which is a
mechanism of redistribution, is a system for
helping the needy. As zakat is obligatory for
Muslims, it possesses the same characteristics as
taxation.
Chapter 3 introduces Islamic finance in terms
of its features, methods, and process of development, and considers ways for introducing
Islamic finance into Korea. To promote equitable economic relations, Islamic finance prohibits interest (riba) in a financial transaction and
helps debtors and creditors to share the risk
through transactions backed by real assets.
Better–known forms of Islamic finance
include murabahah, istisna, and ijarah for
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commodity transaction; and mudharabah and
musyarakah for investment. The murabahah is
consumer credit, where a financial organization
pays a seller on behalf of the buyer and the
buyer repays the debt. As for the istisna, the
producer credit, a financial organization makes
loans to a producer. After producing the goods,
the financial firm takes over the goods and sells
them to a buyer. The ijarah is similar to a lease:
a financial organization purchases facilities or
buildings, and transfers the right of use only to
a user. The user must pay a user fee to the financial organization. By the mudharabah, an investor participates in a certain business through a
financial organization, and the entrepreneur
manages the business and provides the investor
with a portion of the profit according to the
profit–sharing rate. Lastly, the musyarakah is an
arrangement where both a financial organization and the entrepreneur finance and manage
the business together and divide the profit
according to a profit–sharing contract.
The Islamic bond, sukuk, is a financial instrument based on Islamic prescriptions for financial
transaction. While an ordinary bond contains a
contract on principle repayment and interest
payments, sukuk is considered a certificate for
right to the cash flow and revenue from the project and tangible asset.
In the Islamic areas, insurance industry remains
undeveloped. The Islamic insurance, takaful,
however, had been brought into being by reasoning that Islamic insurance is indeed possible if it
satisfies the principle of cooperation, respect for
Islamic law (Shariah), and charity–giving.
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The development of Islamic finance first
began following the oil shock of the 1970s.
Islamic financial organizations were established
with oil money accumulated in the Middle
East. In the 1980s, many Islamic financial organizations and research institutes were founded,
and Islamic finance spread out from the Middle
East to Malaysia and Bangladesh. In the 1990s,
the Auditing and Accounting Organization of
Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) was
established, the first international standards on
Islamic finance were set, and subsidiaries of
Western banks for Islamic finance were founded. Thus, the Islamic finance had become internationalized. In the 2000s, the volume of Islamic funds soared with the accumulation of oil
money and modus operandi of Islamic finance
spreaded even to non–Muslim countries. Islamic finance has been greatly standardized as such
Islamic financial organizations including the
International Islamic Financial Market (IIFM),
the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB),
and the Islamic International Rating Agency
(IIRA) were founded. Currently, Islamic finance
is growing rapidly as large amounts of oil money
has again accumulated in GCC countries, the
infrastructure for the Islamic finance has been
established, and there is growing interest in its
structural stability.
For the long–term development of Islamic
finance, it is necessary that Shariah be unified,
the Islamic financial law become standardized,
and Islamic financial products diversified. To
introduce Islamic finance into Korea, it is very
much necessary that the government modify
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related legal systems and examine the issues
concerning the change of the rights for collateral
caused by the transfer of the ownership of sukuk.
Chapter 4 examines the Islamic economy in
Malaysia, with emphasis on Islamic finance,
zakat, and the halal industry. The distinct feature
of Islamic finance in Malaysia is that the government takes the lead in its development under a
long–term financial master plan. Malaysia set up
a comprehensive financial system involving
both Islamic banks, takaful, and the Westernized financial market; and stabilized the market
by supporting the scheme with legislation and
system. The Malaysian government took a leading role in internationalizing Islamic finance by
interpreting Islamic doctrine from a flexible
perspective, expanding the scope of Islamic
finance, and diversifying the Islamic financial
products.
Factors such as the political environment,
funds for the pilgrimage to Mecca, and other
beneficial conditions affected the development
of Islamic finance in Malaysia. The Malaysian
government adopted it as a policy measure to
give the Malay, a politically dominant ethnic
group, preferential treatment (Bumiputra policy). The fund managing the money for the
pilgrimage to Mecca of Malay Muslims
(Tabung Haji) provides the base of Islamic
finance in Malaysia. Malaysia is located in the
center of emerging economies, takes a high
status in the Islamic countries, and has conditions advantageous for harmonizing with the
culture of the Middle East. Therefore, Islamic
finance in Malaysia will be expanded and its

development accelerated in the future.
The zakat collection center of federal and
regional Islamic committees manage the funds
for zakat in Malaysia. The greatest amount of
zakat money is distributed the to people
engaged in Islamic activities, and the second
most to the poors.
The halal industry in Malaysia focuses on
processed foods, raw materials for cosmetics,
cosmetics, and livestock products. Malaysia is
famous for exporting halal products, and is
expected to increase its exports in the next ten
years. The Malysian government established
the institution for halal certification ( JAKIM)
and announced its plan to expand the scope of
certification. To obtain halal certification, it is
required to hire Muslims. Therefore, halal
industries contribute to expanding job opportunities for Muslims. In Malaysia, it can be said
that halal practices has already been established
in the distribution sector and the service sector.
Therefore, the process for certification will be
legalized soon.
Chapter 5 discusses the Islamic economy in
Indonesia, focusing on the process of the development of the Islam economy, the halal economy, the Islamic finance, and zakat. As full–
fledged Islamization began in the 1980s,
Indonesia’s Islamic economy started to develop.
Legislation and amendment of laws for Islamic
banks were carried out rapidly, and religious
knowledge and information related to Islamic
banks accumulated fast. Although the enactment of laws for the Islamic economy has been
achieved steadily, there has been a growing
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tendency to control the Islamic finance with the
ordinance of governmental agencies, along with
religious decrees, or 'fatwa'.
Although halal certification is based on voluntary participation, the request for certification
for halal food produced and distributed in a
large scale increased steadily, and halal certification is considered a necessity for sales. The
development of the halal industry is slow, and
the public is calling for making halal certification mandatory. Thus, legislation of halal certification is currently under discussion.
Indonesia is implementing Islamic finance in
harmony with traditional banking structures.
Instead of enacting the law of Islamic banking
independently, the Indonesian government
supplemented the amended banking law of
1992 with provisions for Islamic banking. The
Indonesian government set up a blueprint for
the development of Islamic finance in 2002,
and modified the laws and system related to the
Islamic financial market in 2008. It also systemized Islamic financial products by establishing a
development strategy. Due to these efforts,
Islamic finance in Indonesia has developed
rapidly. Since the Indonesian government is
willing to develop the Islamic financial market
by arrangement of policies, it is expected that
the development of Islamic finance in Indonesia will accelerate. However, there are some
factors which will delay the development of
Islamic finance. For example, the infrastructure
for Islamic finance is not properly established
and experts on Islamic finance are insufficient.
In Indonesia, zakat is collected and distribut-
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ed by Islamic organizations and mosques. Thus,
zakat has been understood as charity–giving
rather than as a tax, and people do not participate much in zakat donation. As Islamization
accelerated in the 1980s, the public called for
the government to take a leading role in zakat.
Accordingly, the decree of the minister of religious affairs was issued in 1991 and, the bill on
zakat was passed in 1999. The zakat committee
was established by law, and the private organization managing zakat was also founded.
Founding these organizations show the possibility that resources can be accumulated with
the zakat and the zakat fund be used effectively
with systemic programs. The fund–raising for
zakat at the national level by private organizations is important in that, by applying the
welfare contract program to the management
of the zakat fund, Indonesia is attempting to
take an opportunity for spreading out the
Islamic economic principles.
People who claim superiority of the Islamic
economy often consider it an alternative for
overcoming hardship caused by the 1997 Asian
Financial Crisis. Since the late 1990s when
official Islamic finance first began, economic
bureaucrats and experts have expressed a positive outlook. However, religious leaders did not
shared the positive views and have since taken a
critical stance to the Islamic economy.
Chapter 6 concludes the paper by summing
up research and discussing the measures for
reinforcing economic cooperation between
Korea and Southeast Asian Islamic economies.
Regarding the development of the Islamic
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economy, the similarity between Malaysia and
Indonesia is that the two countries introduced
the Islamic economy gradually, in line with the
trend of Islamization, and both countries
applied the Islamic economic principles to the
banking sector first, and then to food and beverage industries. With respect to the development of the Islamic economy, there are also
several differences between Malaysia and Indonesia. However, differences do exist, the most
salient being the role of the government. For
developing the Islamic economy, the government has taken a major role in Malaysia, while
private religious circles and Islamic political
parties have taken the lead in Indonesia. There
is a tendency that while the Malaysian government has a clear blueprint for the development
of Islamic finance and has implemented the
policies systematically, the Indonesian government has suggested the policies for Islamic
finance ex post facto and unsystematically.
Attempts to apply the Islamic economy were
made more actively to a broader area in Malaysia than in Indonesia.
The Islamic finance is expected to develop
continuously, as it develops continuously in
Malaysia and rapidly in Indonesia. However, it
is almost impossible that Islamic finance would
replace traditional finance, as Islamic finance
would as a part of overall financial structure
coexisting with the traditional finance.
There would be many obstacles for institutionalizing Islamic finance in Korea, because
Korea does not have an Islamic cultural base. To
establish the basis for Islamic finance, Korea

should cooperate with Muslim countries gradually and continuously mostly in areas of
economic and cultural aspects. Korea could
consider strengthening cooperation with the
countries which introduced Islamic finance
successfully and using the cooperation system
indirectly. The Korean firms considering entering the Malaysian and Indonesian food and
distribution industries need to understand halal
foods and should respond actively. Regarding
this issue, Dunkin Donuts which succeeded
enormously in the Indonesian market, may
serve as an example useful implication. Lastly, it
is necessary that Koreans and Korean firms
understand and respect the religious practices
of Muslims.
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ISBN 978–89–322–2273–8 / A5 / 252pp. / USD 10

T

he new Myanmar government has been
trying to introduce a series of political and
economic reform measures which are intended
to improve its relationship with the western
countries including the US and the EU. Those
reform measures also shows that Myanmar has
greater willingness to gear up its socio–economic development.
Myanmar has been known for its growth
potential with plenty of natural resources as
well as its sizable land and population. Recently,
Myanmar’s role in the ASEAN has been
increased and strengthened. There will be more
opportunities for economic and development
cooperation with Myanmar. In this vein, Korea
considers Myanmar as one of the important
partner countries for development cooperation.
Nevertheless, development cooperation strategies as well as country studies on Myanmar are
hardly found in Korea.
This report analyzes the current status of
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Myanmar’s socio–economic development, and
then evaluate development cooperation efforts
made by donor countries including Korea up to
now. Based on the analysis and evaluation, three
directions are derived for Korea’s development
cooperation for Myanmar. Firstly, Korea needs
an early and considerable increase in its ODA
for Myanmar. Currently, per capita ODA amounts
for the nearby important partner countries such
as Cambodia, Rao PDR and Vietnam from
Korea, are well above those for Myanmar.
Secondly, concessional loans have not been
provided by Korea since 2005. They need to be
resumed to help Myanmar construct and
improve its physical infrastructures (especially
electric transmission lines, small local roads and
bridges, local ports etc) which are prerequisite for
social and economic development. Lastly, Korea
has to prepare the Country Partnership Strategy
(CPS) that is a comprehensive framework for
development cooperation allowing for Myan-
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mar’s mid/long–term development process.
The CPS has to identify priority areas or issues
of development cooperation. Based upon the
analysis of Myanmar’s socio–economic development and the selection principles such as willingness, alignment, selective focus, harmonization,
spill–over and short–term urgency, this report
recommends the first and second tier priority
areas of development cooperation for Myanmar.
The recommendation will be a very useful reference in devising the CPS for Myanmar.
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M

yanmar has long been considered one
of the last frontiers of Asia. Despite
being abundant in labor and rich in resources,
Myanmar has not been able to achieve economic development for a long time. A military–
backed civilian government took office in 2011,
and last year pushed forward political and
economic reforms at a rate that has surprised
many both in and outside the country. Myanmar’s reforms offer long–overdue opportunities
for the country’s economic development through
liberalization and re–integration into the world
economy. This report aims to provide a better
understanding of the country’s potential for
development from two perspectives. The first half
of the analysis focuses on the relationship between
Myanmar’s socio–cultural factors and development.The second half examines recent reforms in
politics, economy and international relations.
Myanmar’s socio–cultural landscape has had a
profound effect on policy. A wide range of reli-
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gious and traditional elements motivated aspects
of earlier economic policies. The subsequent
Socialist period, whose arrival was partly triggered by religiously motivated policies of the
previous administration, saw the stagnation and
isolation of the once–prosperous economy. The
prominent place given to Buddhism in conjunction with the country’s ethnic diversity have led
to security issues and human rights problems,
and for several decades, armed conflict between
the central government and ethnic minorities
have seriously undermined economic development of the country.
On the other hand, Myanmar's traditional
culture also holds great potential for economic
development by creating favorable conditions for
investment in human capital. Myanmar has higher literacy rates than other countries with comparable levels of economic development and the
country is known for high levels of achievement
motivation. Myanmar’s institutionalized religions,
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where Theravada Buddhism holds a prominent
place but also with large congregations of Christians and Muslims among ethnic minorities,
contributed to human capital accumulation
through cultural norms that emphasize learning
and institutional support through monastic
schools. Nonetheless, it is equally true that Myanmar has serious limitations in human resources
outside basic literacy rates, due to low public
investment in education. Yet the country’s cultural
potential suggests that once aggressive investment
and institutional reforms are in place, Myanmar's
human capital could increase rather rapidly.
Political and economic reforms initiated by the
newly formed civilian government show encouraging signs of society–wide change. It should be
remembered that when the new government
took office in early 2011, expectations of substantial change were modest because the military still
maintained tight control over the political
process. Yet subsequent actions by the government included substantive measures that include
the meeting between Aung San Suu Sukyi and
President Thein Sein, restoration of the NLD as
a political party, release of political prisoners, and
legalization of street protests. On the other hand,
peace negotiations with armed ethnic groups
appear face complex hurdles. Several minority
armed groups have resisted the government
demand for their integration into the government–controlled Border Defense Forces. More
fundamentally, the government and ethnic
minorities disagree sharply over center–periphery relationships including the level of autonomy
for minority states.

The government is gradually introducing
market liberalization and promoting private
economic activities. Special economic zone law
has been introduced and foreign investment law
is being revised while the Myanmar Investment
Committee gained renewed government support
and has been regrouped. To pave the way for
foreign exchange reform, the Myanmar government invited a delegation from the IMF for
technical assistance. Private banks were allowed
to handle currency exchange transactions for the
first time since the military coup in 1962. The
Myanmar government already privatized state
firms in control of natural gas and oil in 2010. A
significant number of SOEs under the ownership of 15 government ministries and entities are
also expected to be on sale.
The reforms in Myanmar have proceeded at a
time when the United States is trying to respond
more directly to China’s growing influence in
Southeast Asia. Myanmar’s political and
economic liberalization can lead to gradual
easing of economic sanctions imposed by Western governments, and the West can and will
further encourage reforms through easing of
sanctions. Myanmar appears to be willing to take
advantage of its geostrategic location with respect
to the US–China rivalry in the Asia–Pacific
region, finally seeking to end its heavy economic
and military dependence on China.
The opening of Myanmar’s economy offers
considerable investment opportunities for Korea
and its importance is only heightened under
current global recession. The implications that
can be drawn from the current report are as
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follows. First, it is imperative to understand that
the socio–cultural environment of Myanmar will
produce complex effects, with mixed results for
development potential of the country. The
emphasis on Buddhism in a country with high
levels of ethnic diversity poses challenges for
peace and nation–building, which is a prerequisite for economic development. Yet another
aspect of Buddhism and deep religiosity of ethnic
groups helped create cultural norms and institutions conducive to human capital accumulation.
Second, Korea needs to fully utilize its advantage
in credibility over other countries when Myanmar opens up for international economic cooperation. For Myanmar, Korea can make a
successful case that it has no geopolitical agenda
like the US, China or India. Unlike Japan, Korea
has no historical baggage with respect to Myanmar from colonial rule or wars. Korea should
design its economic cooperation strategy with
Myanmar based on such understanding of
Myanmar’s domestic politics and international
relations in addition to technical knowledge of
development processes.
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Jae–Young Lee, Seok Hwan Kim, Se Jin Jung,
Joung–Ho Park, Byung In Park, and Hee–Seung Na (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2275–2 / A5 / 326pp. / USD 12

2

0 years have passed after the collapse of the
former Soviet Union. For the last 20 years,
former Soviet countries were subject to turbulent rearrangement of international order. In
particular, geopolitical changes in the Central
Asia region emerged as the one of the most
important issues facing the global community.
In the twenty–first century, the strategic value of
Central Asia is increasing and this region has
invited the competition among the world
powers: US, Russia, and China. Therefore, in the
future, Central Asia is very likely be a key variable in the shifting geopolitical hegemony in the
former Soviet bloc and the Eurasian continent.
This offers us a perspective for assessing not
only nation–building strategies, including transition to market economies and but also synthesizing external factors that impacted this process
that has lasted 20th years following the Soviet
collapse. This is an essential prerequisite for the
Korean government in cooperating with govern-

ments of Central Asia, for private Korean companies in managing investment risks, and also very
important for establishing Korea’s entry strategy
for the region.
Therefore, the main purpose of this research is
to analyze factors for integration and faultlines in
Central Asia that can spur change in the region
or country. This research is especially important
for understanding the changing international
trends in Eurasia by taking into account geopolitical change and regional cooperation in
Central Asia during the post–Soviet era from an
academic perspective. Also, it can provide a
major impetus for the Korean government in
promoting its “New Asia” diplomatic policy.
This study comprises of 7 sections. After the
introduction, second and third sections identify
whether nation building efforts by each state is
actually self–strengthening or genuine movements toward regional integration. We closely
examine two factors – the causes behind of
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unsettled border issues and Islam, which can
intensify instability among countries in Central
Asia. And then, we consider how these factors
can impact integration or disintegration in
Central Asia. This helps understand a number
of political fissures visible in Central Asia related to social change.
In fourth and fifth sections, we study the
geopolitical change and characteristics of international relations in the region. Penetration of
the US, efforts of Russia to regain its influence,
and Centripetal force of China in Central Asia
with respect to establishment of regional security of Central Asia are included. The characteristics, role, and interests and position of member
countries of the Organization of Multilateral
security and cooperation in Central Asia, a lead
taken in CSTO by Russia and China’s lead in
the SCO, are analyzed. By comprehensive understanding of the security environment and shifts
in international relations in Central Asia, we
can grasp the key geopolitical characteristics
and foreign strategy of the relevant countries.
In the sixth section, we attempt a detailed
study on certain standout cases to assess the
situation of economic cooperation in Central
Asia. Especially, we outline the situation of railway infrastructure in Central Asia, and consider
the strategic value and geo–economic implication of those railways, and development potential connected to regional economic cooperation. This will help us predict the economic
situation of Central Asia in the future.
In the seventh section, we conclude by delineating possibilities for regional integration or
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cracks in Central Asia. Then, we provide implications for policies regarding strategies for into
Central Asia.
This study analyzes methodically all regional
conditions in Central Asia, and provides an
outlook for the future of Central Asia. Therefore, this research can help readers understand
the geopolitical value of Central Asia within
the context of the Eurasian Continent and in
connection with strategic maneuvers among
the former Soviet countries. Secondly, this
study can help the Korea government formulate foreign policy and establish a more encompassing Central Asia policy by understanding
in depth both side of the issues related to forces
of integration and disintegration of Central
Asia. Finally, it provides a picture of outcomes
of the transition and the process of regional
change in Central Asia after the Soviet collapse,
and will contribute to the formulation of entry/
investment strategies for the Korean government and Korean enterprises concerning
Central Asia.
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Korea and Central Asia: Measures for the
Promotion of Human Capital Exchange

Sung Hak Yoon et al. (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2276–9 / A5 / 344pp. / USD 12

E

conomic growth of Korea and its entry
into the ranks of developed countries was
made possible by utilization of its only abundant factor, labor, and excellent human capital;
despite its lack of physical capital and natural
resources. Future economic growth for Korea
would still depend on accumulation of human
capital and its utilization. Human capital has
been regarded as a very important factor in the
development of national economies for a long
time. In the 21st century, the rise and fall of
nations will not depend on territory and natural
resources but human capital. Having more
creative and innovative citizens, and more
population in general, has become more important than natural resources.
In the global economic system, management
of not only one’s own human capital but also
those of other countries is an important issue.
In terms of exchange of human capital with
Korea, Central Asia constitutes one of its most

active partner regions compared to other
regions. In summit talks between Korea and the
respective nations of Central Asia, the exchange
of human capital was the most actively–
discussed subject during the 17 summit meetings between Korea and Central Asia since the
Central Asian countries became independent
in 1992. There have also been over 80,000 non–
governmental exchanges since that time.
The active exchange between Korea and
Central Asia results in increases in exchange in
various sectors and also create good opportunities for understanding each other. Especially,
transnational marriage and family accounted
for the exchange of about 2,602 persons in
2011; and emigrant workers from Central Asia
in Korea number about 30,000. On the other
hand, Koreans in Central Asia (Korean Diaspora) plays an important role as intermediaries
for cooperation between Korea and the region.
This report includes a statistical and empirical
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analysis about human resource exchange at the
governmental and non–governmental level.
Such research can provide legal and institutional
policy implications for Korea in human exchange
between Korea and Central Asia as follows:
First, various human networks have to be
established for continuous cooperation between
Korea and Central Asia, from their Presidents
down to the people. For this, Korea needs to
establish a governmental organization (tentatively named 'Ministry of International Human
Resources) which covers human networking,
DB, and financial policy. The scope of this organization will cover strategic regions including
Central Asia for Korean foreign policy, managing and constructing the global human resource
network for Korea in the long term perspective.
Secondly, the relationship between Presidents
of Central Asia and Korea has to develop continuously, as it constitutes the substance of cooperation between Korea and Central Asia. To
strengthen the relationship between Korea and
Central Asia, the relationship with ruling parties
in Central Asia needs to be expanded. Case in
point, Korea has been engaged in exchange with
the ruling party in Kazakhstan, by holding the
'Korea–Kazakhstan Forum' annually. Korea has
to bolster not only this Forum but also work with
officials in developing countries as well as Central
Asia to increase the level of exchange, and create
a program for mutual reinforcement of capabilities for common endeavors.
Third, networks in education has to be established for the future generations and for building knowledge–based economies. The Korean
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government has to change its existing employment policy to promote the creation of a ‘labor
pool’ system that can bring together talent in
various countries including Central Asia. For
this, an exclusive organization for attracting
talented foreigners under the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology has to be
established; and this organization has to provide
much employment information for reinforcement of the human network in this regard.
Fourth, it is important to establish the human
network and promote human exchange at the
corporate level. When Korean firms plan to
enter into Central Asia, they need to actively
provide training opportunities in Korea for
local workers to learn the technology that is
required in the work place. On the other hand,
the Korean government must cooperate to ease
the entry of Korean personnel from industries
or education sectors into Central Asia. For
example, when Korea obtain rights to a major
development project in Central Asia, the Korean government can provide support that allows
necessary personnel to better participate in
those project in Central Asia.
Fifth, the reinforcement of a network with
ethnic Koreans (Goryeo–saram) network is also
important. Overseas Koreans, or Goryeo–
saram, in Central Asia live mostly in big cities
and work in commercial sectors. Because they
cannot obtain credit loans in Central Asia, the
Korea government need to offer them financial
assistance in the form of microcredits programs
such as a 'Korean People’s Financing Network'.
Sixth, cultural exchange is also important in
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stimulating human exchange between Korea
and Central Asia. This can be done utilizing
Korean popular culture such as K–pop and
drama which are very popular in Central Asia.
Business for exchange of cultural content will
assume a key role in expanding the human
exchange between Korea and Central Asia.
Exports is one of the main pillars of the Korean economy, but the line of thinking that
assumes trade takes priority over everything
else cannot sustain relationships with other
countries. To become a truly ‘developed’ country, Korea has to strengthen its hard, soft, and
‘sticky’ power based on its human capital.
In the 21st century, global order is expected to
be determined by which countries have more
sticky power. Even though US has the most
hard and soft power, US has a difficult problem
with diplomacy in Afghanistan and Iraq
because sticky power of the US is weak. Sticky
power is the power that can tie both the elite
and the people of another country with one’s
own country through the attractiveness of its
economy and culture. Through global informatization and democratization in Arab Region,
Korea government has to strengthen its sticky
power that can cover everyone in Central Asia
from the political elite to the common people.
Central Asia is the region that sticky power of
Korea can be applied with the greatest effect, as
everyone from presidents down to the people in
Central Asia consider Korea a friendly nation.
They are interested in Korean popular culture,
and they want to travel, work, and study in
Korea. The new policy agenda for the Korean

government therefore, has to involve developing its Korean sticky power in Central Asia and
at the global level.
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T

he recent international political and
economic environment in Central Asian
countries have recently been undergoing rapid
change. Given the situation, the importance of
analyses on cases of investment by foreign
companies in Central Asian countries have
become more important.
The investment climate of Central Asian
countries is generally acknowledged to be inadequate. The procedures for establishing businesses are complex, business practices lack transparency in any sense, and government policies
are inconsistent. Also, infrastructure is poor due
to lack of investment for roads, railroads, and
ports. Therefore it is necessary, through various
analyses, to prepare diverse strategies for investment in Central Asian countries.
This study focuses on analyzing characteristics
of investment of foreign companies in Central
Asian countries. We find several implications in
this study for Korean companies concerning
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future strategies for investment in Central
Asian countries.
First, there is a high possibility that service
sectors in Central Asian countries will expand
from continued economic development. The
progress toward greater openness in markets of
Central Asian countries will also increase the
possibility for opening of several service industries that are now closed to foreign investors.
Therefore, competitive Korean companies will
be able to enter the various service sectors like
insurance and banking. In addition, there will
also be much potential with respect to investment in fundamental service sectors like education and medicine, which are not strong in
Central Asian countries.
Second, human resource management in
Central Asian countries will become more
globalized and organized in accordance with
social changes of these countries. Thus Korean
companies that expect to invest in Central Asia
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would have to adopt a more transparent system
of recruiting and incentive programs for employees, as roles and functions of labor unions in
Central Asia will expand compared to present.
Third, Korean companies should prepare
marketing strategies based on the those of
foreign companies currently doing business in
Central Asia. The analyses on social changes in
Central Asia should also be reflected in their
marketing strategies. As Central Asian countries’
economies grow, the importance of both global
strategy and localized marketing strategies will
increase. The economic development of Central
Asia will also lead to the expansion of the middle
class and strengthen its purchasing power.
Generally, Korean companies that will be
doing business in Central Asia should try to
adopt investment strategies that will accord
with socio–economic changes in Central Asian
countries. Another factor that should be considered is that economic cooperation among
Central Asian countries and with CIS countries will increase. As a result of these processes,
the Central Asian economy will integrate into a
single economy. The economic integration will
promote intra–regional trade and change the
trends of investment and trade through institutions like common custom duty, etc.
Also, Central Asian countries will continue to
foster policies for industrial diversification
along with their economic development strategies. Each Central Asian country has adopted
its own economic development strategy but all
revolve around the same core concept: development of manufacturing industries. Central

Asian countries want to lower the share of
energy industries and agriculture in their economies, and expand that of manufacturing.
Therefore, the focus of Korean companies’
investment should be on the manufacturing
industry that each Central Asian country plans
to promote.
Central Asian countries have common characteristics including a socialist past, their status
as transition countries, the importance of
personal connections and a certain degree of
non–openness. These characteristics have had
much influence on their economies. Therefore,
the peculiarities of these economies were major
considerations when foreign companies invested in Central Asian countries. However, the
characteristics listed above have decreased in
significance as their economies have become
more capitalistic and institutionalized during
transition periods. Accordingly, Korean companies must keep these factors in mind when
engaging in human resource management, and
preparing marketing strategies related to investment in Central Asia.
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W

hile the rising international price of
energy and mineral resource increase
since 2000, Korea promotes forward a national
project like overseas resource development with
great interest targeting resource–rich countries.
However, Korea has short history to enter and
invest into Mongolia for mineral development,
which is the ten major mineral resource rich
country in the world, is near from Korea
geographically, and is very similar racially with
Korea. Because Mongolia is land locked country surrounding China and Russia, Korea has a
big problem to transport the mineral resources
that Korean corporations invested and developed by land.
Global major mineral development corporations started to invest into Mongolia in the early
2000s when international price of raw materials
are rising, and they thought that mineral
resources development of Mongolia have great
potentials. As a result, companies from China
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and Canada achieved substantial success to
develop minerals as the first discoverers of a
great mine in Mongolia. Foreign companies
already begin to develop the mine of Oyu Tolgoi
with government of Mongolia, and they try to
participate in development of one of strategic
mine, Tavan Tolgoi which Mongolia selects
bidders to invest Tavan Tolgoi in the near future.
At the same time, Mongolia attracts foreign
investors for development of mines, which it
can not develop because of funding, and for
jumping up to be a industrial country based on
development of mineral industry. In other
words, Mongolia implements a policy that gives
equal rights to foreign investors and deregulate
foreign investment or exempts from corporate
tax, windfall profits tax, and value added tax.
However, entry situation of Korea into
Mongolia is not reach their potential to cooperate between two countries. Korea entered into
Mongolia much later that major countries, and
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participate in develop the mines, but it can not
get a profitable outcome yet. Because Korea
imports mineral resources amount 16 billion
dollars from Australia annually, it is one of the
most important policy to secure mineral
resources for the future of Korea. In this point,
Korea has to expand the level of cooperation
with Mongolia.
Since Korea established diplomatic ties with
Mongolia on March, 1990, researches about
history and culture of Mongolia were progressed
actively while researches about economy and
political issues of Mongolia were not. Especially, methodical researches of mineral resources of Mongolia that is representative mineral–
rich country were barely in Korea. The existing
researches covered only situation of mineral
development, so they could provide a limited
implication for understanding and analyzing all
about mineral policy of Mongolia and entry
strategies synthetically. Therefore, more Korea
corporations could not invest into Mongolia
because of lack of information about mineral
resources investment, and social recognition of
Mongolia. Because Korea needs to secure
mineral resources at national level, Korea really
has to expand research about mineral resource
of Mongolia.
Therefore, the main purpose of this study is to
examine and analyze synthetically policy and
institution of mineral resources and situation of
foreign companies investing in Mongolia, and
then it will be used to provide policy implications and new strategies for expanding entry of
Korean companies that consider to invest into

Mongolia. In other words, this study covers
situation of mineral resources in Mongolia,
minerals and related foreign investment policy
of Mongolia, and entry situation and strategies
of major countries into Mongolia, so it can
contribute Overseas resource development policy of Korea to invest and participate in the
mining development of Mongolia actively.
This research composes with 6 sections. After
introduction, section 2 provides history, classified three periods, of mineral resource development in Mongolia in the period before 1990
when Mongolia started economic system
reform. Section 3 analyzes synthetically situation of mineral resources and related policy of
Mongolia including regulation and law, especially importance of mineral resource of international strategy of Mongolia is also analyzed.
Topic of section 4 is major countries' such as
Canada, Australia, Russia, China, US, Japan,
and Europe development situation of mineral
resource and entry strategies into Mongolia, so
it and its comparative analysis can provide
implications for Korea to invest into Mongolia.
Section 5 examines mineral development cooperation between Korea and Mongolia and
assesses their results, and also provides cases of
success and failure that Korea companies invested into Mongolia for twenty years, then it can
provide useful information to Korea corporations
consider to enter into Mongolia. Finally, section
6 provides an effective counterplan to expand
investment and development in Mongolia.
In short, this study suggests 7 ways to participate in development mining of Mongolia for
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Korea companies and contributes to establish
investment policy of Korea government. The 7
ways are ① establishing a active support system of
Korea government, ② linking entry of financial
companies to development of mineral resources of
Mongolia, ③ accompanying with mineral service
and promising sectors, ④ linking constructing
factories to development of mineral resources of
Mongolia, ⑤ investment of package strategy that
covers development of minerals and environment
restoration, ⑥ analysis of mineral resource development strategies of major countries, ⑦ giving
attention to enter into Mongolia for Korean
companies. These also include concrete ways and
detailed strategies.
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T

hese collected papers have been published
as a part of KIEP's comprehensive
regional studies 2011 in order to vitalize studies
of newly emerging countries.
This collection contains 42 papers about
economic cooperation, economic policy, foreign
policy, politics, society, history and culture of
India, South-east Asia, Central Asia, Mongolia
and Turkey.

The purpose of this study is to broaden the
range of understanding and to expand the
awareness about these regions.
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B

razil is one of the countries that arereceiving the most of global attention politically,
economically, and socially in the early 21st
century. Brazil, a country with persistent and
chronic gap between rich and poor, has shown a
tendency of reducing the rate of poor strata by
recent social indicators while the middle class is
expanding. With the expansion of the industrial production and exports Brazil became the
6th world economy in 2011.
Particularly, during the tenure of President Luiz
Inacio Lula da Silva (2003–2010), Brazil demonstrated aprominent move in foreign policy. Brazil
advanced beyond the regional leadership showed
in the founding process of the Southern Cone
Common Market (MERCOSUR) to show
leadership in the entire South American region
with the establishment of the Union of South
American Nations (UNASUR). Brazil also started to get the spotlight in the multilateral stage by
organizing the developing–country group of
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G20+ within the framework of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) negotiations as well as
campaigning for her permanent seat on the UN
Security Council. In addition, Brazil has been
participating in the G–20 summit meetings of
major 20 countries established after global financial crisis. Also, Brazil selected strategic partner
countries and established alliances with India and
South Africa to form IBSA (India, Brazil, and
South Africa), and developedBRICs into a board
of representatives with other emerging industrial
countries such as Russia, India, China. That is to
say that with the emergence of its economy, Brazil
has demonstrated a very aggressive foreign policy
on issues of international situation and trade.
This report attempts to call this active foreign
policy, based on Brazil’s recent economic emergence, a ‘Power Diplomacy’ and by analyzing the
nature of this power diplomacy draw the implications for Korea–Brazil relations on four points.
First, Brazilian scholars generally describe the
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process of Brazil’s foreign policy development as
having moved from ‘autonomy by distance’ to
‘autonomy by participation’ and to ‘autonomy by
diversification’. In other words, Brazil kept
distance from international affairs and gradually
broadened its participation, and recently has
been pursuing multipolarization to exercise its
leadership. Particularly, Brazil tookthe opportunity of the United States’ invasion of Iraq in
March 2003, when world major countries had
conflicted interests, and in September of the
same year Brazil formed the G3 (Group of 3)
with India and China in WTO Cancun meeting
and gathereddeveloping countries against the
United States and European Union’s more than
US$300 billion annual agricultural subsidies to
form the G20+. Thereafter, Brazil has made its
position clear about international security and
trade issues and has been actively involved.
Brazilianpower diplomacy’s mid–term goal
seems to be the acquisition of the UN Security
Council permanent member position. Brazil has
been participated in various United Nations
peace–keeping missions in Africa (Angola,
Uganda, Rwanda, Liberia, Mozambique, and
South Africa), Europe (the former Yugoslavia),
Asia (Cambodia and East Timor), and Latin
America (El Salvador and Guatemala). In particular, Brazil sent 1,200 peace–keeping troops to
Haiti in 2004 as the representative of the United
Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) to fulfill the role of ‘nation–building’, going
beyond a mere peace–keeping action.
Brazil also hoped to play the role of coordinating the position of the international community

regarding the problem of the Korean peninsula.
Under Lula’s presidency, a simultaneous presidential visit to North and South Koreaswas
studied. Brazil took an independent and neutral
stance about the results of the investigations of
the sinking of the South Korean navy frigate
Cheonan in 2010. As long as the Brazilian
Workers Party (PT) continues to rule, the
Brazilian government seems to hold on to its
own foreign policy line in terms of international security policy, particularly independent
fromthe United States. Therefore, Korean
government cannot take as granted Brazil’s
unconditional support as given during the Cold
war era, but should pay attention to the nature
of the Brazil’s new Power Diplomacy strategy
and try to extend the political consensus with
Brazil as a non–hegemonic developing power.
Second, in terms of trade policy, Brazil has
taken an aggressive stance regarding the opening of agriculture and bio–energy markets due
to its international competitiveness in these
sectors which guarantees net profit. This means
that, especially under the PT government, the
priority is given to foster strategic industries
rather than the 1990s trade policy of opening
domestic markets. Thus, for the establishment
and implementation of such trade policy, the
Brazilian government and the ruling party
addressed special considerations towards the
domestic industrial policy, and attended the
opinions of civil society and the industrial
sector. These practical interests pursued by
Brazilian trade policy is not based on comparative advantage theory, but rather operate as a
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way of supporting national industrial policy,
and partiallymeans a return to the policy line
before the market opening of the 1990s. That is
why Brazil’s trade policy tends to focus on some
industrial sectors and products.
This was very well demonstrated by the Brazilian passive attitude in the negotiations of the
Free Trade Area of he
 Americas (FTAA) and
anFTA with the EU where profit was not guaranteed, whereas Brazil took a hard stand in the
WTO DDA negotiations. In FTAA, the
Brazilian strategy was to interrupt or scuttle the
negotiations unless ensured of entering the
market of its agricultural sector. The FTA negotiations with the EU would strike a balance
depending on the progress in the negotiations
with the United States. In the WTO negotiations, the strategy was to make the negotiations
be led by agriculture exporting countries. The
FTAA eventually failed at the Summit of the
Americas in Mar del Plata in 2005, and the
negotiations with the EU are still stalled, while
in the WTO–DDA negotiations, the exercise of
the Brazil’s leadership is being noticed. Whether
in the WTO negotiations or in the FTAA and
EU negotiations, when the ‘market access’ is not
secured for sectors such as agriculture which
Brazil has a clear comparative advantage, Brazil
uses passive, delaying and exhaustive negotiation
strategy.
Over the past few years, Korea has been
promoting FTA with the MERCOSUR, a
customs union that Brazil is a part of. Brazil
declines to even use the term ‘free trade’ as it has
negative connotations in Brazil. Whereas
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Brazilian manufacturing industry is opposed to
the FTA with South Korea, Korea would not
attempt to fully open its markets to Brazilian
agricultural and livestock products. Brazil does
not rush into promoting negotiations when the
market access for its national products is not
guaranteed, and goes into ‘prolonged negotiation strategy’. Thus, the Korea–MERCOSUR
FTA diplomacy may be a waste of time until
the agricultural and livestock market access is
revolved as a prerequisite. On the other hand,
however, it should be noted that Brazil partially
returns to trade protectionism to implement its
new industrial policy. It may beadvisable that
Korea also make use of two–pronged strategy,
examining complaints over Brazil through the
WTO, while more proactively strengthening
the cooperation in the industrial technology
area that Brazil needs. In other words, the
Korean government may cooperate by establishing a technical school in coordination with
Korean companies who already settled locally
or an industrial technology center for the
expansion in Brazil of small and medium Korean enterprises with technological prowess, or
through the R&D cooperation utilizing a bilateral industrial cooperation fund to build a
mutual win–win collaborative model that can
build trust and consensus between the two
countries, and then obstacles in trade could be
gradually resolved.
Third, the Brazilian government, perceiving
that Brazil and the U.S. produce 80 percent of
the world’s ethanol, signed the bilateral technical cooperation treaty upon the production of
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bio–fuels in March 2007. This was not only to
reduce oil consumption by increasing the use of
alternative energy sources such as ethanol and
prepare for future energy shortages following
the ‘energy security policy’, but also to maintain
the Brazilian leadership in South America
attempting to restrain Venezuela’s President
Hugo Chavez, who was expanding his regional
influence making use of the vast oil resources.
On the other hand, the Brazilian government
has actively tried to form a sugarcane–based
ethanol world market through a stable supply
network. Brazil has made effortsto make Brazilian sugarcane technology and related facilities as
the international standard. For this reason, the
Brazilian government is promoting technology
transfer cooperation with countries that can
cultivate sugarcane such as Mexico, Dominican
Republic, Jamaica, Panama in the region, the
Ivory Coast, Ghana, Mozambique, Angola,
Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal in Africa, and the Philippines, Australia, India, China, Vietnam in
Asia–Pacific, etc. An enthusiastic response from
countries around the world and the gradual
supply of sugarcane ethanol in the future may
affect Korea as well. Especially, given that the
sugarcane has originally been cultivated in
Southeast Asia, some countries in this region
such as India, Thailand, Bangladesh, Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, Laos, Cambodia,
Indonesia, etc. may build a new axis in the green
energy era.
Korea will need to approach this issue comprehensively with trade policy. In other words,
considering that Brazil’s manufacturing sector

is mostly defensive, Brazilian offensive in energy and agricultural sectors does not seem to be
hard to cope with by the Korean diplomacy.
While securing ethanol also is an important
policy agenda for Korea in terms of energy security, the Korean government should strengthen
the cooperation on ethanol industry with the
Brazilian government and find an opportunity
towards a major step forward the cooperation in
the trade sector and create a mutual win–win
model. The specific means of cooperation on
ethanol industry will be the assistance on the
construction of R&D centers related to ethanol,
and the relevant technology exchanges through
technical development agreements.
Fourth, Brazil’s currency, the ‘real’, has been
strong since President Lula took office. In January 2003, the exchange rate was 3.53 real per
dollar, and since then the downward tendency
of dollar continued and in the 2nd administration of Lula, it passed the 2.00 real in April
2007. Following the October 2008 global financial crisis, it continued to surpass overall 2.00
real and remained at 1.85 real in late 2011. The
real has been appreciated almost 50 percent in
nineyears since Lula’s administration until the
first year of Dilma Rousseff ’s administration. To
a country that wants to take off into stable
economic growth, the appreciation of real added
to the already high interest rates world–wide to
cause the weakening of price competitiveness of
Brazilian products. The Brazilian government
has criticized the major countries’ monetary
policy to intentionally encourage currency
depreciation in the context of the global finan-
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cial crisis by labeling it as “currency war”.
Brazil’s hard–line position on the international monetary order is basically aimed at major
countries such as the United States or China,
but in the long run, it can imply a comprehensive offensive against countries that often intervene on the foreign exchange market like Korea.
On the other hand, Brazil’s position may easilychange and its arguments can become dull
depending on the international macro–economic conditions. Brazil’s Central Bank made the
decision to sell US$2,75 billion on September
22, 2011 to prevent the real’s depreciation. This
decision was taken as a countermeasure due to
concerns about the inflation shockamid the
persistence of economic insecurity in Europe
and the U.S in September 2011, when investors
fled from emerging markets toward risk–free
assets such as in the U.S. treasury bonds, and the
real declined 17% against the U.S. dollar, a
phenomena not seen over the previous two years.
It cannot be overemphasized that Korea
should pursue a monetary policy based on
market principles as it pursues a dynamic
market economy. Thus, the Brazil’s assertion
about the “currency war” and its criticism of the
countries that manipulate exchange rate should
be properly supported. However, one should
also note the contradiction of Brazilian policy
management. Brazil’s aggressive positionsabout
the currency war and its new industrial policy
focus on the competitiveness of Brazilian export
products. But in their background, there is the
conflicting logic of ‘market’ principles, in the
currency war offensive, and the strengthening
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of the role of the ‘state’ in the industrial policy.
In conclusion, in the context of its domestic
political and economic stability, Brazil has
consolidated its political and economic regional
cooperation and multilateral diplomacy, a long–
term cooperation with strategic partner countries, an offensive foreign trade policy in the
energy and agriculture sectors, and an aggressive posture in international monetary policy,
while developing a Power Diplomacy which is
different from its past ones. Brazil’s power
diplomacy has direct and indirect impacts on
Korea, and is likely to continue in the future. In
responding to this and attempting to build a
sustainable relationship with Brazil, Korea will
need to consider the fact that both countries are
under external influences as middle–powers.
Indentifying and recognizing their common
grounds should be the starting point toward
pursuing and safeguarding national interests.
This will help extend the mutual sympathy and
expand the room for cooperation.
The core of Brazilian power diplomacy lies
upon South–South cooperation. Not only its
independent diplomacy in relation to the US
foreign policy but also its strategic initiatives
toward developing nations and emerging
economic nations all are promoted within the
framework of South–South cooperation. Its
South–South cooperation intends to set up a
strategic partnership with major countries by
regions. It is doubtful that China is this kind of
South–South cooperation partner for Brazil in
Asia. This partnership may be effective to hold
back the U.S. unilateralism, but in trade and
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international financial agenda, it may not.
China as the member of the G2 rather brings
about the new bipolar system, presenting clear
limitations as Brazil’s strategic partner. Korea
may be an appropriate alternative instead.
It should be advised that Korea utilize strategically the mechanism of South–South cooperation to expand the cooperation with Brazil.
The expansion of room for cooperation is feasible starting from the shared values. It is not easy
for Korea to find common values with Brazil in
the issues of international security, international
trade, and international financial areas. For in all
these respects, Korea and Brazil tend to have
different interests and circumstances. Yet it is a
strong legend that both countries have overcome the economic and social structure of the
colonial period and achieved economic and
social development, which can be a common
value both should hold on. Korea’s strategy that
most effectively can respond to Brazilian power
diplomacy has to part from the effort to extend
and reproduce the common value between
Korea and Brazil, bilaterally and cross–regionally. One of the most urgent and feasible products may be the cooperation in the areas of
human capital and technological development.
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Technology Map, and Technological
Cooperation between Korea and Latin
America

Chongsup Kim and Min–Kyoung Park (December 2011)
ISBN 978–322–2286–8 / A5 / 88pp. / not for sale

T

o design the cooperation strategy between
Korea and Latin America, it is necessary to
analyze the sectoral level of technological development of each Latin American country. However, as
there is no universally accepted measure of technological development by sector, we adopted several
indicators for the measurement, such as: number of
BA/MA/Doctoral degrees awarded each year,
R&D expenditure, publication of articles registered
in SCOPUS, patents registered in US Patent and
Trademark Office and the major companies which
registered those patents, and Revealed Comparative
Advantage (RCA) index.
The results of the analysis show that most Latin
American countries have relatively high level of
technological development in the areas of agriculture, biology, chemistry related science and technologies, and low level of development in electronics
and computer related ones. However, Brazil and
Mexico showed relatively high level of technological
development in the areas of machinery and energy.
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By purpose of cooperation, technological cooperation was divided into diplomatic cooperation
purpose, joint research purpose, development cooperation and technology transfer purpose. By form of
cooperation, it was divided into resources exchange
cooperation, bridgehead securing cooperation, and
base research cooperation.
With Brazil, which has a very high level of technological development in some areas, the main
purpose of cooperation may be diplomatic purpose
as well as joint research, and the areas of cooperation may be agriculture, energy, and aerospace.
With Mexico, the cooperation in the areas of energy and machinery seems to be promising. With
Argentina, Colombia, Chile, and Peru, cooperation
in the areas of biology, marine issues, and mineral
resources is recommended. As for other countries
with lower income, the cooperation may be more
for the purpose of development cooperation and
technology transfer in the areas of agriculture, food
processing, and clothing sectors.
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Political Dynamics in and around the Middle
East in the aftermath of Arab Spring 2011

Jeongmin Seo and Nam–Sik In (December 2011)
ISBN 978–322–2287–5 / A5 / 140pp. / not for sale

[Islamism and Tribalism in the Arab Political
Change]
he political change, which has erupted in
Tunisia in the beginning of 2011, has
affected other Arab countries. Egypt, Libya and
Yemen have followed the case of Tunisia and the
Syrian government has now faced a serious challenge from the grassroots resistant movement.
This report aims at understanding the fundamental nature of the current political change in
the Arab world in order to offer new perspectives
which can be utilized to set up a series of new
strategies and policies toward the Arab World.
Islamism and tribalism as fundamental elements
of national identity and political and economic
system in the Arab world have been crucial players in the current political change and the future
politico–economic structure and system. Thus, it
is important to examine how these two ideologies
or traditions would affect the future Arab political
and economic systems and structures.

T

In Islamism, the pro–government religious
establishment has lost its political gravity, while
anti–government Islamist movements have
expanded its activities within the new political
environment. Like the cases of Tunisia, Egypt,
and Morocco, the newly established Islamist
parties would continue their victories in various
elections and enlarge their influence in formulating new legal, political, and economic structures and systems.
In tribalism, some countries like Libya, Yemen,
and Syria have witnessed tribal conflicts in the
process of political change and this tribal rivalry
would affect decision–making process in the
future. Nevertheless, the Gulf countries, where
dominant clans and tribes have monopolized
the political and economic power, would engage
themselves in some level of pluralism.
In this rapid change of political environment,
the Korean government and business circles
should change the existing strategies toward the
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region. A new perspective based on cultural
exchange and understanding would be needed.
[“Arab Spring” 2011 and Changes of US
Foreign Policy towards the Middle East]
When it comes to US foreign policy towards
the Middle East, a dramatic trend of democratic movement in and around Arab states
marks a watershed for totally new approach. In
the aftermath of tragic 9·11, Bush doctrine
was initiated and adopted as a main policy platform, which includes moral absolutism, hegemonic unilateralism and offensive realism.
Newly adopted doctrinal standard intended to
establish democratic states in the Middle East.
But it was not successful. Due to heavy
consumption of budget and human resources in
both war theatres in Iraq and Afghanistan,
fatigue increased and finally the US had to
change its own strategy towards the Middle
East. Obama administration has been trying to
make an every effort to alleviate burden of
Anti–American sentiment in and around
region. In doing so, the US adopted totally new
approach to region. Which is so called 'Obama
doctrine' including epistemological relativism,
splendid disegagement from Iraq and Afghanistan and relying on multilateral cooperation
instead of hegemonic unilateralism.
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The Survey of New Discovery, Analysis and
Interpretation of Ancient Manuscripts and
Literary Materials on Korean Studies in the
Middle East
Hee–Soo Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–322–2288–2 / A5 / 76pp. / not for sale

T

he cooperative relations between Korea
and oil–rich Arab World since 1970s,
have grown up in the fields of economic and
political arenas. This growing relationship has
been a natural outcome of interdependency of
today’s world based on mutual calculations of
national interests. However, little attentions
have been paid to cultural and historical aspects
of the relations. Perhaps, these intangible aspects
have been overshadowed by the burgeoning
boom of economic transactions between Korea
and Arab–Middle Eastern countries. Reflecting
this asymmetric trend prevalent in the today’s
research, this paper is designed to list up all the
possible source materials on mutual relations
between two worlds focusing on Muslim’s
description on ancient and medieval Korea and
Korean peoples. We believe that a study on
these materials and historical sources shall surely strengthen mutual cooperation and better
understanding each other, furthermore these

cultural and academic approaches can be one of
the most efficient tool for sustainable cooperation with Muslim world in the days to come.
According to the Arabic–Persian–Ottoman
manuscripts in the medieval period, even though
documented references are few and far between,
sufficient remain to give proof of substantial
commerce between Korea and the Middle East.
In particular, Kushnameh, an ancient Persian
epic in which we can find huge quantity of
description on Shilla (ba–shilla), is important
source to enlighten new sense of Shilla history.
The preliminary research by an Iranian scholar
Dr. Daryoosh Akbarzade, clearly shows us that
the Persian prince named Abitin together with
his peoples immigrated to Shilla under sincere
patronage of Shilla king, Tayhur. The Sassanid
prince married Frarang, a Shilla princess and
contributed a lot to Shilla society. In these
points, it is not at all surprising that the Koreans
were in close contact with Muslims and the
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Sassanid peoples even before Islamic advent.
Two different cultures thus naturally met and
blended with each other. Though sources from
Korean annals record Muslims travelling to and
from the Korean peninsula in the early part of
the eleventh century, Muslims apparently first
attempted to make contact with the Korean
peninsula the latter part of Shilla period (57
BC–935 AD). This development is well supported by accounts on Korea called ‘Shilla’ found in
22 Islamic books of geography, history and travel written by seventeen Muslim scholars ranging from Ibn Khurdādbih of the mid–9th
century to A’bul Fazl of the early sixteenth
century. Even during the time of Koryo–Joson
period, Korea is quite well–known to Muslim
world, which can be verified by tomb stone,
Muslim written sources and Korean Annals.
In this concern, it is the very time to review
and reflect mutual relations and cultural confluence through history between the Middle East
and Korea. We hope that this preliminary
survey and source list as the basic references
shall encourage young scholars of both worlds
to pay more attention in cultural studies.
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A Study on Current Status and
Improvement Strategy for Manpower
Utilization of Korean and Indian
Corporations
Jai–joon Hur, Ji–Hwan Yum, Bong–hoon Kim, Kun–Jun Lee,
Sangsik Kim, Jung–Min Byun, and Ahmad Ishaque (December 2011)
ISBN 978–322–2289–9 / A5 / 226pp. / not for sale

C

EPA (Comprehensive Economic partnership Agreement) started from January,
2010 between Korea and India is expected to be
catalysis to bridge two countries in many areas
such as economic collaborations, cultural understandings, diplomatic partnerships, and human
interactions. As CEPA emphasizes human
relations, interactions of labor and human
resources will bring about huge economic effect
to both countries.
India has the second largest population in the
world. This made India rich in laborforces and
higher economic growth especially past 5 years.
India demonstrates about 8% annual GDP
growth with increasingrate of education level of
population. Korea regards India as a key trade
partner in various areas. 2000’s see phenomenal
increase in trade to India, especially after CEPA,
economic collaboration accelerated trade amount
about 40% growth to 17billion dollars. This
counts 7th largest trade partner in Korea. Never-

theless, human resource exchange does not follow
the trade growth pattern. In 2010, only 50 thousand Indians visited Korea, where 80 thousand
Koreans visited India in 2009.
The research intended to provide basic methodologiesto develop partnerships in both human
resource interactions and economic collaborations. The research has two perspectives. The first
view is the research for Indian labors working in
Korea.
The study hired both structured questionnaire
survey andin depth interview. The study found
that Indian human resources are relatively satisfied with the working conditions and wages.
However, the keen sense of considerations such
as education of children and spouse daily activities are required.
The second view is the research for Korean
human resources working in India. As the
number of Koreans working in India is scarce,
the study adopted in–depth personal interview
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method. Theresult shows that most Koreans are
hired for marketing purposes to Korea. Koreans
are suffered by lack of utilities such as water,
electricity and sewage. Mostly they were not
satisfied with the wage level.
The research found the situations and recommendations for both countries. The recommendations from the research are two folds. Firstly,
in order to compensate the lack of domestic
labors, we need to have longer term relationships with Indian partners such as colleges and
universities and some other research institutions in India. Secondly, in order to develop job
opportunities in India, institutional support
rather than individual relations are essential. As
most needs for Korean labor forces are limited
to correspond to Korean institution, institutional relations are more effective.
The research is without limitations. As the
sample size is quite limited, the sampling bias is
the main limitation.The study may lack in external validity. However, the study can shed a light
concerning Indian and Korean labor exchange
and mutual benefit by labor collaboration.
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The Collection System of Organic Wastes
for Resource and Energy Recovery in
Guatemala

Woo Hyun Chung, Jang Mim Chu, and Albert Tonghoon Han (December 2011)
ISBN 978–322–2290–5 / A5 / 166pp. / not for sale

S

olid waste management is one of the growing urban and environmental problems
that Guatemala is experiencing, in relation with
the rapid population growth and urbanization.
Generation of solid waste is rapidly growing –
the per capita generation has tripled in recent 8
years – yet the collection and management
system is still ineffective, and is unable to
provide an adequate foundation for resource
and energy recovery from the waste. Only about
30% of solid waste generated in the nation is
collected by private or public collection services,
and the rest is mostly burned or dumped
anywhere, causing many environmental and
health problems. The collected wastes are mostly landfilled, but most of the landfills are unsanitary ones, for which adequate management
practices are not applied. Organic wastes or
recyclables, which are the basis for resource and
energy recovery, are not systematically collected
or separated – they typically are all mixed

together and go directly to the landfill. Organic
wastes from rural areas, such as livestock manure
or agricultural by–products, are also not being
well used for resource and energy recovery,
through composting or biogas generation. Also,
the legal and institutional framework for waste
management is not well established, and the
investment for capital and human resources is
insufficient too.
This research examined the collection and
management system of solid wastes in Guatemala, focusing on resource and energy recovery,
on three levels: an overview of the system on the
national level, a case study of large city with
Guatemala City, and a case study of rural municipality with Sansare. Based on the research, we
derived the policy recommendations and the
international cooperation strategies between
Korea and Guatemala. Our policy recommendations for Guatemalan waste collection and
management system are: (1) establishing the
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legal/institutional foundation and the policy
goal of resource/energy recovery, (2) enhancing
the collection rate through expanding and
strengthening the collection services and discouraging the unauthorized dumping, (3) establishing the separation system of recyclables and
organic wastes, and (4) modernization of final
disposition facilities and investment for resource
and energy recovery facilities. Accordingly, the
international cooperation between Korea and
Guatemala can take various forms, including
knowledge cooperation of disseminating Korean policy cases as volume–based waste fees or
resource circulation policy, educational cooperation through capacity building programs of
government officials, and technology cooperation or development assistance based on our
experience of managing landfills, utilizing the
landfill site after expiration, or waste–to–energy.
It seems to be the right time for cooperation
with Guatemala in the area of waste management, as Guatemala is beginning to establish
the management system and the need for
investment is still high.
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Basic Study on Ways to Promote Fishery–
related Cooperation with the Middle East
and North Africa: Focusing on Algeria,
Tunisia and Libya
Hyun Pyo Hong, Hong Seock Chang,
Jae Hyun Ahn, and Deuk Hoon Han (December 2011)
ISBN 978–322–2291–2 / A5 / 174pp. / not for sale

W

ith regard to global development aid,
international organizations such as the
UN and OECD/DAC recommend ODA
projects to achieve the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Against this backdrop,
Korea, which joined the OECD/DAC in
November 2009, has a responsibility to respond
to the demand of such international communities. Meanwhile, North Africa and the Middle
East have similar political, economic, social and
cultural structures, and Korea secures an energy
source, crude oil, from these regions. Thus, given
the demand of the international community
and our relationship with the regions to be
analyzed in this study, economic cooperation
with the regions is highly critical.
When it comes to the fishery industry of the
regions, while the production volume, supply
and consumption are on a steady rise, the industry remains underdeveloped due to lack of fishery infrastructure and its focus on capture fish-

eries. Given these characteristics, new patterns
can be developed for the economic cooperation
with the countries of the regions through various fishery–related cooperative businesses
based on our advanced knowledge and know–
how on the fishery industry. Accordingly, the
aim of this study is to formulate business strategies to cooperate with the fishery industry and
other fishery–related industries in the Middle
East and North Africa through basic studies of
the fishery industry and fishery products distribution and processing sector of the regions.
The poverty–related indexes of the regions show
similar levels to those of Southeast Asian countries except for a few oil–producing countries.
That is, although countries in the regions are not
as poor as Sub–Saharan Africa, they are still
considered poor from a global perspective. Thus,
the function and role of the fishery industry, a
food–supplying industry, are increasingly gaining
more importance. From a broad perspective,
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while the production volume of the fishery industry in the regions is not relatively as large as those
of other regions, its growth rate is high, and the
people in the regions rely on fishery products as
primary source of protein, which is a distinctive
trend of the regions that will be further reinforced
due to religious reasons.
Based on this status, as well as SWOT analysis
of the economic cooperation with the countries
in the regions, existing fisheries–related cooperative activities (including the private sector),
their poverty levels, the ODA provision status of
Korea, the political status of the countries in the
regions (whether country–rebuilding is required
after the Jasmine Revolution), etc., Algeria,
Tunisia and Libya have been selected as the
priority countries for cooperation, and the status
of their fishery industries and ODA assistance
to these countries have been examined in detail.
According to the findings of the examination,
when it comes to the fishery industry, while the
production volume of Algeria is the largest
among the three countries, Tunisia is the most
advanced in terms of the quality of production.
Libya is underdeveloped in both production
volume and productivity. Since the three countries are particularly underdeveloped in terms of
the infrastructure of the fishery product–
producing area, production methods (fishing
boats and gears) and the development level of
the farming industry, investment in these
sectors can bring about remarkable development in the fishery industry of the countries.
The status of ODA provision by countries
around the world for the three countries shows
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the following distinctive characteristics. First,
they have close relationships for economic
cooperation with the countries that colonized
them in the past. While Tunisia and Algeria are
in a close cooperative relationship mainly with
France, Libya turns to Italy. Second, they are in
a close relationship for economic cooperation
with advanced countries that import crude oil
from them; Libya is in a close relationship with
Germany. Meanwhile, fishery–related ODA is
provided by a few countries – particularly Spain,
Norway, Italy and Japan – unlike general ODA,
and Korea has just recently begun to provide
fishery–related ODA to Tunisia and Algeria.
In order to promote fishery–related cooperation with North Africa and the Middle East
through this case analysis, the following directions are required. Generally speaking, the
directions of ODA cooperation are based on
humanitarianism, reciprocity and pragmatism,
and it is deemed that reciprocity should be
applied to the countries due to the fact that they
are not such least–developed regions as Sub–
Saharan Africa; the cooperative tendency of
other countries in an economic cooperative relationship with the regions (particularly ODA
providers); and the relationship between Korea
and the regions.
Detailed strategies based on these basic directions are as follows : first, selection and concentration of economic cooperation is required in
consideration of the political circumstances of
the regions (the Arab Spring Uprisings); second,
since the regions are in close proximity to EU
countries, they can be utilized as a round–about
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export base for the export of Korean fishery
products to EU countries; third, the fishery–
related ODA for the regions should be based
on a vertically–integrated management system
in consideration of the development stage of
the countries; fourth, in order to continue fishery–related cooperation with the regions, recipients of ODA need to improve their capabilities
voluntarily through human resources–nurturing
efforts; fifth, a cooperative network should be
established among fishery experts for more
effective and reliable fishery–related cooperation.
Based on these basic directions and strategies,
a few business types can be suggested : farming
business based on vertically–integrated management, infrastructure improvement business for
fishery products–producing areas focused on
fishing port development, cooperative business
related to the country–rebuilding project of the
regions, etc.
This study has conducted basic studies aimed
at promoting fishery–related cooperation with
North Africa and the Middle East to fulfill its
purpose. Since it was impossible to conduct
studies on all the countries in the regions due to
time and cost constraints, three key countries
have been selected to ensure the efficiency of
this study. It is deemed to be necessary to
continue conducting studies on the regions to
overcome these limitations.
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A Comparative Study on the Comprehensive
Benefits of Transit–Oriented Development
(TOD) in Asian Mega Cities: Focusing on the
Seoul, Bangkok, and Manila Metropolitan Areas
Jihyung Park, Hyungun Sung, Bohee Hwang,
Herber Fabian, and Varameth Vichiensan (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2292–9 / A5 / 208pp. / not for sale

T

ransit–oriented development (TOD) was
initiated to comprehensively address various urban problems, including traffic congestion, dependence on fossil fuels, and air pollution, through a close link with the traffic and
urban development in cities that heavily rely on
vehicles. TOD was driven by the spread of low–
density cities such as in the U.S. Asian countries
have become very interested in this urban
development planning technique because the
urban problems that have recently emerged in
their metropolitan areas are similar to those
experienced by low–density cities in Western
countries. Moreover, the gravity of the problems is rapidly increasing.
The social and economic conditions, urban
development patterns, traffic systems, and trip
patterns in Asia are different, however, from those
in Western metropolitan cities such as in the U.S.
While the urban diffusion and traffic system
developments in Western metropolitan areas
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gradually changed after the Industrial Revolution, metropolitan areas in Asia’s emerging countries have rapidly experienced what the Western
countries had faced, within a short span of time
since the 1960s. In addition, while metropolitan
areas in North America have urban problems
related to their heavy dependence on vehicles due
to the wide scope of their low–density roadway
systems, metropolitan areas in Asia have mid–
and high–density urban structures, relatively low
dependence on vehicles, and various types of
mixed traffic modes. Moreover, the metropolitan
spatial structure in most Asian emerging countries is monocentric, whereas it is more dispersed
or polycentric in Western countries. In other
words, the serious traffic problems in Asian
metropolitan areas arose from their monocentric
spatial structure and insufficient traffic infrastructure. Although their dependence on vehicles is
relatively low, their traffic congestion and resulting air pollution are reaching a serious level.
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This study was spawned by the following
question: Is TOD, which was developed to
address urban problems in Western countries,
applicable to Asian metropolitan areas? To
answer this question, the impact and level of
convenience of changes in TOD trip modes in
major metropolitan areas in developed Asian
countries were determined, after which it was
assessed if the alternative approaches could
solve urban problems related to the traffic, environment, and energy in the Asian metropolitan
areas. The Seoul metropolitan area in Korea, the
Bangkok metropolitan area in Thailand, and
the Manila metropolitan area in the Philippines
were chosen as the target subjects. In particular,
the study aimed to prove that TOD can be a
tool for a comprehensive approach to solving
not only traffic problems but also environment
and energy issues.
To compare the changes in the TOD trip
behavior in the Asian metropolitan areas and
their comprehensive TOD benefits, their traffic
development features and the concepts of their
TOD strategies and their ongoing policy directions both at home and abroad were analyzed.
Based on the analysis results, the TOD planning
elements and their indexes were induced, and
then the impact of such indexes on the TOD
trip behavior was evaluated. For the evaluation,
the change module of individual trip behavior
influenced by the physical environment and the
accessibility of a neighborhood unit of the city
was analyzed. The result was used to induce a
comprehensive TOD benefit by using the
conventional 4–step Traffic Demand Model.

The analysis indexes of the trip behavior were
categorized by trip generation frequency and
choice of trip mode, and their experimental
analyses were limited to the Seoul metropolitan
area. This is because the data for the two other
regions had limited availability. The databases
for Manila and Bangkok are still being established, as was the database for Seoul, but the
analysis technique for Seoul is not applicable to
Manila and Bangkok, since some of the data on
individual trip behavior and spatial features in
the two cities are obsolete or unavailable.
Despite these obstacles, comparison of all the
available data that were collected for each
metropolitan area was still attempted, with the
analyzed results of the Seoul case. In detail, the
impact of the TOD physical environment and
accessibility on the traffic mode distribution
ratio in Bangkok was analyzed using the
collected data. For Manila, the comprehensive
TOD benefit, driven by the increasing number
of railroad users near railroad stations, was estimated using the ASIF model. With the
comparison of these analyses with that of Seoul,
the changes in the trip behavior and the
comprehensive TOD benefits in these two
cities were also reviewed.
The analysis of the changes in the TOD trip
behavior in the Seoul metropolitan area and the
impact of the comprehensive TOD benefit by
scenario showed that the TOD plan and policies can also be applied to the two other Asian
cities, despite their different environmental
conditions. The indexes of the trip behavior are
related to each other, however, in a somewhat
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complicated manner. For the probability model
of internal/external trip generation, categorized
by trip distance and trip frequency, the external
trip ratio tends to decrease due to TOD planning. For the choice of trip modes, however,
there are planning elements that increase vehicle
trips and show adverse relations. For instance,
the probability ratio of internal trips decreases as
the population density increases, but reliance on
vehicles in external trips increases. In this sense,
it is necessary to consider these complicated
relations as TOD planning elements are applied
to a policy.
To project the comprehensive benefit of
TOD, this study also tried to analyze the differences between the traffic, energy, and environmental benefits based on the spatial location
scenarios of 120,000 housing projects in the
Seoul metropolitan area. The scenarios were
categorized into that with increasing population density, that with a modified residential/
non–residential mixed ratio, and that with an
increasing density of 4–leg intersections, which
is an index of a narrow street network. Combinations of these scenarios were also analyzed.
The results showed that among various planning elements, the urban development density
has a higher benefit than the mixed–land–use
index. For example, as the population density
increases, the comprehensive benefit reaches
KRW26.2–39.1 billion/year. On the other
hand, as the residential/non–residential mixed
ratio changes, the benefit reaches KRW6.9–9.1
billion/year. These prove that the population
density has a more significant impact than the
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mixed–land–use rate, because the population
density has a marked impact on the model shift
from vehicles, although it increases the external
trip generation rate. In addition, the comprehensive benefit of the scenario, where all the
three factors increase, is KRW38.6–61.2
billion/year, which is equivalent to a 147–157%
increase. This result indicates that the combination of TOD planning elements can bring
about much more benefits. Therefore, it is very
essential to apply all the TOD planning
elements to the policy in Seoul.
The analysis for Bangkok induced the trip
patterns (the impact on the trip model shift
ratio) according to the TOD planning elements,
based on the available database. This analysis
proves the effectiveness of TOD in policies, and
also differs somewhat from the analysis of the
Seoul case since it shows that the density and
accessibility are very important planning
elements, among others. For example, unlike in
Seoul, the population density, employment
accessibility, and in–town trip length to the
CBD are the only factors that increase the
model shift ratio of public transportation. The
elements that influence most the model shift
ratio of vehicles are the population density,
employment accessibility, and trip length to
employment centers. In particular, as the population density and employment accessibility
increase, the model shift ratio of vehicles
decreases. This implies that the TOD planning
elements have a positive impact on trip behavior. Selective application of the TOD planning
elements should be considered to improve poli-
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cy effectiveness, however, rather than applying
all the elements in the case of Seoul, since the
other TOD planning elements in Bangkok
were not considered in the analysis.
The analysis for Manila was carried out to
identify how the comprehensive TOD benefit
changes in accordance with the increasing
number of users of public transportation as
development projects proceed around railroad
stations. In fact, it was not that easy to secure
data on individual trip behavior in the Manila
metropolitan area. The comprehensive benefit
was KRW65.46 billion/year when the influence area was set at 1 km. The figure increased
to KRW90.74 billion/year when the influence
area was expanded to 2 km. This was not the
experimental analysis using the actual TOD
trip behavior or patterns, but was done based on
the fact that the changes increased by 5% the
public transportation usage index within the
station influence areas. Therefore, it is difficult
to say that some TOD planning elements are
better than others in terms of the comprehensive TOD benefit. This analysis has some implications in terms of showing how comprehensively the increasing accessibility of public
transportation influences traffic, energy, and
environmental benefits.
From the results of the study on the impact of
TOD plans on trip behavior and projections of
comprehensive traffic, energy, and environmental benefits, three policies are proposed. First,
TOD, which was very seriously pursued in
Western countries, can also be applied in Asian
metropolitan areas. TOD is a strategic concept

that controls a low–density and mono–purpose
development, focusing on vehicles, and addresses issues related to the environment, traffic, and
energy through high–density mixed land use,
focusing on public transportation. As in Western countries, TOD can be applied effectively
in Asian metropolitan areas that have a relatively lower model shift rate of public transportation and high–density mixed land use. In this
sense, this study is very meaningful because it
shows that the TOD development strategy is
universally applicable.
Second, this study proved that the development density, among other TOD planning
elements, can augment traffic, energy, and environmental benefits by inducing changes in trip
behavior. The analysis for Seoul showed that the
increase in the population density more significantly increased the benefit through the trip
model shift. The analysis for the Bangkok
metropolitan area showed the same possibility.
In short, population density can consistently
induce the reduction of vehicle use and increase
in public transportation use. Accordingly, efforts
must be made to apply TOD planning in Asian
metropolitan areas, especially with respect to
the development density.
Third, based on the experimental analysis of
the TOD planning elements, this study implies
the need to formulate diverse policy strategies
for Asian metropolitan areas, since these
elements have various impacts on the choice of
trip mode, the trip degeneration frequency, and
the trip distance. For example, if the results of
the analysis for Seoul were presumed to be the
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same as those of other Asian metropolitan
areas, the traffic policy for the reduction of
dependence on vehicles can be changed in
accordance with which trip behavior are
preferred to be modified. In other words, when
an attempt was made to address traffic congestion by reducing the trip distance, it was necessary to set up a policy that emphasizes the
mixed–land–use ratio rather than the population density. On the other hand, when an
attempt was made to shift the trip models, a
policy focused on the development density was
needed. This is because a decrease in the trip
distance can promote trip self–sufficiency, and a
trip model shift tends to reduce dependence on
vehicles. When these two strategies are applied
at the same time, however, the impact can be
offset due to their complicated effects. Therefore, a more effective and achievable strategic
approach is needed to identify the serious traffic
issues that metropolitan areas are facing. The
comprehensive approach that uses the TOD
planning elements tends to increase the overall
traffic, energy, and environmental benefits, but
the impact should be closely reviewed and
applied through a cost–effective approach.
This study was limited in two aspects: data
availability and policies for practical application.
The initial purpose of this study was to assess
the possibility of TOD application and to
discern patterns in the three selected cities
(Seoul, Bangkok, and Manila) using a single
analysis methodology and the same data. There
were some limits in securing data for the current
year, however, so the final result was induced
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through a partial comparison. Therefore, another study must be conducted to address the limits
of this study. In addition, it was not sufficiently
revealed in this study that the metropolitan
areas have different TOD planning elements.
Of course, the study should be continued to
disclose the origins of the analysis results. In
this regard, a more in–depth study should be
conducted to determine why the statistical
similarity, direction, and size of the TOD planning elements can have distinguishable impacts,
depending on the history, culture, and social
and economic conditions of the city.
This study also proved that TOD plans induce
changes in trip behavior that can have traffic,
energy, and environmental benefits. To ensure
that these plans would be applied, however, the
systemic conditions and problems should be
analyzed and relevant studies to come up with
improvement measures should be conducted.
These were not addressed in this study, since its
purpose did not include the suggestion of strategies for realizing TOD. The identification of the
system conditions and the study of improvement
measures are indispensable, though. Therefore,
the future study should review the systemic
conditions of urban development, the planning
of traffic facilities, and financing methods. In
addition, of course, efforts to come up with
measures for applying TOD are needed.
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Corporate Social Responsiblity of the
Korean Companies in Latin America:
Current Practices and Tasks Ahead
Samgyo Oh, Nam–Sup Lee, Yoonkook CHOI, and
Uk Heon Hong (December 2011)
ISBN 978–322–2293–6 / A5 / 284pp. / not for sale

C

SR (Corporate Social Responsibility) is
now emerging as one of the most important components of the corporate competitiveness. CSR activities can enhance corporate
value by introducing more efficient use of
resources and more transparent management.
Furthermore, it helps not only satisfy social
expections for companies but also produce
higher corporate productivity through effective
communications with the stakeholders. Especially important is the CSR activities of the
companies operating abroad, because they can
help companies avoid negative reputation and
prevent any possible conflicts arising from business acitivies in foreign soil.
This study focuses on the current states of the
CSR activities of the 34 Korean companies in
five Latin American countries (Mexico, Brazil,
Peru, Guatemala, Panama) and tries to locate
the tasks ahead to promote CSR activities by
the Korean companies in Latin America.

Our study shows that despite relatively high
level of awareness of the CSR, only about 30%
of the companies surveyed are involved in
mentionable level of CSR activities. Most the
CSR activities are being performed by the big
companies whose names are well known to the
consumers. One major problem is that those
activities, especially the ones geared to the
communities, are engaged in a rather unsystematic way and with almost no consideration for
the long term development of the communities
and the corporate competitiveness. CSR activities of the Korean companies are “reactive” in
nature (responding to the circumstancial needs),
rather than “strategic” in the sense that CSR
activities are designed and engaged to strengthen corporate competitiveness as well as fulfilling
the needs of the communities. Many Korean
companies lack efficients organizational structure and budget earmarked for CSR activities.
The tasks ahead for effective CSR perfor-
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mances include selection and development of
the CSR programs which reflect both the core
capabilities and the strategic goals of a company. “Reactive CSR” needs to be enhanced to the
level of “strategic CSR.” The way a company
engages in CSR activities also needs to be
changed so that local government and NGOs
can participate in the CSR activities of the
Korean companies.
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An Investigation of Latin American
Immigrants in Korea

Chang Min Kim, Jong–Taick Joo, Jinsook Choi, and Jungwon Kang
ISBN 978–89–322–2294–3 / A5 / 168pp. / not for sale

I

n this report we provide in depth information on the anthropological study carried out
and the distribution of Latin American immigrants and their experiences in Korea. Our
research methods include a survey, interview,
and participant observation carried out between
June and November 2011. Data were gathered
with the aim of finding ways for immigrants to
develop social networks and to make better
adjustments to life in Korea, and furthermore,
to make suggestions for institutional aid and
programs for immigrants.
This report consists of 6 chapters including
the conclusion. Chapters 1 and 2 respectively
provide general statistics on Latin American
immigrants in Korea and characteristics of their
immigration processes. Chapter 3 <The Process
of Migration and Sociocultural Relations of
Latin American Immigrants> comparatively
examines the Japanese case and the Korean case
of Latin American immigration. Through this

comparison, the study clearly reveals the nature,
meanings and impacts of Latin American
immigration to Korea and sheds light on the
importance of sociocultural factors for understanding the history of immigration, immigration processes, and immigrants' social adjustment in addition to economic factors. Chapter 4
<Latin American Expats' Sociocultural Adjustment in Korea> deals with the ways in which
Latin American expats select adjustment strategies. While previous social scientific studies have
tended to rely on quantitative analysis of expats'
psychological adjustment and to deploy overgeneralized notions of sociocultural adjustment,
this study utilizes qualitative methodology in
order to pay more attention to the specifics of
Latin American expats' experiences in Korea.
The result of this study shows that Latin American expats in Korea select from among various
strategies to adjust to Korean culture, depending on the nature of their job and where they
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live. Chapter 5 <An Analysis of Immigration
Experience and Immigration Network according to status of sojourn> examined network
formation and how it is used, and immigrants'
experiences according to their status of sojourn.
The result of this study shows that Latin American immigrants utilize different kinds of
network and this tendency is visible in the
process of immigration to Korea. In addition,
Latin American immigration to Korea is characterized in this study as a family–based strategy rather than an individual strategy.
In conclusion, having conducted research on
Latin American immigrants from various
countries and of various visa types in Korea, we
reached an understanding of some of the characteristics of Latin Americans' immigration
process in Korea, sociocultural adjustment strategies, and sociocultural relations in Korea. This
study contributes to an understanding of Latin
American immigrants' statuses and roles in
Korea, and aids in predicting their future path in
Korea society. We suggest that it is necessary to
improve qualitative aspects of immigrants' lives
rather than to simply increase the number of
immigrants in Korea; we also recommend that
the Korean government develop policies to
facilitate immigrants' positive experience of the
overall process of immigration.
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A Study on the Legal System for Resource
Development in Venezuela, Bolivia, and
Ecuador
Kyung–Won Chung, Hee–Moon Jo,
Nam–Kwon Mun, and Dong–Jae Yoo (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2295–0 / A5 / 572pp. / not for sale

L

atin America not only possess abundant
petroleum and natural gas but also holds
key mineral resources, such as iron, copper, zinc,
bauxite, lithium, and etc. Starting with Venezuela, the largest oil–producing country in the
region, most of the Latin American countries
including Bolivia, Peru, and Ecuador, have natural gas as well as metal and mineral resources.
As Latin America has emerged as a core
target area to secure natural resources, both
public and private investment in this region has
been simultaneously increasing. Nevertheless,
understanding the genuine nature of investment and relative legislation, which could create
de facto benefits from investing activities and
vitalize them, is still inadequate. This tendency
derives mostly from the fact that previously–
conducted researches would emphasize the
acquisition of the general political, economic,
societal, and cultural aspects of the targeted
country. Based upon these antecedent studies, it

is now essential to conduct an in–dept analysis
of the legal framework for resource development in the Latin American region.
This study, in this context, aims to examine the
composition and contents of various laws on
resource development, focusing on three Latin
American countries (Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador) that have high richness of natural resources.
A radical transformation in South American
politics as of 2000 has brought about consequent changes in its business environment and
resource–related legislation. This, in fact, signifies that unclear understanding of this ever–
changing legal system can cause hardship to
successful trade and investment.
By undertaking this research on analyzing the
legal system that could guarantee a safety net for
the future investors, this study is expected to
improve the current condition of the passive
investment in three countries due to high investment risk in despite of increasing interest in their
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resources. This study further seeks to provide
guidelines for the government and private
companies, which promote to branch out into
various resource development projects in these
countries, to establish profound investment
strategies.
Venezuela, the number one oil–producing
country in Latin America as well as the holder
of rich natural gas, carried out a resource nationalism after Hugo Ch&aacute;vez came to
power. Ever since, both domestic and foreign
investment environments have confronted
radical changes, and related laws and regulations have also turned into a new system. Venezuela still maintains its strong resource nationalism that ensures state's full ownership over
country's natural resources legitimatized by the
Hydrocarbon Law, enacted in 2001, and the
Mining Law, enacted in 1999.
In the case of Bolivia, within the wave of political changes based on civil society since 2000,
several political incidents, such as the enactment
of the new Hydrocarbon Law in 2005, the
emergence of Evo Morales, the first indigenous
president in national history, in 2006, and the
proclamation of the new Constitution in 2009,
have accelerated the transformations of legal
framework for the country. Regardless of international criticism of the Bolivia's enlargement of
market obstructiveness built on resource nationalism, the country still has adhered to the direction of a state–oriented resource development.
Likewise, Ecuador, which has proven the sixth–
largest natural gas reserves and the third–largest
oil reserves in South America, has strengthen its
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resource nationalism on the basis of national
sovereignty on natural resources since inauguration of Rafael Correa in 2007. Ecuador's new
Mining Law of 2009 and the new Hydrocarbon
Law of 2010 recognized nation's non–renewable
natural resources (hydrocarbons and minerals) as
a national strategic target, and elevated correspondingly state's control over them.
All three countries currently are not favorable
to foreign investors in their resource development. Although the Investment Law of each
country clearly indicates no sign of legislative
discrimination against them, the actual laws in
effect, such as the Hydrocarbon Law and the
Mining Law, permits solely the state–owned
companies to participate in the resource development activities.
It is, consequently, important to reduce investment risk that any of private investors or
companies could face by means of achieving
leading actions at the national level including
inter–government agreements or joint–projects
on resource development.
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Demographic Transition and its
Consequences in Latin America

Yun–Joo Park, Sang–Rae Lim,
Sang–Hyun Yi, and Young–Tae Cho (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2296–7 / A5 / 238pp. / not for sale

I

n the last century, Latin American has
been known for its explosive population
growth. However, nowadays, the population
growth rate has declined to the level where
many Latin American countries such as Brazil
and Mexico needs to worry its consequences.
i.e. the ageing of population. Such demographic
transition in Latin American not only means
changes in its demographic structure but also
will lead to some fundamental changes in the
society. Therefore, it is critical to analyze Latin
American demographic transition and possible
challenges and responses posed by the transition.
This study aims at analyzing demographic
transition in Latin America. It consists of 5
chapter. The chapter 1 is a brief introduction to
the research. The chapter 2 reviews the history
of Latin American demographic transiton and
its consequences. Also this chapter overviews
the population structure of Latin America and
its particularities. The chapter 3 discusses the

changes in fertility and mortality. After providing the general picture of transformation in
ferility and mortality in Latin America, this
chapter analyzes some demographically important countries. In the chapter 4, migration, another important variable to determine changes in
population, was discussed. Considering the fact
that Latin America has the largest number of
people emigrate to other parts of the world,
migration has some meaningful effects on
population transition. The chapter 5 discusses
consequences of such changes in Latin American population structure in women’s participation in labor market as well as the growing
elderly population. Also this chapter analyzes
policy responses of Latin American countries
to the demographic challenges. Finally in the
conclusion, possible implications of demographic transition to Korean society.
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Central Goverment and Local Goverment
in Brazil

Young Chul Kim, Uh–sung Kim, and Doo Bin Im (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2297–4 / A5 / 150pp. / not for sale

T

oday, the Brazilian economy is the seventh
largest by purchasing power parity and
the one of the world's fastest growing major
economies. Korean government and enterprise
make every effort to utilize the ‘Brazil Chance’.
But our governments and private companies
did't had informations about brazilian government organizations and functions. So that, the
goal of this research is to propose alternatives to
improve relationships of Korea and Brazil in
intergovernmental relations (IGR). First,
despite the absence of political reform, or any
other change in the political institutions, Brazil
turns centralized federalism into decentralized
federalism in process of democratization.
Second, Brazil have a multi–dimentional structure of federal, state and municipal in accordance with government organization law. Third,
Dilma’administration try to cooperate with
local government for sustainable development
with measures of regional inequality, poverty
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reduction and Growth Acceleration Program
(PAC). Fourth, Brazilian public procurement
policies apply to purchases by government entities and state–owned companies. By Brazilian
law, central and local government may not
make a distinction between domestic and
foreign companies during the tendering process.
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A Study on Korean Strategies toward
Venezuela's Oil Sand

Sung–Kwon Cho, Mee–Young Ju,
Sang–Hyun Park, and Sang–Sub Ha (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2298–1 / A5 / 194pp. / not for sale

T

his study aims to introduce a preliminary
research for Korea’s approach to Venezuelan oil sands, which will further provide feasible and practical policy measures. Korea’s
expansion strategies, particularly, in conjunction
with the current policy changes in Venezuela
related to the energy industry were primarily
analyzed. In fact, there are a number of obstacles and challenges that prevent Korea from
easily advancing into oil sands in that the institutional and operational framework to run
energy policies tends to be exclusive, and the
strengthening of resource nationalism in the
country still remains as a huge barrier.
However, at this present moment of 2011,
changing and renovating energy policies as well
as the institutional framework is an ongoing
process, which signifies the gradual opening of
the market. The first sign for this opening can
be found in Chavez’s political agenda that
domestically emphasizes resource naturalism

with left–wing ideology while internationally
maintains strong antagonism toward the Unites
States. Anti–american foreign policy is one of
the Chavez’s core foreign policies, enabling him
to befriend and develop a closer relationship
with Rusia, China, Iran, Iraq, and Cuba. Spontaneously, other countries are also allowed to
participate in the development of the oil sector,
resulting in a sort of the ballon effect.
The second reason depends on an economic
factor that Venezuela lacks financial capital and
technology. Chavez’s anti–american foreign
policy basically has frozen the capital inflow
and the technological support from the Unites
States to develop oil sands. Although this
decline has not severely affected Venezuela
thanks to the rise of international oil prices and
chinese investment, the problem of financial
and technological shortage requires a long–
term solution and strategy. From this perspective,
Korea’s advanced technology of infrastructure
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development can offer a valuable opportunity for
the country to advance into Venezuelan oil sands.
Thirdly, it must be considered the environmental security issue. The work of oil–producing generates serious environmental contamination for along time, including with oil sand
product as well. In this regard, it is a great
opportunity to approach Korea’s eco–innovation technology in the process of oil–sand product in Venezuela. The high technology of Korea
and know–hows in Canada's experience will
help to reduce contamination and make more
secure development process.
This study came to a tentative conclusion that
Korea is more apt to develop a long–term strategy and invest in the downstream sectors of the oil
industry than to participate in the current development plan for Venezuelan oil sands. This is
mainly because Korea has a high international
competitiveness in the construction of infrastructure in relation to the refining, transportation,
and sale process. Further and finally, Korea make
great efforts with multi–level approaches, such as
the sharing of korean development experience,
infra–development and cooperation, enforcing of
human network through diplomatic method,
including reinforcement of socio–cultural interchange between Venezuela and Korea.
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Investment Environment Trend and
Countermeasures after the Democratic
Revolution in Middle East and North Africa
Chung In Moon, Kwang Ryeol Yi, A Reum Ko,
Hyun Gyu Kim, and Jin Young Kim (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2299–8 / A5 / 254pp. / not for sale

M

iddle East and North Africa (MENA),
one of the major global energy suppliers, is a significant region to Korea’s economy.
However, jasmine revolution, democratic movements, arose in Tunisia in January 2011, and
rapidly spread to Libya, Egypt and the most
countries in MENA. These movements have
increased the complexity of political, economic
and social environments in MENA, as they
collapsed Egyptian government and broke the
civil war in Libya. In addition, increase in
complexity in MENA raised the global oil prices and became one of new threats to the global
economic recovery.
Due to the democratic revolution, called Arab
Spring, the political and economic systems in
MENA have changed radically compared to
2010. These changes in MENA are also rising
as serious issues in South Korea, which has high
dependency on imports of oil and exports of
manufacturing goods. Thus, the main purpose

of this paper is to analyze MENA’s democratic
movements’ impact on Korea’s politics, economy and foreign policies and to establish countermeasures.
For research, 16 countries were selected in
MENA based on two criteria. First criteria
defined whether the country had experienced
political instabilities due to recent democratic
movements. Second criteria defined whether the
country has had close economic and political relationship with Korea. The 16 research countries
include Egypt, Libya, Syria, Algeria, Iran, Morocco, Jordan, Tunisia, Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE, Iran, and Yemen.
In order to analyze the features of research
countries, 16 countries were categorized into
three different types: type–I (stable), type–II
(transforming) and type–III (unstable). Categorization was based on global competitive
index, transparency index, global peace index
and each country’s political, social, economic
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and business environments. Countries in type–
I, such as Qatar and UAE were analyzed to
have maintained stable political, economic,
social and business environments. Countries in
type–II, which include Tunisia, Bahrain, Oman,
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, have had somewhat
unstable political–social or economic–business
environments. Finally, countries in type–III,
including Libya, Syria, Morocco, Algeria,
Jordan, Iraq, Iran, Egypt and Yemen, have
shown unstable conditions in all political,
economic, social and business environments.
From a political perspective, type–III countries had longer period of power seized by one
man and higher corruption reorganization
index when compared to the countries of type–
I. From an economic perspective, oil–rich countries in the Gulf had stable economic environments, but oil–poor countries had unstable
environments. Unemployment rate of young
generation was higher in type–III than in type–
I.The growth rate of internet and social network
users, which has been the accelerator of the
democratic revolution in MENA, was higher in
type–III than in type–I.
After the Second World War, countries in
MENA experienced political instability by the
end of 1960s. From 1970s to 2000s, MENA
had been under the authoritarian regime period. Recently, MENA has faced the third political shift due to the jasmine revolution. While
countries in MENA are facing the third political shift, major countries, which include the
U.S., EU, China and Japan, have attempted to
strengthen the economic and political coopera-
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tion with MENA, according to its own policies.
The U.S. has shown diverse foreign policies in
MENA to secure oil resources and ensure Israel’s national security. To accomplish it, the U.S.
has executed joint–military trainings and negotiated FTA with several countries in MENA.
EU has had intimate relationships with MENA
due to its close geographical position. EU has
provided ODA and other supports to secure
energy supply and strengthen economic cooperation with MENA. China has engaged
MENA with diplomatic strategies that prioritized its own national interests rather than the
political ideology. Also, to find the niche market,
China has sustained an intimate relationship
with Iran, in which the economic sanction has
been imposed by the global society. China has
been putting such efforts to improve its reputation among countries in MENA. Japan has
kept a rather passive attitude towards political
events, but actively engaged in economic events
by providing large investments and supports to
MENA.
Korea has enforced various policies to improve
the cooperation with MENA. For instance,
Korea has maintained a mutual economic
cooperation, established partnership to secure
energy resources, and cooperated in the global
society with MENA. From a diplomatic
perspective, South Korea has focused on building human network and establishing environments for the economic cooperation. From an
economic perspective, Korea concentrated on
entering the natural resource development
industry, securing energy supply and winning

Policy References I

plant and construction contracts in MENA.
However, recent changes in MENA due to the
democratic revolution and political instabilities
have led Korea’s government to review overall
policies in MENA. Therefore, this paper
provides major five political recommendations.
First, as a member of G20, Korea needs to
provide an active contribution for establishments of democracy and stable rebuilding
processes. Second, Korea may encounter obstacles in sustaining stable economic cooperation
with MENA due to previous short–term based,
fragmented and economic profit maximized
policies. As a result, to maintain stable relationships with MENA, Korea requires more
systematic, comprehensive and sustainable
foreign policies. Third, rather than only pursuing its own profits, Korea needs to create profits
for both MENA and Korea. Forth, since
MENA has various political, economic, social
and cultural features, Korea needs to approach
MENA with contextual and disaggregated
strategies. Lastly, Korean government should
set close relationships with private sectors in
MENA. Since civil societies are emerging as
new political power in several countries in
MENA, it is essential for Korea to develop intimate and friendly relationships with them.
Along with above recommendations, Korea
will also need to establish a network basis with
Islam, since Islam’s political power has increased
in most countries in type–I, II and III.
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11–63

Cooperations among Republic of Korea and
Countries in Middle East and North Africa
in a Renewable Energy Industry
Hong Sik Cho, Tong–Chan Shin, Eubong Lee, Hyeong Jun Hwang,
Jung Ik Cho, Dai Won Chung, Chris H. Kang, and In Kim (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2300–1 / A5 / 294pp. / not for sale

I

t is assessed that Middle East and North
Africa (“MENA”) area has large potential
for development of a renewable energy industry
due to its blessed natural condition suitable for
various types of renewable energy generation,
such as photovoltaic power generation and
wind power generation. However, investment
for development of a renewable energy industry
and degree of development of such industry has
been rather marginal in MENA area as compared
to its high potential.
However, as countries in MENA area have
started to be concerned with depletion of fossil
fuels, including petroleum and natural gas, and
how to respond to global climate change, the
countries have realized necessity of developing
new energy sources and have increased amount
of investment for a renewable energy industry.
Furthermore, there has been sharp increase of
demand for energy in MENA area due to
population increase and development of various
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industries and major countries in MENA area,
such as Saudi Arabia and UAE, have expressed
that they will take more proactive approach for
development of a renewable energy industry.
Consequently, it is expected that there will be
rapid increase in investment in a renewable
energy industry sector. As a matter of fact, many
countries in MENA area, including Israel,
Morocco, Jordan, and Algeria, have institutionally supported such interest for development of
a renewable energy industry by devising new
national plans, enacting new legislations and
amending relevant laws and regulations for
development of a renewable energy industry.
Consequently, Korean companies’ interest
toward investment on a renewable energy
industry in MENA area is also in an increasing
trend and their large–scale investment plans are
frequently announced in these days. However,
Korean companies have to take multi–dimensional consideration including social, economic
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and political aspects into account in their
investment plans for MENA area to ensure
stable development of a renewable energy
industry and stable investment result in MENA
area. The countries in MENA area contain a
high political risk due to proliferation of a civil
revolution which was initially provoked in
Tunisia, conflicts among different tribes within
nations and confrontation with Western countries. Not only that, a risk of general investment
in this area is relatively high due to inadequate
number of infrastructure for resource development and incomplete nature of regulations and
policies on foreign investment. Therefore, Korean companies should take sufficient consideration for these risks in their investment decision
and should come up with appropriate countermeasures which the companies can take even
before they execute investment plans.
Moreover, since there is also a general risk that
the countries in MENA may delay their investment on a renewable energy industry, Korean
companies need to devise more systematic and
long–term investment plans. In the meantime,
the Korean government’s leading role in foreign
trade is also critical in order for Korean companies’ successful investment in MENA area.
Above all, those Korean companies which are
planning to invest in a renewable energy industry in MENA area must find out areas where
they have technologic superiorities and specialties. After finding such areas, they must endeavor to proactively promote those superiorities
and specialties and to search for plans of strategic cooperation in association with govern-

ments in MENA area, government enterprises
and companies in this industry.
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11–64

Islamic Finance: Theory and Practice

Choong Lyol Lee, Young Soo Lee, and Sang Young Jei (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2301–8 / A5 / 280pp. / not for sale

T

his book is an attempt to review recent
development of Islamic finance and to
provide the practical guidance and policy implication to experts of financial industry and
government in Korea. It consists of three parts
such as a theoretical background, a recent development and its future application of Islamic
finance in Korea.
The first part provides theories for Islamic
finance. First, it explains the conventional banking and finance theory and later we show how
Islamic finance provides the conventional
banking service with observing the Sharia, the
rule of Islam.
The second part shows the recent development of Islamic finance in major countries.
More specifically, it explains how the Islamic
finance of GCC countries and Iran has been
developed for the past decade or more. It also
includes the success story of Islamic finance of
Malaysia and the role of its development strategy.
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The cases of its recent development of advanced
countries of France, UK, US and Japan are also
provided.
Finally, it suggests several practical implications for policy makers and for financial market
participants in Korea. For example, it indicates
that Korea will be able to take several benefits
by utilizing Islamic finance in the international
finance market such as portfolio diversification
effects.
We believe that this book is the first comprehensive book for Islamic finance in Korea. We
hope that it can provide much information to the
academicians, market participants and policy
makers of financial market and industry in Korea.
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11–65

A Study on Aspects of Conflict among the
Tribes in North Africa: Focusing on Berbers
in Maghreb

Jung–Suk Kim, Yang–Joo Kim, and Gi–Dae Lim (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2302–5 / A5 / 280pp. / not for sale

T

he regions of study for this particular project are parts of North Africa, especially
the Maghrib region covering Morocco and
Algeria where a series of recent political unrests
that have taken place in Arabic World are latent
among the various tribes living there. The
reason we call the two countries “Maghrib” is
that they both share the same historical experience, memories and cultural heritages.
Both countries, Morocco and Algeria, were
colonized by France and also are where a majority of Berbers natives live. Most of them have
converted to Islam and they have become a part
of Islamic world. However, the Berbers have
their own language and cultural traditions.
That’s what separates the Maghrib from the
rest of the Islamic countries. Although they had
lived harmoniously with Arabics without much
conflict, they have strongly voiced their own
cultural autonomy since they gained independence in the mid 20th Century. Such demands

have continuously come into conflicts with the
national plans to turn the countries into Arabic
Islamic nations.
This study pays close attention not only to the
aspects of self–identity, language and culture,
but also to the conflicts arising from the dichotomic nature of being Arabic and Berber at the
same. And then we will look further into the
past and the present of the region. In order to
fully comprehend this subject matter, we have
carried out extensive field works by taking a
long trip to the region in addition to studying
various texts. We have focused our observation
and research on Kabylia, Aures and M’Zab in
Algeria and Rif in Morocco. It was the intent of
this study to find out their place in their own
countries besides various characteristics of the
region. The followings are what we have studied
and included in this research.
First, in order to help understand the Berbers
in Maghrib, we have looked at the geological
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features of the region, structural characteristics
of the various tribes, the present state of each
Maghrib’s nations, and overall review of the region.
Second, we have looked into the Berbers, the
primary subject of this project; who they are,
what their own language means to them and
how they have accepted and at the same time
resisted the Arab Islamic culture.
Third, we have studied their history of coexistence and conflict, especially how the Arabs and
the Berbers have confronted each other which
forms the important basis in understanding
them. We also pay attention to their continuous
search for their own identity in the dichotomic
state. In addition, we have looked at various
examples of conflicts currently going on in
Algeria and the significance of constitutional
reform in Morocco which could possibly pose a
big turning point to them.
Fourth, we have covered the regional characteristics of Berbers in Algeria, Morocco which
we have found through our field studies. And
we have discussed not only the values of Berber’s
young generation, but also the problems they
face everyday.
Finally, we have attempted to offer some
suggestions to help us overcome the stereotypical views we have.
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11–66

A Study on the Political Power Structure of
the Middle Eastern Countries

ByunghaHwang, Kangsuk Kim,
Sunha KimHwa Sun Kim, and Jiwon Choi (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–2303 / A5 / 464pp. / not for sale

T

he purpose of this study is to conduct
comparative analysis on the characteristics of political power structure of the Middle
Eastern countries which is going through
dramatic political change. In order to do so, it
tries to categorize the countries according to
types of power structures, so as to understand
the region better, and eventually contribute to
make korea’s policy toward the Middle East.
This study suggests its own standard of classification, by adopting some previous analyses by
several scholars. As a result, it categorizes ten
selected Middle Eastern countries into ’Republic
Bunker states’, ’Republic Bully states’, ’Monarchy
of exclusive nepotism’, and ’Monarchy of inclusive nepotism’. Based on this classification, this
study raises questions; ’what is the characteristics
of power structure of the Middle Eastern countries and how does it manifest according to the
political system?’. In order to answer the questions, this study examines the nature of political

institutions of each country, the role of various
political elites, and the variables of political instability not only in political arena, but also in social,
tribal and religious aspects.
Consequently, this study generalizes the characteristics of political power structure as follows.
As for bunker states, first of all, they share critical features that the family, tribe and religious
sect of the leader exclusively occupy key posts
both in politics and economy, prompted by
coercive rule. However, dynamics of political
relations among the elites are distinct from each
other, based on whether they have tribalism or
sectarianism.
Second, bully states have less autonomy in
authority than bunker states. In the bully states,
patronage system and crony capitalism are the
driving force of long–term dictatorship. Since
the fall of several autocrats, Islamic parties have
received attention leaving a question whether
they can grow up as political elite group. On the
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other hand, bully states would be suffered from
instability due to the conflicts between existing
elites and opposition figures, or among opposition leaders themselves. Moreover, they also
would have possible conflict between Islamists
and secularlists, and have economic problems
such as high rate of unemployment.
Third, in monarchies of exclusive nepotism,
where a certain family monopolizes the political power, the role of legislature and judiciary is
quite limited. In those countries, political
reform is one of the strategies to relive domestic
dissatisfactions. Meanwhile, the basic source of
legitimacy of the regime, and constitutive characteristics of political elites are various according to countries.
Fourth, monarchies of inclusive nepotism
shows a difference from the exclusive ones, in
terms of their distribution of power. When it
comes to the principles of checks and balances,
and limitations on constitutionalism, these type
of countries have in common with the exclusive
monarchies. However, the causes of political
instability, including power struggle within the
regime, tribal feud, and resistance of the
Islamists, are different from country to country.
Finally, considering that the generalization of
political power structure cannot give an answer
to fully understand the indigenous features of
each country, this study tries to explain unique
characteristics of the countries as well.
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Working Papers

11–01

Empirical Tests of Comparative Advantage:
Factor Proportions, Technology, and
Geography

Nakgyoon Choi (August 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4216–3 / A5 / 36pp. / USD 3

T

his paper derives a consolidated regression
equation to estimate the sources of comparative advantage; integrating the Heckscher–
Ohlin model, the Ricardian model, and the
gravity model. It also aims to test which of the
three competing models better explains the
bilateral trade flows. For the empirical estimation, it sets up a consistent dataset for 65–countries and 42–industries in 1997, 2001, and 2004.
The estimation results generally confirm the
three competing models, but relative strength of
the Heckscher–Ohlin model turns out to be the
most potent, followed by the gravity model, and
the Ricardian model. The results reveal that the
signs of the estimates such as production factors
and total factor productivity are positive in all
significant results. In addition, the gravity variables including the distance variable and
dummies such as borders, languages, colony, and
FTA explain the changes in trade share very well.
The explanatory power of the three compet-
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ing models turned out to be different depending on sectoral and regional groups. A sign for
the capital turned out to be negative in case of
regressions for the natural resource intensive
sector, but they are not statistically significant.
In case of the Ricardian model, this paper does
not indicate that technological difference is
statistically significant for the sectoral groups. It
is interesting to see that the sign of the colony
dummy for developed countries, other European countries, and Central America turned
out to be different from the prediction.

Working Papers

11–02

Trade Liberalization, Intra–Industry
Reallocation of Labor and Trade Adjustment
Assistance

Yong Joon Jang (October 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4217–0 / A5 / 46pp. / USD 3

T

his paper analyzes how TAA for workers
plays a role on intra–sectoral redistribution
of labor in response to trade liberalization by placing Riordan and Staiger’s (1993) TAA model
within Melitz’s (2003) framework of international trade with heterogeneous monopolistically
competitive firms. Due to the existence of asymmetric information of worker quality between
firms and workers, high–productivity firms
abstain from rehiring workers laid–off from
low–productivity firms when the average quality of those workers is relatively low. Hence a
job training program of TAA can have an
important role in reducing unemployment and
income deterioration in low productivity firms,
and raise efficiency in high–productivity firms
within a sector in response to trade liberalization. In addition, the job training program is
more necessary with respect to the process of
intra–redistribution of production factors when
trade opens at a low level, and also when a sector

has comparative advantage, skill–intensive
technology and a large portion of low quality
labor in the labor market.
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11–03

Determinants of Domestic Public Debt
Crisis

Bokyeong Park and Wonho Song (November 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4218–7 / A5 / 38pp. / USD 3

T

his paper analyzes the determinants of
domestic public debt crisis. There have
been many studies that examine the causes and
consequences of external debt crisis. However,
little attention has been put to domestic debt
crisis and the importance of it has been neglected. This is mainly due to two facts: First, the
number of occurrence of the domestic debt
crisis is less than that of external debt crisis, and
second, the consistent database has not been
constructed. Recently, many attempts have
been made to construct database for domestic
debts and domestic debt crises. This paper uses
the database established by Panizza (2008), and
tries to analyze the determinants of domestic
debt crisis. We apply the panel probit model to
determine the factors that cause domestic debt
crisis and to find the debt thresholds of individual countries. The results of the paper show
that many macro variables are important determinants of domestic debt crisis. Also, unless
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important macro variables are controlled,
domestic debt ratio variable did not have significantly positive coefficient. This implies that the
status of the macro variables determines the
tolerable levels of domestic debt ratio, and that
the countries have quite different levels of
domestic debt ratio thresholds depending on
their macroeconomic fundamentals. Thus,
unless these factors are controlled, the comparison of domestic debt ratios between countries is
meaningless.

Working Papers

11–04

Indirect Subsidization under WTO
Disciplines: Financial Contribution to One
Entity, Benefit to Another

Sherzod Shadikhodjaev (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4219–4 / A5 / 58pp. / USD 3

I

ndirect subsidization of domestic industries
can occur where, for example, a financial
contribution is provided to one entity but the
associated benefit goes to another. This may
materialize where (1) a financial contribution to
an upstream producer results in a benefit to a
downstream producer, or (2) privatization of a
subsidized state–owned enterprise leads to the
transmission of the subsidy to a post–privatization enterprise. A number of dispute cases initiated in the World Trade Organization have
addressed both situations and resulted in
substantial jurisprudence that cast light on
some controversial issues on indirect subsidies.
This paper examines the main findings made in
case law, discusses subject–related Doha Round
proposals and their possible implications for
Korea.
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11–05

Can Capital Account Liberalization Lessen
Capital Volatility in a Country with
'Original Sin'?

Bokyeong Park and Jiyoun An (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4220–0 / A5 / 54pp. / USD 3

O

ver the last three decades the volatility in
international capital flows has shown an
increasing trend in both emerging economies
and advanced countries. This study investigates
how capital account liberalization affects capital
flow volatility using 34 country panel data.
Overall, we find that the level of financial openness increases capital volatility. However, after
we divide our panel data based on whether or
not a country can borrow abroad in its own
currency, namely ’original sin’, the effect of
financial openness appears differently in each
group. While in original sin free groups capital
openness has no significant effect on capital
volatility, it increases the volatility significantly
in original sin groups. Also when the sample is
limited to countries which established good
quality in their institutions, the difference
remains between the two groups. It means that
the different effects of capital openness on the
volatility should be attributed to differences in
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international status of currencies rather than in
institutional quality. This finding suggests that
emerging economies whose currencies are not
internationalized should be more cautious of
capital account liberalization.

Working Papers

11–06

Regional Difference and Counterfactual
Decomposition of Pro–Poor Growth:
An Application to Rural Ethiopia

Sungil Kwak (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4221–7 / A5 / 72pp. / USD 3

P

revious literature, ignoring regional heterogeneity, has mainly ex–plored the interrelationship among growth, inequality, and
poverty. In exploring the incidence of poverty
and growth, we classify rural Ethiopia into three
regions based on the difference of production
technologies and climates. We find evidence
that regional heterogeneity exists across the
three regions. To find the sources of heterogeneity, we estimate a pseudo–fixed effect probit
model controlling for household fixed effects
within a random effect probit model across
regions. We find that poverty is determined by
different sources across the three regions, each
with different farming systems. Moreover, poor
households can escape poverty only when their
expected level of well–being has been improved
by increases in asset holdings and/or returns to
assets. Hence, we propose, using counterfactual
decomposition, that pro–poor growth can be
decomposed into two components: changes in

the amount of attributes such as observable
household assets or capital, and changes in
‘aggregate marginal product’ of the attributes.
We find that the impacts of the changes in the
aggregate marginal product on pro–poor growth
are significant in the hoe area, but the changes
in attributes do not significantly affect growth
in this region. The aspects of growth are determined heterogeneously across regions: in the
highland area, both components work together;
in the hoe area, growth is mainly determined by
changes in the aggregate marginal product; and
in the enset area, it is changes in attributes that
mainly determine the positive growth. We find
evidence that pro–poor growth in a relative
sense appear in the hoe area, where the impact
of changes in the aggregate marginal product
on growth is heterogeneous along the income
distribution; the larger impact appears in the
lower tails, while smaller impact can been seen
in the upper tails. However, we find no evidence
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of pro–poor growth in the highland and the
enset areas, where the impacts of the aggregate
marginal product on growth are anti–poor and
insignificant, respectively. Therefore, since the
impact of changes in productivity on growth
differs across regions, technology disseminated
to increase household productivity should be
tested whether it could generate pro–poor
growth in the recipient’s environment. For
example, in providing agricultural technologies
through the Korea Project on International
Agriculture (KOPIA) or new knowledge via
the Knowledge Sharing Program (KSP), we
have to deliberate carefully on whether the
knowledge and technology do indeed have
pro–poor aspects.
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Working Papers

11–07

A Quantitative Assessment of Credit
Guarantee Scheme in Asian Bond Markets

Young–Joon Park and Dong–Eun Rhee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4222–4 / A5 / 49pp. / USD 3

T

his paper reviews current development of
the Asian Bond Markets Initiative (ABMI)
and addresses the macroeconomic effects of credit guarantee schemes through the Credit Guarantee Investment Facility (CGIF) along with the
ABMI. The findings from international macroeconomic simulations include that (i) even though
East Asian financial cooperation upgrades some
countries’ credit fundamentals, it helps increase
both the corresponding countries’ real GDP and
East Asia’s regional real GDP, and (ii) this effect
becomes greater as credit rating upgrade happens
to more ASEAN+3 member countries in East
Asia. These results strongly recommend that
ASEAN+3 efforts along with the ABMI should
move toward building local currency bond
markets on the existing achievements. For the
ABMI to be more effective, moreover, the importance of regional prudential supervision and
regional market infrastructure is given with greater emphasis.
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11–08

Can English Proficiency Boost International
Trade in Services?

Kyounghee Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4223–1 / A5 / 36pp. / USD 3

R

ecently, increasing numbers of financial
MNEs are adopting English as their in–

company official language. This paper attempts
to investigate to what extent English proficiency, as the language of global business, can boost
international trade in services. To achieve this

purpose, this paper estimates the determinants
of services trade including language variables
with the aggregated and disaggregated data for

nine different subsectors of OECD countries.
The empirical model is based on a theory–based

gravity model derived from Anderson and von
Wincoop (2003, 2004). The findings show that
English proficiency has a significant influence

on services trade, while other languages such as
French and German have only weak and mixed

effects. In particular, communication, financial,
commercial, insurance, and business services are
revealed to be the most impacted by the level of
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English proficiency. The results imply that

governments can use their English policies to
promote international trade in services.

Working Papers

11–09

Strategic Trade Policy with Border Carbon
Adjustments

Jeongmeen Suh (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4224–8 / A5 / 50pp. / USD 3

T

his article further develops a framework of
Brander and Spencer (1984) by adding
Border Carbon Adjustments (BCA) to compensate for cost differences caused by emissions
reduction among countries. On a level playing
field, BCA is one–directional in that only a
country with a more stringent carbon tax can
impose BCA on its imports. In a two–stage
game with a reciprocal market model, governments move first by choosing domestic carbon
tax rate on their own firms. The level of BCA is
determined by both home and foreign carbon
taxes. Firms take taxes and BCA as a given and
compete by choosing either output levels or
prices. The right to impose BCA makes two
countries unequal in that a country with the
right can extend the influence range of its
domestic carbon tax on imports while the other
cannot. Besides equalizing carbon costs across
countries, BCA changes the incentive structure
regarding governments’ domestic climate policy

choices, as governments try to maximize their
countries’ welfare. Our findings are robust
whether the competition is Cournot or Bertrand
because the effect by BCA dominates the mode
of competition.
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11–10

Real Convergence and European
Integration: What Factors Make the
Difference in Growth at Regional Level?

Yoo–Duk Kang (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4225–5 / A5 / 50pp. / USD 3

T

his paper examines income convergence
across Europe during the period 1995–2007
where the last enlargement of the EU and the
process of economic integration was in active
progress. It is generally accepted that the
enlargement of the EU has been followed by
the convergence of late comers toward the
European average. The author focuses on only
the cross–county convergence, but also within–
country convergence. He concluded that the
remarkable cross–country convergence has
tended toward within–country divergence,
particularly for Central and Eastern European
Countries during the enlargement period.
Economic weights of the respective regions in
national economies seem to be critical in
explaining within–country divergence. High
income regions, mostly capital cities, in CEECs
are characterized particularly by higher growth
rates. It is highly probable that the economic
integration has favored those well–off regions at
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the expense of regions remote from their capitals.
This tentative conclusion provides important
policy implications not only for European integration, but also for economic integration in
other regions, where countries have been seeking diverse regional trade agreements (RTA).
Economic integration is largely recognized as a
policy option to boost economic growth
through trade and investment channels, but
economic benefits are likely to be concentrated
in certain favored regions, mostly capital regions
or industrial areas which have already been
enjoying high income levels. Thus, it will be
increasingly necessary to develop a mechanism
to channel economic benefits to backward
regions for within–country convergence.

Working Papers

11–11

Measuring Arbitrage Costs from Relative
Prices: Implications for the PPP Puzzle

In Huh And Inkoo Lee (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4226–2 / A5 / 32pp. / USD 3

T

his paper estimates the arbitrage costs
from international relative prices, and
studies the economic determinants of implied
arbitrage costs. We find that the magnitude of
arbitrage costs depends on the characteristics of
both the type of good and set of locations under
examination. More specifically, higher share of
non–traded input and lower tradability of good
lead to larger arbitrage cost, as does a lower
proximity of geographic distance between locations. The role of location–specific characteristic
in accounting for the arbitrage cost is more
significant as we move beyond an economic
geography, while good–specific characteristics
matter relatively more if we move to the interior
of this geography. We also show that arbitrage
cost plays an important role in explaining the
puzzling behavior of real exchange rate. We view
our evidence as complementary to those that
emphasize the role of nominal price rigidities.
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11–12

Are Asian Business Cycles Different?

Yongseung Jung, Soyoung Kim, Doo Yong Yang, and Tack Yun (December 2011)
ISBN 978–89–322–4227–9 / A5 / 50pp. / USD 3

T

his paper investigates business cycles in
Asia. Business cycles in developing small,
open countries are different from those in developed small countries. Most interesting characteristics in developing countries are excessive
consumption volatilities and strong countercyclical net export. Asia and Latin American
developing countries share these characteristics.
However, there are also differences in business
cycles in both regions. We find that Asia shows
less excessive consumption expenditure volatility to output than Latin American countries, and
strong countercyclical net exports. More interestingly, the durable consumption is negatively
related with net export in Asia (Korea), while
Latin America (Chile) shows positive correlation. Moreover durable consumption shows a
negative relationship with export and import
while durable consumption in Latin America
has positive relationship with export and import.
We believe that there exist different transmis-
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sion mechanisms in Latin America and Asia
that connect consumption, net exports and
export or import. We find that positive terms of
trade shock increase the real GDP significantly
in the short run for Latin America, but have no
significant effects for East Asia. However,
response of net exports to the terms of trade
shocks is stronger and more persistent in Asia
than in Latin America. This paper also present
an analytic model that could explain the durable
goods business cycles in Asia.
The model can explain durable business cycles
in Asia (Korea) which generate strong procyclical durable consumption by the export–income
channel with market laddering.
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I

n order to argue that the proposed FTAAP
is the second–best policy option for APEC
member economies and the world economy
com–pared to the stalled first–best multilateral
liberalization effort like the DDA (Doha Development Agenda), we examine existing arguments for and against the proposed FTAAP.
From our examinations, we find that the
FTAAP is a sustainable RTA (Regional Trade
Agreement) and will work as a stepping stone
towards global free trade. In addition, the
FTAAP will be a more desirable RTA if it is
cooperated with the APEC’s principle of open
regionalism or/and evolves to a customs union
of the region. However, unlike traditional
FTAs, the FTAAP has some APEC–specific
impediments to its establishment of a regional
trade bloc at present. Some policy recommendations would be proposed to overcome the
obstacles.
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